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CHAPTER SIX
BISHOP HAYNALD AND THE HUNGARIAN OPPOSITION

The Roman Catholic Church in Transylvania recovered
under Habsburg rule much of the privileged position it had
enjoyed prior to the Reformation.

The diocese was estab-

lished in 1003, subordinate to the Archbishop of Kalocsa.
The first resident bishop since the sixteenth century took
his seat in Gyulafehervar in 1716, and became the only
bishop in Transylvania to also enjoy the status of councillor on the Gubernium.

The Transylvanian legislation preju-

dicial to the Catholics (prohibiting the residence of the
bishop and canons in Transylvania, restricting church property ownership and the residence of religious orders, especially of the Jesuits) were repealed by the diet.
The favoritism shown toward Catholics was a long-term
grievance of the Protestants.

The Protestant estates com-

plained repeatedly in the diet about the councillor status
of the bishop.

The Catholics pointed out that the elders of

the Protesant consistoria, who in economic and educational
matters enjoyed analogous powers in their churches, were
1

also councillors.

The official policy in the question

of mixed marriages also favored the Catholic party, and was
a permanent grievance of the other religious communities.

1. Mihaly Bochkor, ~~ .§.!".9-~.!..Yi katolikus auton6mia
(Kolozsvar: Ajtai K. Albert, 1911), 315-26; Mihaly Fogarasy,
Az Erdelyi Puspokrol pol~ri !ekiEte~pen (Bees: Strauss
Antal ozvegye, 1837), 41-53.
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Finally, the Austrian Ministry of Culture decreed in 1854
that the bishop be officially titled "Bishop of Transylvania,"
in spite of earlier practice and prejudicial to the other
bishops in Transylvania.

Haynald demanded of Nadasdy in

1863 that this title be observed.

The Chancellery and Holy

See took the matter under renewed consideration, but con2
firmed the decree of 1854.
As in other Catholic dioceses, the bishop was administrative, spiritual and sacramental leader of the Catholic
faithful and of the secular clergy, i.e. those not belonging
to religious orders.

He was assisted in the administration

of diocesan schools and properties by his Cathedral Chapter
3
of ten canons.
In 1867 the diocese numbered 211 parishes, 150 branch parishes (filiae), and 265 diocesan
priests.

In addition, 177 monks and 39 nuns resided in 37

houses under the supervision of their respective monastic
orders.

By far the most numerous were the Conventual

Franciscans, who resided in 23 houses and were active in
pastoral care, education and the administration of the
4
shrine of Csiksomlyo.
The diocese of Transylvania was by far the largest in
2. Haynald to Nadasdy, February 26, 1863, and ensuing
deliberations, in MOL, D228 1863/117, 124, 138.
3. The number of canons is from 1862. The 1848
schematismus states that the bishop had the right to
nominate seven of the canons-- an extremely high proportion-- subject, of course, to royal approval; Bochkor, 337.
The Cathedral Chapter enjoyed the extraordinary right of
vetoing nominees for canonries, a right it exercized when
Tivadar Zerich was proposed in 1858-- Imecs, 139, 147.
4. Data from Religi6, May 8, 1867, cited by Adrianyi,
Ungarn und das ~ Vaticanum, 74.
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area of the eighteen Roman Catholic dioceses in the Hungarian
lands in area, comprising nearly the entire territory of the
Grand Principality of Transylvania.

The diocese was divided

into sixteen deaneries, each headed by a dean (archdiaconus,
foesperes) who was responsible to the bishop for the examination of conditions in his district's parishes through the
conduct of periodic visits and presided over the district
5

marriage tribunal and clerical assembly.
A unique characteristic of the Transylvanian diocese
was the considerable degree of mixed lay-clerical administration on the local level.

After the exile of the bishop,

which was formalized by the diet in 1610, the prominent
laymen and clergymen evolved a procedure by which matters
not purely spiritual were administered, rather similarly to
the Protestants, by officials elected at diocesan, district
and parish assemblies.

The procedure was guaranteed by the

Transylvanian law code Aprobatae constitutiones of 1653.
Under Habsburg rule the function of the diocesan assem6
bly (Status Catholicus) was continually restricted,
and largely supplanted by the Catholica Commissio, established in 1766.

Members of the commission were the Bishop

(later a diocesan canon named by him) and the Catholic
Gubernium councillors and secretaries.

The commission regu-

5. "Dean," in Robert c. Broderick, The Catholic
Encyclopedia (Huntington, Indiana: Our Sunday Visitor,
1976), 154.
6. For a short history of the Status Catholicus, see
Kiss and Sziklay, II, 889-91.
In practice, its members
consisted of Catholics accredited to the Transylvanian diet.
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lated Catholic schools and school foundations up to 1848,
and was reestablished at the same time as the Gubernium in
1861.

The existence of the Catholica Commissio was a

grievance of both Catholic and Protestant members of the
diet in the Vormarz, who viewed it as a violation of the
Catholics' right to administrative autonomy in school and
7

property matters.
A mixed diocesan assembly convened in Kolozsvar at the
end of August, 1848 under the presidency of Bishop Miklos
Kovacs.

The 166 members were half ex officio and half

elected, half clergy and half laymen.

The assembly called

for the restoration of annual diocesan synods.

It also

called, on the basis of Law XX, for the assumption of the
financial administration of the diocese by a similarly composed annual Status Catholicus assembly and a 24-member
permanent commission deputized by it to take over the func8
tion of the Catholica Commissio.
With the outbreak of
civil war, however, the project remained a dead letter.
Under the new circumstances the government was even less
willing to surrender control over diocesan finances.

The

radical assemblies of succeeding months, notably the synod
in Marosvasarhely on May 29, 1849, challenged established
7. Bochkor, 368-78.
8. The complete protocol of the five-day assembly is
published in Veszely, ed., Az erdelyi rom. kath. puspoki
megye autonomiaja, ~is az 1711-tol 1892-ig tartott
erdelyi romai katholikus statusgyulesek nevezetesebb
targyalasainak, hatarozatainak, felterjeszteseinek es mas
ezekre vonatkozo okmanyoknak gyujtemenye (Gyulafehervartt:
Ny. Papp Gyorgynel a pusp. lye. konyvnyomdajaban,
1893), 122-46.
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religious practices but not state financial control.
Bishop Haynald argued to Miko in 1861 for the restoration of the Status Catholicus rather than of the Catholica
Comrnissio.

He stated:
Your Excellency is familiar with the laws guaranteeing the self-administration of the churches •..
The basis of this request is none other than the
just aspiration, deriving from my pastoral duty,
to assure the autonomy of the Catholic Church by
the execution of the laws, just as the other
denominations have similarly aspired.

Count Mik6 recognized the validity of Haynald's arguments,
but reserved the renegotiation of the commission's status
9

until after the resolution of the union question.

The

former chairman of the commission, Canon Mazes Keseru, was
restored to this position and the commission recommenced
10
operation in May, 1861.
Nadasdy recommended the confirmation of Keseru's appointment, after originally criticizing the appointment because of Keseru's behavior vis a
11
vis the constitutional government in 1848.
The commission had responsibility for the state patronage of parishes
and supervized the church foundations, the patronage of
9. Correspondence of Miko and Kemeny with Haynald of
December, 1860 and January, 1861, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1860/3716, 3751 (Cat. 35), 1861/252 (Cat. 35). Bishop
Lonhart cited Haynald's letter of December 26 (Number 3751)
in his speech to the Status Catolicus in 1891, published in
Veszely, ed., ~'!:. .§!"QeTyJ~m. ~.9-!b~ puspoki megye
auto~6miaja ... , part 2, 369-70.
10. Correspondence of Haynald with Keseru and Gubernium
councillor Farkas Cserey, April and May, 1861, in Ibid.,
1861/930, 1162 (Cat. 35).
11. Correspondence of Nadasdy and Haynald, January and
February, 1862, with documents concerning Keseru's behavior
in 1848-49: ibid., 1862-205, 375 (Cat. 12), and Vortrag
of Nadasdy, January 29, in MOL D228 1862/73; see also
Chapter I.
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parishes by local communities and individuals and the property matters of the religious orders, and made nominations
for those canon appointments which were within the preroga12
tive of the crown.
The Chancellery proposed to the Gubernium 1863 that the
Catholica Commissio would better fulfill its function if it
were expanded, and requested its response to this proposal.
Fogarasy's revelation of the proposal to the assembly of the
Status Catholicus three years later drew the response that
only the complete restoration of Autonomy would serve the
13
interests of the church.
The assembly protocol does not
indicate whether Fogarasy revealed that the Gubernium then
took the further step of suggesting the Catholica Commissio
be replaced by an independent commission made up exclusively
14
of laymen and completely independent of the Bishop.
The intrusion of the Gubernium on the operation of
Catholic Autonomy under Habsburg rule was less on the local
level.

The bishops did not oppose the demands of the laity

and the lower clergy for the retention of this autonomy, but
rather participated in the increasingly rare Status
Catholicus assemblies that protested against the activities
15
The diocesan synod held by
of the Catholica Commissio.
12. Bochkor, 349, 363 summarizes the nature of the
commission's correspondence between 1861 and 1866.
13. "Udvari sz~mok 1863/1874, 5473", cited in the 1866
petition; Veszely, ed. 2, 14.
14. Vasile Ladislau Pop to Raduly, May 31, 1864, in Alba
Iulia, ERC. 1864/1233 (Cat. 4).
15. Bochkor was able to identify twenty-one Status
Catholicus assemblies before 1866, but only three in the
nineteenth century: 1810, 1811 and 1848-- Ibid., 388.
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szepessy in 1822 formally recognized the existence of parish
assemblies and the election of elders and other officials by
16
them.
The court refused to ratify the decisions of this
synod.

But parish archives confirm that many parishes had

assemblies which met on a regular basis.

In the Szekler

region generally, the deans were entitled to convene assemblies of the clergy twice annually, and mixed parish assemblies elected a range of officials who assisted the clergy
in the economic and relgious tasks and directed the parishes'
various pious and welfare societies.

The state apparently

did not interfere with the holding of such assemblies in the
17
1860s.
The pastor of Csikrakos was elected by a parish
assembly in 1857, and that of Kolozsvar selected from among
18
two nominees chosen by the parish assembly in 1864.

***
The Decade of Absolutism
Haynald's immediate successor as Bishop was Miklos
Kovacs (Bishop 1827-52).

His efforts on behalf of Hungarian-

language elementary education earned him considerable respect
19
He made no strong commitment to
in patriotic circles.
either side during the Transylvanian civil war of 1848-49,
16. Ibid., 383-5.
17. Ibid., 384-5, and Vorbuchner, Az erdelyi puspokseg,
108-9. The city parish of Hermannstadt selected its first
lay elder in 1788. Haynald approved a new statute for the
parish in 1858; afterward the parish held one or two general
assemblies annually and elected a twelve-member parish council-Vorbuchner, Historia Domus II, 220, 326-9, ms. in Sibiu,
Parohia romano-catolica.
18. Historia Domus Parochiae Csik Rakos, ms. in Racul
Ciuc, Parohia romano-catholica; Imecs, IV, 254.
19. Miskolczy, "Erdely a reformkorban," 1294.
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and hence was spared the administrative measures to which
some other Hungarian bishops were subjected.

At any rate,

the military encirclement of Gyulafehervar during the hostilities virtually prevented his communication with the
diocese.

Consequently the pastor of Kolozsvar, Istvan Kedves,
20
administered the diocese.
The court named Haynald as

auxiliary cum iure successionis of the elderly bishop a year
before his death in October, 1852.
Haynald was born in 1816 in Szecseny, in central Hungary,
21
to middle-class parents.
After theological studies
in Esztergom, Pozsony and Vienna, he served in a parish in
Pest for two years, was theology professor in Esztergom
1842-46, travelled nearly a year in western Europe at the
expense of the Primate, then played a leading role in the
administration of the archdiocese of Esztergom during the
revolution as chancellery director after his superiors,
Primate Janos Ham and Vicar Capitular J6zsef Kunszt withdrew
from public affairs.

Haynald was suspended from his post by

the Hungarian government in 1849 when he refused to promulgate its decree dethroning the Habsburg dynasty.

Primate

Scitovszky restored him to his former office, and he remained there until taking over the see of Transylvania.
The new bishop proved to be an energetic leader,
conducting more than thirty tours of his diocese, intra-

20. Vorbuchner, Historia Domus II, 202.
21. Biographical information, unless otherwise noted,
is from Denes Szittyay, Haynald Lajos kalocsai biboros ersek
elete (Kalocsa: Jurcso nyomda, 1915).
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ducing examinations for pastoral appointments, establising
numerous schools and school foundations.

His dynastic loyalty

had been a leading reason for his appointment.

Yet he

opposed the Concordat, and offered to resign in 1860 after
22
clashing with the authorities over diocesan endowmments.
Contemporaries familiar with his behavior during this period
described him as a militant Catholic and proselytizer.

Saxon

Lutheran leaders resented Haynald's 1853 regulation forbidding
Catholics to attend Protestant elementary schools, his insistence on a Saxon guild's participation in Corpus Christi
processions, and his fondness for the title "Bishop of
23
Transylvania."
The most objective judgement of his
character by a contemporary is probably that of Police
Minister Kempen, who described him after a meeting in 1856
as "young, fiery, perhaps rather effusive, and, as he him24
self said, candid."
Governor Liechtenstein described him
as "a proud and power-hungry prelate," whose defense of
Catholic privileges concerning cemetaries and mixed marriages he strongly resented.

Perhaps under the impression

of his political transformation and public oratory beginning
1n 1861, he considered Haynald a political opportunist.
22. Wohl, 66-7.
23. Teutsch, Ev~~~lische Kirche II, 379, 411-13.
24. Johann Franz Kempen von Fichtenstamm, Das Tagebuch
Q§_§ _!JSJ}i~§i!!lini:§t~I§ !\§_!!ll?en Y2.!l 1_848 bis 1859, Josef Karl
Mayr, ed., (Wien: Osterreichischer Bundesverlag fur
Unterricht, Wissenschaft, und Kunst, 1931), 393-4, cited by
Laszlo Toth, "Politika es egyhazpolitika Haynald Lajos kiadatlan leveleiben," Katolikus Szemle 49,8, 475. Toth
agreed with this characterization-and believed it explained
much of Haynald's dramatic, but not always prudent, public
career.
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zerich allegedly referred to Haynald as "the weather-vane
25
Transylvanian bishop."
An observer of the Vatican Council described him as "a handsome, eloquent, gentle man, with
physical warmth and attractiveness ... full of ambition and
26
conceit."

***
Haynald in 1861
Haynald's political activity, like that of the other
Hungarian prelates, increased rapidly after 1860.

On the

eve of the Esztergom conference in December, 1860, Eotvos
urged him to come to Vienna and speak out in favor of the
union with Hungary.

He wrote that Haynald's declaration

might have a decisive impact at the court.

Haynald replied

that he strongly favored the union, and promised to leave
for Vienna as soon as his health permitted-- but then remained in Gyulafehervar.

Haynald's pastoral letter of

January 6, 1861 praised the restoration of the constitution
by the October Diploma, but neglected to mention the union
25. Liechtenstein wrote: "Ich glaube hier noch anf~hren
zu sollen, dass Haynald, der unter dem absolutistischen
System immer als Zelot auftrat, sehr duldsam wurde, als die
konstitutionelle Regierungsform eingefuhrt wurde; die religiosen Anschauungen und Empfindungen dieses Kirchenftirsten
unterlagen eben vollstandig seinen ehrgeizigen Bestrebungen;
da er nicht Papst werden konnte, wollte er wenigstens Primas
von Ungarn werden."-- "Autobiographie des Prinzen Friedrich
von Liechtenstein," Vaduz, Hausarchiv der regierenden
Ftirsten von Liechtenstein. Karton 239, ff. 645-47.
The
statement of Zerich ("a sz~lkakas erd~lyi pfisp6k") was reported by several priests and laymen of Hermannstadt who
denounced Zerich to the bishop in April, 1863: Alba Iulia,
ERC. 1863/800 (Cat. 13).
26. Ferdinand Gregorovius, Romische Tagebucher
(Stuttgart, 1892), cited by Dezso Legany, Ferenc Liszt and
His Country 1869-1873 ([Budapest]: Corvina, 1983, 51.
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and called on the clergy to influence the people toward
peaceful moderation.

Haynald insisted to Eotvos that any

leadership role he n1ight take would not be influenced by a
desire for popularity; as far as the Transylvanians were
concerned,
here-- in the land of Protestant intolerance-- the
most justified Catholic activity will always be
unpopular.
The Reformed are powerful, the
Catholics willingly follow their lead.
The remark seems strangely modest in light of his later
activity.

But the tone he adopted in his January pastoral
27
was truly not a popular one among the liberals.
Haynald was the host at the Gyulafehervar conference on
February 11 and 12, housing most of the guests from out of
town in his own residence and the residences of the
28
The Hungarians decided in advance that Haynald
canons.
should speak first, and in favor of the union-- as he did.
His speech won him instant popularity among the Hungarians.
He was greeted afterwards by a torchlight procession and

27. The correspondence of Haynald and Eotvos in
November, 1860 appeared in Szittyay, 68-70; Haynald's letter
also appeared in Toth, 476-7. The pastoral letter appeared
in Kolozsvari Koz]ony of February 12, 1861, was quoted
partially by Szittyay, 70-1, and can also be found in Alba
Iulia, ERC 1861/160 (Cat. 4).
Kemeny praised Haynald for it
in his letter of March 3, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/593 (Cat.
35). Haynald later insisted that he used his audience with
the emperor in December to urge that he recognize the 1848
laws in principle, a position the emperor considered to be
close to treason; Wohl, 66-7.
His account seems selfserving; but Miksa Falk confirms the audience took place,
shortly after one with Eotvos: !\,2r- ~§ jellemrajzok
(Budapest: Revai testverek, 1893), 266.
28. The printed list of participants, with their place
of accomodation written in, is in Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/333
(Cat. 37).
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29
spoke in similar terms to the assembled crowd.
Apor assured Mikd that Haynald was "completely won over to
the cause," adding that his appearance at an audience with
the emperor would be very helpful.

Haynald left suddenly

for Vienna on March 10 after receving a telegraphic summons,
30
probably from Kemeny.
His influence may well have helped
Kemeny to secure imperial sanction for his Provisional Instruction on March 24.
The Nuncio accused Haynald and other Hungarian prelates
of excessive permissiveness toward nationalistic tenden31
cies.
Haynald actually declined an appeal to respond
publicly to personal attacks on him in the Romanian press.
In the current agitated state of public opinion, he wrote,
32
this would serve no useful purpose.
As a consequence of the restoration of the
Transylvanian constitution, Miko called upon Haynald to
occupy his councillor's seat in the Gubernium.

At Haynald's

request, Miko relieved him of the requirement of attendance,
citing his residence in Gyulafehervar and his participation
33
Haynald received a sizable salary
in the diet in Pest.
29. Kolozsvari Kozlony printed the text of Haynald's
speech on February 16-17, 1861. Szittyay claims the local
Romanians (possibly Augustin Pop; see Chapter VIII) organized
the torchlight procession.
The Romanian press condemned the spee1
30. Apor to Miko, February 25 and March 13, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Muzeul Ardelean, Corespondenta Mik6 Imre, 1861/43, 51.
31. DeLuca to Antonelli, March 24, in Lukacs, The
Vatican, 543.
32. Adam Farkas to Haynald, March 18, with reference to
an article in Gazeta Transilvaniei, and Haynald's reply sent
frorn Gyulafehervar, March 27, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/676
(Cat. 4).
33. Correspondence of Miko and Haynald, March 31 to
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34
as councillor, nonetheless.

As a member of the Hungarian

Roman Catholic episcopate, Haynald was named to the upper
35
house in the diet.
Consequently he spent much of April
through June in Pest, staying with Kunszt in the residence
of a mutual acquaintance, Antal Szantofy.

Haynald was not

the only Transylvanian member of the diet; Count Domokos
Teleki, one of the leaders of the liberal opposition in the
Transylvanian counties, attended by virtue of his estates in
36
Hungary proper.
Roman Catholic titular bishops,
including Lonovics and Mihaly Fogarasy, were invited, but
37
Romanian bishops were not.
On June 17 Haynald delivered a speech of one and a half
hours in support of Deak's moderate oppositional motion.

As

in his speech of February, he declared his loyalty to the
Habsburg dynasty but insisted on the continued legality of
38
the Transylvanian union.
Scitovszky personally congratuApril 12, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/910 and 937 (Cat. 4), and
MOL F263 1861/36. Haynald's correspondence in Alba Iulia,
ERC indicates the approximate dates of his stay in Pest and
his stay at the resort in Teplice, Silesia in July.
34. Mike to Hayna1d, June 26, in Alba Iu1ia, ERC
1861/1239 (Cat. 4), and MOL F263 1861/979.
35. Franz Joseph and the Hungarian Court Chancellery to
Haynald, February 14, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/731 (Cat. 2).
36. Mike was also invited, but declined due to his
duties in the Gubernium.
37. The June 25 session of the upper house discussed the
proposed invitation of $ulutiu, Greek Catholic Bishop of
Lugos Alexandru Dobra, and $aguna. Fogarasy argued against
the proposal, but Lonovics called for discussion of the
question by the Hungarian episcopate. Korunk (Kolozsvar),
June 29, 1861.
38. The speech was published in Pesti Hirnok and
Ko1ozsvari Kozlony and in pamphlet form: Haynald Lajos
erdelyi ptispok felsohazi beszede az erdelyi uni6 targyaban
(Junius 17en) (Pest: Emich Gusztav, 1861), 36 p.; it is
exhibit 2 in the Vortrag of December 4 in MOL D228 1861/478.
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39
lated Haynald after the speech.

As a result of his

speeches on February and June he was acclaimed an honorary
commission member by the counties and districts of Kovar on
March 23, Maros on May 12, cs1k on April 25, and Fagara9 on
40
July 6.
After his speech Haynald retired to the baths in
Teplice, where he received word of the deadlock between the
41
diet and the government.
Haynald's suddenly acquired fame as a liberal bishop
reached as far as Paris, where he was proclaimed the honorary
president of the "Institut de !'Afrique," a society aiming
at the abolition of slavery and the spread of Christianity
in Africa, in August, 1861.

The citation praised his "en42
lightened and generous spirit."
One of the leading

spirits of the new society was Bishop Dupanloup, who advocated the partition of Africa among the Christian
43
nations.
Haynald's contact with French liberal Catholics may
have dated as early as his visit to Paris in 1846, when his

39. Szittyay, 81, citing Kolozsvari Kozlony No. 96, June
20.
40. Alba Iulia, ERC 1861/806, 1246, 1341 (Cat. 4),
1861/1049 (Cat. 35). The declaration from Fagara$ came
during an interlude when Hungarians and Hungarophile were in
control.
The city council of Szamosujvar also sent its
congratulations, on June 27; Ibid., 1861/1311 (Cat. 4).
41. Telegram, Janos Torok to Haynald, July 30, in Alba
Iulia, ERC 1861/1818 (Cat. 35): " •.• Mehrheit wahrscheinlich
Adresse, gegen Beschluss, Permanenz, Vertagung."
42. Declaration to Haynald, August 5, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1861/1791 (Cat. 4).
43. William B. Cohen, The French Encounter with
Africans. White Response to Blacks, 1530-1880 (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1980), 268, 278.
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44
sister was the tutor of Louis Philippe's grandson.
Eotvos connection was probably more significant.

The
Eotvos was

in regular correspondence with Montalembert, the leading
French liberal Catholic, who was a close friend of
Dupanloup.

Following an invitation from Eotvos,

Montalembert visited Vienna and Pest in 1861.

He arrived in

Pest on June 8, and was given a grand welcome by such
leaders of that chamber as Scitovszky, Apponyi, Mailath and
Lonovics.

He attended many sessions of the diet, and prob-

ably witnessed Haynald's speech on June 17.

The visit

changed Montalembert's former skepticism toward the moderate
45
Hungarian opposition to warm sympathy.
After the imperial decree convening the Transylvanian
diet for November 4, 1861, Miko wired Haynald to "come here
and take up your activity as Gubernium councillor without
46
delay."
The councillors discussed the convocation decree
in the session of October 3, Haynald taking advantage of a
47
law of 1721 to speak first.
He declared the decree
illegal, and his motion to declare it illegal was accepted
48
by the majority of the councillors.
The Hungarian nobility of Also-Feher county sent a committee of thirty-one,
44. Toth, 474.
45. Gyoz6 Concha, Eotvos es Montalembert baratsaga.
Adalek ~magyar katholikusok-autonomiajanak kezdetehez
(Budapest: Szent-Istvan Tarsulat, 1922), 159-66.
46. Miko to Haynald, September 28, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1861/1860 (Cat. 4).
47. The law of 1721 stated that the Bishop as councillor
was first Votant, "post Gubernatorem primam sessionem cum
omni congruam praerogatio capit." Cited by Vortragpf
Nadasdy of December 11, 1861, in MOL D228 1861/478.
48. [Fraknoi], in Kohalmi-Klimstein, 69-70.
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including three barons, two Roman Catholic priests and a
Reformed dean to Haynald's residence on October 31 to thank
49
him for his action.
Upon his appointment as Court Chancellor, Nadasdy summoned Haynald to Vienna to explain his actions.
there on November 22.

He arrived

Upon his arrival he composed a writ-

ten account of his contribution to the session of October 3,
and presented it to Mik6, also in Vienna, for corroboration.
He presented his text to Nadasdy on November 24.

He admit-

ted that he spoke first in the Gubernium after the decree
was presented there, but claimed that his view was "in
agreement with the Hungarian, Szekler and Romanian councillors."

He rejected the argument of the centralist council-

lor Schmidt that Hungary's constitution had lapsed, adding:
The egotistical gentlemen of the Umsturzpartei
on the Seine and Dora fight against the gilded
parchments and extant treaties; Austria was renowned for always seeking to protect them, and
this was the duty of the Gubernium as well.
It was by the right of the strong, which Schmidt defended,
that Austria's princely allies in Italy were deprived of
their thrones.

Haynald admitted that his views differed

from those of the government (Ministerium, not Gubernium),
but feared the government's views would lead to the downfall
of the dynasty and of the monarchy.

Instead, he argued that

the formal acceptance of the laws of 1848 was the only
solution.

In that case he was confident that those articles

49. Istvan Kemeny and Janos Macskasi (Roman Catholic
pastor of Teiu~) to Haynald, October 19, 26, and 28, in Alba
Iulia, ERC 1861/2074 (Cat. 37).
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of the 1848 laws could be modified that were detrimental to
the power of the monarchy, if approved by a diet of all the
Hungarian lands, cosigned by the Hungarian ministers and
sanctioned by the crowned king.

Haynald would forfeit his

moral authority as bishop if he changed his views with each
change of government, becoming a "political chameleon,"
50
He resomething the government could hardly desire.
51
portedly offered his resignation, which Nadasdy declined.
Nadasdy reported to the Emperor that energetic action
against Haynald was made difficult by the fact that he had
received no rebuke for his published addresses of February
and June, and that he was appointed Gubernium councillor
fully six weeks after his address at the conference in
Gyulafehervar.

Haynald threatened to undermine the function

and prestige of the newly reorganized Gubernium.

Therefore

Nadasdy asked him confidentially to refrain from attending
the Gubernium for the time being.

The decree for which he

secured imperial sanction fell short of even this measure,
however: it stated that the emperor recognized his loyal
sentiments, but insisted regretfully that his speeches of

50. The fifteen-page declaration, which was apparently
also consulted by Frakn6i and Szittyay, is in OSzK, Ms 882,
where it is incorrectly identified as a letter of Haynald to
Eotvos. Though Nadasdy is not mentioned in the text, the
contents, language and form of address (Euer Excellenz)
identify the document with certainty. The declaration is
listed among the exhibits in MOL D228 1861/478, but is
missing.
There are no documents in the file 1861/2358 (Cat.
4) in Alba Iulia, ERC, entitled "Episcopi declaratio
politica. Signatum 25a Novembr. 1861."
[Frakn6i], 70-72
summarizes the same declaration.
51. Szittyay, 86.
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1861 were in contradiction with imperial policy.

In the

future he should strive to "support the good-intentioned
views of the government, seeking to reconcile and pacify
52
public passions by tactful, wise comportment."
Miko resigned from the Gubernium after his own session
with Nadasdy on November 24.

Formally communicating his

decision to Haynald, he congratulated him for his decisiveness: "You have defended the cause of the constitution with
the courage worthy of the bishop of a great and powerful
53
religion."
The Nuncio was indignant at Haynald's independent behavior in his interview with Nadasdy, and urged Antonelli to
facilitate his divestment of all civil functions.

But

Antonelli and the Pope believed that the Holy See should not
become involved in Haynald's purely civil activities.

The

Nuncio might, if the emperor desired it, encourage Haynald
to refrain from attending the Gubernium.

Haynald might also

be summoned to Rome on the pretext of completing the report
54
interrupted in 1859 by the beginning of the war.
Nadasdy
52. Nadasdy's Vortrag of December 11, 1861, in MOL
D228, 1861/478. The draft of Nadasdy's letter to Haynald of
November 27, written in his own hand and without numeration,
is in HHSA, Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb. II. ReservatPrisidialakten 1863-65. It concludes, "Dass ich diese
Zeilen eigenhandig schreibe, moge E.E. als Beweis dienen,
dass nur wir zwei von diesem .•.• Provisorium Kenntnis haben."
The emperor only approved Nadasdy's proposed decree on April
12, and Nadasdy communicated it to Haynald two days later-Haynald to Nadasdy, April 14, 1862, in HHSA, Nachlass
Reichenstein. Karton lb. Nachlass Reichenstein, meist
Schriften betr. den Landtag in Siebenburgen.
53. [Fraknoi], 70-72.
54. De Luca to Antonelli, November 29, and Antonelli to
De Luca, December 14, in Lukacs, The Vatican, 548-53. De
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asked Haynald's archbishop to use his influence with him.
Kunszt was apparently still on warm terms with Haynald at
the time of the diet in Pest.

But four months later he

shared the Nuncio's anxiety about the bishop's apparent
radicalism, and confessed that his quest for an archbish55
opric had undermined their previously warm relationship.
Acceding to the request of the Nuncio, Kunszt wrote Haynald,
criticizing his comportment in the Gubernium and recommending his temporary withdrawal from politics as a means of
restoring tranquillity.

Haynald replied noncommittally that

the distance of his residence prevented his regular attend56
ance at the Gubernium in any case.

***
Haynald under the Provisorium
Under the Provisorium Haynald was less outspoken, but
still independent.

He approved the printing of the opposi-

tional Kolozsvari Kozlony by the Catholic high school press
57
in Kolozsvar.
He continued to insist on his right, in
principle, to preside over the Gubernium in the Governor's
absence, a right he exercized in the session of the Commis-

Luca proposed similar measures against Scitovszky and
Strossmayer, similarly rejected by Antonelli. Rechberg's
letter to Bach of November 29 closely resembles that of De
Luca-- A9rianyi, Ungarn und das ~ Vaticanum, 391-2.
55. "Ubersetzung eines Schreibens des Erzbishofs von
Colocza 31. Dezember 1861" [to the Nuncio], in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb. II. Reservat-Prasidialakten 1863-1865. See Chapter IX concerning this project.
56. Copies of letters of Kunszt and Haynald, January 2
and January 31, 1862, in Ibid.
57. Correspondence of Keseru and Haynald, January 7 and
30, 1862, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1862/114 (Cat. 37).
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sio Catholica of April 6, 1862.
58
correctness of his arguments.

Crenneville conceded the

The government considered nominating Haynald to the
vacant Patriarchate of Venice as a means of removing him
59
from Transylvania.
Nadasdy completed his reform of
local government in Transylvania in the early months of
1862, then presented Haynald with the imperial rescript of
April 12 calling for his support of the government.

Haynald

solicited and received a vote of support from his Cathedral
60
Chapter for his earlier actions.
The absolutist party in Vienna, despite all frustration
with Haynald's recalcitrance, could not discount the considerable prestige Haynald enjoyed at the Vatican.

This

prestige derived in part from his personal and ecclesiastical qualities, and in part from the threats, repeatedly
emphasized by Haynald, posed to Roman Catholicism in
Transylvania by eastern-rite Catholics and Orthodox that
only he was capable of combatting.
Haynald's personal relationship with the Pope and his
increasingly important role in the Curia were a source of
authority for him in Rome and also in Vienna.

The pope's

strong reliance on personal relationships with his bishops

58. Correspondence of Haynald and Crenneville, November
24 and December 16, 1862 in Ibid., 1862/1666, 2900 (Cat.

4).
59. In his description of Haynald's trip to Rome in
1862, Canon Lenhart confirmed the rumors to this effect,
circulating in Transylvania, on the basis of a conversation
with the Archbishop of Udine. Lenhart, 246.
60. [Fraknoi], 73-4.
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worked to Haynald's advantage.

Contemporaries marvelled at
61
the bishop's cultivation and charm.
In May, 1862 Roman Catholic bishops from around the

world travelled to Rome for the canonization of the Japanese
martyrs.

It was Haynald's second journey to Rome as bishop.

The Pope greeted him warmly when they met privately for a
62
half hour the day after his arrival on May 22.
At a
second private audience, Haynald submitted information supplementary to his report of 1859.

The unofficial subject of

the bishops' meeting was the preparation of a papal statement on liberalism, which was to become the §y]labus of
Errors.

Haynald, despite his relative youth, was named to

the preparatory commission.

He distinguished himself in the

regular meetings, and when the commission produced both a
conservative draft and a liberal one (by Dupanloup), he was
elected to the committee of five entrusted with the composition of a compromise draft and wrote the final version of
this draft himself.

According to Lonhart several bishops

thanked Haynald ''for the exclusion of certain passages,"
which by the very nature of the document would indicate that
he was one of those seeking to blunt the pope's anti-liberal
fervor.

The origins of Haynald's later collaboration with

Dupanloup at the Vatican Council date from no later than
this period, for the French bishop enthusiastically praised
61. Aubert, 84. Toth, 478; Lord Acton to Ignaz von
Dollinger, January 10, 1870, in Ignaz von Dollinger~ ~~ief~
wechsel 1820-1890 II, ed. Victor Conzemius (Munchen: C.H.
Beck'sche Verlagibuchhandlung, 1965), 79.
62. Lonhart, 192-94.
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63
him to his colleagues.
It would be a projection of later events to suppose any
strong antithesis between the Curia and the "liberal" prelates present in Rome in 1862-63.

Hence Haynald's perfor-

mance in the doctrinal commission could only increase his
stature there.

His contacts with Franz Liszt and Augustin

Theiner must be seen in the same light.

Liszt hosted

Haynald and several other bishops at a private concert on
64
June 7, 1862.
A week later, Haynald visited Theiner, the
65
Vatican librarian who was an associate of Strossmayer.
Another contact of Haynald in Italy in 1862 is surprising for a prelate who had just composed a curial memorandum on the perils of liberalism, but it reflects his
mediating position in Hungarian politics.

After leaving

Rome on June 24, Haynald was visited in Livorno by Count
Sandor Teleki, the former leader of the Hungarian Legion in
Italy.

While Haynald and Teleki had "many different views,"

the bishop urged him to apply for permission to return to

63. Szittyay, 88-89, citing Lenhart, 195, 202-3, 206,
213, 222. Haynald's personal papers include the printed
memorandum dated May 24 directing the commission's work,
marked by him "received May 23," and the first printed
version of the later Syllabus, listing sixty-one
objectionable theses and their qualification, with a curial
circular letter of November 15, 1862, in OSzK, Fol.Hung.
1722, ff. 101-109.
64. Lenhart, 114-15. It is unclear whether Haynald's
long friendship with the composer began at this time. Liszt
had moved to Rome in 1861, entered an Italian monastery in
1863, and took religious vows in 1865-- Paul Merrick, "A
vallisos Liszt," Vigilia 51,9 (1986), 56.
65. On Theiner, see Friedrich Heyer, "Augustin Theiner,
Prafekt der Vatikanischen Archive, in seinem austroslavischen Engagement," in Kirche im Osten 14 (1971), 123-33.
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Hungary.

He submitted a petition by Teleki's mother on her
66
son's behalf to the emperor, but without result.
Haynald's experiences in Italy may well have fuelled

his resolve to maintain his own independence.

Upon his

return to Gyulafehervar, he composed a lengthy circular.

It

concluded on a note drawn from recent events in Italy that
was reminiscent of his declaration to Nadasdy, and it had
implied relevance for Transylvania.

In an age when selfish,

arbitrary power make the sanctity of law and honor an object
of scorn, he wrote, bishops who are aware of their duty are
67
being dismissed from their posts and even imprisoned.

***
On the Eve of the Diet
Nadasdy took up Haynald's case again at the beginning
of 1863.

He reminded Haynald of the Emperor's declarations

to the Reichsrat, his declaration to Haynald of the previous
April, and his positive reply to the Saxons and Romanians in
October, 1862.

He asked him "in the strictest confidence":

could the emperor count on his support in the election of
68
deputies to the Reichsrat?
The Nuncio's deputy reported

66. Introductory study by Elek Csetri, citing letter of
Haynald to Teleki's mother, Mrs. Janos Teleki, and of Teleki
to Mrs. Janos Teleki, August 12, 1862, in: Sandor Teleki,
Ernlekezzunk regiekrol. Ernlekezesek es levelezes (Bukarest:
Kriterion, 1973), 41-2, 472. Teleki had ceased his activity
in the organized emigration a year earlier, but only received an amnesty and returned horne in 1867.
67. July 26, 1862; printed copies in German and
Hungarian are in Alba Iulia, ERC 1862/1999 (Cat. 1) and
OSzK, Fol.Lat. 3952, ff. 193.
68. Nadasdy to Haynald, January 31, 1863; draft in MOL
D228 1863/60 and original in OSzK Fol.Hung. 1722, 260 ff.
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the letter to Rome.

He stated that Haynald had become by

force of circumstances "the natural leader of the
Transylvanian Hungarians; " but if Haynald replied negatively to Nadasdy's letter then his participation in the
Transylvanian Diet, or even the retention of his see, might
69
be called into question.
The bishop travelled to Pest for consultations with
Deak, Eotvos, and Danielik, and continued on to Vienna with
Governor Palffy.

Danielik regretfully reported to an in-

formant that Haynald continued to insist on the laws of
1848.

He warned Haynald that if the Hungarian opposition

was too inflexible this would backfire on the Hungarians and
70
71
the church.
Haynald spent more than a week in Vienna.
Then the bishop again solicited the opinion of his Chapter,
and it again confirmed him in his previous position. This
72
he reported to Nadasdy on February 26, 1863.
The Pope,
meanwhile, praised Haynald for his loyalty to the emperor
and urged him to work for social concord.

Haynald composed

an apolitical stressing piety and the interests of the Holy
73
See.
At the same time he appealed to the Nuncio to

69. Giovanni Capri to Antonelli, February 23, in Lukacs,
The Vatican, 556-59.
70. Police Commissioner of Pest-Buda to Mecsery,
February, 14, in HHSA, Informationsburo, 1863/1132 (Elenchus
115).
71. "Bizonyos forrasbcil ~rtesulven, hogy Excellenti~d ...
10 napig B~csbe mulat ... ," Karoly Apor to Haynald, February
22, in Szittyay, 92.
72. [Fraknoi], 74-5.
73. Pius IX to Haynald, February 14, and circular of
March 20, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1863/703 (Cat. 1).
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74
understand Transylvania's "special problems."
Schmerling's victory in the Council of Ministers emboldened Nadasdy to employ a new course of action against
Haynald.

He composed a 38-page memorandum to Rechberg,

asking that he appeal to the Holy See "to intercede in
asuitable fashion in this very important matter."

His

linkage of the church and central imperial authority was no
doubt designed to appeal to the mind of Ambassador Bach in
75
Rome:
As things stand, the Catholic Church is guaranteed
protection and justice only by the Catholic
sentiments of the Emperor.
For none is it less
fitting than for a Catholic bishop to work for the
weakening of imperial power and the destruction
of the imperial house.
Haynald should therefore be made to obey the clearly stated
76
will of the Emperor.
Rechberg communicated this "matter of a very delicate

74. Draft of Haynald to the Nuncio, March 26, in Alba
Iulia, ERC 1863/748 (Cat. 1).
75. Alexander Bach was closely identified with the
implementation of the Concordat as chief minister in the
previous decade. He was Ambassador to the Holy See from
July, 1859 to November, 1865. His dedication to the
Concordat, growing conservatism and ostentatious religiosity
made him persona gratissima of the Holy See.
In the
Reichsrat Rechberg was forced to defend him against liberal
claims that he was more a defender of Vatican interests than
those of Austria. Alois Hudal, Die osterreichische
Vatikanbotschaft, 1806-1918 (Munchen: Pohl & Co., 1952),
167, 178, 181.
76. Nadasdy to Rechberg, April 8, 1863, in HHSA,
Administrative Registratur. F26 Bischofe 1861-1869, Faszikel
26: Bischof Haynald, Abdankung als Bischof von Siebenburgen.
Haynald may have learned what was afoot. Two days after
Nadasdy's letter he sent an unspecified Viennese document
from Gyulafehervar to Kolozsvar for examination by several
aristocrats; Haynald to Miko, April 10, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Muzeul Ardelean. Corespondenta Mike Imre, 1863/19.
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nature" to Bach, hoping he would find a "salutary solu77
Bach made his presentation to Antonelli on April
tion."
30.

He argued that by aiding the restoration of the laws of

1848, Haynald was paving the way for the renunciation of the
concordat in Hungary and Transylvania.

In effect, he

stated, the Bishop was allowing himself to become the instrument of forces hostile to the empire and the church.

He

requested that the Holy See use its influence to assure that
78
Haynald take no active initiatives in the upcoming diet.
Bach reported to Rechberg on May 23.

The chief diffi-

culties, he wrote, were the Holy See's reluctance to interfere in constitutional questions and the considerable popularity enjoyed by Haynald in Rome due to his performance
there the previous year.

The pope agreed to write to

Haynald, however, through Mgr. Franchi, the Secretary of the
Congregatio Negotiorum Ecclesiasticorum Extraordinariorum,
the body which negotiated concordats with foreign states.
Antonelli stressed that he could not give a specific directive to Haynald, since this would set an undesirable precedent and may rightly be regarded as improper by Haynald
himself.

The Nuncio transmitted the letter to Haynald at

the beginning of June.

It warned him of the dangers of his

policy for the church as well as for his person, and recom79
mended a conciliatory comportment in the diet.
On June
77. Rechberg to Bach, April 18, loc.cit.
78. Bach to Antonelli, April 30, in DSSS, 548-51;
French translation of the Italian original in HHSA,
Administrative Registratur, loc. cit.
79. Draft of Rechberg to Nadasdy, June 2, in HHSA,
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14 Haynald's nomination as regalist to the diet was ap80
proved.
DeLuca, perhaps because he had seen Franchi's letter,
seemed less optimistic than the Austrian officials about its
effectiveness.

On June 3 he sent a stronger letter to Rome,

accompanied by Haynald's memorandum of May 12, 1862.

The

pursuit by Haynald of a more moderate policy was desirable,
he wrote, in view of the far more numerous Romanian Greek
Catholics.

These Romanians might be attracted to union with

predominantly Orthodox if they were provoked by Hungarian
recalcitrance.

He recommended that Haynald be made to abdi-

cate from his bishopric and transferred to another Hungarian
81
see.
Haynald no doubt discussed this plan with de Luca
en route to the bishops' synod commemorating the Council of
82
Haynald and Franchi met in Trent. Haynald asTrent.
sured him that he could not change his thinking, "since it
was shared by the clergy, magnates and other people of his
diocese."

He agreed to take a concilatory position at the

diet if he appeared there, and proposed as an alternative
Administrative Registratur, loc.cit.
I was unable to locate
Franchi's letter in either Alba Iulia, ERC; the OSzK; or the
HHSA.
80. Nadasdy and Crenneville to Haynald, June 14 and 17,
in Alba Iulia, ERC. 1863/1588 (Cat. 4). Fogarasy wrote
Reichenstein on June 11 that Haynald "gedenkt nicht an dem
sieb. Landtage theilzunehmen, selbst dann nicht wenn er
verm6ge Regales dazugeladen wird." Fogarasy to Reichenstein, June 11, 1863, in HHSA, Nachlass Reichenstein.
Vertrauliche Briefe.
81. De Luca to Antonelli, June 3, in DSSS, 552-54.
82. Haynald was in Pest on June 15 when he wrote to
Kalocsa concerning the provincial synod, and in Mittenwald
in Tyrol on June 23 when he wrote to Crenneville. Alba
Iulia, ERC 1863/1366 (Cat. 3) and 1505 (Cat. 4).
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his transfer as coadjutor bishop in Kalocsa. Antonelli and
the Pope found this a desirable solution, and Bach recommended its approval by the Austrian government as a way out
83
(Auskunftsmittel).
It will never be known whether Bach's Auskunftsmittel
would have succeeded, because its approval in Rome was
simultaneous with the denouement in Hermannstadt.

Haynald

returned to Transylvania in the course of the elections
there.

He arrived in Hermannstadt at the same time as the

other members of the diet.

Crenneville reported on July

17th that the Hungarian members held their

secret meeting

in the home of Count Mikes, and decided not to take the oath
of office as members. As was fitting for a Roman Catholic
bishop, Haynald celebrated a high mass in the presence of
the deputies to pray for the success of the diet before its
opening on July 15.

At the opening session, on hearing the

contents of the convocation decree for the first time, they
held another, separate meeting.

Haynald and Kemeny reportedly

made the motion that the decree's denial of the validity of
the Leopoldine Diploma was grounds for boycott, and the
84
meeting accepted this view.
The protocol of the secret
meeting notes that Haynald sat next to the chairman, Ferenc

83. Bach to Rechberg, July 22 ("vertraulich"), received
August 2, in HHSA, Administrative Registratur, loc.cit.;
copy in MOL D228 1863/733.
84. Crenneville to Nadasdy, July 17 (received July 20),
in MOL D228 1863/678. Retegan (Dieta romaneasca ~
Transilvaniei, 83) mistakenly refers to the "mission" of
Count Mikes, implying he was one of those who had arrived
from Hungary.
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Kemeny.

He spoke against taking the oath, as it would

"serve no useful purpose."

The protocol does not indicate

whether he spoke at the meeting the next day which decided
85
upon the boycott.
Pu~cariu wrote concerning the
Hungarian-Romanian consultations on the eve of the diet:
In this small circle we asked the question: "why
don't you enter the diet, so we can make peace?"
[Baron Albert] B~nffy replied: "We are not entering
simply because we wish to avoid [entering] the
Reichsrat." Bishop Haynald .•. told us: "Come to
[the diet in] Pest, where we will guarantee all
your national desires by law." Caracteristicon! 86
The report had reached Vienna, which Crenneville had
considered likely, that Haynald was seeking to convince
Hungarian moderates that the emperor did not want them to
enter the diet.

Nadasdy immediately repudiated this view in

a message to Haynald, stating that the Emperor expected him
87
Haynald rejected this appeal when it was
to attend.
88
conveyed to him by Crenneville.
Governor Crenneville, in
Hermannstadt as royal commissioner for the diet, wrote that
Haynald was "one of the emperor's most dangerous enemies,"
whom the government could make harmless only by sending out
89
of the country.
85. OSzK, Fol.Hung. 1430.
86. loan Pu~cariu, Notite, 75.
87. Draft of telegram from Nadasdy to Crenneville, July
19, telegram of Crenneville to N~dasdy, July 20, and draft
of reply of the same day, in MOL D228 1863/674, 677.
88. Crenneville to Nadasdy, July 24, in MOL D228,
1863/712.
89. Copy of Crenneville to Nadasdy, July 20, in HHSA,
Administrative Registratur, loc.cit. The Gubernium moved to
Hermannstadt for the duration of the diet, so that Crenneville simultaneously directed both it and the diet. There
were separate offices of the Gubernium presidium and the
royal commissioner, however. (See Kutschera, 193, 309) My
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On July 22 the deputies held a final meeting at which
they passed their boycott resolution, then paid their
respects to Crenneville and left the city.
of

Crenneville~s

On the grounds

report that Haynald not only disregarded

the expressed intention of the emperor but also convinced
many moderate deputies to follow his lead, Nadasdy recommended that his appointments as Gubernium councillor and as
regalist be nullified.
90
tion on July 23.

The Emperor approved his recommenda-

***
Haynald~s

Abdication

After his dismissal from civil office, Haynald wrote
Crenneville to request an audience with the Emperor, together with Kemeny and Mik6, to present the declaration of

account of the diplomatic history of the abdication follows
the documents in HHSA, Administrative Registratur and in
MOL; Ferenc Eckhart, "Egy nagy magyar fopap eletebol," in
Becsi Magyar Torteneti Intezet Evkonyve II (1932), 272-84,
offers a good summary of the diplomatic aspects on the basis
of the Administrative Registratur. Eckhart mistakenly identifies the royal commissioner with the Governor~s brother,
Lieutenant Field Marshal Franz von Crenneville. The latter
was the Emperor~s court adjutant, and by inference from this
identification Eckhart exaggerates the significance of this
letter as an indicator of the emperor~s personal animosity
toward Haynald. Baritiu, a participant in the diet, refers
to Crenneville as "in tiera ca gubernatoru, la dieta ca
commisariu plenipotentu"-- Parti alese, III, 193.
90. Nadasdy Vortrag of July 23, in MOL D228, 1863/684,
and Nadasdy to Rechberg, July 23, in HHSA, Administrative
Registratur, loc.cit. According to a police report from
Hermannstadt, Haynald assured the other deputies that the
convocation of the Diet was not the emperor~s policy, but
that of the leading officials. Major von Semetkovzky to the
Inspector-General of the Gendarmerie, August 27, in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb, Reservat-Prasidialakten
1863-64. No. 47.
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91
the boycotting deputies.

As a sign of special imperial

disfavor, he was denied the audience, although it was
92
granted to the others.
Remarkably, it appears that the
three, as well as many other Hungarian politicians, were
surprised by the strength of imperial dissatisfaction
expressed to them by this decree and in the ensuing audience
93
with Kemeny and Mik6.
Nadasdy responded indignantly to Rechberg's recommendation of Bach's plan on August 4.
Haynald's appointment as regalist

He had recommended
because of the false

expectations Rechberg had aroused, he retorted.

The situa-

tion had now changed radically; under the present circumstances Haynald's transfer to an archbishopric would seem
like a reward.

The outcome of the Haynald affair would have

a significant impact on the political situation in the
monarchy.

The Bishop had strongly assaulted the personal

authority of the Emperor through his actions, he concluded,
and the Pope should be convinced of the need to move him to
94
resign from his see.
Rechberg took four weeks to
91. Haynald to Crenneville, July 24, 1863, in MOL D228,
1863/721. Crenneville had refused to accept the declaration, claiming that the signatories were only private citizens since they had never entered the diet-- Crenneville to
Haynald, July 27, in Alba Iulia, ERC 1863/2101 (Cat. 35).
92. Nadasdy Vortrag of July 29, in MOL D228, 1863/721.
93. Police agent to Mecsery, Vienna, August 3, in HHSA,
Informationsburo, 1863/7346 (Elenchus 204); Mik6 to Haynald,
Kolozsvar, August 13, in OSzK, Fol.Hung. 1722, f. 234;
unnamed informant from Pest, July 27, in HHSA, Nachlass
Reichenstein, Karton lb. II. Reservat-Prasidialakten 1863-65.
No. 23.
94. N~dasdy to Rechberg, August 4, "zur eigenh~ndigen
Er6ffnung," in HHSA, Administrative Registratur, loc.cit.,
and draft in MOL D228, 1863/733.
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respond.

There was no hope, he stated flatly, of convincing
95
the Pope to pressure Haynald to resign.
The sharpness of the exchange suggests there was a

deadlock between the two ministers on the proper course of
action.

Nadasdy, for his part, had received assurances from

Hungary and Transylvania that the censure of Haynald had
made a powerful impression on Hungarian moderates.

He

therefore hoped that further action against him would also
be effective.

He devised two strategies: accusing the cler-

gymen under Haynald's authority of oppositional activity,
and grooming a possible successor to Haynald as bishop.

The

remainder of this chapters will investigate the application
of these two strategies.
Before Nadasdy could implement his plan, Haynald gained
a further boost to his ecclesiastical authority by his
participation in the provincial synod in Kalocsa.
The synod
96
took place between September 8 and 19, 1863.
Many
Hungarians were convinced that Haynald arranged its timing
97
in the hope that it would ratify his political position.
Kunszt announced the convocation of the synod for September
on April 24, three days after the convocation of the
Transylvanian diet became certain through the promulgation
of the new electoral law.

Kunszt asked Haynald whether the

95. Draft of Rechberg to Nadasdy, August 31, "vertraulich," in HHSA, Administrative Registratur, loc.cit.
96. Kalocsa, Foegyhazmegyei leveltar. Protocollum
Archi-Episcopale.
97. Report from the diet of October 4, in HHSA, Nachlass
Reichenstein. Karton lb. II.Reservat-Prasidialakten 1863-64,
No. 55.
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synod would interfere with his participation in the diet.
98
Haynald replied ten days later that it would not.
several other Transylvanians were invited, both members of
99
the Cathedral Chapter and of the religious orders.
At the height of Haynald's notoriety and official disfavor, Kunszt asked him to deliver the synod's customary
100
festive sermon.
Governor Palffy warned Kunszt against
the "unpleasant consequences" which would ensue if the youth
of Kalocsa carried out their plan to welcome Haynald with a
101
torchlight procession.
Neither the published program nor
the official protocol indicate any special political content
102
to the proceedings.
However, the reinforcement of
Haynald's ecclesiastical dignity could hardly have been
welcome to Nadasdy.
The tension between Haynald's clergy and the openly
"schwarzgelb" Austrian troops stationed in Transylvania
98. Correspondence of Kunszt and Haynald, April 24 and
May 4, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/1061 (Cat. 3).
99. The Chapter deputized Lajos Hubatsek, its customary
representative to the county commission, and Lonhart.
Chapter to Haynald, July 30, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/1841
(Cat. 3).
100. Kunszt to Haynald, August 2, in Alba Iulia ERC,
1863/1848 (Cat. 3).
101. Palffy to Kunszt, September 2, in OSzK, Fol.Lat.
3954, f. 55. Nadasdy reported on the same day that Haynald
was apparently in Vienna. He saw his canonicus ~ latere,
Lenhart, several times in the Chancellery-- Nadasdy to
Reichenstein, September 2, in HHSA, Nachlass Reichenstein.
Karton lb. Korrespondenz Reichensteins 1863-65, besonders
mit Nadasdy. No. 6.
102. Ordo Synodi Provincialis ... (Coloczae: MalatinHolmeyer typographi Archi-Episcopales, 1863); Acta et
decreta concilii anno domini MDCCCLXIII pontificatus Pii
Papae IX decimo octavo in metropolitana ecclesia Colocensi
celebrati (Coloczae: Malatin-Holmeyer typographi ArchiEpiscopales, 1864).
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fuelled the conflict between the Bishop and Gubernium.

The

authorities were highly sensitive to any political symbolism
associated with the liturgical celebration of the Emperor's
birthday every August 18.

The presence of civil and mili-

tary officals at such services was espected.

Writing in

Haynald's absence, Provost Raduly rejected a military demand
that the imperial anthem "Gott erhalte" he played at the
mass in the city church of Hermannstadt in 1861, citing an
103
1858 regulation that prohibited this.
Crenneville testily demanded an explanation when, following the chief mass in
Kolozsvar in 1863, the organist broke into a rendition of
the Prussian anthem.

The elderly pastor, Istvan Kedves,

claimed he was in the sacristy when the playing took place,
but then advised the organist to leave in a hurry to escape
the soldiers' wrath.

He added that Queen Victoria of

England, Austria's ally, had nothing against the anthem,
since she had ordered it played during the visit of the
104
Prussian King.
According to Reichenstein, the total defeat of Haynald
was vital for the government, and it should spare no effort
105
to achieve it.
Nadasdy urged him to exploit the various
103. Correspondence of Hermannstadt pastor Adalbert
Weber and Raduly, August, 1861, in Alba Iulia, ERC.
1861/1586 (Cat. 35). Raduly's description of the planned
celebration in Gyulafehervar on the same day is unusually
detailed-- Ibid., 1861/1628 (Cat. 2).
104. Correspondence of Crenneville, Raduly, and Kedves,
August 23 to September 3, 1863, in Ibid., 1863/2002 (Cat.
13) .
105. Reichenstein to Nadasdy, September 25, in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb, Brief- und Telegrammwechsel.
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clerical and school disputes between Haynald and the government, which should provide useful material against the
106
At the end of August Crenneville wrote a
bishop.
strongly-worded letter to Haynald.
tion~s

He denounced the opposi-

tactic of misleading the moderates with a false

distinction between the views of the emperor and the policy
of the government.

He ordered Haynald to dismiss six

priests and teachers who were among those he accused of
political agitation: Karoly Veszely in Gyulafehervar, Karl
Slovacsek in Broos, Pal Benko in Csikszereda, and three
107
teachers in Csiksomlyo.
The government had already used this approach previously.

Crenneville had involved the diocesan authorities since

1862 in the investigation of the Csik priest Pal Benko.

The

endless testimony created such a mountain of paperwork that
the Consistory, functioning as ecclesiastical court, com108
plained to Haynald in exasperation.
Haynald also ordered
diocesan investigations of the persons named by Crenneville
on this occasion.

While they were in process, he issued a

circular which echoed the unpleasantness of the experience.
In it he urged the clergy to avoid political agitation
because of the accusations, denunciations and investigations

106. Nadasdy to Reichenstein, September 16, in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb, Korrespondenz Reichensteins 1863-65, besonders mit Nadasdy. No. 20.
107. Crenneville to Haynald, August 29, in Alba Iulia
ERC, 1863/2000 (Cat. 13); draft in MOL F264 1863/989; copy
in OSzK Fol.Lat. 3954, ff. 22-5; [Frakn6i], 75-6.
108. Draft of Haynald to Crenneville, May 6, 1863, in
Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/1088 (Cat. 13).
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109
which it might attract.
In a long Vortrag on the Haynald question at the
end of October, Nadasdy stated that, while Haynald constantly protested his loyalty to the monarch, he had become in
fact "the most determined opponent" of the Emperor's policies, because he bore the chief responsibility for the
Hungarian boycott of the diet.

He claimed Haynald's leader-

ship was responsible for the sympathy most Roman Catholic
110
clergymen and teachers allegedly held for the opposition.
In October Crenneville interviewed Karoly Veszely, the
most oppositional diocesan priest.
in Kronstadt during the revolution.

He was a radical priest
In 1849 he edited the

newspaper Brass6i Lap, which supported the dethronement of
the Habsburgs.

Therein he published the radical decisions

of the district synod in Marosvasarhely of May 29, 1849.
The synod called for liturgy in the vernacular, the end of
priestly celibacy, the election of the bishop's assistants,
and the rejection of the bishop's appointment of Istvan
111
Later, after a death sentence was
Kedves as his Vicar.
109. Circulares ad Honorabilern Clerum, October 12, 1863,
in Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/2230 (Cat. 35). Such a letter in
Latin must have been meant for the eyes of Viennese and
Roman authorities as much as his own clergy.
110. Vortrag of Nadasdy, October 31, 1863, in MOL D228,
1863/1031.
111. Brassoi Lap, no. 17 of June 11, 1849, cited by
Zerich in material accompanying his letter of February 27,
1864, denouncing Haynald's clerical supporters to Kunszt, in
Kalocsa, Foegyhazmegyei leveltar. Personalia. Kunszt Jozsef
~rsek.
According to Domokos Kosary, Veszely "saw one aim of
the paper as promoting cooperation with the neighboring
peoples."--The Press During the Hungarian Revolution of
1848-1849 (Boulder, Colorado: Social Science Monographs,
1986), 364.
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commuted to a life sentence, he was in prison for two years,
but was freed through the intervention of the Bishop.
Haynald appointed him to the Gyulafehervar high school
faculty in 1854, two years later he succeeded Kristof
112
as principal of the high school, and later
Lukacsi
became notary of the diocesan Consistory.

He was an ener-

getic principal, published historical studies, edited the
two volumes which appeared of the Gyulafehervari Fuzetek in
1861 and 1862, and published many articles on church poli113
One contemporary characterized
tics under a pseudonymn.
Veszely as strongly devoted to public affairs, enthusiastic,
liberal and open-minded, and possessing a good speaking
114
knowledge of Romanian.
Another recalled he made a stirring patriotic and constitutionalist address on the eve of
the Gyulafehervar conference in 1861.
115
not invited to the conference.

Veszely himself was

112. On Lukacsi, see Chapter IX.
113. The most extensive published biography of Veszely,
which neglects any reference to his political activity, is
Agost Zlamal, "Veszely Karoly, 1820-1896," in Vencel Biro
and Fortunat Boros, eds., Erdelyi katolikus nagyok
(Kolozsvar: Szent Bonaventura konyvnyomda, 1941), 146-9; see
also Szinnyei, Magyar irok elete es munkai XIV, 1173-4.
Veszely's interesting journalistic writings have never been
collected in an anthology. Many appeared pseudonymously in
Religio and Idok Tanuja in the ~860s.
.
.
114. "Tusnadi Imets Ffilcip Jako gymn. igazgato-tanar UtiNaploja, 1868," in Veszely, et al., Veszely, Imets es Kovacs
utazasa Moldva-Olahhonban 1868 (Maros-Vasarhelyt: Ny. Imreh
Sandor, 1870) 9.
---115. " ..• a nep sz6noka Veszely Karoly gymnasiumi igazgato
volt, ki ruhazataval is ertesunkre akarta adni, hogy dereng
a "jobb kor" hajnala: magyarkat es kalpagot viselt."
Kristof Szongott, Szamosujvar szab. kir. varas monografiaja
I (Szomosujvart: Todoran Endre "Aurora" konyvnyomdaja,
1901), 168. The author was a student there at the time, and
listened to the conference speeches through a side door.
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Crenneville accused Veszely of agitating for the opposition in Csik in February, 1863, and of intimidating
voters during the election in Gyulafehervar, where he him116
self was a candidate to the diet.
He was elected, and
joined the Hungarian boycott.

The Governor also alleged he

had a corrupting influence on the youth as principal.
Haynald assembled testimony to refute the accusations and
mailed it to Crenneville, the Nuncio and Scitovszky in
October, asking for the intervention of the latter two on
his behalf.

In his letters Haynald refused to act against

Veszely without possessing clear evidence against him.

In

his own defense, he pointed out to the Governor that he had
limited his public political statements to those occasions
when official appointment had required him to take a position, that he had urged the clergy in December, 1861 to
refrain from political agitation, and that on the advice of
his Cathedral Chapter he had refrained from making a pastoral visit to the Szekler region in 1863 in order to avoid
political complications.

Indicative of Haynald's constitu-

tional preoccupation at this time is his unorthodox reference
117
to the Chapter in this context as his "episcopal senate."
116. The source of this accusation was apparently a
police report from Hermannstadt of July 3, in HHSA
Informationsburo, 1863/6255 (Elenchus 344).
117. Haynald to Scitovszky, October 26, and copy of
Haynald to Crenneville, October 13, in PL, Scitovszky Janos,
Cat. D; 6. csomo: Erdely. 1863/4363, and two copies in OSzK
Fol.Hung. 1722. Haynald removed the draft of his letter of
October 22 to the Nuncio from Alba Iulia, ERC 1863/2500
(Cat. 13), four days later, according to the note there.
The Nuncio forwarded the Veszely documents he had received
to Nadasdy on October 19, and they are in MOL D228,
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scitovszky warmly defended Haynald before the Nuncio.

He

presented Haynald's case to many officials in Vienna, but
not to Nadasdy, judging that only the Nuncio was competent
118
to raise the issue with the Chancellor.
Clergymen and laity of Transylvania and Hungary were
aware of the increasing pressure exerted on Haynald by the
authorities.

Several sent him expressions of support in the
119
fall of 1863.
Scitovszky had scant means of supporting
the bishop in his Transylvanian affairs.

He did take ad-

ministrative action against Haynald's most vocal ecclesiastic critic, the Pest theology professor and priest of the
Transylvanian diocese, Tivadar Zerich.

The professor had

embroiled Veszely in a long judicial procedure beginning in
1862 concerning allegedly impious statements by the latter
in a lecture at the Pest university and in a historical
120
publication.
Veszely justified his controversial journey
to the Szekler region in February, 1863 by claiming he had
needed to gather corroborating testimony for this case.

1863/1105.
118. Draft of Scitovszky to Haynald, November 8, 1863, in
PL, loc.cit.; Antal Szantofy to Haynald, December 8, cited
by Szittyay, 96.
119. Ferenc Kemeny to Haynald, October 22, and declaration from Hunyad county, early August, 1863," in OSzK Fol.
Hung. 1723; letter of Nograd county nobility, August 29,
1863, in OSzK Fol.Hung. 1722 and Fol.Lat. 3954; declaration
of clergy of Felcs{k, September 3, and of nobility of
Csicsokeresztur, August 20, in OSzk Fol.Lat. 3954.
120. Zerich to Haynald, December 24, 1861, with accompanying documention, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1862/12 (Cat. 13);
Zerich, Kritikai jegyzetek Veszeli [sic] Karoly, Karoly,
Fejervari helrettes gymansium igazgat6-tanit6nak Compilatioi
es Felvilagos1tasaira (Pest: Beimel J. es Kozma V., 1862),
in ibid., 1862/149 (Cat. 13).
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zerich also worked in the interest of a like-minded priest
from Transylvania also serving on the Pest faculty, Alajos
121
Fulop.
Haynald solicited information on Zerich's journey
to Transylvania at the end of 1862.

He received numerous

reports from the clergy on his contacts there and his intem122
porate remarks.
An anonymous informant wrote to
Schmerling that Haynald had mobilized Scitovszky against
Zerich because the latter had presented the Nuncio with an
expose of Haynald's support for the radical clergy which
123
Haynald
could be a useful weapon for the government.
informed Scitovszky that Zerich shared responsibility for
the writing and distribution of a satirical pamphlet about
his bishop, which described him as a "rascal" and "the
tyrant of his clergy."

He claimed Zerich also made dispar-

aging remarks about the Hungarian episcopate in his leetures.

Consequently Scitovszky ordered the non-renewal of

Zerich's teaching appointment after its expiration in
November, 1863.

Zerich appealed unsuccessfully to the

121. Fulop had been transferred from the parish of Marosvasarhely due to his conflict with Haynald's patriotic protege there, dean Ferenc Hoppe.
The documents of the
Consistory's investigative commission, led by Ferenc
Lenhart, are in Alba Iulia ERC, 1861/2592 (Cat. 13). Hoppe
claimed that the signatories of testimony against his loyal
curate, Gybrgy Pisztor, were "street people" bribed by
"wealthy Armenians"-- Hoppe to Haynald, November 25, 1861,
in ibid., 1861/1877 (Cat. 13).
122. Draft of Haynald to Dean Eduard Moller, January 5,
1863, in Ibid., 1863/41 (Cat. 13.), and replies in Ibid.,
1863/800 (Cat. 13). Haynald's letter also enquired about
about Zerich's efforts on Fulop's behalf.
123. Schmerling sent a copy to Nadasdy with his letter of
May 30, 1863, in HHSA, Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb.
II. Reservat-Prasidialakten 1863-65. No. 41.
I found no
other reference to this expose.
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124
Locumtenential Council for a reversal of the decision.
He also wrote to Kunszt, denouncing Raduly, Keseru, Veszely
and others as "pernicious revolutionaries" and citing letters of Austrian officials and

$ulu~iu

in his own defense.

Due to Haynald's defiance-- and perhaps his audacity in
warning Crenneville that he would appeal against him "in the
125
highest places"
-- the Emperor decided at last to call for
Haynald's resignation.

Bach was instructed to seek the

assurance of the Holy See that it would accept the resigna126
tion.
Bach succeeded, despite resistance among members
of the Curia, but urged that the appearance of voluntariness
127
in the resignation be maintained.
The letter to Haynald
calling for his resignation was sent by court adjutant Count
Crenneville on December 2.

Haynald agonized over his deci-

sion for most of the month.

He showed his resignation to

Count Leo Thun, the former Minister and leader of the
Reichsrat conservatives.

Thun felt the letter did not suf-

fiicently stress the resignation's voluntariness and proposed an alternate draft.

Haynald insisted on his original

124. Correspondence of Haynald, Scitovszky, rector Jozsef
Szabo, Forgach, and the Locumtenential Council, 1863 to May,
1864, in PL Scitovszky, Erdely 1863/700, 780, 1557, 1738,
2638, 186/82, 83, 1333, 2117.
I also failed to locate a
copy of this pamphlet.
Zerich published a pamphlet in
Kronstadt in his own defense: Documenta et testimonia,
guae Adversus ~al~~Dl~~ Rse~9~~~P2§all~~-j~}~}coru~-Y~1SE~§
coactus est (Coronae: Typis Romer & Kamnerianis, 1865),
which is in PL, Scitovszky, Erdely 1865/1644.
125. Haynald to Crenneville, October 13, in OSzK, Fol.
Hung. l 7 22.
126. Draft of Rechberg to Bach, November 16 ("geheim") in
HHSA, Administrative Registratur, loc.cit.
127. Ciphered telegrams of Rechberg and Bach, November 28
and December 3, in Ibid.
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draft, in which he noted that he was resigning to conform
128
with the adjutant's request.
The first newspaper report
of the resignation appeared in January and created a sensation.

Haynald received many declarations of support for his

position, but some Hungarians criticized the resignation as
129
a surrender to the will of the government.

***
The Szekler "Holy Land"
The chief locus of popular and clerical support for
Haynald was the Szekler region, where two-thirds of
Transylvanian Roman Catholics lived.

For Haynald's own

political attitude, his social conservatism, association
with the aristocratic opposition and geographic proximity in
Gyulafehervar to the heart of Romanian militancy were probably decisive.

The politically active clergy and teachers

of the Szekler region for whom Crenneville made Haynald
responsible drew no small inspiration from their bishop's
actions and these defensive motives.

At least as important

for them were conditions peculiar to the Roman Catholics of
the Szekler region which we have referred to in earlier sections: local political traditions, the autonomy of parish
life, and the national-religious mystique of the monastery
of csiksomlyo.

128. [Fraknoi], 78; Thun to Haynald, December 26, in OSzK
Fol.Hung. 1722. The draft of the resignation, addressed to
Pius IX, is in OSzK Fol.Lat. 3954, and summarized by
Eckhart, 281.
129. Ferenc Lenhart and Karoly Apor to Haynald, January l
and February 9, 1864, in OSzK, Fol.Hung. 1723.
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According to the schematismus of 1882, 62% of
Transylvanian Roman Catholics lived in those five deaneries
which were completely on the territory of the former Szekler
region.

Parallel with and even more striking than the

livelier and more ethnically homogeneous political life of
the region, the vast majority of the parishes here were
maintained economically by the local town or village:
Table 11: Patronization of Szekler Parishes
Deanery of Udvarhely
" Kezdi and Orba
"
II
Gyergyo
"
II
II
Felcsik
II
Alcsik and Kaszon

Parishes
26
17
12
15
13

A
6
5
8
10
8

B
9
9
l
3
5

Faithful
35,581
36,975
35,679
35,894
29,994

Csik

---------

Total
87
37
27
174,123
Remainder of Diocese
132
9
2
106,465
A= Municipality is patron and nominates pastor
B= Municipality is patron but cannot nominate pastor 130
The five Szekler deaneries also provided the bulk of the
131
pilgrims to the shrine of Csiksomlyo.
The deanery of
Alcsik, comprising the southern third of the thoroughly
Catholic district of Csik, was known popularly as the Holy
Land (Szentfold): nearly every village bore the name of a
saint, whose feast day attracted pilgrims from the surrounding area to the celebration at the parish church of the
same name.
Csiksomly6 was the collective name for two villages in

130. Schematismus venerabilis cleri dioecesis
Transilvaniensis pro anno ~ Christo nato 1882 (AlbaeCarolinae: Volz et Horner, 1882), ll-194.
131. Augustus Florianus Balogh de Nemcsicz, Beatissima
virgo Maria Mater Dei, gua regina et patrona Hungariarum
(Agriae: Typis Lycei Archi-Episcopalis, 1872), 477.
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the Szekler district of Cs{k with a total population of 1114
in 1857.
1400.

The Franciscan monastery there was founded in

The pilgrimage practice formally dates back to 1556.

Contemporaries considered the sixteenth-century wooden
statue of Mary in the church miraculous because it survived
the repeated detruction of the church by the Turks and
Tatars and inspired the defenders against attack in 1597,
1694 and 1757.
the statue.

Miracles of healing were also attributed to

The monastery and school were the spiritual

center of the district, and a hiding-place for weapons in
132
time of invasion or political conspiracy.
The chief
attractions for nineteenth-century pilgrims were the late
medieval Salvator Chapel, popularly believed to have been
built by St. Stephen, the St. Anthony Chapel commemorating
the hiding-place of one of the monks during the Tatar attack
of 1661, and the pilgrimage church, completed in its current
Baroque form between 1804 and 1838, which contains the
famous Marian statue.
The chief pilgrimage was at Pentecost, the seventh
Sunday after Easter.

In the mid-nineteenth century twenty

to thirty thousand Hungarian pilgrims arrived on this day.
Pilgrims travelled on foot for as long as a week from other
parts of Transylvania and from Moldavia.

The pilgrims from

132. Orban, II, 16-20, surveys the eventful military
history of Csiksomlyo.
It is interesting to note that
according to one writer thirty of thirty-nine churches in
Csik had walls around them. Their military significance in
the nineteenth century was probably minimal.
Bierbauer, "A
Szekelyf6ld templomairol," [1942], in Sas., ed., II, 425.
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each village travelled together, dressed in festive attire,
praying and singing hymns, their leader carrying a flag.
The pilgrims first ascended the steep path to the Salvator
133
Chapel, often on their knees.
A visit to the St. Anthony
chapel was considered mandatory.

Many of the pilgrims slept

on the floor in the pilgrimage church, in other churches, in
barns, or in the open air.

Soup kitchens were available,

but most local people considered it an honor to offer hospitality to the pilgrims.

Many pilgrims were Csango Hungarians

from Moldavia; the local parish annually provided part of
its land as a place for the Moldavian pilgrims to sleep.
The pilgrims had masses said for their village at the statue
of Mary, the leader of the village contingent collecting the
necessary money from among those present and those who had
stayed home.

The neighborhood rang with the sound of thou-

sands of bells and singing voices.

The festive liturgy was

preceded by an outdoor procession, each village carrying its
flag, and the Csangos in the lead.

Pilgrims spent as many

as four days in Cs1ksomlyo, and left before noon on
134
Pentecost Sunday.
The Cs1ksomly6 monastery was unusual not only because
of the pilgrimages there, but also because if was supported

133. According to Orban, the devotions in the Salvator
Chapel as late as 1860 included bloody, bare-backed selfflagellation.
Later, this "went out of style." op.cit., 1314.
134. Details are drawn from Orban, 12-20, Balint, 193200, and the interview with Pal Peter Domokos in Vigilia 49
(1984), 615-25.
Domokos is the author of an unpublished
history of the pilgrimage.
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135
economically by several families.

In 1848-49 many

cs{ksomlyo students served in the anti-Austrian forces, and
an independentist newspaper was printed in the Franciscan
136
high school.
The Habsburg military occupied the school
and only returned it to Franciscan administration in 1851.
At the request of the teaching faculty, Haynald opened a
teachers' training school in 1857, financed by contributions
totalling 95,548 fl.-- a spectacular sum, nearly half of it
from the private donations from the two deaneries
137
of Felcsik and Alcsik.
The high school teachers, half of whom were diocesan
and Franciscan clergymen, quickly asserted themselves in the
district's revived political life after 1860.

They or-

ganized a spectacular memorial service for Szechenyi in
1860; a year later two of them, Karoly Antalfi and Imre
Madar, were elected district notary and deputy notary when
constitutional life was restored.

At the beginning of the
138
Their opposition
Provisorium the two officials resigned.

as laymen to the centralist regime was less disturbing to
Vienna than that of pastor P~l Benk6 in Csikszereda.

Cler-

gymen were expected to preach loyalty to the monarch, and

135. Orban, II, 16-9.
136. Vazul Bandi, ~ cs1ksomlyoi rom. kath. fo~ymnasium
t6rtenete (Csik-Szereda: Gyorgy Jakab konyvnyomdaja, 1896)
(=A CSlksomlyoi rom. kath. fogymnasium Ertesitoje az 189596. tanevr6l), 143; Samu Benk6, "Csiki ifj~sagi mozgalmak
1848 tavaszan," in Benk6, ~ helyzettudat v~ltoz~sai
(Bukarest: Kriterion, 1977), 259-66.
137. Fortunat Boros O.F.M., csiksomlyo, ~ kegyhely
(Kolozsvar: Szent Bonaventura, 1943), 122-3.
138. Bandi, 93.
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Haynald was considered responsible for their actions.
Benko was the most controversial spokesman of Hungarian
militancy among the clergy of Cs1k.

Franz Joseph received a

report at the beginning of June, 1861 that Benko had delivered a public address in favor of Garibaldi and Klapka.
He ordered Kemeny to investigate the matter immediately, and
139
the Chancellor forwarded the order to Miko.
The resulting, rather perfunctory investigation by the local officials concluded~hat Benko~s sermon of the previous Sunday
140
had been devoid of political content.
The matter rested
on the

emperor~s

desk until the acting Chancellor secured

his approval for the suspension of further investigations in
141
October.
The rumors of Romanian arms caches in Also-Feher county
142
in November, 1861
had their counterpart in with respect
to the Szeklers in Cs1k.

As in the past, the monastic

cloister in Csiksomlyo was an attractive hiding place.

A

police informant reported that 32,000 or even 40,000 arms
had been distributed in csik and in Haromszek, and that
popular feeling was "revolutionary in the highest degree."

139. Franz Joseph to Kemeny, June 7, and draft of Kemeny
to Miko, June 8, in MOL D228, 1861/249.
140. Prefect Antal Miko to Imre Miko, June 22, and Imre
Miko to Kemeny, June 27, in MOL F263, 1861/999, D228,
1861/283. The prefect forwarded a text of the sermon in
question, but it is missing from both locations.
141. Vortrag of Kemeny, July 4, countersigned on October
19; Kabos to Imre Miko, October 22, and draft of Imre Mike
to Antal Miko, October 27, in MOL D228, 1861/376 and F263,
1861/2542.
142. Circular of Imre Miko, November 24, 1861 (the day
of his dismissal), in MOL F263. 1861/2713.
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A weapons depot was alleged to exist in the Armenian village
of Szepviz.

The head of the monastery in Csiksomlyo gave

"evasive" answers when asked about the storage of arms
143
there.
The nearby parish of Csikszentmiklos under the
leadership of its elected pastor and elder, refused to pay
144
taxes, and was subjected to tax execution.
The accusations of disloyalty against Benko by local
centralist officials revived in 1862.

Benko defended him-

self in

a letter to Crenneville, but was attacked by the
145
prefect of Csik.
In December the Mayor of Cs{kszereda,

Elek Eross, requested that Crenneville demand Benko~s
146
transfer to another parish.
Haynald ordered a formal ecclesiastical investigation
of Benko by the dean of Felcsik, Jeremias Eranosz, with the
147
assistance of pastor Marton Keresztes of Nagyboldogasszony.
143. Reports from Csikszereda and Szepv{z, October 10 and
14, 1861, sent to Mecsery by the Austrian Consul in Gala~i
and forwarded by him in copy to Rechberg, October 28; in
HHSA, Actes de Haute Police, 1861/869 (Interna). My thanks
to archivist Dr. Elizabeth Springer for special assistance
with this unusual material.
144. Crenneville ordered the end of tax execution in
response to a plea by Haynald on behalf of the parish; draft
of Crenneville to the provincial treasurer, February 22,
1862, in MOL F262, 1862/902.
145. Benko to Crenneville, August 28, and Prefect Adam
Szabo to Crenneville, October 23, in Alba Iulia ERC,
1863/107 (Cat. 13). Th~ file "Causa querarum contra= Benko
Paulum" is a collection''fourteen relevant letters and documents, mostly in the original.
146. Draft of Crenneville to Haynald, December 19, 1862,
in MOL F263, 1862/6500; Alba Iulia ERC, 1862/2936 (Cat.
13).
147. An Austrian intelligence report indicated Keresztes
had abandoned his parish in 1849 to fight against Austria,
then worked as a coachman, teacher and notary in Hungary
until 1858, when he was arrested, then freed and restored to
the diocese. Montenuovo to Mecsery, May 29, 1864, in HHSA
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They and others bombarded the Consistorium with documenta148
tion in the course of the spring.
When Crenneville
complained about the delay in reaching a verdict, Haynald
revealed that conflicts and complaints among his own clergy
made a decision more difficult.

Many of the clergy resented

the failure of the bishop to secure either regular compensa149
tion of the tithe as was enjoyed by the Saxon clergy
or
regular subsidies from the Religionsfonds.

People com-

plained that he had failed to restore the Kolozsvar law
course, abolished in 1849, in his eleven years as bishop.
Some complained about the rigidity of the Catholic marriage
laws they were required to uphold, but others that he did
not defend the rights of the clergy sufficiently.

Benko for

his part refused to collaborate with Eranosz, requesting the
appointment of his ally Lajos Nagy, the dean of Alcs{k, in
150
his place.
Beyond the conflicts Haynald referred to, there were
differing political views among the clergy.

Thus while

Crenneville's visit to Cs{k in June, 1862 increased his
distrust of most of the clergy and teachers there, he also
praised Eranosz and Franciscan abbot Jukundian Simon for

Informationsburo, 1864/5227 (Elenchus 158).
148. The Benko file for January through June, 1863 is in
Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/107, 328, 793, 983, 1021, 1461, 1479
(Cat. 13).
149. Haynald claimed defensively that he had repeatedly
requested compensation, but his correspondence with Kemeny
(See Chapter IV) indicates he was actually not eager to
end collection of the kepe.
150. Haynald to Crenneville, April 1, 1863, in MOL F263,
1863/1994.
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151
their loyalty and recommended they be decorated.

A low-

ranking clerical ally of Zerich denounced Lenhart, Veszely,
Keresztes, Nagy, Hoppe and Kedves as 1848ers whose recent
promotion was another sign of Haynald's sympathy for the
152
opposition.
Prefect Adam Szabo wrote Reichenstein that his district
was difficult to govern because its thoroughly Catholic,
chiefly Szekler population regarded the clergy as its "infallible oracle."

The clergy and teachers, with only four

or five honorable exceptions, followed Haynald's opposi153
tional example.
Szabo had little hope for the government
party in the election to the diet, despite the good work of
Er~nosz,

especially because of the influence of "Haynald's
154
friend," Lajos Nagy.
His pessimism was confirmed; it

could not be otherwise, he lamented, "as long as the clergy

151. Draft to Adam Szabo, August 12, 1862, in MOL F264,
1862/755. Crenneville praised them for their "loyale Gesinnungen sowie ... Anh~nglichkeit an die Regierung" andrequested detailed information which could be used to justify
their decoration.
152. Gergely Tomosvari, pastor of Bran, to ~aguna, August
18 and December 17, 1862, in Sibiu, ABAOR, FS. 1735 and
1788. 9aguna's reply to the first letter on August 31
promised to communicate his information to the authorities
"bei einer n~chsten als gfinstig dazu stellenden Gelegenheit."-- ibid., 1736. Tomosv~ri wrote similar letters to
Schmerling on February 26 and August 3, 1863, who forwarded
them to Nadasdy with praise for the priest's loyal sentiments on August 11. The Chancellor made no written reply to
Schmerling or Tomosvari; MOL D228, 1863/1008. Tomosvari
noted in the February letter that Eranosz had received the
Franz-Joseph Orden. The letters reveal an emotional and
ambitious individual, but their basic information is confirmed elsewhere.
153. Szabo to Reichenstein, April 8, 1863, in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton la, Vertrauliche Briefe.
154. Szabo to Reichenstein, June 9, in Ibid.
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155
is under the protective aegis of the Concordat."

Haynald

remained the leader of the opposition, but he influenced his
people through his example and trusted deputies and not
156
through written inistructions.
Crenneville reported after his visit to csik in 1862
that the high school of Csiksomlyo was a hotbed of dangerous
enemies of the regime, and the most dangerous was its priestprincipal, Karoly Horvath.

The authorities briefly consi-

dered moving the entire school to Gyergyoszentmiklos in
order to rupture the faculty's ties with the local population, but then decided that the move might be counterproduc157
In response to Crenneville's complaint about
tive.
Horvath, Haynald questioned him at length and secured his
158
written declaration of loyalty and moderation.
Horvath's declaration failed to satisfy the authorities
for long.

One of the teachers, a former army officer, began

in May, 1862 to openly train students in the use of sabers.
Officials accused him of training troops for Garibaldi, but
he pleaded the lack of other equipment for physical educa159
tion.
When he learned of the report in 1863, the emperor
took the unusual step of ordering the dismissal of three of
155. Szabo to Reichenstein, June 27, in ibid. Presumably
he was referring to the guarantee of ecclesiastic jurisdiction for most clerical offenders.
156. Szabo to Reichenstein, July 23 and August 6, in Ibid.
157. Crenneville to Nadasdy, July 4, 1862, and draft of
reply, July 10, in MOL D228, 1862/272. Crenneville's letter
on Csik shows marks of repeated consultation in the
Chancellery.
158. Draft of Crenneville to Haynald, July 18, and reply
by Haynald, August 18, in MOL F263. 1862/3414, 4159.
159. Bandi, 93.
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the teachers involved.

Crenneville replied, however, that

he had determined already in the previous year that there
160
was no basis for action against them.
The location of Csiksomlyo and the political situation
beyond the border increased concerns about military conspiracy.

Crenneville reported rumors of an immanent inva-

sion from Moldavia by Hungarian emigres or Polish rebels in
161
The political instability in Romania and the
the spring.
involvement of the Catholic clergy in the ongoing Polish
revolt in Russian-ruled Poland undoubtedly lent credence to
these reports.

Officials were unable to definitely confirm

reports of meetings of legionaires returning from Italy or
of recruiting by the Polish rebels in the Csiksomlyo high
school. They reported, however, that the bulk of the local
clergy and professors abandoned a newly established casino
(men's club) along with Karoly Horvath after the latter
declared he would not be a member of the same club as an
informant.

He was referrring to Elek Eross, who had de162
nounced Pal Benko the previous December.
Most of the district clergy and teachers testified on
Benko's behalf in his ecclesiastic investigation.

Benko

appealed to Haynald against the accusations, and levelled
160. Franz Joseph to Nadasdy, February 27, 1863, with
anonymous, undated report concerning the high school, and
draft of Nadasdy to Crenneville, February 28, in MOL D228,
1863/110; Crenneville to Nadasdy, March 3, and Vortrag
of Nadasdy of March 10, in MOL D228, 1863/127, 161.
161. Crenneville to Nadasdy, March 11, in MOL D228,
1863/152.
162. Crenneville to Nadasdy, April 7, 1863, in MOL D228,
1863/238.
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163
his own charges against Eranosz and Eross.

The

Consistory exonerated Benko of the more serious charges
concerning his moral and political comportment, only mildly
rebuking him for the use of improper expressions in his
public statements and irregularities in the collection of
the stola.

Shortly thereafter the Consistory also ruled in

favor of Horvath and one of his professors concerning
charges of corruption that had been levelled the previous
164
December.
The dietal elections in Cs1kszereda took place at the
end of June.

The electoral commission, presided over by

Eross, elected Benko to the seven-man vote-collecting com165
mittee.
Not only Benko but also Eross apparently campaigned for the successful opposition candidate, Janos
Geczo.

An official ascribed the chief responsibility for

the election results to the campaigning of "the, with few
166
exceptions, bad-spirited clergy."
Consequently Nadasdy
167
ordered a renewed attempt to secure the transfer of Benko.

163. Benko to Haynald, February 3, March 7, April 18 and
23, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/328, 1021, 1461 (Cat. 13).
Declarations of April 7 and 13 in favor of Benko, each with
more than a hundred signatures, are in Ibid., 1863/2665
(Cat. 13).
164. Draft of Haynald to Crenneville, June 6, in Ibid.,
1863/1346 (Cat. 13).
165. MOL Fl35. Diaetalia. 1863-64 orszaggyules, Orszaggyulesi iroda. 1863/64.
166. Cited in report of Crenneville to Nadasdy, July 11,
m~ssing from MOL D228, 1863/713 but cited extensively by
Nadasdy in his Vortrag of October 31, in Ibid., 1863/1031.
I could not locate the original report.
167. Draft of Nadasdy to Crenneville, August 13, in
Ibid., 1863/713, the immediate stimulus for Crenneville's
letter of August 29.
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perhaps in punishment for Eross' change of allegiance, he was
168
sued for "false testimony" against Benk5.
No doubt
anxious about the invasion rumors and the popular response
to the recently announced sanctions against Haynald,
crenneville sent a General Staff officer, First Lieutenant
Gy6rgy Benedek, there as his personal emissary to "exercize
169
a good influence."
The course of the elections in Alcsik was even more
controversial.

As in other rural electoral districts in the

Szekler region, the Hungarian opposition had to contend with
the desire of the peasantry for representation of its interests in the diet.

Only two-thirds of those entitled to

vote on June 26 did so, but the prefect in 1861, Antal Mike,
170
was elected with 170 votes.
Dean Lajos Nagy welcomed the
election result, declaring "in the name of the people" his
regret that instead of the legal diet in Pest it was necessary to attend the diet in Hermannstadt.

He hoped that Miko

would work in his new capacity for the restoration of the
171
1848 laws.
Miko joined the other elected Hungarian and
Szekler deputies in the boycott declaration of July 22.

168. Crenneville to the State Prosecutor in
Marosvasarhely, July 27, in MOL F263, 1863/4312.
169. On the renewed invasion rumors at this time see
Szabo to Reichenstein, July 23, in HHSA Nachlass Reichenstein, Karton la, Vertrauliche Briefe. The ciphered telegrams relating to Benedek's mysterious mission and the correspondence of Nadasdy and Degenfeld of August 6 and 9 are
in MOL D228, 1863/727, 734.
I was unable to discover any
further mention of Benedek's mission.
170. General election results in MOL D228, 1863/828.
171. The speech of Nagy is described in "K6vetvalaszt~si
mozgalmak Erdelyben," Korunk, July 16, 1863.
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New elections were held in Alcs1k on August 14.

The

electoral committee president opened the voting at
cs1kszentrnarton by calling on the electors to vote for the
candidate who would "serve the public good, the throne and
the happiness of the country." A peasant of Csikszentirnre
spoke out: why had their previous deputy come horne so soon,
rather than representing his voters at the diet?
those present seconded the questioner.

Several of

Mike replied with a

peroration on the sacredness of the constitution, and read
the boycott declaration aloud.

The reading drew loud and

repeated applause, particularly as the name of each signatory was read.

The assembly voted to deposit copies of the

declaration in all parish archives of the district. The
voters, present in slightly smaller numbers than the pre172
vious month, then proceeded to reelect Miko.
The threat
posed to the landed establishn1ent by the peasant's indignant
question was made evident by the bill presented by Romanian
deputy Ioan Ratiu on behalf of former Szekler serfs at the
173
Hungarian deputies spared themselves
diet on October 3.
the trouble of taking a position on such legislation.
Nadasdy ordered an investigation of the motion to place
174
He was
the boycott declaration in the parish archives.
informed that Nagy was the leader of the "extremists," and
that the motion was his idea.

Crenneville called on Haynald

172. Kolozsvari Kozlony, August 28, p. 108.
173. See Retegan, Dieta rornaneasca ~ Transilvaniei, 21920.
174. Nadasdy to Crenneville, August 28, and draft of
Crenneville to Szabo, August 31, in MOL F263, 1863/5181.
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175
to reprimand Nagy for his behavior.

Haynald reported

that Nagy insisted he was not the instigator, but merely did
not reject the universal request of those present (with the
exception, presumably, of the peasant from Cs{kszentimre).
The Bishop asked Crenneville to protect his clergy against
176
such "ill-intentioned insinuations and incriminations."
Crenneville had the motion purged from the committee minutes
and publicly declared invalid, but was unable to have the
177
declaration removed from the parish archives.
No such complications occurred at the second election
in Felcs1k, held in cs1krakos on August 14 under the watchful eye of dean Eranosz.

Horvath and nine others complained

to Haynald about electoral assembly president Szabo's
allegedly sacriligious remark that it was unnecessary to
interpret the Leopoldine Diploma of 1791 in a dualist sense,
since "we don't interpret Holy Scripture as we did two
178
hundred years ago, either."
Yet here, too, the
boycotting deputy was reelected.
Eranosz was named a regalist in the diet on August 22,
179
and entered there on September 7;
later, he entered the

175. Szabo to Crenneville, September 3, and draft of
Crenneville to Haynald, September 9, in MOL F263, 1863/5355.
176. Nagy to Haynald, September 20, and draft of Haynald
to Crenneville, October 10, in Alba Julia ERC, 1863/2143
(Cat. 13); Haynald's letter is also in MOL F263, 1863/6277.
177. Draft of Haynald to Szabo, October 7, in MOL F263,
1863/5944.
178. Karoly Horvath et al. to Haynald, September l, in
Alba Julia ERC, 1863/2113 (Cat. 13).
179. Reichenstein to Nadasdy, September 7, in HHSA,
Nachlass Reichstein. Karton lb, Briefe- und Telegrammwechsel
uber den Verlauf des Siebenburger Landtages 1863-65.
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Reichsrat as well.
darity with Haynald.

The clergy was more commonly in soliAccording to Szabo, the clergy and its

"soul," Haynald, bore the chief responsibility for the "terrorized mood and demoralization" of the population of
csik. 180 Haynald confirmed the Consistory's verdict on
181
Benko and stubbornly defended him
Haynald was less defiant with respect to the csiksomlyo
professors, though he insisted on his own authority over
them.

He was apparently disturbed by a long report by Simon

on the politicized climate in the school.

The Franciscan

reported anti-dynastic remarks made by the students and by
Horvath, and stated that portraits and biographies of
Garibaldi were on sale there.

Haynald finally responded to

the repeated demands of Crenneville for an investigation of
the prime culprits.

He appointed Canon Lonhart and the dean

of Udvarhely, Jozsef Csato, to conduct an investigation on
182
One of Lenhart's first actions
behalf of the Consistory.
upon his arrival in Csik on November 25 was the confirmation
of the replacement of Eranosz as dean of Felcsik three weeks
earlier.

The new dean was the pastor of Csikszentmiklos,

180. Conversation with Reichenstein on September 22,
reported in the latter's letter to Nadasdy, September 23, in
ibid.
181. Haynald to Crenneville, November 19, in Alba Iulia
ERC, 1863/2665 (Cat. 13), draft, and OSzK Fol.Lat. 3954,
copy.
182. Simon to Haynald, November 14 (the document is
heavily underlined by Haynald) and draft of Haynald to
Csato, November 18, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1863/2660 (Cat. 13);
Haynald to Lonhart, November 20, in Ibid., 1863/2870 (Cat.
13).
Zerich emphasized to Kunszt that Lonhart had been one
of the two notaries elected by the turbulent Kolozsvar synod
of 1848. (5,_,,
te ml
c
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Imre Santa.

I

Santa, though a Haynald loyalist, neglected to

don the red sash of his new office until Lonhart urged him
to do so, suggesting he was uncertain the authorities would
183
uphold his appointment.
Lenhart wrote to Gyulafehervar that the clergy in cs{k,
184
like he himself, was strongly behind the bishop.
The
Franciscan abbot of Csiksomlyo reported that Lenhart and
Csat6 spent ten days there, but their investigation was
rather perfunctory.

"I suppose that Horvath is not pleased

about the investigation," he wrote; at any rate, the
teachers under investigation set a poor moral example, and
"educate the youth poorly, in such a way that their genera185
tion will not thank them."
The Consistory convened on
December 10 and exhonerated all three professors of the

183. Lenhart to Istvan Gyergy, diocesan secretary,
November 28; the postal police intercepted the letter and
sent a translation to Reichenstein, who sent copies to
Crenneville and Montenuovo. HHSA, Informationsburo.
1863/11171 (Elenchus 344) and MOL D228, 1863/1256. A year
earlier, the Council of Ministers had rejected a bill for
postal secrecy proposed by the Reichsrat, and none was
enacted until 1870-- POM V,4 (1986), 149-50. According to
the parish chronicle, "a folytonos askalatas ~s piszkolod~s
miatt [Eranosz'] helyzete tarthatatlanna valvan, fopasztor
6t ezen ~llas~t61 felmentette .•. ", but his successor was
only elected after his death in 1881--Historia Domus
Parochiae csik Rakos, in Racul, Parohia romano-catolica.
Eranosz complained of suffering administrative reprisals by
Haynald; cited by Friedenfels in his letter to Nadasdy, July
6, 1864, in AS Sibiu, Fondul Eugen von Friedenfels, XIV/242.
184. Translations of intercepted letters of Lenhart to
Haynald and to Gyorgy, November 28, in HHSA, Informationsburo
1863/11171 (Elenchus 344) and MOL D228, 1863/1256.
185. Translation of intercepted letter from Kelemen Varga
to Gergely Pal, December 10, sent to Reichenstein on
December 25, in HHSA Informationsburo, 1863/11785 (Elenchus
344).
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political accusations.

However, they found Horvath guilty

of making imprudent statements unbefitting a priest and
principal, and he was demoted to a teaching post at the
catholic high school in Kronstadt.

Janos Raduly, who had

apparently assumed many of Haynald's duties as Vicar
capitular by this time, communicated these decisions to
186
crenneville on December 17 and 19.

***
Responses to the Abdication
The most striking political event of December, 1863 in
Hungary proper was the distribution of flyers by agents of
the emigration announcing a soon to commence insurrection.
The perpetrators were quickly arrested.

No historian has

suggested any connection between this movement and that in
Transylvania in support of Bishop Haynald, and it seems
unlikely.

Still, the first newspaper announcement of

Haynald's resignation on January 12, 1864 created a sensa187
tion among the clergy and the nobility.
Haynald withdrew
after his resignation to his birthplace in Szecseny, and
Provost Janos Raduly took over the administration of the
diocese as Vicar Capitular.

Rumors circulated of new plans

to transfer Haynald to a different diocese.

Apparently the

most serious one was to appoint him as Papal Nuncio to
186. Crenneville to Chancellery, December 25, in MOL
D228, 1863/1327. The fact that the principal of the
Kronstadt high school was the Romanian Iacob Mure~anu undoubtedly increased the bitterness of the demotion for
Horvath.
187. The announcement appeared simultaneously in the
Pesti Napl6 and the Kolozsvari Kozlony; Szittyay, 97.
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Mexico alongside the ill-fated brother of Franz Joseph,
Emperor Maximilian.

Haynald was a friend of the moderately

liberal, anticlerical archduke, but wisely declined the
188
Nunciature offer at the end of March.
Officials in Csik reported conspiratorial meetings in
February of supporters of the emigration, led in Csik189
szentgyorgy by Lajos Nagy.
More substantial were the
petitions to the Holy See that circulated in the Szekler
region.

They requested that Haynald's resignation not be

accepted because it was not voluntary.

Eleven counts and
190
nine barons, not all Catholic, signed one such petition.
Haynald's former secretary, Istvan Gyorgy, reportedly inspired another petition, which was signed by Keresztes,
Santa, Nagy, and other priests in the Szekler region.

Its

purported author was the dean of Haromszek, Istvan Elekes,
who read it to the clergy assembled for the elections in
Kezdivasarhely on May 9.

The Haynald question undoubtedly

gave a spur to other expressions of opposition.

A

Franciscan monk from Csiksomlyo delivered an Easter sermon

188. Szittyay, 98-100, citing a letter of Haynald to
Abbot Fabj, his agent in Rome, March 29, 1864. Maximilian
highly regarded one of the first Austrian "Kulturkampf"
novels, published in 1861, and invited its author to accompany him to Mexico; Peter Horvath, Die Kulturkampfliteratur
Osterreichs, 1780-1918 (Bern: Peter Land, 1978), 136-7.
189. Copy of Crenneville to Reichenstein, February 18,
1864, in HHSA Informationsburo 1864/1984 (Elenchus 158).
190. Published in DSSS, 569-79. One of the signatories
was Balazs Orban. The signers forwarded the petition to
Rome via Scitovszky.
It is dated Kolozsvar, April 24, but
the signature of Scitovszky is dated March 5, suggesting the
Primate was its initiator.
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191
attacking the, in his words, "illegal" regime.

An emis-

sary of the Hungarian emigration reported after a visit to
the Szekler region in June that 80,000 men stood ready to
192
fight in an insurrection on 48 hours' notice.
Haynald himself later supported the allegations that
his resignation had not been voluntary when he wrote to a
friend in October, 1864 that "a higher power operating
193
against my will" forced him to resign.
Falcinelli
argued this was the case, and therefore the Holy See withheld its acceptance of the resignation.

Both Scitovszky and

Kunszt advised the acceptance of Haynald's resignation.

At

the end of April, the Pope summoned Haynald to Rome for
consultations.
194
May 25.

He left Szecseny in the greatest secrecy on

Haynald brought his good relations in the Curia to bear
one more time.

After he presented his case to the

Congregatio Negotiorum Ecclesiasticorum Extraordinariorum,

191. Montenuovo to Mecsery, May 29, in HHSA Informationsburo 1864/5227 (Elenchus 158), and Vo:~;:tJ"ag of Reichenstein,
June 5, in MOL D228, 1864/620 and HHSA, Cabinetskanzlei
1864/1700. Elekes was the pastor of Kezdi-Polyan, a village
only twenty miles from one of the crossing-points into
Moldavia.
192. Kupa Humer to Klapka, July 20, 1864, in BorsiKalman, "Klapka, Cuza es Arthur Seherthoss, 1864," 812.
193. Haynald to Karoly Torma, October 24, cited by Toth,
477-8. Years later, speaking with Emperor Wilhelm I,
Haynald compared the case favorably with the situation of
the Church in Germany under the Kulturkampf. He stressed
that he was not condemned by any civil court, but only
requested to resign by Franz Joseph. Their conversation at
the resort in Ems was reported to Rome by the Nuncio:
Jacobini to Antonelli, August 9, 1876, in Lukacs, The
Vatican and Hungary, 753-8.
194. Szittyay, 100.
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that body concluded that his comportment was not only a
question of political differences, but a legitimate defense
195
of religious and confessional interests.
Haynald
again appealed to his supporter Falcinelli, sending him
another long self-justifying memorandum on July 6.

But the

Austrians continued to insist on the acceptance of the
196
resignation.
The Pope finally relented, notifying
Haynald on August 13 of his intention to accept the resignation.

On September 22, 1864 he became a titular archbishop,

and at the end of the year he took up a post in the same
197
congregation to which he had recently pleaded his case.
Haynald spent more than two years in Rome as a curial
archbishop.

With the fall of Schmerling and his allies in

the Hungarian lands Haynald quickly became a prime candidate
to fill a vacant see in Hungary.

In October, 1865 he accom198
panied Falcinelli on a visit to Esztergom.
Still, he

only received a Hungarian see, that of Kolocsa, when he was
appointed on the strong recommendation of Minister Joszef
Eotvos in April, 1867.
of his policies.

He proved an ally of Eotvos in many

His favor with Pius IX soon declined:

first, for his mission to Rome on behalf of the Austrian
effort to suspend the Concordat, then due to his role in the
opposition minority at Vatican Council in 1869-70.

He was

195. The Congregation's memorandum of June 29 is in
DSSS, 214-15.
196. Haynald's memorandum and Rechberg's note to Bach of
July 13 are in Ibid., 574-80.
197. [Fraknoi], 79-82.
198. Falcinelli to Antonelli, September 14 and October
18, 1865, in Lukacs, The Vatican and Hungary, 572, 575-6.
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one of the last Hungarian prelates to declare his acceptance
of the Dogma of Infallibility after his return to his see.
199
He was made a Cardinal by Pope Leo XIII in 1879.
***

Mihaly Fogarasy
The court strategy of cultivating the internal opposition to Haynald found useful instruments not only among his
200
minor clergy and among the Armenians,
but especially in
the person of a distinguished canon in Nagyvarad who was a
legitimate candidate to supplant Haynald as bishop.

He

reinforced his legitimacy vis a vis the court by his political performance, and then legitimized his appointment as
bishop

by his association with the accomodation to liberal

Catholic trends in his diocese.
At the beginning of 1863, Baron Reichenstein contacted
Mihaly Fogarasy and requested his views on Transylvanian
politics.

Emboldened by Fogarasy's thoroughly loyal senti-

ments, he suggested his possible nomination as regalist to
the Transylvanian diet, and eventually as bishop. Fogarasy
took up the offer, slyly noting that his presence in the
diet would place him in a relationship with Haynald that
would be "anything but pleasant, implying he would deserve a
201
reward."
199. Adrianyi, "Erzbischof Lajos Haynalds Mission in der
osterreichischen Konkordatsfrage," Donauraum 16, (1971),
152-8; Ibid., Vaticanum, 374-9 and passim.
200. See Chapter IX.
201. Fogarasy to Reichenstein, January 15 and 17, 1863,
in HHSA Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton la. Vertrauliche
Briefe. Reichenstein was in Debrecen at the time on offi349

Fogarasy was born in Gyergyoszentmiklos to a Szekler
family of minor noble origin in 1800.

After theological

studies in Gyulafehervar and Vienna, he was ordained in
Gyulafehervar by Bishop Szepessy in October, 1823, shortly
after the controversial diocesan synod.

He had a distin-

guished career as a teacher, holding appointments at schools
and seminaries in Hermannstadt, Gyulafehervar, Kolozsvar,
Vienna, Nagyvarad, and Pest.

He published two remarkable

works of political interest, one on the civil functions of
the Transylvanian bishop and the other an anonymous record
of the bishops' conferences of 1847-48, as well as a volume
202
of his sermons.
He was the founder of the Szent
203
Istvan Tarsulat, and its first head from 1847 to 1853.
From 1838 he was a canon in Nagyvarad, and resided there
204
permanently from 1853 on.
205
Despite his ambiguous record in 1848,
Fogarasy was
by the late 1850s a leading candidate for an episcopal
appointment due to his outstanding ecclesiastical career.
His private letter to Haynald in January, 1858 provides an

cial business.
202. Az erdelyi puspok polgari tekintetben~Emlekirat,
az 1847/8 orszaggyules alatt Pozsonyban tartott puspoki tanacskozmanyokr61. ~ reszvevotol; Kereszteny igazsagok egyhazi
beszedekben (Nagyvarad: Tichy A., 1861), 2 volumes.
203. Kiss and Sziklay, I, 534-6.
204. Adrianyi, Ungarn und das ~ Vaticanum, 76; Mendlik,
145-7.
205. Aside from anonymous publication of the bishops'
conference protocols, Fogarasy was chosen by the episcopate
to deliver its unsuccessful memorandum to the court in
November, 1848. Antal Meszlenyi, A magyar katolikus egyhaz
es az allam 1848/49-ben (Budapest: Szent-Istvan Tarsulat,
1928), 159-60.
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insight into his ambition.

He asked Haynald to recommend

him for the vacant see of Szatmcir, "since I do not desire to
secure a bishopric by any other means than by the interces206
Haynald probably disappointed
sion of the episcopate."
him; Nadasdy noted in 1863 that a personal antipathy existed
207
Fogarasy was a serious candidate for the
between them.
Bishopric of Csanad in 1860.

At this time he was recom-

mended for the post by two bishops and the Governor-General
of Hungary, Archduke Albrecht.

When another candidate was

nonetheless selected, the Archduke instructed Minister Thun
to give Fogarasy special consideration when a Hungarian
208
diocese again became vacant.
The letters of Fogarasy to Reichenstein confirm the
picture in his letter to Haynald of an ambitious churchman
willing to subordinate his personal propriety to the goal of
attaining the episcopal dignity.

After the court decreed

his appointment as regalist on August 14, 1863, he declared
his support of "that wise policy which aims at the unity of
Austria and makes the welfare of Transylvania and Hungary
dependent on the power, greatness and prestige of the entire
monarchy."

He hoped he would soon have the opportunity to

206. Fogarasy to Haynald, January 10, 1858, in OSzK Fol.Hung.
1722.
207. The Chancellor wrote that Haynald might agree to
exchange his see with that of Haas in order to keep it away
from Fogarassy, who was his "Todfeind."-- Nadasdy to Reichenstein, September 8, 1863, in HHSA Nachlass Reichenstein.
Karton lb. Korrespondenz Reichensteins 1863-65, besonders
mit Nadasdy. No. 12.
208. Vortrag of Reichenstein, July 31, 1864, in HHSA
Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb. Reservat-Prasidialakten.
1864/42.
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demonstrate his dedication to the empire by taking over
209
Haynald's post on the Gubernium as well.
Fogarasy was
aware of the unpopularity of his participation in the diet;
he delayed his journey to Hermannstadt for more than two
weeks, and travelled through Kolozsvar in secrecy and with
police protection, fearing demonstrations against him210
Yet he soon became despondent over the hostile
self.
Hungarian response to his actions, and remarked that he
might decline to take a seat in the Reichsrat.

Nadasdy's

correspondent judged correctly that he would probably change
his mind, reasoning that "sapientis est mutare consilium in
211
melius."
The court was satisfied with Fogarasy's performance in
the diet.

Although he opposed the government's position in

many of the debates, he lent the diet legitimacy by taking
his own role in it seriously.

He steadfastly defended the

interests of diocesan property, church and schools, often in
opposition to the Romanians.

In the debates concerning an

administrative reorganization or establishing local official
languages on an ethnic basis, for instance, he insisted that
the existing system be maintained.

His proposal that the

number of regalists be increased to fully one half of the

209. Fogarasy to Reichenstein, August 18, in HHSA
Nachlass Reichenstein, Karton la. Vertrauliche Briefe.
210. Telegrams of Nadasdy and Fogarasy, August 28 to September
1, in MOL D228, 1863/878, 883, 1034; Kolozsvar police commissioner
Mecsery, August 30, in HHSA Nachlass Reichenstein. Karton lb. II.
Reservat-Prasidialakten 1863-65. No. 44.
211. Anonymous reports to Nadasdy, October 4, 1863, in Ibid.,
No. 54, 55.
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membership of the diet was rejected by most members but
212
welcomed by the Hungarian press.
Most important for
Vienna was his very presence in the diet and his demonstrated "truly priestly sentiments and unconditional loyalty
213
to throne and state."
The Holy See was aware of

Fogarasy~s

status as heir
214
apparent to Haynald in the event of his resignation.
The
Nuncio, a partisan of the resigned bishop, sent a suspiciously one-sided report to Rome on the candidacy of
Fogarasy.

Therein he stated that Fogarasy had been an

advocate of complete independence in 1848-49, which was not
the case, and that his blatant ambition meant his appoint215
ment would be a disgrace to the church in Hungary.
Later
he added that

Haynald~s

numerous supporters in Hungary and

Transylvania would strongly resent
Rome.

Fogarasy~s

Consequently the Holy See opposed

approval by

Fogarasy~s

dacy after it was proposed by Reichenstein.

candi-

However,

Scitovszky, Kunszt and other Hungarian bishops supported the
candidacy of Fogarasy.

Consequently Reichenstein renewed

his proposal, and it was approved at the end of November,
216
1864.
212. Mester, 230, 247-9; Retegan, ~ieta romaneasca a
Transilvaniei, 152-3, 193.
213. Vortrag of Reichenstein, July 31, 1864, loc. cit.
214. On December 19, 1863 Falcinelli reported to
Antonelli Haynald~s statement that Fogarasy had been
promised his see and was an obedient supporter of the
Schmerling system; letter in DSSS, 563, where the Nuncio is
incorrectly identified as de Luca.
215. Falcinelli to Antonelli, July 15, 1864, in Ibid.,
581-2.
216. Adrianyi, .9.!!9.9.!"!1 ~D-9 .9.0§ 1~ Vaticanum, 75-6, citing
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In the national question Fogarasy pursued a far more
moderate line than his predecessor.

Not only did he parti-

cipate in the diet and Reichsrat, but he concluded an agreement with the Greek Catholic Metropolitan, loan Vancea, in
1873 concerning liturgical collaboration.

Where clergy of

the Latin rite were lacking, Greek Catholic priests could
distribute the sacraments to Roman Catholics as well.

The

district assembly of Csik complained that the agreement
increased the danger of the Romanianization of the
217
Szeklers.
The most remarkable innovation of
Fogarasy/s episcopacy, however, was the introduction of
lay participation in diocesan administration, the so-called
Transylvanian Catholic Autonomy, between 1866 and 1873.

***
The Rontan Catholic Church established a privileged
position among the religious communities in Habsburg-ruled
Transylvania in the eighteenth century.

Educational and

political inducements rapidly increased the number of Roman
Catholic inhabitants.

However, this growth came at the cost

of state control of diocesan endowments through the
Ca~b2li~a

Corrmissio, which supplanted the mixed body of

clergy and laymen known as the

§!~!~E

Catholicus that had

evolved in the years when the bishop was exiled from the
land.

Henceforth ecclesiastic reformers would demand the

Falcinelli/s letter of August 10; MOL D228 1864/1559-1561.
217. Adrianyi, Ungarn und §as 1~ Y~!i~afl~m, 77; ed. Al.
Matei, Indrumator
~~biv~le §!atul~i ~~~j, I (Bucure9ti:
Directia General a Arhivelor Statului a Republicii
Socialiste Romania, 1979), 275.
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restoration of the prerogatives of the Status Catholicus.
Lajos Haynald, a highly educated native of central
Hungary, became Bishop of Transylvania in 1862.

In the

decade of absolutism he was a model ultramontane bishop.

In

1861 he attained tremendous popularity among Hungarians by
his pronouncements in favor of the union of Hungary and
Transylvania.

Allies of Schmerling saw in Haynald a

powerful adversary because of his religious influence and
his position as councillor on the Gubernium.

Yet Haynald's

prestige and influence in Rome, Vatican diplomacy and the
ultramontane party in Vienna long protected him from
dismissal.

Haynald's role in the Hungarian deputies'

decision to boycott the diet in 1863 convinced both the
Emperor and, finally, the Pope of the desirability of
Haynald's abdication.

He complied with their expressed wish

in December, 1863.
The authorities put pressure on Haynald through their
investigation of oppositional clergymen under his authority.
The chief center of oppositional activity by diocesan clergy
was in the Szekler district of Csik.

Parish autonomy,

patronage, popular piety and the patriotic-religious
mystique of the shrine and schools of Csiksomlyo created a
unique milieu for resistance in the form of nationalist
oratory, military conspiracy, and organized political
activity.
Schmerling's men also undermined Haynald and his
clerical allies through the promotion and eventual
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appointment as his successor of the more moderate Mihaly
Fogarasy.

Fogarasy helped legitimate Nadasdy's policies as

regalist in the diet, although he also defended Hungarian
interests there.

As Bishop after 1865, Fogarasy made accom-

modation both to the liberals, in the resurrection of the
status Catholicus, and to Romanian Greek Catholics in the
area of liturgical collaboration.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
UNITY AND DIVISION IN ROMANIAN POLITICS

Religious division was a fundamental trait of Romanian
politics in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Historians and politicians have rightly pointed out the
tendency of secular nationalism to overcome religious, cultural and regional differences in the Romanian nation.
There was a growing sense of the desirability of political
unity in the 1860s.

This study takes a different per-

spective: that nationalism at times actually strengthened
religious division by inspiring a rivalry in service to the
national cause by alternative strategies.

Religious diff-

erences were an important element in the politics of the
1860s.

The political and cultural traditions which they

represent in Romanian history continued to be significant
later, and have received inadequate attention in historiography.

Religious differences manifested themselves locally

in the everyday questions of the church and school, and in
the relationship between the clergy and lay leadership.
These differences, like those between Anglican and Dissenters in Britain or Protestants and Catholics in Germany,
were never "merely' political in the sense of secular power.
The fortune of the church union among the Romanians
fluctuated: social and educational advantages accorded to
Catholics strengthened the movement for union, while the
support of the Hungarian Reformed, Serbian and Russian sup-
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port for Orthodoxy could exploit social tensions between the
formerly Orthodox peasant masses and the Greek Catholic
1

minor nobility and clergy.

The dramatic fluctuation of

the religious profile of the Romanian population illustrates
this.

With the conclusion of the church union all

Transylvanian Romanians were nominally Greek Catholics.

A

half-century later, in the aftermath of the Orthodox revolts, an Austrian tabulation of 1762 recorded 127,712
Orthodox and only 25,174 Greek Catholic families in
Transylvania, although most of the Romanian clergy were
2
Greek Catholic.
The edict of toleration of 1781 also
favored the numerical recovery of Orthodoxy.

By the eve

of 1848 the Greek Catholics slightly outnumbered the
Orthodox.

Religious regulations and state policy favored

the union movement, which secured a gain of roughly 30,000
3
In the half-century
souls in the years 1821-33 alone.
1. See the cited works of Hitchins and Turczynski.
On
occasion both writers suggest that the two groups were of
different rite.
In terms, at least, of liturgy they shared
the same rite; churchmen referred to a single eastern or
Byzantine rite.
Hitchins, Rumanian National Movement, 26,
Turczynski, 143, 207, and Ibid., Von der Aufklarung zum
Fruhliberalismus. Politische Tragergruppen und deren Forderungs~katalog in Rumaruen, (Munchen: Oldenbourg, 1985),
158-9 make a misleading distinction between "Uniate" rite
and Greek rite.
2. Silviu Dragomir, Istoria desrobirei religioase a
romanilor din Ardeal in secolul XVIII, II (Sibiu: Editura 9i
tiparul tipografiei arhidiecezane, 1930), 284.
Dragomir's
work is the definitive study on the revolts; more recently,
see Hitchins, The Idea of Nation. The Romanians of
Transylvania, 1691=1849--(Bucharest:-Editura 9tiintifica 9i
enciclopedica, 1985), 57-80. On the phenomenon of fluctuation, see also Turczynski, Konfession und Nation, 206-7.
3. Hitchins, Rumanian National Movement, 144-5.
Miskolczy cites the statistic from a report of the Bishop in
Blaj; "Erd~ly a reformkorban," 1309.
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before Saguna came to Transylvania in 1846, 124 Orthodox

4
parishes went over to Rome, or as many as 100,000 souls.
The papal bull establishing the metropolitanate in Blaj in
1853 recognized the fluidity of the situation, stating that
the number of parishes in the archdiocese could be expected
5

to fluctuate as the result of conversions.
Beginning in the late eighteenth century, Romanian
nationalism sought to

foster a national unity that over-

looked religious division.

The petitions submitted to

the court by both bishops in 1792 (the Supplex Libellus
Valachorum), 1834, and 1842 and similar actions by the laity
6
were inspired by this ideal.
Yet the reality of religious division could not be ignored, and not only religious
partisans but liberal reformers sought to deal with it.
Beyond the abstract desire for religious unity, however,
Romanians could not agree on how this should be achieved
concretely.

The popular assembly at Blaj in 1848 included

as its second, ambiguous demand the "freedom and independence of the Romanian church [sic] ... the restoration of the
Romanian metropolitanate and the annual general synod," the
7
latter to be made up of both clerical and lay deputies.
Religious rivalry increased during the decade of ab-

4. Ilarion Pu§cariu, Metropolia, 47, citing a study by
loan Pu9cariu.
5. Draft of $ulutiu to Crenneville, July 16, 1862, in
AS Alba Iulia, MRU,FG 1862/533.
6. Gyemant, 49-59, 250-67.
7. Ibid., 173-82; Hitchins, The Idea of Nation, 187.
According to Hitchins, the insertion of this article was at
the initiative of $aguna-- Orthodoxy and Nationality, 178.
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solutism.

Several Romanian meetings of 1848-50 demanded the

reestablishment of the Orthodox metropolitanate previously
terminated by the church union.

The strongly Catholic or-

ientation of the absolutist government delayed the fulfillment of this demand.

Conversely, the new Greek Catholic

Bishop, soon Metropolitan 9ulutiu openly sought to unite all
Romanians under Blaj.

At the apparent suggestion of

Austrian officials, 9ulutiu actually proposed that 9aguna
8

become the Metropolitan in Blaj.

After $aguna refused

this offer and Sulutiu took office, the new bishop called
for the union with Rome of "all Romanians from the Tisza to
the Black Sea and the Pindus Mountains."

$aguna refuted the
9

appeal in a letter addressed to all Orthodox bishops.
The Orthodox complained that the Greek Catholic clergy
10
spread calumnies about them and pressured them to convert.
$aguna established a diocesan publishing house in 1850
to compete with that in Blaj and also a political newspaper,
Telegraful Roman, in 1853.

The paper rapidly captured the

Orthodox readership of the Gazeta Transilvaniei of
Kronstadt.

At the instigation of the editor of the latter

paper, Iacob Mure9an, $ulutiu issued a circular to his
8. Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationality, 193-6. The
only known source of this episode is the apparently reliable
memoir of 9aguna, Memorii din anii 1846-1871 (Sibiu:
Tipografia arhidiecezana, 1923), 44-53.
9. Turczynski, "Orthodoxe und Unierte," in Die
Habsburgermonarchie 1848-1918, IV, 453-4.
10. Pavel Vasici, an opponent of confessional strife,
charged that the Greek Catholic dean of Hermannstadt said
the Orthodox were "subject to the Serbian Metropolitan, who
doesn't love them ... and are tied to the Russians." Vasici
to Baritiu, April 24, 1851, in GBCS, II, 30-3.
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clergy in 1853 urging them to subscribe to the Gazeta
Transilvaniei; Mure9an published this appeal.

Both papers

contributed to the religious polemic of the decade, but
Gazeta Transilvaniei was unquestionably the more nationalistic and liberal of the two. The Telegraful Roman, composed
under Saguna's direct supervision, was decidedly conservative.

Saguna finally forbade his clergy and faithful to

read the Gazeta Transilvaniei in a circular in December,
11
1855.
The Catholic Governor and his officials did not
object to $aguna's action.
12
against it by Baritiu.

They rejected a complaint

$aguna enjoyed warm personal relations with Governor
Schwarzenberg.

$ulutiu complained repeatedly to

Schwarzenberg about $aguna's alleged calumnies of the Greek
Catholics.

Schwarzenberg labelled Sulutiu a "disturber of

public peace" after he repeated his complaints in a circular
in 1855.

The Metropolitan defended his action to the

Nuncio, identifying $aguna as the source of the allegations
13
against him.
An official related the following episode
to illustrate $aguna's influence on the police. After an
11. Letters of Mure9an to Timotei Cipariu, January,
1853 to April, 1856, summarized in Ioana Botezan and
Alexandru Matei, Arhiva personala Timotei Cipariu. Catalog
(Bucure9ti: Directia generala a Arhivelor statului, 1982),
265-71; a Cipariu letter to Mure9anu at the beginning of
1856 (Ibid., 393-4) refers to a Sulutiu circular repeating
his earlier instruction; Hitchins, op. cit., 184, 234, 2734, and the circular in Tulbure, 195-201.
12. Circuit office of Kronstadt to Baritiu, January 1,
1856, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondul George Barit, No. 485.
13. $ulutiu to Schwarzenberg, two letter fragments of
1852, and $ulutiu to the Nuncio, June 11, 1855, in AS Cluj,
Fondul Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu. Nos. 70, 74, 107.
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Orthodox pastor near Kolozsvar converted to Catholicism with
his flock in 1856, the gendarmes transported him to
Hermannstadt.

There 9aguna had him shorn of his beard,

which was the sign of his vocation.

He was only released
14
from police detention after the intervention of Haynald.

Minister of Culture Count Thun, on the other hand, was a
militant Catholic who referred to the Orthodox as "rotten
15
schismatics."
There was more incentive to overcome religious disunity
in the 1860s.

Not only lay politicians, but the bishops as

well recognized the need to present a united front toward
the other nationalities.

$aguna and $ulutiu cosponsored a

petition in 1857 to protest against a planned reorganization
of Transylvania and to request tax relief for the Romanian
16
clergy and for those who had suffered in 1848-9.
The
deputations led to Vienna by $ulutiu in the fall of 1860 and
1861, the national conference in Hermannstadt in January,
1861 and the twenty-man national committee it elected were
all scrupulously biconfessional in membership.

The most

vivid demonstration of the Romanian patriots' eagerness to
put aside confessional differences was the grand reception,

14. Thiemann to Bach, March 13 and 24, 1856, in
Documente inedite privitoare ~ istoria Transilvaniei intre
1848-1859, 173-6. Thiemann claimed to have reliable confirmation of the story.
15. $aguna, 87. He writes that the successes of
Catholic proselytism even included an Orthodox village in
Moldavia, which converted in 1856, at the time of the
Austrian occupation.
16. Petitions of December 30 and 31, 1857, in Ibid.,
226-35.
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9ulu~iu

carefully described in the press, that was accorded

when he arrived in Hermannstadt, the Orthodox center, after
successfully leading the deputation in 1860.

9aguna's

deputy and thirty law students on horseback, waving the
17
Romanian colors, met 9ulutiu outside the city.
9ulutiu
and 9aguna presented the same platform at the Gyulafehervar
conference in 1861.

The bishops and clergy collaborated

remarkably in the dietal elections in 1863, as well.
9ulutiu became convinced in the course of his sojourn
in Vienna at the end of 1860 that religious dissension was a
liability for the national movement.

He urged Baritiu and

Dimitrie Moldovan, persons closer to 9aguna personally, to
18
impress this necessity upon the Orthodox bishop.
In May,
1861 9aguna proposed an accord providing for reciprocity in
four areas of religious life that were the source of discord
in the village: mixed marriages, conversions, the liturgy,
and mixed schools.

9ulutiu's only reservation concerned the

procedure for the division of parish property in cases of
conversion.

Greek Catholic parishes possessed canonic

portions (land allotments) far more often than Orthodox
ones, hence reciprocity would favor the Orthodox.

Alexi and

Dobra were less favorable toward the accord than 9ulutiu,

17. Pavel Vasici tp Baritiu, January 1, 1861, in GBCS,
II, 50.
18. $ulutiu to Moldovan, December 12, 1860, in Ioana
Botezan, "Corespondenta lui Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu cu
Dimitrie Moldovan intre anii 1860-1866 (I)," Anuarul
Institutului de istorie ~ arheologie Cluj-Napoca 27 (198586), 426-9; $ulutiu to Baritiu, December 14, 1860, in GBCS,
IV, 363-4.
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and more preoccupied with Catholic prerogatives.

$ulutiu

implored $aguna to understand the limits on his freedom of
action: he had to contend with suffragan bishops, the
Nuncio, the Pope, and other powerful people who "supervize
me, watch my steps, and shackle my will, even my conscience
without having a right to do so."
19
reached.

Hence no agreement was

***
The Romanian Schools
Two main ecclesiastic issues continued to dog Greek
Catholic-Orthodox relations in the 1860s: the schools and
20
the Orthodox Metropolitanate.
Education in the service
of the nation was a major concern of the laity.

According

to a Hungarian press report in 1841, Orthodox primary
schools in Transylvania numbered 299 in that year, but Greek
Catholic ones were far fewer.

The Orthodox schools were

better supervized, while many of those of the Greek
Catholics appear to have been amalgamated with those of the
Roman Catholics since both of the latter were under the
21
supervision of Bishop Kovacs.
Romanian primary education
19. $aguna's draft, dated May 11 (o.s.), is in Sibiu,
AMOR, 1861/420; it is published, with 9ulutiu's response of
February 22, 1862, in Popea, 120-5. Baritiu published
$aguna's proposal, and summaries of the Greek Catholic
responses, in Parti alese, III, 598-600. Sulutiu's views
expressed to Alexi and Dobra, on June 15, are in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG Protocol 1861/378. The initiative for this
attempt does not lie solely with Saguna, as Popea states,
but primary responsibility for its failure rests with the
Catholics.
20. On the latter, see Chapter IX.
21. Nicolae Albu, Istoria 9colilor romane9ti din
Transilvania intre 1800-1867 (Bucure~ti: Editura pedagogica
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expanded rapidly in the decades following the revolution,
from 371 Greek Catholic and 367 Orthodox schools in 1851 to
500 and 676 in 1858, to 767 and 704 in 1865, respectively.
Historians have credited Saguna with energetic support of
school development and been less favorable to Sulutiu in
this respect.

Major credit for the advances should be

shared by the church-nominated, government-paid school
inspectors, Gabriel Dorgo (1851-4) and Ioan Maior (1860-1,
1863-9) for the Greek Catholics and Pavel Vasici (1855-61,
22
1862-9) for the Orthodox.
The strictly confessional attitude of Saguna concerning
the mixed schools aggravated Romanian nationalists, while
23
After the apSulutiu was somewhat more flexible.
9i didactica, 1971), 13-32. Albu accepts the statement of
the Erdelyi Hirado that there were only fourteen Greek
Catholic schools in 1841, but this seems too small a number.
The number apparently did not include the border regiments,
where many of the best Romanian Greek Catholic schools were
located. There may also have been Romanian instruction in
many of the Roman Catholic schools. Greek Catholic schools
had numbered three hundred at the end of the previous century.
22. Ibid., 49-55; Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationality,
261-8; Polverejan, 207-8. Much more data have been published about the Orthodox than the Greek Catholic schools.
Writers agree that the latter were inferior.
Polverejan
notes the available school statistics are often contradictory.
~aguna's circular of August 2, 1862 (o.s.) gave the
more conservative total of 600 schools; Tulbure, 319. The
rapid growth of Greek Catholic schools recorded by
Polverejan is incompatible with Albu's negative appraisal of
$ulutiu's policies. After the transfer of Dorgo, $ulutiu
tried unsuccessfully for years to secure the appointment of
a replacement; two of his letters to Minister of Culture
Thun from 1856 and 1857 are published in Ioana Botezan,
"Trei documente din anii 1855-1857 referitoare la Timotei
Cipariu," in Apulum 16 (1978), 361-5.
23. According to Vasici, Sulutiu opposed mixed schools
as well, criticizing a proposal of Grigore Mihali for this
reason. Vasici to Baritiu, August 7, 1861, in GBCS II, 63.
The editor of the correspondence mistakenly identifies the
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pointment of Maior in 1860, the two inspectors toured
Transylvania together and established mixed or ''national"
schools in various communities where the respective parishes
24
were too small to support separate schools efficiently.
saguna and Sulutiu accepted this innovation in principle
during their negotiations in 1861, but stipulated that administrative responsibility for each such school would rest
with the pastor of the church most numerous among the pupils.
Saguna denounced the growing popularity of mixed "national"
schools and their sponsorship by ASTRA in a long circular of
September, 1862.

Only schools founded by and administered

by a single church were legal and enjoyed a legal guarantee
25
against interference by the state, he declared.
The
Orthodox pastors in the Muntii Apuseni and the professors of
the Orthodox gymnasium in Kronstadt welcomed Saguna's declaration.

The professors argued, however, that the confes-

sional character should be mandatory only for primary
26
schools.
The Magyarization of non-church schools after 1867
later vindicated Saguna's position in the view of many
nationalists, but it angered those who were eager to pool
their resources for the establishment of new schools under
the favorable political conditions of the Provisorium.

Both

reference as pertaining to 9aguna.
24. Albu, 45-5.
25. Letter of August 26, 1862 (o.s. ), in Tulbure, 321-9.
26. Fifteen priests to $aguna, Abrudbanya, November 18,
1862 (o.s.), in AMOR, 1862/904; professors of Kronstadt
to saguna, September 14, 1862 (o.s.), and reply by
$aguna, September 19, in ABAOR, FS. 1746-47.
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27
vasici and Maier favored the "national" schools.
In both churches, laity and clergy clashed over school
policy.

Vasici and Maier were friends of their bishops who

shared their often-expressed determination to improve
Romanian education.

But they were officials of the

Locumtenency, and later of the Gubernium, who were critical
of the bishops' insistence on church autonomy and the clerical administration of the schools.

In some cases, particu-

larly in Doboka county in 1862-63, the county officials
actively supported the establishment of "national" schools
under the auspices of ASTRA, though this was opposed by
28
ASTRA's president, $aguna.
Vasici increasingly complained about the control of the schools by local clergymen
who had little competence or interest in education.

He

argued in an official report in 1864 that the condition of
the schools could only be improved if the state and municipalities, not just the clergy, took an active hand therein.

27. Governor Miko had abolished the office of school
inspector for the Romanians in April, 1861, under the pretext of restoring complete church control over the schools.
He did, however, accede to the Romanian bishops' demand that
Greek Catholic and Orthodox Gubernium counselors administer
the endowments of the respective churches (Crenneville to
$ulutiu, March 18, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,FG 1862/223).
The emperor approved the reappointment of Vasici and Maier
in October, 1862 and February, 1863, respectively. Hitchins
(Orthodoxy and Nationality, 268) mistakenly writes that
Vasici occupied office continuously.
28. Correspondence of Mihail Bohatel (a county official), Crenneville, and Saguna, July, 1862- February, 1863,
in Sibiu, ABAOR, FS, 1737-9, 1800-l. Boh~tel was among the
three persons nominated by Sulutiu for school councillor,
considered to be "more zealous than anyone else"-- loan
Fekete-Negrutiu to Baritiu, November 10, 1862, with footnote,
in GBCS, III, 181-2.
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He considered the clergy incompetent for this task, and in
the absence of statutory synodal supervision in the church
judged state intervention the only way to correct existing
failings.

His friendship with $aguna soured when his views
29
appeared in the press.
The severely critical speech of Blaj Provost Basil
Ratiu in 1862, later published in the press, revealed serious
30
failings in the Greek Catholic schools and clergy.
Among
the Greek Catholics, the lay-clerical rivalry was evident in
the long and bitter dispute concerning the local schools
between the Greek Catholic dean Mihail Cri9an of Reghin and
the nationalist landowner Ioan Pop Maior.

Maior established

a secondary school endowment with the collaboration of Romanians
in several counties in 1863, but the projected school never
31
The people and the patriotic dean of Tirgu
materialized.
Lapu9, Ioan Dragomir, succeeded in establishing a first-rate
"national" school under the auspices of the diocese of

29. Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationalitiy, 268; the
report of Vasici is published in GBCS, II, 88-103, in the
original German and a Romanian translation.
30. Cited in Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 145-8; the
speech was published in Gazeta Transilvaniei and Foaia
Pentru Minte, Inima £i Literatura in 1862.
31. Maior to Cipariu, November 12, 1861, in AS Cluj,
Fondul Timotei Cipariu, Corespondenta, No. 1730; Retegan,
"Un descendent al lui Petru Maior: Ioan Pop Maior din
Reghin," in Stefan Mete9 la ~de ani (Cluj-Napoca: Arhivele
statului Cluj-Napoca, 1977), 437-40; numerous documents in
AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG concerning his feud with Cri9an in
1861-3. This Maior (1796-1877) should be distinguished from
the school councillor (1827-1904), who was also for awhile
councillor in the Section or Ministry of Justice in
Schmerling's Ministry of State, and also from Ioan Maier
(1782-1868), Greek Catholic dean at this time in Bistritz,
another founder of schools.
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szamosujvar in 1859, with an enrollment of over a hundred
students from several counties, who continued on to many of
32
the best high schools in Transylvania.
There were equally famous schools in several wealthy Orthodox communities of
southern Transylvania.
The persistence of the religious division in politics
in a period of increasing secularism was due in large part
to the numerical domination of the clergy in the Romanian
intelligentsia.

There are four principal statistical in-

dices for this domination.

Baritiu calculated that there

were about 10,000 Romanians in the Hungarian lands in 1848
who could read and write, or half of one percent of all
33
Romanians there, and that 4250 of these were clergymen.
From 1838 to 1865, clergymen constituted from 53% (1838) to
38% (1865) of the Transylvanian subscribers to the Romanian
34
Of 1028 Romanians born between 1780
press of Kronstadt.
and 1855 in the Habsburg lands and active in intellectual
professions by 1880, 47% studied theology, 43% were clergy-

32. Albu, 182, and report of Dragomir to Alexi, January
27, 1862, in AS Cluj, Episcopia greco-catolica Cluj-Gherla,
1862/197. $aguna rejected the appeal of county official
Kalman Racz (written in Romanian!) in favor of a mixed
secondary school in Tirgu Lapu9 under ASTRA auspices; correspondence of Racz and $aguna, August, 1862, in Sibiu,
ABAOR, FS, No. 1730, 1731.
33. Baritiu, Parti alese, II (Sibiiu: w. Krafft, 1890),
70-1, cited by Hitchins, "Rumanian Intellectuals in Transylvania:
The West and National Consciousness, 1830-1848," in Studies
on Romanian National Consciousness, 79, The Idea of Nation,
146, and Revue des etudes sud-est europeenes~4--(1984),
310.
34. George Em. Marica, Studii de istoria ~ sociologia
culturii romane ardelene din secolul al XIX-lea I (ClujNapoca: Dacia, 1977), tabre-facing p.~2.
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35
men, and 24% were sons of a priest.

Finally, a major

Romanian petition to the emperor in 1866 garnered 1493
36
signatures, of which 554 were clergymen.
The Romanian
intellectuals' opposition to the clerical leadership of the
national movement did not begin to bear fruit until after
37
1867.
The rise of lay political leadership required not
only the numerical growth of the lay intelligentsia but, as
Turczynski has shown, the supercession of multinational
religious loyalties (Konfessionsnationalitaten) by
38
monoethnic ones.

***
Confessional Politics in the Village
Religious division continued to characterize
Transylvanian Romanian society in the 1860s despite the
trend toward secular unity.

Religious loyalties still flue-

tuated in the village, for reasons that evidently had as
much to do with secular politics and personalities as with
theology.

An extreme case was that of nearly one hundred

Romanian Orthodox from the village of Gusterita near
Hermannstadt that expressed the desire to convert to Roman
Catholicism (whose status as the church of the dynasty was
35. Elena Siupiur, "Intelectualii romani ardeleni in
secolul al XIX-lea," in Transilvania 1987/7, pp. V-VI.
36. Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 431-2. Remarkably,
no historians have compiled comparable studies of the
Hungarian and Saxon intelligentsia in Transylvania using any
such indices.
37. This recurrent theme of Hitchins' works is treated
most concisely in "The Sacred Cult of Nationality: Rumanian
Intellectuals and the Church in Transylvania, 1834-1869," in
Studies on Romanian National Consciousness, 47-73.
38. Turczynski, Konfession und Nation, 259-72.
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especially evident in the provincial seat of the military
39
commandant) in 1861.
The conversion of four other villages from one Romanian church to the other was the subject
of extended investigation by the government and by Sulutiu
and Saguna: Ghijasa de Sus in Felso-Feher county, Cenade in
Also-Feher county near Blaj, Bucerdea Vinoasa in the same
county near Gyulafehervar, and Peli9or in the Saxon district
of Leschkirch. The four cases illustrate the way in which
religion, in combination with social and political differences, continued to divide Romanian villages.
The personality of the pastor was a major factor in
these conversions.

As Sulutiu wrote in his report to Thun

in 1858:
..• it is not unusual for the people to propose
for ordination as pastor the greatest idiot,
threatening to convert to Orthodoxy, along with
the candidate, if their desires are not respected.
And, alas! they are received there with open arms;
more than one parish has been lost for the Holy
Union in this way.
To avoid this result, he was often forced to accept the weak
40
parish candidate, as the lesser of two evils.
Several
celebrated village conversions preoccupied the diocesan
chancelleries in the 1860s.

The young loan Gregorovici,

after being rejected for admission to the seminary in Blaj,

39. After several months of consideration, pastor
Adalbert Weber rejected their request, his inscription
noting simply "Ob politicas circumstantias ad finem non
perducta res." They had also sought to convert in 1848;
Sibiu, Parohia romano-catolica. Historia Domus, 209-10,
237-8; Documents in the same archive, 1861/427.
40. Sulutiu to Thun, November 3, 1858, in MOL, F258.
203 csomo. 1859/2238.
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was ordained an Orthodox priest.

Though under civil inves-

tigation for larceny, he convinced the people of Ghijasa de
41
Sus to convert and accept him as their priest.
The
pastor of Cenade, Basil Manovici. had become Greek Catholic
42
in 1847, then converted back to Orthodoxy in 1861.
The
influence of the nationalist activist and Greek Catholic
dean of Ighiu, loan Moldovan, was apparently decisive in the
decision of the people of Bucerdea Vinoasa to convert from
43
the "Greco-Oriental" to the "Greco-Occidental" religion.
The new Greek Catholic priest in Peli9or, whom

~aguna

called an "agitator," successfully proselytized among the
poorer members of the village.

The Orthodox pastor then
44

denied the converts burial in the Orthodox cemetary plot.
$aguna warned $ulutiu against the dangers of religious
indifference in these cases, emphasizing that personal resentment seemed to be a more important motive in many of
them than religious conviction.

$ulu~iu

essentially justi-

fied the apparent ease with which villagers might move from
one priest to another, replying that conversion was no
tragedy, since Greek Catholics and Orthodox were all one
45
nation and shared the same rite and dogma.
41. Correspondence of $ulutiu, $aguna, local clergy and
officials, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/234, 302, 372,
814, 891, 1862/889.
42. Ibid., 1861/239, 284, 335, 434.
43. Ibid., 1862/ 64, 270, 385, and Sibiu, AMOR.
1861/346, 1862/243. The state and $ulutiu never used the
term "Greco-Occidental," employed in one declaration of the
villagers with an apparently political connotation.
44. $aguna to $ulutiu, January 22, 1863, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/252.
45. Correspondence of $aguna and $ulutiu, February 15,
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The competition for the loyalty of the villagers was
especially intense in Hunyad county.

As in Belso-Szolnok

county and Fagara9 district, there was a large but impoverished Romanian nobility who enjoyed voting rights under the
Hungarian electoral law but stood to lose them under that
decreed in 1863, hence often allied with the Hungarians.
The intra-Romanian conflict could become a religious one in
mixed areas, and Hunyad was one of these areas.

Most

Romanians in the county were Orthodox, but the number of
Greek Catholics grew dramatically in the nineteenth century.
Most parishes of the new diocese of Luges, which was created
in 1853, converted in the course of the nineteenth century
from Orthodoxy.

These included Hunyad county, a part of the

new diocese, with the exception of the older Vicariat of
46
The Greek Catholic Vicars of Ha1;eg enjoyed a
Ha1;eg.
relatively large annual salary of 336 fl. from state-controlled endowments and were among the outstanding leaders of
47
Transylvanian Romanian politics in the century.
Romanian noblemen outnumbered the former serfs who
stood to be enfranchised by the electoral law of 1863 in
most villages of Ha1;eg.

They colluded with the county

authorities to minimize the number of enfranchized peasants
48
The Greek Catholic pastor
and increase their own vote.
March 8 and May 16, 1862, in Ibid., 1862/385, and Sibiu,
AMOR, 1862/243.
46. Ghibu, 80-1.
47. Jacob Radu, Istoria vicariatului greco-catolic al
Hategului (Lugoj: Tipografia "Gutenberg", 1913), 132-3 and
passim.
48. Retegan, "Date statistice ..• privitoare la comitatul
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of Gradi9te in Hateg, Simion Pop Ulpian, scandalized the
Gubernium and the Romanian national leadership by leading
the Romanians in the county commission in 1862 in an antigovernment alliance with the Hungarian opposition.

9aguna

insisted Ulpian's actions were an aberration from the desires of the Orthodox dean, the Greek Catholic vicar, and
the Romanian people, made possible by the manipulations of
Nopcsa.

The prefect denied the mandate of the Orthodox dean

when he was elected to the commission by a Greek Catholic
49
village.
Ulpian was promoted to dean in 1863, but died
50
suddenly shortly thereafter, reportedly by poisoning.
Parishes in Hunyad and Fagara9, objecting to the political
views of their Orthodox pastors, threatened 9aguna with
conversion to Catholicism.

In at least one case the county
51
officials encouraged this rebelliousness.
In short,
Romanian nationalists among the clergy and the commoners
sought to overcome religious differences, but these differences often proved a useful instrument for the noble opposition.
Hunedoar~,"

382-3, 387, 394-5.
49. Correspondence of Crenneville, loan Ratiu, and
Saguna, October 10, 16, and 20, 1862, in Sibiu, ABAOR, FS,
1774, 1775, and 1777. Crenneville and Sulutiu also corresponded on the matter, with the latter defending the political independence of his clergy; Crenneville to Sulutiu,
November 24, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 739.
50. Radu, 137-40, 213. Radu wrote that Ulpian had
fought against the Hungarians in 1848, thereby incurring the
enmity of the local nobility. His promotion in March, 1863
might indicate he had reverted to his earlier attitude.
51. Correspondence of officials, local clergy and
parishioners of Certeju de sus and Sinpetru in Hunyad county
and Vistra de jos in Fagara9 district with $aguna, in Sibiu,
AMOR, 1861/423, 793, 807, and Sibiu, ABAOR, FS. No. 1536.
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In addition to these local considerations, the political-religious rivalry may be characterized in terms of political strategy.

The contrast in style of leadership of

Sulutiu and Saguna can be characterized as populist nationalism versus moderate, court-sponsored patriotism.

Saguna

distrusted the militant wing of Romanian politics, while
Sulutiu courageously lent it his support on several occasions that will be discussed in this dissertation. The
fundamental causes of this difference must be sought in the
personalities of the bishops, institutional considerations,
and the geographic distribution of the respective churches.
I will discuss the first two in the remaining chapters.
Geography was a very significant source of the churches'
different political orientation.

The contrast in social

structure and administration of Transylvania's regions was
portrayed in an earlier chapter.

This contrast compounded

the other sources of conflict between the Romanian churches,
as the following table demonstrates.
Table 12: Distribution of the Transylvanian Romanian
Population by Religion, 1857
52
Counties + Nasaud District:
% of
% of Trans. Population
%Romanians G.Cath. Orthodox
Romanians
(in all Transylvania)
71.6
1,103,182
75.3
55.8(84.0)
44.2(60.4)
23.1
5.3

Fundus Regius + Fagara9 District:
470,485
56.9
19.1 (9.3)

80.9(35.6)

Szekler Region:
400,534
15.3

39.4 (4.0)

60.4 (6.7)

52. Farkas Bethlen, "Adatok Erd~ly viszonyair61 klil6n6s
tekintettel az adoz~si rendszerre," 10-13.
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Thus 71.6% of the Romanians in Transylvania lived in the
counties and Nasaud, and 84% of the Greek Catholics.

The

Orthodox were distributed more equally between the first and
second region, though most of those in the counties were in
Als6-Feher and Hunyad.

But the Orthodox constituted 80.9%

of the Romanians in the Fundus Regius and Fagara~.

The

legacy of serfdom was by far stronger among the Greek Catholics,
whose cultural centers, Blaj and the old parishes and
schools of the Muntii Apuseni were the hotbed of the Dacoroman
nationalist ideology and of the peasant revolts.

Orthodox

society was a far more prosperous and politically moderate
milieu, albeit closer to the Romanian Principalities.

These

factors also explain the already referred-to superiority of
the Orthodox schools.
The distribution of the readership of the Romanian
newspapers of Kronstadt reflects in part the same northsouth, Greek Catholic-Orthodox division.

Among the sub-

scribers of the militant, social activist Baritiu-Mure9an
papers Gazeta Gazeta Transilvaniei and Foaie pentru Minte,
Inima

~

Literatura, there were surprisingly few from the

Orthodox centers of Hermannstadt and Kronstadt after the
establishment of Telegraful Roman in 1853.

On the other

hand, the villages and small towns of the northern and
central counties were heavily represented.

The readership

of Gazeta Transilvaniei was heavily Greek Catholic, but not
exclusively so; most importantly, its geographical, social
and political profile was visibly different from that of the
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53
conservative, frankly denominational Telegraful Roman.
As a historian of journalism has noted, newspaper-readership
groups, superceding corporate interests, became the pre54
cursors of partisan political constituencies.
The logic
of their situation drove $ulutiu and his leading aides to
identify with the constituency that found its expression in
the Gazeta Transilvaniei.

***
$ulutiu and County Politics in 1861
55
His personal disposition
and location placed $ulutiu
in the thick of county politics, an arena in which Saguna
was far less involved.

The Metropolitan's leadership of the

deputation to Vienna at the end of 1860, then his militant
speech at the government conference in Gyulafehervar on
February 11, 1861 set the tone for later events.

Kemeny was

so concerned about the Metropolitan's popularity that he
asked him to discourage demonstrations on his behalf upon
his arrival in Gyulafehervar, a request to which $ulutiu
56
acceded.
$ulu~iu delivered his two-hour speech in

53. Marica, Studii de istoria 9i sociologia culturii,
I, 63-5; Nicolae Iorga, Istoria presei romane9ti (Bucuresti:
Sindicatul ziari9tilor din Bucure9ti, [1927]), 127. I know
of no surveys of the readership of Telegraful Roman.
54. Weisenfeld, 3.
55. For a characterization of $ulutiu, see Chapter
VIII.
56. Kemeny's letter to $ulutiu of February 6, 1861 is
in Baritiu, 544-5, and $ulutiu's reply of the following day
in MOL D228, 1861/127. At the same time, $ulutiu implored
Kemeny to discourage anti-Romanian expressions in the
Hungarian press of Kolozsvar. Baritiu (Parti alese, III,
91-2) attributes Kemeny's appeal to arrogance and a desire
to exaggerate the radicalism of the Romanian crowds.
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Romanian.

With references to the medieval chronicles, he

asserted the priority of the Romanian population on
Transylvanian soil and its "hospitality" to the Hungarians,
rejected the union with Hungary and the old electoral law,
and demanded the recognition of the Romanians' equality and
a new electoral law on the basis of historic rights and
Christian justice.

9ulutiu had the speech published, and on

May 7 sent copies to his clergy and suffragan bishops,
57
instructing them to read them to their parishioners.
Simian Retegan calls the speech the most important statement
of Romanian goals in the era, "the model and even source of
inspiration of the Romanian speeches and protests occasioned
58
by the reorganization of the Transylvanian administration."
To be sure, 9aguna raised similar points in his own speech
which followed that of his colleague.

Concerning the

equality of the Romanian language in administration, he
maintained that "Only the Old Testament holds the multiplicity of languages to be a punishment; the New Testament
59
values it as a gift of the Holy Spirit."
57. $ulutiu informed $aguna of his intention to publish
his speech in the Gazeta Transilvaniei and the Telegraful
Roman as well as in a separate edition of 2000 copies.
$aguna approved his initiative and even offered the services
of his diocesan publishing house, for a fee-- an offer
$ulutiu declined. Letters of $ulutiu and $aguna, February
12/24 and 17/29, in Sibiu, ABAOR 1487, 1488; Circular of
$ulutiu, May 7, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, 1861/285;
Cuventarea Escelentiei s'ale Domnului Alecsandru Sterca
Siuliutiu ... tienuta in conferentiele regnicolare din AlbaIulia in 11. Februarie 1861 (Brasiovu: Ioane Gott, 1861),
26 pp.- - -58. Retegan, Dieta romaneasca ~ Transilvaniei, 43;
Mester, Az autonom Erdely, 85-103, summarizes the speech.
59. Mester, op.cit., 103-4.
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9ulu~iu

composed a circular on April 1 exhorting his

clergy to organize the Romanians for the election of "the
most diligent and zealous patriots" in the prospective restoration of the constitutional administration.

Yet he also

urged that good relations with the Hungarians be main60
tained.
Many Romanians objected to the resurrection of
the county commissions of 1848 specified in the provisional
instructions of March 26.

These people argued the tradi-

tiona! county congregations would provide greater opportunity for Romanian participation and avert disputes over the
participants to be appointed by the prefect.

$ulutiu made

this argument when Pogany solicited names of prospective
Romanian appointees two weeks before the convocation of the
"preliminary county conference" of Als6-Feh~r county to be
61
held April 25.
The Hungarian majority of this conference
voted to form a county commission in conformity with the
provisional instructions, while the Romanian minority, led
by $ulutiu, withdrew in protest and refused to recognize the
62
newly elected officials.
The question of the union of

60. Text of circular in archdiocesan protocol book, AS
Alba Iulia, MRU, 1861/189. Unlike with other circulars, no
printed copy survives in the archive; hence it is possible,
though not likely, that it was never issued. After receiving a letter of instructions dated April 6 from Baritiu,
dean Grigore Mihali convoked the Greek Catholic clergy of
the Muntii Apuseni in a synod on April 12. Mihali to
Baritiu, April 9, 1861, in GBCS, III, 112.
61. Correspondence of $ulutiu and Pogany, April 10-11,
in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM, 722.
62. Retegan, "Lupta national~ a rominilor," 174. The
Romanian majority of the riotous Fagara$ district assembly
of April 16-17, led by Chancellery official Ioan PU$Cariu,
did not contest the legality of the new county statute.
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Transylvania arose at the county assembly as well: the
Hungarian majority demanded it, but 9ulutiu was determined
to resist it.

As he stated to Hungarian officials a month

later: "If they impose the union, they may succeed, but we
63
will use every available opportunity to dissolve it."
This set the stage for the Romanians' controversial assembly
in Blaj in May, on the anniversary of the Blaj assembly of
1848.
Miko wrote $ulutiu on May 18 to demand a clarification
of reports that he had permitted a political assembly to
take place in Blaj without prior offical sanction.

The

governor had been informed that
on the fifteenth of this month a large popular
assembly was held in Blaj, in which the Romanian
intelligentsia came together not only from every
part of the country, and the ignorant masses, but
even from abroad; dangerous speeches were held by
passionate individuals on the so-called Field of
Liberty [site of the 1848 assembly], aiming at the
agitation of the people •.•
64
Hungarian officials reported that the perpetrator of the
assembly was the radical landowner from Also-Feher county,
Ion Axente-Sever.

He and his allies Iosif Hodo9 and the

Greek Catholic pastor of Ro9ia Montana in the Muntii Apuseni,
Simian Balint, led a crowd of Romanians from Gyulafehervar
to Blaj on May 15.

Romanians from surrounding areas also

streamed in, and even two coaches with Romanian law students
from Hermannstadt, leading the prefect to write with alarm
63. Cited by Albert Barcsay and Miklos Biro to Gyorgy
Pogany, May 19, 1861, in MOL D228, 1861/235 and 236.
64. Miko to $ulutiu, May 18, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG
1861/295.
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that "Blaj veritably looks now like it did in 1848."

Axente

and Balint held speeches in which they rejected the legality
of the county commissions and charged that, once again, the
65
Hungarians were seeking to "enslave" the Romanians.
According to Macelariu the Metropolitan was "thrown into
confusion" by the assemblage of people, but the other Romanian
leaders managed to maintain order and limit the subjects
under discussion.

$ulutiu only reluctantly permitted the

assembly demanded by the radicals.

So great was popular

discontent, he and Canon Papfalvi assured the Hungarian
officials who visited them, that a county congregation must
66
be conceded in order to calm them.
Kemeny stated in
his reports to the emperor that the crowd numbered in the
thousands and included the radical emigres Barnutiu and
67
Laurian from Moldavia.
~ulutiu

events.

indignantly rejected the Hungarian version of

Like other Thursdays, the fifteenth was the day of

the weekly fair, and the crowd was not much larger than
65. The citation is from Pogany to Mike, May 17, in MOL
D228 1861/229; see also Denes Imecs Imecsfalvi, assistant
szolgabiro, to Pogany, May 17, in MOL D228 1861/229 and 235.
According to eyewitness Ilie M~celariu, only Axente and
Hodo~ spoke; Macelariu to Baritiu, May 17, in GBCS, V, 193.
66. Macelariu to Baritiu, loc. cit.; Albert Barcsay,
county judge, and Miklos Biro, assistant notary, to Pogany,
May 19, in MOL D228 1861/235 and 236.
67. Vortrag of Kemeny, May 21, in MOL D228 1861/241.
Urmossy and Retegan accept the estimate of several thousand
participants; see tirm6ssy, I, 294, and Retegan, "Eforturi ~i
realizari politice ale romanilor din Transilvania in anii
premergatori dualismului," in Romanii din Transilvania
impotriva dualismului austro-ungar (1865-1900) (Cluj-Napoca:
Editura Dacia, 1978), 39. The presence of Barnutiu and
Laurean is very doubtful, not being mentioned by any other
sources.
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usual on that day.

He estimated the number of educated

Romanians who had assembled after the customary morning
masses, litanies and blessing of water at no more than
sixty, of whom most were local clergy and only seventeen
were visitors from Also-Feher county.

They and perhaps 150

others did indeed assemble in the so-called Field of Liberty
and listen to two speeches, but $ulutiu insisted that the
speakers exhorted listeners to pay taxes and obey official
regulations.

He acknowledged that on the following day the

seventeen visitors and the local intelligentsia held a conference at $ulutiu's residence.

They proposed that the

government be asked to sanction the holding of a national
conference, and hinder the spread of the Hungarian movement
against the payment of taxes.

He requested, finally, that

Miko clear up the dangerously misleading rumors about the
68
meeting by sending an investigatory commission to Blaj.
On the fifteenth Sulutiu wrote to Saguna, presently 1n
Kolozsvar, in order to defuse the exaggerated reports he
feared would reach the city.

He assured him the events of

the day were peaceful and more religious than political in
nature, but noted he would be pleased to inform him in
69
The minutes of the
person if he cared to visit Blaj.
meeting of May 16 indicate $ulutiu understated the tenor of

68. Sulutiu to Miko, May 21; draft in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU,FG 1861/295, and MRU, CM, 695; original in MOL F263
1861/480.
69. Sulutiu to Saguna, May 15, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU,
Protocol book, 1861/293, and ABAOR,FS. 2817, marked by
Sulutiu "cu grab~" (urgent).
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the Romanian demands in his report to Mik6.

The assembly

called for the convocation of a congress of all the Romanians
in the monarchy, advised Romanian civil servants to threaten
resignation if their superiors were disloyal to the Emperor,
declared that taxes should be paid, protested against
Hungarian demonstrations honoring veterans of 1848-9, and
asked that Romanian desires be submitted directly to the
Emperor.

The president of the assembly was 9ulutiu, and the

64 signatories included four canons and seventeen clergymen
70
in all, several of them latter from the Muntii Apuseni.
The most radical demand of the assembly was the holding of a
Romanian congress whose decisions would bind even the
71
bishops.
$aguna arrived in Blaj on May 17. Papfalvi
reported that, when $aguna was addressed by Canon Alutan
concerning the previous day's assembly, he replied:
I don't want to hear about your conference.
I
have my own independent views, according to which
I wish to assure the welfare of my people and its
rights; I don't want to subordinate my views to
the passions of your people and see them undermined thereby.
The incident confirms other evidence of $aguna's skeptical
view of the radicals, though it is clear he was indeed

70. "Protocolu din 16/4 Maiu 1861 care s'a scrisu ln
adunarea ce s'a tienutu in Blasiu suptu Presiedintia Escelentiei Sale D. Mitropolitu Alesandru Sterca Siulutiu ca
unulu d'intre legiuitii presiedinti ai comisiunei permanente
formate in adunarea nationale d'in la Januariu 1861," in AS
Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, 1861/387, and Sibiu, ABAOR,FS, 1497.
The manuscript indicates the original wording of the protest
against the Hungarian demonstrations was stronger than that
finally agreed upon. Among the signatories were the radical
laymen Axente, Hodo9 and Gaetan.
71. Urmossy, I, 295, citing a Romanian newspaper account.
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72
interested in what had taken place.

Eleven days later,

$aguna publicly criticized the holding of the assembly as an
73
undisciplined improvisation.
Mike forwarded $ulutiu's report to Kemeny with the
remark that he trusted his own officials more than $ulutiu.
But he took no further action, declining $ulutiu's proposal,
as Mike put it, to embark on "the distasteful and worrisome
74
path of investigation."
Both men were aware that, far
from establishing the truth, such a procedure might have
stirred emotions even further.
A week after the assembly in Blaj, Greek Catholic dean
of Kolozsvar Ioan Fekete-Negrutiu led the Romanian opposition at the Kolozs county congregation.

The congregational

form of the assembly-- it included representatives of the
localities-- was a concession to both the Hungarian and the
Romanian opposition, but the Romanians were a small minority
of the assembly.

Negrutiu insisted that the congregation

was illegal because the entire Romanian clergy ought to have
been present.

In the Romanian view, Transylvanian Law VI

of 1744 invested their clergy with full rights of nobility,
72. Report of Barcsay and Biro, in MOL D228 1861/235 and
236. Macelariu reported $aguna returned to Hermannstadt
"enchanted with $ulutiu, but not with the canons ... he
praises the Metropolitan as never before." The two prelates
had productive talks concerning the project for religious
peace. See Macelariu to Baritiu, May 21, in GBCS, V, 196.
73. $aguna spoke at a conference of ten Romanian leaders
in Hermannstadt; its protocol is in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG
1861/387.
74. "a kinyomozas kedvetlen ~s aggodalom [sic] ebreszt6
~tja."
Drafts of Miko to Kemeny and $ulutiu, May 23, in MOL
F263 1861/480, and original and copy, respectively, in MOL
D228 1861/239.
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75
hence membership in the congregations.
The civil disobedience of Romanians in rural localities
of Also-Feher county seemed even more to confirm Hungarian
fears aroused by the Blaj assembly.

Cimpeni in the Muntii

Apuseni was the center of Romanian resistance, as it had
been in 1848-9.

An interesting letter of Haynald to Mike on

May 18 suggests he may have anticipated disturbances in
cimpeni, perhaps having been warned by Augustin Pop.

At the

end of March Haynald ordered the transfer of the parish
administrator of Boicza in Zarand county in the Partium,
J6zsef Moln~r, to cfmpeni for "important and very urgent
ecclesiastical reasons" (fontos es nagyon surges egyhazi
okok) in which he was confident the Gubernium would concur.
Molnar rejected Haynald's transfer order, and Haynald in
vain requested that the civil authorities escort him to
76
Gyulafehervar.
Two of the officials elected for cimpeni by the county

75. Retegan, "Lupta nationala a romanilor," 172, Urmossy,
I, 280-2, and "Cuventarea protop. Negrutiu in adunarea de
comitatu din 23.V.61 in Clusiu," in Foaia Pentru Minte,
Inima, ~ Literatura, No. 22, 1861. Negrutiu also sent an
account of the assembly to Baritiu for publication in the
Gazeta Transilvaniei; it appeared on pp. 177-8 of the paper
for 1861. See GBCS, III, 169. The law of 1744 indeed
granted full noble rights to the Greek Catholic clergy, but
it was never applied and, as the Hungarians correctly
pointed out, Law XII of 1791 limited membership in the
congregations to noblemen owning landed estates in the respective counties. See Die wichtigsten Verfassungsgrundgesetze des Grossfurstenthums Siebenburgen von altersher bis
in die Neuzeit, 103-4, 142-3.
-- 76. Correspondence of Haynald, Miko and Mailath, May 18
to June 6, in MOL F263 1861/450 and Alba Iulia, ERC
1861/966, Cat. 13. The prefect of Zarand county at this
time was the Romanian loan Pipo9.
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commission on April 25-6 were Romanians who declined to
occupy their offices; the third, the Hungarian Janos Apaty,
was warned en route by Romanians in Abrudbanya to turn back.
The people of cimpeni informed him on his arrival that they
would refuse to recognize the county officials as long as
the regime was "provisional" (pending a definitive ruling on
the union with Hungary) but announced their determination to
pay taxes to the imperial authorities and maintain order on
their own.

Their spokesmen were the Greek Catholic pastor
77
Nicolae Begnescu and the Orthodox pastor Vasile Motora.
After Pogany sent another official to Cimpeni, the Greek
Catholic and Orthodox clergy and laity of the district of
Cimpeni issued a defiant declaration to Apathy and two other
officials on May 28.

They reaffirmed their conviction that

the county commission of April 25-6 had been illegal, demanded the restoration of the pre-1848 county congregation
system with the full participation of the clergy as noblemen, but also proclaimed their loyalty to the imperial
78
authorities.
77. Apaty to Pogany, May 20, in MOL F263 1861/481
(original), and AS Alba Iulia, MRU,FG 1861/317 (copy); draft
of Miko to Kemeny, May 23, in MOL F263 1861/481. Begnescu
was a prominent participant in the events in Blaj; see
Macelariu to Baritiu. May 17, in GBCS, V, 193.
78. The original declaration is in MOL F263 1861/656,
and it was published in Foaie Pentru ~inte, Inim~ 9i
Literatura, 1862, 177. The published declaration bears the
title "Protestul celoru 11 comune din tienutulu Campeniului
adresatu catra D. vice-not. comit. Aranyi Bela, judele
cercul. a cercului Zlatnei Ioane Boeru 9i subjudele Apathi
Janos." Both the oriqinal and the published declaration are
in Romanian Cyrillic, which had gone out of use in the Blaj
chancery but was still better understood by villagers than
the Latin alphabet. The names of Aranvi and Apatv are given
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Mike forwarded Apaty's report on the events in cimpeni
to $aguna and $ulutiu and demanded an explanation.

His

letter to the former appealed, in a dignified manner, to the
bishop's sense of constitutional legality; that to $ulutiu
was an impassioned appeal to his sense of responsibility and
79
the need to avoid a repeat of the events of 1848.
9aguna
pointed out that his clergy had also clashed with officials
in the Fundus Regius.

He urged Miko to understand, as a

fellow sufferer of the recently ended absolutist regime,
that they were the unfortunate consequence of years of
opp1 ession.

The Rornanians were convinced that the convoca80
tion of count.y con'rr,issions was illegal.
$ulutiu promised
he would do his best to maintain a proper respect for
authority, but claimed the resistance in cimpeni was the
logical consequence of the regretable comportment of the
Hungarians at the county commission meeting the previous
month.

He insisted that only the convocation of a proper
81
county assembly would bring peace.
Sulutiu also issued an eloquent circular in response to

in the Latin alphabet, and that of Boer in Cyrillic.
Boer was a nephew of $ulutiu; see Macelariu to Baritiu, May
17, 1861, in GBCS, V, 194. The original manuscript copy
bears the names of ninety signatories, including eleven
priests.
79. Miko to $aguna, May 23, in Sibiu, ABAOR,FS 1509;
draft in MOL D228 1861/245 and MOL F263 1861/481; Miko to
Sulutiu, May 23, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU,FG 1861/317, and
draft in MOL F263 1861/481.
80. Saguna to Mike, May 26, in MOL F263 1861/578, draft
in Sibiu, ABAOR,FS 1508, and copy in MOL D228 1861/245.
81. Draft of $ulutiu to Pogany and Mike, May 27, in AS
Alba Julia, MRU, FG, 1861/317, and copies in MOL D228,
1861/245.
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the insubordination in clmpeni.

HP reminded people that

while the present county officials were orovisjonal they
were sanctioned by the Emperor and should be obeyed.

The

time for free elections had not yet come:
Therefore I tell you, our Hungarian brothers as
well as you, my beloved nation, that we should
not nourish illusions and empty dreams, let us
not build castles in the air, nor hope for mountains of oold; without true peace, friendship
and brotherhood based on justice, decency and the
perfect equality of all and equal political and
civil rights, we can never prosper or assure the
wellbeing of the homeland or our nations, which
we so warmly desire!
$ulutiu called for love, tolerance, and humilitv toward
other nationalities, and even exhorted his people to refrain
82
from unsanctioned public meetings.
His good will was
plainly evident in this circular, but his emphasis on
equality could not help but sustain the Romanian resistance
in the countiPs.
Kemeny persisted in his quest to make the Romanian
bishops personally responsible for the the maintenance of
social peace.

His proposal on May 21 that the Emperor

admonish the bishops and place troops at the disposal of
prefect Pogany to discourage further disorders prompted
heated dehate when it reached the Council of Ministers five
days later.

The Roman1ans' illeoal assembly, stated Kemeny,

had "plunged the inhabitants of Transylvania of Hungarian,
83
Szekler and Saxon nationality into fear and terror."
The
82. Printed circular of May 28, 1861, in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU, FG, 1861/320. $aguna issued no circular on this occasion.
83. Vortrag of May 21, 1861, in MOL D228, 1861/241.
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centralist ministers disputed the seriousness of the Blaj
assembly, and pointed out its decisions were favorable to
the imperial government.

Kemeny supplemented his case by

informing his colleagues about the recent events in Cimpeni.
Schmerling, Rechberg and Flener defended the Romanians'
behavior, suggesting that their officials had resigned because the Hungarian county appointees were "traitors."

But

as Kemeny argued in one Vortrag:
The circumstance that the commission in Also-Feher
county declared in favor of the union [with Hungaryl
cannot be approved, but neither can it justify the
disobedience of the Romanians toward elected county
officials.84
The emperor eventually decided aqainst military measures, but
85
'
authorized the admonishment of the bishops.
On June 8 Kemeny
called on $ulutiu and $aguna, in the name of the emperor,
to use your influence on the Romanian population
to ensure its continued tranquility and avoid
every action which could arouse concern for the
endangerment of the life and property on the part
of the other inhabitants of the land.
In a second decree he pointed out that the county comrnissions had been authorized by the Provisional Instruction of
March, and urged the bishops to see that elected Romanian
officials perform their duty and not be discouraged from
86
doing so by the clergy.
84. Vortrag of June 4, in MOL D228, 1861/256.
85. POM v, 2, 76-9. He rejected Rechberg's proposal that the
admonition he addressed to the bishops of all denominations but
it is interesting to note that on June 7 Franz Joseph ordered
Kemeny to investigate the alleged radical sermon of Pal Benko on
May 26. See MOL D228. 1861/249.
86. Two letters of Kemeny to 9ulutiu and $aguna, June
8: copies in MOL F263, 1861/ 947, and originals in AS Alba
Tulia, MRU, FG 1861/414.
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The support for the Romanians among influential
Viennese officials caused Kemeny to urge greater caution on
his own subordinates.

On June 4 Kemeny received the unwel-

coroe notification from Schmerling that the latter had secured approval of a subsidy of 25,000 fl. for the
87
Transylvanian Orthodox.
Forwarding copies of the remonstrations to Mike, the Chancellor ordered him to communicate
these to his subodinates and impress on Pogany and other
officials of his county the need to "employ the greatest
caution, avoiding any actions that might justify a grievance
on the part of the Romanian people."

Mik6 forwarded the

decrees to Pogany only after a delay of two weeks, but
88
neglected to mention Kemeny's call for tact.
The Romanians decided to send another deputation to
Vienna in order to present their version of these events.
The three laymen appointed as plenipotentiaries of the
bishops and the Permanent Committee departed for Vienna on
June 15.

As $ulutiu wrote to Vasile Ladislau Pop the next

day, the deputation should seek to undermine the tale,
spread by the Hungarians, that the Romanian activists were
89
Pogany convened
anarchists and disturbers of the peace.
87. See MOL D228, 1861/348 and Chapter IV. Schmerling
formally proposed the subsidy in his Vortrag of April 9, and
the emperor approved it on May 29.
88. Kemeny to Mik6, June 10, 1861, and draft of Miko to
Pogany, June 23, in MOL F263, 1861/947.
89. A conference had been scheduled for May 17 in
Herrnannstadt, but was delayed due to the apparently unexpected events in Blaj and Also-Feher county; see Sulutiu to
Saguna, May 9, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, Protocol book,
1861/286, and $ulutiu to Baritiu, May 10, in GBCS, IV, 366.
The protocols of the Romanians' conferences on the matter on
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the commission in Also-Feher county a second time on June
26-7.

As in April the Romanians withdrew in protest, led by

9ulutiu, demanding the convocation of a congregation
90
including the Romanians.
$ulutiu responded privately to the admonition of June 8
in indignant letters to Miko and Kemeny on June 29.

He

repeated in even stronger terms the same arguments he had
made repeatedly: that 1848-style county commissions were
unacceptable, that the Romanians demanded county congregations, and that the law of 1744 entitled the Romanian clergy
to participation in the congregations.

It was an unfounded

calumny to charge the Romanian clergy with "the most dangerous anarchy, insubordination, open revolt, Dacoroman and
God knows what other tendencies ... [and threaten them with]
91
terrorist measures like imprisonment and military force."
The civil disobedience in cimpeni was the first of many
similar incidents in the summer of 1861.

Ferenc Nopcsa com-

plained to Miko about the alleged leadership of the Hunyad

May 28 through June 3, copies of the documents entrusted to
the deputation, and the draft of $ulutiu's letter to Pop are
in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG 1861/387. $ulutiu indignantly
complained to $tefan Moldovan that Saguna had chosen the
members of the deputation without consulting him-- $ulutiu
to Moldovan, June 6, in AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul Dimitrie
Moldovan, No. 302. On the significance of the deputation,
see Chapter III.
90. Retegan, "Lupta nationalA," 176.
91. $ulutiu to Kemeny, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG,
Protocol book 1862/414, and Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 50511, from which this citation is taken.
Baritiu mistakenly
identified the date of the letter as SepCtember. Sulutiu to
Miko, in AS Cluj-Napoca, Corespondenta Miko Imre, 1861/160.
A note by Miko indicates the letter was removed from the
Gubernium archive on July 16.
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Q2
county opposition by the Romanian clergy.

He chargPd

that the Greek Catholic Vicar of Hateg, Gavril Pop, stirred
his people to resist the authorities by threatening them
93
with anathema.
The szolgabiro of Ighiu in Also-Feher
county described in an aopeal to Poqany on April 24 the
obstruction of his activity by the local clergy.

He speci-

fied the local Greek Catholic pastor, Ioan Moldovan, as the
94
ringleader.
The Greek Catholic and Orthodox pastors
together directed the passive resistance aqainst the szolga95
biro in the nearby Cricau.
Complaints against the
alleged agitation of the pastors of Ceanul Mic and Petre9tii
de Jos in Torda county moved $ulutiu to order investigations
96
concerning them.
Instances of passive resistance and petitioning by the
villagers of Also-Feher county are numerous in the collection of peasant manifestoes published by Retegan. Parish
clergy, Greek Catholic or Orthodox, were often the formulators and leading signators of petitions to the authori-

92. Nopcsa to Miko, May 12, 1861, in MOL F263 1861/392.
93. "Egyhazi atokkal iarta ossze meqyejet"-- Nopcsa to
Kemeny, July 11, in MOL D228 1861/305. The Vicariat of
Hateg was subordinate to the Bishop of Lugos, Alexandru
Dobra. The Bishop supported Pop~s claim that the clerqy
were obeying the law and loyal to the imperial (i.e. central) authorities.
Dobra to Mik6, June 30, in MOL D228
1861/244.
94. Copy of szolgabir6 Laszlo Vadadi to the county seat,
May 24, in MOL D228 1861/244. After repeated appeals from
the Gubernium $ulutiu called Moldovan to account on June 3;
see AS Alba Iulia MRU,FG 1861/334.
95. Gubernium to $ulutiu, June 5, in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU,FG 1861/414.
96. Documents of May 27 through August l, in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU,FG 1861/397, 442, 510.
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97
ties.

The role of the clergy in passive resistance and

petitioning led to the charge of agitation (bujtogatas), the
unwarranted interference of the clergy in politics.

As

Baritiu pointed out in a newspaper article in August, the
Hungarians frequently employed this word to imply that the
Romanian politicians were reactionary, unconstitutional, and
98
rebellious.
The Greek Catholic clergy of the Muntii
Apuseni responded to these charges in a district synod held
in Abrud at the end of July.

Their declaration to $ulutiu

was signed by fifteen priests of the district.

They de-

clared that the clerqy shared equal riqhts of citizenship
with people of other nationalities.

Their priestly mission

might require them to conciliate these peoples or, at other
times, to confront them:
We as priests must preach the holy gospel and
in accordance with this establish and uphold peace
between the peoples, inculcate love of one's
neighbors, and even enemies, and subordination to
the emperor and the lawful officials ... The priest
and orator Aaron followed the call of Moses ... ,
and beseeched the Pharaoh to free the Jews from
slavery to the Egyptians; shouldn't we therefore
explain to our people what they are legally
entitled to?
Hungarian prelates were recognized as political leaders,
they pointed out, referring to Primate Scitovszky and Bishop
Haynald.

They implored, even challenged Sulutiu to defend

the exercize of their rights to Mikci, imputing to the latter
97. Simion Retegan, Con~tiinta £i actiune nationala in
satul romanesc din Transilvania la mijlocul secolului al
XIX-lea (1860-1867) (Cluj-Napoca: Editura Dacia, 1983), 1516, and passim.
98. Baritiu, "Bujtogat6," Gazeta Transilvaniei, August
8, 1861, 263-4.
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the rationale: "beat the shepherd and you will scatter the
q9

shPep."

Dean Greqore Mihali eventually resolved to pre-

sent Romanian

ari~vance~

co~ce;ning

c0unty administration in
100
Vienna himself, departing at the end of August.
Mihali
and Axente led the Romanian group that, on September 9 or
10, presented a petition to the Emperor requesting the
replacement of Pogany by a Romanian, the dissolution of the
existing county commission, and the election of new county
101
officials.

***
$ulutiu and the Provisorium
The fall of Kemeny in mid-September presented the
Romanians with an opportunity, and Court Secretary Moldovan

99. "Adres'a preotiloru dintre Muntii Apuseni c~trA S.
Sa D. Metropolitu in caus'a dreptului loru politicu (Data in
an. trecutu, candu li se denega dreptulu de concet~tianu; si
se tienea de buitogAtoi, candu apera drepturile nationale),"
in Foaie Pentru Minte, Inima §i Literatura 25 (1862), no.
6, pp. 43-5, and no. 7, pp. 52-3. The address was voted by
the clerical synod of the deanery of Bistra on July 28,
1861. The original protocol, sent to Sulutiu on September
20 by Mihali, is in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG 1861/639. The
counterargument of a contemporary Hunga~ian is interesting:
"Tisztelem a rom~n cl~rusn~l l~v~ kitrin6 egyeneket, hanem
hazam politikai letel~t semminemu hierarchia hatalmaba adni
nem ohajtom ... tisztelve a roman clerusnak polgari jogait, e
tisztelet annyira megsem terjedhet, hogy megyei bizottmanyunkb6l conciliumot csinAlni 6hajtsak." Count Samu Wass to
Baritiu, November 30, 1861, in George Barit magyar levelezese (Bukarest: Kriterion konyvkiado, 1965), 52-3.
----100. Mihali to $ulutiu, August 23, 1n AS Alba Iulia, MRU,
FG 1861/546.
.
101. Retegan, "Lupta nationalA," 177. His source is a
pair of letters of Kemeny that accompanied the petition, and
identify the source only as "Romanians of Als6-Feher county."
He was unable to locate the original document. See MOL,
D228 1861/348. Mihali reported on his meetings in Vienna
after his return without mentioning the petition; Mihali to
~ulutiu, September 10, o.s., in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 720.
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urged the leaders in Transylvania to lead another deputation
to Vienna.

He wrote

~ulutiu

four letters in quick succes-

sion beginning on September 14.
Pu9cariu also wrote

~aguna;

He and Court Konzipist

as Pu9cariu wrote, it was time

for the Romanians to send "their heavy artillery" into the
fray.

$aguna and Baritiu declined to come, citing illness,

expenses, and-- most significant-- scepticism about the
prudence of an all-out alliance with the centralists.
$ulutiu also hesitated, but agreed on October 2 to lead the
102
new deputation.
The next day he issued a circular
instructing the clergy to assure disciplined popular participation in the dietal elections scheduled for Novem103
ber.
The deputation-- ~ulutiu, the Greek Catholic
lawyer Ioan Ratiu, and the Orthodox judge Ioan Bologa-arrived in Vienna on October 8.
$ulu~iu

Between October 9 and 30,

presided over twenty conferences composed of the

members of the deputation, the four leading Romanian officials in Vienna, and other Romanians who happened to be in
104
The deputation visited various ministers and the
Vienna.
102. Josan, "Documente inedite," 545-7, 566-7. $ulutiu
took his decision at a conference of eleven Romanians,
including six other Blaj clerics, at his residence; Josan
publishes its protocol on pp. 553-4. Moldovan's letter to
$ulutiu of October 6, written before he learned of this
decision, indicates the strong sense of urgency felt by the
Court Secretary: Ioana Botezan, "Un document din anul 1861
privind stradaniile romanilor din Transilvania de a cuceri
drepturi politice," in Acta Musei Napocensis 15 (1978),
489-94.
103. Printed circular of October 4, in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU, FG 1861/663. The diet was subsequently postponed;
$aguna issued no circular in connection with the diet in
1861.
104. The protocol of these conferences, recorded by
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emperor, and the conferences discussed lobbying stategy and
prepared petitions and memoranda to be submitted to the
officials.

The deputation was received by the Emperor on

October 31, and two weeks later submitted a list of Romanian
regalists for the diet.

The impact of the deputation on the

momentous decisions of the officials during the period is
moot.

It was surely considerable, albeit they failed to

secure the immediate convocation of the diet or the
appointment of a Romanian as Transylvanian Court Chancellor.
9u1u~iu

sought repeatedly to demonstrate his ultraloy-

alty to the emperor and the centralist regime.

He strongly

advocated an abortive project to subsidize the newspaper
Osterreichische Zeitung, which was closely affiliated with
Schmerling, as spokesman of the Romanian position.
$aguna
105
Bishop
and Baritiu also refused to support this project.
Alexi, alone of all the bishops, appealed to his clergy to
106
contribute money for the proposed subsidy.
$ulutiu left
Pu~cariu, is preserved in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 709, and
published in Josan, 555-71. The other regular members of
the conference were Moldovan, Court Councillor Pop, and
Ministerial Councillor (later School Inspector) Maior.
Responding to a published appeal by the Permanent Committee,
the Romanian clergy and laity contributed 1708 fl. for the
expenses of the deputation and remitted them to ~aguna. See
Sibiu, ABAOR, FS. 1603, 2822.
105. Josan, op.cit., 550-1, 569-70. Saguna pointed out
that Osterreichische Zeitung had a small readership, while
the more popular Ost und West had already published articles
favorable to the Romanian~This paper received a subsidy
from Orthodox Romanians in 1862, and $ulutiu resented its
support for the historical claims of the Orthodox. A.
Mocioni to saguna, April 29 and June 6, 1862, in Sibiu,
ABAOR, FS 1712, 1713; Draft of 9ulutiu to V.L. Pop, June 12,
1862, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 735.
106. His printed circular of November 20 is in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, CM, 709.
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Vienna at the beginning of December satisfied with the views
of the newly appointed Nadasdy and the promise of many new
107
Romanian appointments.
But Moldovan pointed out two
months later that the results of the visit of "our old
martyr" [$ulutiu] fell far short of the Romanians' earlier
108
hopes.
The political movement in the Muntii Apuseni and elsewhere in Transylvania was closely linked to social unrest,
chiefly expressed in the devastation or cutting of forests
owned by landowners or the imperial authorities 1n such
places as Cricau and cimpeni.

Accordingly the authorities

called on the bishops "to instruct the people through
[their] ... clergy that they should not harm the property of
others" under threat of police or military force.

$ulutiu

complied with the authorities' request in his circular of
September 6, pointing out that the destruction or theft of
others' property was not only a mortal sin but a shame to
109
the nation.
Mihali continued to encourage the passive resistance of
107. Josan, 571, concludes that the notation on
Puscariu's protocol indicating the deputation lasted until
December 6 refers to $ulutiu's sojourn in Vienna; but in his
letter of December ll to Saguna, the Metropolitan stated
that he departed from Vienna on December l.
See AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book, 1861/779. Nadasdy was appointed on November 7 and visited in Vienna by Haynald on
November 24.
$ulu~iu expressed satisfaction with the
results of the journey in his letter to Baritiu of November
13; see GBCS, IV, 371-3.
108. Moldovan to Baritiu, February 18, 1862, in GBCS, V,
145-6.
109. Mike to $ulutiu, August 19, 1861, and printed
circular of September 6, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG
1861/567.
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the mountaineers after his return from Vienna in September,
110
1861.
The unrest of the Romanians in Also-Feher county
peaked in October; the Romanian leaders of the county assembly on October 17-18 included Begnescu and the Blaj profes111
sor Antonelli.
The new governor, Count Crenneville,
apparently accepted the Hungarian account of the degree of
social disorder in the countryside when he arrived in
Kolozsvar on December 7.

The wastage of forests indeed

continued into the Provisorium. Governor Crenneville issued
a circular to all the bishops on December 18, 1861 which was
112
similar in tone to that of July.
The action taken by the three Romanian bishops in
Transylvania and by Haynald reflect characteristic differences in their attitudes toward the authorities and the
social question.

The first to respond was Haynald.

His

circular of December 23 urged the clergy to "track down the
perpetrators" of the disturbances.

In their sermons they

should emphasize the immorality of such acts, but make no
mention of the Gubernium's circular; outside the church,
they should "seek and exploit overy occasion" to mention the
government circular.

As a social conservative he was

110. Pogany to Miko, October 30, in MOL, F263. 1861/2585.
111. Urmossy, I, 324-7. Urmossy's account, albeit not
completely accurate, relates some of the Hungarian nobility's sense of panic. He mistakenly identifies $ulutiu as
one of the leaders of a popular assembly in Gyulafehervar on
October 10.
112. Baritiu argued the Romanians were disproportionately
blamed, for the violence was not one-sided; he cites cases,
reported in the Romanian press, of Romanians murdered by
Hungarians at this time. See Baritiu, Parti alese, III,
125-7.
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anxious to follow the government in the matter, but also
determined to separate the clergy's political and religious
113
functions.
$aguna issued his circular the next day, not
only requiring that the Gubernium's circular be presented
promptly and in church, but announcing that pastors and
114
deans would be fined who failed to do so.
The circular
of 9ulutiu on December 26 not only urged the cessation of
the depradations, calling them sinful and shameful.

The

long circular also showed understanding for the poverty and
frustration of the people, urging them to rely on legal
115
recourse for their just grievances.
Bishop Alexi wrote
in much the same sense as the others, but delayed issuing
116
his circular for more than three months.
9ulutiu made a special stop in Kolozsvar on his return
from

Vienn~a,

personally welcoming Governor Crenneville when

he arrived there on December 6 and receiving assurances of
the new regime's desire to guarantee the equal rights of the
117
His coach returned to
Romanian nation and its churches.

113. Draft of circular, December 23, in Alba Iulia, ERC,
1861/2512, Cat. 35.
114. Printed circular, December 12 o.s., in Sibiu, AMOR
1861/1064. The circular does not appear in Tulbure's collection.
115. Printed circular, December 26, in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU, FG 1861/845.
116. Printed circular, March 2, 1862, in AS Cluj-Napoca,
EGCCG 1861/2312. On Alexi, see Chapter VIII.
117. Botezan, ms. "Aspecte din viata $i activitatea lui
Alexandru Sterca Sulutiu in lumina documentelor de arhiva;"
draft of 9ulutiu's address to Crenneville on December 6, in
AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 709. Two weeks later, a delegation
of mountaineers led by Mihali and Balint also visited
Crenneville; Vasile Pop to Dimitrie Moldovan, December 20,
1861, in AS Alba Iulia. Fondul Dimitrie Moldovan, 1861/5.
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Blaj shortly afterward at the end of a journey that had
taken him to many important Romanian centers, "a half-month
in the cold and high winds": an impressive performance for a
118
man of 71!
Following the personal instructions of
Nadasdy, he published a circular stressing the new regime;s
solicitude for the Romanians; welfare and urging respect for
law and order and a friendly and peaceful attitude toward
the Hungarians as well.

~ulutiu

added his own emphasis:

there can be no reconciliation with the political principles
119
of the Hungarians.
Bishop Alexi issued a circular very
similar in tone, but emphasizing the urgent need for the
reorganization of the administration and convocation of the
120
diet.
Shortly after assuming office, Crenneville received the
new county statute, but also the resignations of many
121
Hungarian prefects and other officials.
The officials of
118. $ulu~iu recorded that his travels took him through
Temesvar, Deva, Muhlbach, Nagyenyed, and Kolozsvar. $ulutiu
to Moldovan, December 15, in AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul Dimitrie
Moldovan, No. 307. Hitchins erroneously states: "As was
customary, Sulutiu travelled directly to Hermannstadt to
report to Saguna on the results of his mission." See
Hitchins, 9~!b9QOXY ~QQ Nationality, 132. Sulutiu described
his final consultations with Nadasdy in a letter to Saguna
after his arrival, assuring him the court would maintain the
proportionality of Greek Catholic and Orthodox appointments,
and describing the circular that Nadasdy desired from the
Romanian bishops-- Sulutiu to Saguna, December 11, in AS
Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book 1861/779, and Sibiu,
ABAOR, FS 1601. Saguna apparently disregarded these
instructions.
119. Printed circular of $ulutiu, December 16, in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG 1861/801.
120. Printed circular of Alexi, December 31, in AS ClujNapoca, Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla 1861/2267.
121. On the Provisorium in Transylvania, see Chapter
III.
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Also-Feher remained in office.

The statute and the situa-

tion in Also-Feher county disappointed the Romanians.
Sulutiu sought to capitalize on the relationship he had
established with Crenneville and Nadasdy to appeal to them
for an energetic reform of the counties, and especially of
122
Also-Feher county.
He repeated earlier Romanian deputations' request for the dismissal of Pogany, accusing him of
judicial murder against the Romanians in 1848-9 and pointing
out that the Romanians constituted 90% of the population of
Also-Feher county.

Furthermore, he insisted that all coun-

ties with a Romanian majority should have a Romanian pre123
feet.
Finally, $ulutiu protested against the preservation of the power of the Hungarian nobility under the new
county statutes.

He argued that the desirable goal of

Transylvanian representation in the Reichsrat could only be
achieved if a willing diet were elected, and the county
statute would not produce it.

Therefore he called for a new

statute, according to which each nationality would be represented in county administration in proportion to its property, contribution to tax revenue and military recruits.

It

was in the power of the government to do this, $ulutiu
argued, and only by granting the equality of all peoples
under the same liberal constitution would the government
122. Draft of $ulutiu to Crenneville, January 21, 1862,
and Sulutiu to Nadasdy, January 23, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU,
FG 1861/5; the letter to Nadasdy is in MOL D228, 1862/70.
The latter, the longer of the two, is cited in this paragraph.
123. In addition to Also-Feher, Torda, Kolozs and BelsoSzolnok counties still did not have Romanian heads during
the Provisorium despite their Romanian majorities.
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attain its long-term goals.
Crenneville replied after two weeks, acknowledging the
differences between Pogany and the population of his county.
But he declined to comment on how they might be resolved,
stating the matter was within Nadasdy's area of compet124
ence.
There is no evidence that Nadasdy acted on
$ulutiu's proposal.

It is interesting to note that it

preceded the criticism of the county statute in the German
press.
sulutiu continued to criticize the county statutes that
had been approved in Vienna, as he had criticized the Provisional Inistruction of 1861.

He accepted appointment by

Pogany to the county commission of Also-Feher as prescribed
by the new statute, but simultaneously declared the statute
125
to be contrary to the October Diploma and illegal.
While Saguna was in Vienna on April 6, the Metropolitan
convened the Permanent Committee and urged the Romanians to
continue their opposition to the Hungarians in the coun126
ties.
Crenneville feared a repeat of the previous year's
popular assembly in Blaj in May, and appealed to $ulutiu to
prevent it.

The Metropolitan instructed local leaders in

124. Crenneville to $ulutiu, February 8, 1862 (unnumbered letter) in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 729.
125. $ulutiu to Pogany, March 29, 1862, in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book 1862/220.
126. Unsigned, undated speeches, apparently by Sulutiu
and delivered at the session, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 731,
743. Baritiu acceded to $ulutiu's request that the meeting
not be announced publicly; see $ulutiu to Baritiu, March 19,
and footnotes, in GBCS, IV, 375-7, and AS Alba Iulia, MRU,
FG, 1862/182. Saguna was in Vienna lobbying for the
Orthodox Metropolitanate from February through May.
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this sense, but also insisted to Crenneville on the
Romanians~

right of assembly and sharply rejected Hungarian
127
charges of Romanian terrorism.
The rumor was apparently

unfounded; one local priest retorted that Crenneville was
128
gullible and had been misled by his Hungarian advisors.
No assembly actually took place.
The first public meetings of the county commissions
under the new statute took place at the end of September,
1862.

The county chiefs were able to prevent the passage of

declarations unfavorable to the government in the case of
129
every county but Belso-Szolnok.
$ulutiu believed the
results confirmed his misgivings concerning the county
statute, however.

He himself was the leader of the loyal

Romanians in the commission of Kukiillo county. The cornmission was dominated, despite the efforts of Sulutiu and the
new Romanian prefect, Ioan Pu9cariu, by the Hungarian
130
oppositional majority.
9ulutiu reminded Nadasdy that the
127. Crenneville to $ulutiu, April 16, and three variants
of the reply to Crenneville, April through May l, and the
more assertive final version of the reply, May 3, in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG 1862/325 and Protocol book, same number;
S.ulutiu to Mihali, Vestemean, and Axente, April 19, in AS
Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book 1862/286.
128. Ephrem Petruta, pastor of Baia de Aries, to Mihali,
May 12, in Alba Iulia, Muzeul Unirii. Arhiva, Fondul Grigore
Mihali. No. 5231.
129. See Chapter III.
130. Josan, "Activitatea politica a lui roan Pu~cariu in
anii 1860-1861," Apulum 16 (1978), 385-86; protocol of the
county commission, September 25, in Alba Iulia, Muzeul
Unirii, Arhiva. Fondul roan Pu9cariu, No. 6209. Crenneville
rejected an appeal by Sulutiu to overturn the election of
officials conducted by the commission there, pointing out
that Puscariu had ratified it. Personal letter, Crenneville
to S.ulu~iu, November 24, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, CM.
739.
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county statute made the Hungarian majorities possible, and
that everywhere these had been hostile to the government.
Similarly,

~aguna

assured Crenneville that "the government

of his Majesty the Emperor can depend on the Romanian nation
and clergy"; he insisted the county commission sessions had
not preceded satisfactorily because the statute did not give
the loyal Romanian majority its proper weight.

The dif-

ficulties of prefect Nopcsa in Hunyad county were the consequence of his decision to exclude such popular Romanian
leaders as the Orthodox dean loan Ratiu and the Greek
Catholic vicar Gavril Pop from the county commission.
this situation,

~ulutiu

In

insisted, "the ..• government has no

means of avoiding confusion and political anomalies or of
carrying out its intentions except [by the convocation of]
the Transylvanian diet."

But the diet would be no more

fruitful than the recently held commission meetings unless
the proposals of the Romanian memorandum of the previous
131
year concerning the electoral law were accepted.
Sulutiu's letter was timely: three days after receiving
it on October 15, Nadasdy secured the Emperor's decree that
preparations for the convocation of the diet should com132
~ulutiu announced the contents of this decree in
mence.
his circular letter of November 21, noting that they were
131. $ulutiu to Nadasdy, October 12, 1862, in MOL, D228
1862/497; draft of ~aguna to Crenneville, October 20 (o.s.),
in ABAOR, FS. 1775.
132. The debate of Nadasdy's proposals concerning the
Transylvanian diet and related matters in the Council of
Ministers took place on October 10 and 13; see POM, V, 4,
265-70, 271-3, 280-3.
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the long-awaited response to the Romanian petitions of
November 7 and December 10, 1860, and of the National Con133
ference of January 12-16, 1861.
The two bishops moved
quickly to request official approval for the convocation of
a Romanian conference.
Nadasdy sent his confidential reply to Sulutiu via
Dimitrie Moldovan.

He replied in detail to the Metropoli-

tan's criticism of the county statute, arguing it would
eventually achieve the desired result.

He also criticized

the Romanians' idea of electoral law based on the proportion
of each nationality's land ownership and contribution to
taxes and recruitment, but suggested he would consider a
134
more detailed proposal.
9ulutiu's long response recommended a direct correspondence between the enlistments of
135
each nation and their electors.
9ulutiu also communicated his proposal to Moldovan.

When Nadasdy did not reply

and his policy seemed in danger of defeat in Vienna, the
Metropolitan implored Moldovan to burn his letters to him

133. The Gubernium only transformed the imperial decree
into a declaration to 9aguna and 9ulutiu in its session of
November 3; this letter is reproduced in Baritiu, Parti
alese, III, 563-4. The printed circular is in AS Alba
Iulia, MRU, FG, 1862/942.
134. Moldovan to $ulutiu, October 18, 1862, in
Bucure9ti, Biblioteca Academiei R.S.R. Manuscrise romanesti,
Colectia Baritiu. v. 999, ff. 91-99; no copy of the letter
is preserved in AS Alba Iulia, MRU. Nadasdy referred to the
electoral proposal presented by the Romanian delegation to
the emperor on December 10, 1860 (AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG
1861/123, ff. 55-64), also demanded by the Romanian minority
in the Belso-Szolnok county commission in September, 1862
(Urmossy, II, 56).
135. $ulutiu to Nadasdy, November 30, 1862, in MOL, D228.
1862/599.
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136
lest they be used against the Romanians by their enemies.
~ulu~iu's

proposal was among those under consideration until
137
the electoral law was finally approved in April, 1863.

***
Romanian Politics and Orthodoxy
The third important question in Romanian politics in 1862,
138
after the county statute and the Orthodox Metropolitanate
was the proposal of the Saxon Konflux for a territorial
repartition of Transylvania.

The question of territorial

repartition must be seen in the light of Andrei Saguna's
leadership and the politics of the Fundus Regius.

As noted

earlier, the core of the Transylvanian Orthodox population
was in the Fundus Regius.

The dominant factors in the

political orientation of this population were the authoritarian dynastic conservatism of $aguna and the tactical
alliance of the Saxon politicians with the centralist party
in Vienna.

Consequently, Romanians in the Fundus Regius

followed a more circumspect, less militant policy.
Orthodox clergymen were prominent among the local political leaders of the Romanians.

The two most important

allies of $aguna were loan Popasu, dean in Kronstadt, and
Nicolae Popea, Saguna's administrative assistant and future
biographer.

Both participated in the Romanians' local as-

136. $ulutiu to Moldovan, letters of November 30, 1862
and February 26, 1863, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondul Dimitrie
Moldovan, Nos. 319, 321.
137. A notation on the back of $ulutiu's letter indicates
it was returned to the archive on April 12, 1863; MOL, D228.
1862/599.·
138. On the Metropolitanate, see Chapter IX.
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semblies, national conferences, various deputations, and the
diet.

Among the more assertive local leaders were Ioan

Hannia, dean in Hermannstadt, and Nicolae Crainic, dean in
Dobra in Hunyad county.
Ioan Hannia was the leader of those Orthodox clergymen
who were most accessible to the liberal and nationalist
ideas of the laity.
strained after 1848.

His relationship with $aguna were
The Hungarian revolutionary government

deposed $aguna due to his collaboration with the Austrians,
and Hannia accepted his appointment as administrator of the
139
diocese in his place in May, 1849.
On the eve of the
reestablishment of the constitutional administration in the
Fundus Regius in April, 1861, Hannia held a bold public
address in the presence of Comes Salmen on behalf of a
delegation of 84 local Romanians, in which he demanded equal
140
The appointment of
representation for his nation.
Romanian officials fell far short of this, and the clergy
was outspoken in its dissatisfaction.

Salmen may have had

Hannia especially in mind when he informed the senate in
Hermannstadt that any persons encouraging the resistance to
legally constituted authority, including the clergy, were

139. Jozsef Berde to Hannia, May 12, 1849, circular of
Hannia to the deans, May 13, and Saguna's denunciation of
the measure as illegal, in Ilarion PuQcariu, Metropolia
romanilor ortodoc9i din Ungaria ~ Transilvania. Studiu
istoric despre reinfiintarea metropoliei, dimpreuna cu 2
colectie de acte (Sibiiu: Tiparul tipografiei
archidiecesane, 1900), Annex, 35-7.
140. Macellariu to Baritiu, April 16, 1861, in GBCS, V,
192.
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141
criminals who should be dealt with harshly.
he also published,

In a letter

Saguna rejected the insinuations against

his clergy, demanded that Salmen name names, and insisted
that the inadequate representation of the Romanians in the
Fundus Regius was in violation of the October Diploma.
However, he also warned his clergy aganst excessive politi142
cal involvement.
Salmen rejected $aguna's demand that he
identify the alleged agitators, pleading the "confidentiality of official correspondence"; $aguna replied in even
stronger terms, to the great displeasure of the Saxon
143
press.
Outside the Fundus Regius, Nicolae Crainic was, with
his son, Ioan, the leader of the Dacoroman tendency in
Hunyad county.

As such he drew the strong criticism of
144
prefect Nopcsa.
The prefect wrote that Crainic, "under

the influence of his restless, fanatical son," agitated in
1861 against the officials.

In the fall of the following

year, the Dean convened an assembly of his church district
without official permission and distributed its minutes to
145
the public.
Crainic also demanded in a sermon that
141. Salmen to the Hermannstadt senate, July 16, 1861;
copies in ABAOR, FS, 1535, and AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM 718,
with 9aguna's letter to Sulutiu of August 29.
142. Draft to Salmen, August 27, in ABAOR, FS, 1539; see
also Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationality, 129, 216.
143. Lupas, "Vieata ei faptele," 307-8; Salmen to $aguna,
September 11, and $aguna's reply, published with an accompanying editorial, in Siebenblirger Bote, September 25, 1861;
in ABAOR, FS. 1548 and 1458, respectively.
144. See Chapter II; Nopcsa to Miko, May 12 and July 11,
1861, in MOL D228. 1861/245, 305; a copy of the first letter
is also in ABAOR, FS. 1503.
145. Nopcsa to $aguna, undated [received February 15,
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Romanian be made the language of county administration.

A

local official intervened, and Nopcsa filed an official
complaint with Crenneville about the priest's comportment.
He charged Crainic with breaking into a local jail and
permitting several illegal assemblies, while 9aguna in reply
charged the official with violating the sanctity of church
146
services.
Crainic was in conflict with more moderate
Romanian patriots such as school inspector Pavel Vasici,
Popea, and other members of his own family.

~aguna

himself

repeatedly rebuked him for tactlessness, immoderation, and
147
violation of church regulations.
The examples of Hannia and Crainic demonstrate that
militant members of the diocesan clergy included Orthodox as
well as Greek Catholics.

In general 9aguna, like 9ulutiu,

defended those patriotic Romanian clergymen who were attacked by Hungarians due to their political activity.

How-

ever, he was more circumspect than the Metropolitan, and
allowed him to be their chief protector.

He was more at-

tentive than 9ulutiu to the concerns of the Romanians of
Hungary proper.

His diocese, like the Metropolitanate of

Blaj, did not extend beyond historical Transylvania, even
1863], in ABAOR, FS. 1813.
146. Draft Crenneville, November 9, 1862; to Nopcsa,
February 19, 1863; and reply by Nopcsa, February 25, in
ABAOR, FS. 1778, 1811, 1814, respectively.
147. Correspondence of 9aguna, Nicolae Crainic, and
Alexandru Crainic, October, 1862 to March, 1863, in ABAOR,
FS. 1776, 1826, 1831, 1832; collection of correspondence
concerning Crainic, 1861-63, in AMOR, 1861/610. According
to Vasici, the Crainic family-- the dean, sons and several
relatives!-- dominated church affairs in Dobra; Vasici to
Baritiu, April 9, 1863, in GBCS, II, 82.
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148
after 1864.

But his role as the leader of the popular

movement for ecclesiastic separation from the Serbs made him
especially attentive to the Romanians of Hungary, threefourths of whom

were Orthodox.

The majority of all

Romanian Orthodox in the Hungarian lands prior to 1864 lived
in the dioceses of Arad, Temesvar and Versecz as part of the
149
Serbian Orthodox church province.
The Romanians of
Hungary participated in the Hungarian diet in 1861 and were
less decisively opposed to the union of Hungary and
Transylvania than their conationals in the latter pro150
vince.
They had a more favorable experience of Hungarian
constitutionalism in the past, and hence were more receptive
to the Hungarian arguments.

The Romanian Orthodox often saw

their chief ethnic adversary as the Serbs rather than the
Hungarians.

After 1867, finally, the Romanians of Hungary

proper recognizing the leadership of $aguna were the segment
of the nation most inclined to participate in the political
system of Hungary rather than boycott it, as did most
151
The Greek Catholic
Transylvanian Romanian politicians.

148. As Metropolitans, both prelates had suffragan
bishoprics in Hungary proper.
149. My calculation is based on the census for 1890, but
I consider it to be representative for the earlier period as
well.
It shows that 57.6% % of the Romanian Orthodox were
in Hungary proper, and that 77.8% of the Romanians in
Hungary proper were Orthodox.
See Balogh, 1072-3.
150. Vincentiu Babe$ to Iacob Muresan, May 23, 1861, in
for~~ondenta lui Vincentiu Babe9, II, (Cluj-Napoca: Editura
Dacia, 1983), 105-6.
151. Zoltan I. Toth, ~~ erdelYi es magyar~rszagi roman
nemzeti mozgalon1 (1790-1848) (Budapest: Akademiai kiado,
1959), 10-11, 103-110; George Cipaianu, Vincentiu Babes
(1821-1907) (Timi9oara: Editura Facla, 1980), 75-91.
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canon in Lugos, $tefan Moldovan, probably had the political
views of the Romanians of the Banat in mind when he wrote to
Baritiu in 1862 that "I feel here, among our own, as a
Transylvanian, as a $ulutian, as a Baritio-Mure9anian, etc.,
like a sheep among wolves .•. "

He charged that the Orthodox

clergy there was indifferent or opposed to the patriotic
152
$aguna's reluctance to commit himself to an excause.
press condemnation of the union of Hungary and Transylvania
in the Transylvanian diet must be seen in this context.
The Banat Romanians Andrei

Moc~oni

and Vincentiu Babe9,

and Iosif Hodo9 in the Partium county of Zarand, all Orthodox, led a movement for the convocation of a congress and
eventually the unification of all the Romanians in the
Hungarian lands in 1861.

$aguna opposed the plan, consid-

ering it more prudent to emphasize the separate status of
Transylvania.

He also declined to invite the Banat Romanians
153
to the Romanian conference in Hermannstadt in 1861.
When

an Orthodox village asked whether it should elect a deputy
to the Hungarian diet a few months later, 9aguna instructed
154
The Orthodox laity finally made a
it not to do so.
pragmatic decision in 1862 to unite behind $aguna's quest
152. Letters of January 13 and July 10, 1862, in GBCS VI,
284-5.
153. Dumitru Suciu, "Actiuni politice romane9ti
impotriva suprimarii autonomiei Transilvaniei intre 1848 9i
1868," in gomanii din ~ransilvagia impotriva dualismului
austro-ungar (1865-1900) (Cluj-Napoca: Editura Dacia, 1978),
113-15; correspondence of Mocioni and $aguna, January 18-21
(o.s.), 1861, in ABAOR, FS. 1482,1483.
154. Village of Nucet, in Felso-Feher county, to $aguna,
June 6 (o.s.), 1861, and draft of reply by $aguna, June 25,
in ABAOR, FS. 1529.
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for the Orthodox Metropolitanate.

They recognized the sen-

sitivity of the emperor to Hungarian political claims in
Hungary proper, and accepted 9aguna's judgement of the
155
situation and his leadership.
At the end of 1861 the Saxon Konflux presented a project for the reorganization of Transylvania according to
ethnic regions.

The debate on the project highlighted the

complexity of Saxon-Romanian relations and the difficulty of
9aguna's position.

Transylvanian Romanians in emigration

were divided over the question: Barnutiu argued in its
favor, but Papiu-Ilarion warned that it was not in the
156
Romanians' interest.
The three Romanian members of the
Konflux requested the instruction of the Permanent Committee
concerning the position they should take.

9aguna solicited

$ulutiu's opinion on behalf of the Committee. The Metropolitan declared against the project on the grounds that it
would divide the Romanians and subject some of them to
assimilation, because the destruction of the counties would
poison Hungarian-Romanian relations, and because the excessive increase in the influence of the Germans would be
157
unfavorable toward Transylvanian autonomy.
155. Gheorghe Naghi, "Noi contributii privind mi~carea
national& din Banat (1861-1872)," Ziridava 13 (1981), 380.
156. Barnutiu to Iancu and Axente, September 27, 1861,
in Mete9, 240-1; Papiu-Ilarian to Mure9anu, January 20 and
October 16, 1861, in Corespondenta lui Alexandru PapiuIlarian, I (Cluj: Editura Dacia, 1972), 181, 186-7.
157. $aguna to ~ulutiu, December 21, 1861, with the
project of Konrad Schmidt; reply of $ulutiu, December 27, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/846 and Protocol book; ABAOR,
FS. 1675. Vasile Pop also rejected the project; Pop to
Permanent Committee, December 31, 1861, in ABAOR, FS. 2822.
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Some Romanians in the Fundus Regius felt otherwise.
Baritiu contested the right of the Saxons to propose a
reform for all of Transylvania, and he disliked the Saxon
proposal.

However, he urged that the future diet consider
158
some sort of repartition.
Konflux deputy loan Bologa

devised a Romanian alternative plan, and Saguna took maps
illustrating it with him when he travelled to Vienna in the
spring of 1862.

Advocates of the plan argued that it would

win the support of the Saxons and Szeklers, and that the
principle of national territories might be extended to
Hungary proper.

Where the Romanians remained in the minori159
ty they should be legally protected.
Most Romanians in the counties remained unfavorable to

these plans.

The Hungarians were in the minority in every

county, but stood to remain in control of some of the ccun160
ties under each proposal.
The Chancellery eventually
declined to rule on the Saxon project or any other, with
Moldovan casting the swing vote against the Saxon councillors.

In April of the following year, however, the gov-

ernrnent included administrative reorganization as the fifth
legislative proposal for the diet.

Sulutiu emphasized the

importance of the issue when it finally carne before the diet

158. Copy of Barit,iu to $aguna, December 28, 1861, in
ABAOR,FS. 2650.
159. Spiridon Fetti to Dimitrie Moldovan, March 17, 1862,
in AS Alba Julia. Fondul Dirnitrie Moldovan, 1862/9. Fetti,
a Greek Catholic official in southern Transylvania, composed
the maps.
160. Fetti still argued in favor of the plan in his
letter of December 10, 1862; Ibid., 1862/21.
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in 1864, and urged that no injustice be done to any nationality.

The responsible committee appointed Ioan Pu9cariu to

revise the plan.

He expressly rejected the idea of national

territories, but proposed more homogeneous districts.
161
plan never carne to a vote by the full house.

The

"***
~ulutiu

and $aguna on the Eve of the Diet

Many Romanian nationalists resented the authoritarian
leadership, conservatism and subservience to constituted
authority of $aguna.

These traits seemed to be demonstrated

by his role in the arrest of the pro-peasant agitator Katalin
Varga in 1847 and in ousting the radical priest Joachim
162
Bacila from his parish in Gyulafehervar in 1852.
A
Hungarian participant in the Gyulafehervar conference in
1861 reported that f?aguna personally intimidated a Romanian
163
participant who favored the motion of Haynald there.
$aguna's emphasis on discipline could be justified by the
161. Puscariu also published his plan in Disertatia
despre irnpartirea ~olitica ~ Ardealului (Sibiu, 1864).
Retegan, Dieta rornaneasca a Transilvaniei, 242-3; Josan,
"Activitatea lui Ioan Pu9cariu 1n cadrul Dietei de la Sibiu
din 1863-1864," Apulurn 21 (1983), 310-ll.
162. Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationality, 32-4, and Ioan
Ple9a, "Ioachirn B~cila ln revolutia din 1848-1849," Anuarul
Institutului de istorie £i arheoiogie Cluj-Napoca ll (1978),
94-9. Saguna was not alone among prominent Romanians in
either of these actions, but clearly had a crucial role in
them. After being expelled from his parish in 1852, B~cila
directed a multitude of petitions to Vienna as late as 1861,
without result. He was also on bad terms with Axente,
Dirnitrie Moldovan, and Augustin Pop. A petition to Governor
Schwarzenberg on behalf of Bacila in May, 1858 was signed by
forty-two Orthodox Romanians of
Gyulafehervar: Alba Iulia. Muzeul Unirii, Arhiva. No. 3605.
163. Farkas Veer, "Tajekozas a karolyfehervari ertekezlet.
felett," in OSzK, K~zirattar. Fol.Hung. 1722.
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need for Romanian unity vis

a vis

the Hungarians, but

Cipariu expressed great distrust for $aguna: "We know his
policy, from the beginning up to today: a policy of personal
interest, veiled at times under the pretext of nationali164
$aguna harshly rebuked the three Romanian delety ... "
gates in Vienna in July, 1861 when he felt they were acting
too boldy in support of Schmerling, ordering them to return
immediately.

As Ra1;iu wrote to Baritiu, "Not even Abdul

Aziz writes such letters to his slaves!"
responded

The delegates

proudly that they had a right to think differ-

ently than $aguna, that they were not children, and that he
165
was not infallible.
Ilie Macelariu and roan Hannia,
opposed the bishop in an October, 1861 meeting of the Permanent
Committee.

$aguna insisted that the Committee should not

publicly condemn the separate vote of the Magyarone Gubernium
councillors, as Romanians in Vienna demanded.

Macellariu

complained to Barii;:iu of the "terrorism of Abdul," meaning
166
$aguna.
The Austrians, and even $ulu1;iu, suspected $aguna of
secret dealings with the Hungarians.

$ulutiu sought to

disperse this suspicion in his discussions with Austrian
167
statesmen at the end of 1861.
The police, mindful
164. Cipariu to Baritiu, January 8, 1861, in GBCS IV,
335.
165. $aguna to Ra1;iu, Macelariu, and Bologa, July 5, and
their reply, July 15, in Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 593-7;
Ratiu to Baritiu, July 8, in Corespondenta lui Ioan Ratiu cu
George Baritiu 1861-1892, 59.
166. Macelariu to Baritiu, October 29, 1861, in GBCS V,
197-98.
167. $ulutiu to Baritiu, November 13, 1861, in GBCS IV,
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of the reserved attitude toward the centralists of Saguna
'

and Baritiu at this time, credited Hungarian reports that
the two were negotiating with the Hungarians about terms
168
under which they might accept the union with Hungary.
Later $ulutiu alleged that $aguna was on friendly terms with
Haynald, "the greatest enemy of my person and of our nation," and trusted the Hungarian more than he did Sulutiu.
Saguna reportedly distributed copies of $ulutiu's protest
against the Orthodox Metropolitanate, with the aim of em169
barassing $ulutiu and spreading religious discord.
The
Orthodox of Kronstadt consequently gave the Metropolitan a
rude reception when he travelled through their city on the
way to Elopatak.

Moldovan considered this a disgraceful act

in view of the Metropolitan's services to the nation in the
two Vienna delegations; he sought to convince $aguna that
the Metropolitan was favorably inclined toward the Orthodox

371, and Sulutiu to Moldovan, January 15, 1862, in Botezan,
"Corespondenta ... $ulutiu cu Dimitrie Moldovan," 438-9.
168. Mecs~ry to N~dasdy, March 11, 1862, in HHSA, Informationsburo 1862/1553, Elenchus 356/842. The report drew a
connection between such talks and the unionist sentiments of
some Romanians in the Szekler region.
Such an imputation
may have arisen because Baritiu was Saguna's deputy for
several years beginning in June, 1861 in all matters concerning the bishopric's considerable stock holdings in the
Kronstadter Bergbau- und ~utten-Aktien-Verein and the SzentDomokoscher Kupfergewerkschaf!, both of which had considerable Hungarian participation and operated in the Szekler
region. $aguna's letters to Baritiu in Baritiu, Parti alese,
III, 571-88 suggest this arrangement was purely economic and
also survived the political falling-out of the two men in
early 1863.
169. $ulutiu to Moldovan, April 23 and September 29,
1862, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondu~l Dimitrie Moldovan, 314,
318.
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170
Metropolitanate.

Fetti complained that it was impos-

sible to undertake any political initiative without the
171
express approval of Saguna.
These frictions between

~ulutiu

and

~aguna

did not

prevent them from acting together to request permission, at
the end of 1862, for the convocation of a new national
172
conference.
A new point of dispute arose almost immediately, however: whether the deputies to such a conference
should be appointed by the bishops or elected locally.

The

latter was a popular demand in the Romanian press, which was
sensitive to Hungarian accusations that the Romanians would
become tools of absolutism: they desired a congress that
would truly express the will of the nation.

~ulu~iu

adopted

this position at the end of January, 1863, but $aguna rejected it.

He maintained that such views were not shared by

most Romanians; at any rate, the times required discipline
173
and unanimity.
The 150 members of the congress would
consist of twenty-five clergymen and fifty laymen of each
170. Moldovan to Baritiu, Septen1ber 12, 1862, in GBCS V,
151-2.
171. Fetti to Moldovan, June 5 and July 22, 1862, in AS
Alba Iulia. Fondul Dimitrie Moldovan, 1862/13 and 16.
172. Correspondence of $ulutiu and Saguna, November 18
to December 5, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG. 1862/942,
970, 998. On December 23 $aguna sent an address for
Crenneville in ths matter to $ulutiu, who forwarded it to
the governor after adding his own signature to that of
$aguna.
$aguna to Sulutiu, December 23, 1862, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/998.
173. Baritiu to $aguna, November 23, 1862, in ABAOR, FS.
2649; $aguna to Baritiu, January 9, 1863, in Baritiu, Parti
alese, III, 584-5; $ulutiu to $aguna, January 31, 1863, in
ABAOR, FS. 1793, and AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book,
1863/63; reply by $aguna, January 27 (o.s.), in ABAOR, FS.
1794 (draft) and AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/167.
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church.

~aguna

appointed the Orthodox members, but $ulutiu

ordered elections to be held of the members of his church.
He specified to his clergy the number of members to be
elected in each church district, but also the leading Greek
Catholic officials who should be included among those
174
elected.
$ulutiu's action provoked great displeasure among the
officials.

Crenneville ordered him to call off the elec-

tions, but in vain.

Nadasdy accused him of a breach of

trust, since there had been no permission for elections to
be held.

$ulutiu responded that he had undertaken this step

in the government's own interest, in order that the confer175
ence should enjoy popular confidence.
~ulutiu was correct in noting that he had similarly conducted elections for
the conference in 1861, but those elections had created less
of a stir because the absolutist censorship and administration were still in place.

He argued less convincingly that

he had honestly understood the official permission for the
176
conference to allow for elections.
He had in truth
created a fait accompli for the authorities, to the delight
of the Romanian liberals.
174. Circular and letters to Alexi, both of March 7, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/167.
175. Nadasdy to $ulutiu, March 24, reply by $ulutiu,
March 29; and reply to this by Nadasdy, April 2; correspondence and telegrams of Crenneville and Nadasdy, March 24
to April 4, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/228, 290, and
MOL D228, 1863/179, 188, 211, 213, 220. $ulutiu's letter to
Montenuovo of April 30 indicates that elections were in
progress on that day; AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/192.
176. Draft to Saguna, April 9, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG,
Protocol book. 1863/286.
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Sulutiu suspected $aguna of renewing the religious
177
strife as a means of weakening his influence.
This
strife indeed had a renewed ideological tone due to the
closer relations of $ulutiu with the liberal wing led by
Bari~iu

that developed during these weeks.

The Metropolitan

expressed his concern, after the Kukullo county commission
assembly on March 23, for the Hungarian charges of Romanian
servility.

For this reason he asked, surprisingly, that

Nadasdy reverse a decision of Saguna's ally, the county
administrator loan

Pu~cariu.

Pu$cariu declared the elec-

tions and declaration of the assembly invalid because of
their oppositional tenor, but sulutiu argued they should be
178
upheld as a concession to constitutionalism.
His
canonicus a latere, Fekete-Negrutiu, was an admirer of
Bari~iu.

He assured him that he would see to his election

in Blaj to the national conference should he have any diffi179
culty in Kronstadt.
Negrutiu and $ulutiu asked

Bari~iu

and his allies to

compose an agenda for the conference, and forwarded it to
$aguna in advance of the conference, suggesting it be pub180
lished.
$aguna strongly objected to conceding such input
to the laity.

He insisted that the bishops should have sole

177. Sulu~iu to Baritiu, March 10, in GBCS, IV, 379.
178. Sulutiu to Nadasdy, April 17, 1863, in MOL D228,
1863/271; Pu$cariu, Notite despre intamplarile contemporane,
66; Urmossy, II, 99
179. Fekete-Negrutiu to Bari~iu [ca. March 10], in GBCS
III, 188.
180. $ulutiu to $aguna, March 21, and Baritiu to $aguna,
April 2, in ABAOR, FS. 2847, 2663.
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control over the agenda of the conference and steer it in
the interest of the government.

These differences came into

the open in the conference itself, which met in Hermannstadt
between April 19 and 22.

There were open disagreements

between $aguna, co-president of the conference with $ulutiu,
and Baritiu, the secretary of the conference, when the
latter proposed to add passages to the address to the throne
demanding guarantees of various liberal freedoms.

The con-

ference finally approved an address which 9aguna found satisfactory, and elected a delegation to Vienna.

Because of

his open conflict with $aguna and leading officials among
the Romanians, Baritiu declined to participate in the dele181
gation.
Ratiu wrote his friend: "The presidency of Abdul
[at the conference] disgusted us to the utmost, and we
implore you to not subject us to such things; we are not in
182
Montenegro."
The delegation to Vienna was very well received by the
Emperor, Schmerling and the people of Vienna on its arrival
there on May 4.

The ten-member delegation was led by

$aguna; sulut,iu probably declined appointment to the delegation because of the consecration of his controversial suf183
fragan bishop,
Papp-Szilagyi, in Blaj on May 3.
The
181. Barit,iu, Part,i alese, III, 158-63; Urm6ssy, II, 1067. The agenda for the conference are in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
CM. 757.
182. Rat,iu to Baritiu, June 6, in Corespondenta lui Ioan
Ratiu, 74. The letter of Vasici to Baritiu, March 24 (GBCS
II, 81) indicates the School Inspector had fallen out with
$aguna already prior to the conference.
183. Sulutiu to Barit,iu, GBCS IV, 383. On PappSzilagyi, see Ch. VIII.
The Provost in Szamosujvar, Macedon
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delegation unquestionably received instructions in Vienna
concerning the approaching elections; $ulutiu received written instructions from Moldovan and Crenneville.

The coun-

cillor imparted detailed advice on how $ulutiu might maximize the Romanian victories in the areas under his influence,
while the Governor urged him to see that the clergy preserve
184
national unity and avoid confessional divisiveness.
$ulutiu, $aguna and Alexi quickly issued circulars instruct185
ing their clergy on the matter.
Some Romanians found the
explicitness of $aguna's letter, which was also published in
the press, embarassing.

The letter made specific reference

to government regulations, ordered that it be read in church
on three successive weeks, and that the deans specify the
Romanian candidates.

"These are things that should remain
186
as secret as possible," Vasici wrote.
Yet when the
authorities appealed to the bishops once more with regard to
the election, $aguna merely reassured them about the good
prospects.

He noted that in addition to his circular and

newspaper articles he had sent personal instructions to
individual clergymen.

It was $ulutiu who issued a new, even

Pop, took $ulutiu's place on the delegation. Vasici noted
$aguna was "in ill temper at the time of departure"; letter
to Baritiu, April 22, in GBCS, II, 83.
184. Moldovan to $ulutiu, May 13, and Crenneville to
$ulutiu, May 17, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 764, and MRU,
FG. 1863/393; see also Moldovan to Baritiu, May 13, in GBCS
v, 155-6.
185. AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/393; Tulbure, 447-50;
AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla.
1863/1239. The letters of $ulutiu and $aguna are also in
Baritiu, Parti alese III, 173-80.
186. Vasici to Baritiu, May 30, in GBCS, II, 85.
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more specific letter of instruction to his clergy in response
187
to Nadasdy's appeal.
The Romanian voters generally did unite around one
candidate.

In those rare instances when both candidates in

an electoral district were Romanians, however, the inevitable defeat of one of them could lead to charges against the
188
conservative $aguna.
$ulutiu and 9aguna agitated for
similar goals in the diet.

There is evidence that they

differed in the degree of their militance as leaders within
the diet, but the matter goes beyond the purview of this
189
study.

***
The Romanians of the Szekler Region
The Romanian minority of the Szekler Region was admittedly not a n1ajor factor in these events, but its problems
are instructive concerning the relationship between reli190
gion, economics and politics.
The eastern-rite

187. Nadasdy to the bishops, June 9, with reply of
$aguna, June 14, in ABAOR, FS. 1855, 1856, and MOL D229,
1863/485; and printed circular of Sulutiu, June 15, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/449, and MOL D228, 1863/764; the
letter of $ulutiu also appears in Okmanytar •.. , 297-300.
188. Axente believed that $aguna had engineered the
defeat of the militant councillor Moldovan (himself
Orthodox, but a relative of Sulutiu) by Orthodox school
director Munteanu; Axente to Moldovan, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Fondul Dimitrie Moldovan. No. 228.
189 Baritiu, Parti alese III, 190-221. See Chapter III.
190. Romanian polemical literature has recently revived
the thesis of the Romanian origin of much of the population
of the Szekler Region.
Thus relevant parts of Milton G.
Lehrer's Transylvania. History and Reality (Romanian
language edition: 1944; first English language edition:
Silver Spring, Maryland: Bartleby Press, 1986) have been
republished in Romania.
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Christians, predominantly Romanians, constituted a small
minority of the population of this region and of their
respective churches and nationalities.

Yet they differed

from their coreligionists elsewhere in Transylvania in that
a significant minority regarded themselves as Hungarians.
The table illustrates these facts.

My calculation used the

data on religion in the 1869 census and Keleti's nationality
figures based on a survey by the Hungarian Ministry of
Education in the same year.

I assume that non-Romanian

eastern rite Christians in the Szekler region would be
Hungarians, given the negligible number of Germans there:
Table 13: Eastern Rite Christians in the Szekler Region
District Population a)GrCath

b)Orth

Rom

Maras
92,398
Udvarhely 98,224
107,285
Csik
Haromszekll0,055

13,326
1,942
16,753
2,228
______
..,._ .....

5,301
1,873
64
13,890

15,457
1,266
10,287
12,446

407,962

34,249

21,128

39,456 15,921 (28. 7%)191

-------

Total

--·-----

E.R. Hungarians
(a + b - Rom)
3170 (17.0%)
2549 (66.8%)
6530 (39.0%)
3672 (22.8%)

------ ------ ------

The data indicate that more one fourth of eastern rite
Christian in the four districts identified themselves as
Hungarians.
Economic, geographic, and political factors caused
eastern rite Christians in the region to be susceptible to
1~1. Keleti, 69; ~magyar ~~~Ea orszagaiban az 1870. ev
elejen vegrehajtott nepszamlalas eredmenyei a hasznos hazi
allatok kimutatasaval egyutt (Pest: Athenaeum, 1871), 60-1.
I excluded the western Szekler district of Aranyos from my
calculations because of the very different ethnic profile
there. The Blaj catalogue of 1865 lists 11,587, 2330,
17,249 and 2796 Greek Catholics for Maras, Udvarhely, cs{k
and Haromszek districts, respectively, for a total of
33,962.
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Magyarization.

The poverty of the Greek Catholic and

orthodox parishes of the Szekler region did not distinguish
them from those of the rest of Transylvania.

The dis-

tinction was the fact that in two senses the Romanian population of the region had the character of a diaspora. First,
it was geographically distant from the Transylvanian centers
of Romanian population and ecclesiastic administration, and
partly separated from them by a mountain range.

Second,

these parishes tended to be sparsely populated and extensive.

Greek Catholic diocesan catalogues indicate many

small church communities (filiae) in the Szekler region
which were separated by ten miles or more from the parish
192
seat where pastor, church and school were located.
Poverty and sparseness of population undermined the willingness or ability of parishes to support their own, Romanian
193
schools.
The Greek Catholics of Csikl~z~rfalva in
southern Cs{k district twice petitioned Sulutiu in 1861 for

192. Sematismul veneratului cler al Archidiecesei
metropolffine sg:eco:_cat-()f:Cce.-r.offiFne de Alba Iulia §i_ Fagara9
~ anul domnului .1200L. de g
sfinta unire 200 (Blaj:
Tipografia seminarului Archidiecesan, 1900), 142-50, 210-17,
267-75. The seventy parishes of the four districts had 215
filiae in 1865, far above the average for the archdiocese;
Siematisrnulu veneratului cleru catholicu de ritulu orientale
9:1 u 9:rchi:.§ie_ges§i !!1etr.9.P9li tEne 9:_ ATbei-Julie pre anulu
dela nascerea lui Christosu 1865 (Blasiu: Cu tipariulu seminariuluiArc.hi-Diecesanu, [ 1865]), 117-34.
193. The seventy Greek Catholic parishes had only only
twenty-four schools in 1865, while the Orthodox parishes in
the same area had an equal number; Polverejan, table after
206.
Only four of the thirty-five parishes ceded by the
Archdiocese of Blaj to the new Hungarian diocese in 1912 had
schools of their own; Schematismus venerabilis cleri dioe~~~ gFa~s:i FJ-.t._~ S::9_!:h_. !19j~1~9or.Qg~IJsis ad annum domini 1918
(Nylregyhaza: Typis Alexii Joba, [1918]), 237-8.
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194
the granting of a pastor, both times in Hungarian.
The Romanians' minority status magnified the stigma of
their nationality arising from a disadvantaged economic
status.

A traveller reported in 1862 that a Greek Catholic

from Csikszentdomokos assured him he was "a real Romanian"
because he paid his tithe to the priest with the beard; but
added that he was a Szekler in the sense that he always
spoke Hungarian because the Hungarians "might beat him if he
195
spoke Romanian."
In some cases the Romanians had to
pay their tithe to the Hungarian priest.

One villager

remarked that since this was the case, it was unreasonable
to rnaintain a priest of their own, as well.
becon~

"We've already

Hungarians anyway, and the dean has ordered us not to

keep a teacher either, but to send our children to the
196
Hungarian school."
The tendency of the Romanians to Magyarize was greatest in
the central sections of the Szekler region, further from the
197
Here their
Carpathians and the Romanians of the counties.

194. Petitions dated May 18 and July 11, 1861, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/759. A Romanian historian states the
village was founded by Romanians, who were subject to gradual
Magyarization due to their isolation, and finally converted
to Roman Catholicism under pressure from the authorities in
1910. According the catalogue of 1918, however, the parish
was only established in 1862, and remained Greek Catholic.
See Sabin Opreanu, Sacuizarea romanilor prin religie (Cluj:
Institutul de arte grafice "Ardealul", 1927, 26-30;
Schematismus ... l918, 159.
195. "Uti freskok, Gyula-Feh~rv~rt6l Sz~kely-Udvarhelyig,"
Alfold, October 17, 1862.
196. Ludovic Graur, official in Csik, to $ulutiu, undated,
in P"S Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/653.
197. Ferencz Kozma, A Sz~kelyf6ld k6zgazdas~gi ~s k6zm~
velodesi allapota (Budapest: Franklin, 1879), 76-8-.425

economic dependence on the Szekler majority was greatest.

The

dispute over landholding between the Greek Catholic and Unitarian
communities of Homorodalmas in Udvarhely district in 1863 is
instructive.

The Greek Catholic dean characterized the

district;s parishes as exceedingly poor and susceptible to
Magyarization.

His subordinate $tefan Boer was responsible for

over eight hundred souls scattered in twenty different villages, yet
198
The Unitarians of Homorodalmas had
lacked a canonic portion.
exclusive rights to the village forest; the Greek Catholics
numbered over four hundred, but their pastor, 9tefan Boer,
could not obtain an allotment in Homorodalrnas and was obliged to reside in Abasfalva, several miles away.

The

pastor and his dean sued the Unitarians with the support of
the subdistrict dull6 for a share of the forest and village
treasury.

The Romanians-- described by the Unitarian Dean

as "Gypsies, cottagers, serfs and such"-- were forced to
abandon their action, and the impertinent Szekler dullo
199
resigned.
The poor peasants of the village were the
chief source of the work force in the nearby ironworks in
Olahfalu which employed over two hundred workers in this
time.

The Transylvanian drought of 1863 led to layoffs of
200
iron workers as well as agricultural hardship.

198. Dean Alexandru Boer to Sulutiu, March 1 and 25,
1863, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG: 1863/211, 442.
199. Reports of dean Jozsef Inczefi and elder Gabor
Daniel, May 3 and June 4, 1863, in Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia
unitariana. Egyhazkepviseleti tanacs jegyzokonyve, 1863/18,22;
Siematismulu •.• l865, 127-8. $tefan Boer was the son of Aron
Boer, dean of Gyergyo; 9ulutiu to Aron Boer, November 23,
1861, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1861/759.
200. Lajos Vajda, ~ §Zentkeresztbanyai vasgyartas
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Similar cases of economic dependence leading to
Magyarization are observable among the region's Orthodox,
who resided primarily in Haromszek.

Bishop $aguna stated in

a public session of the diet that an Orthodox visitor from
the district had been able to address him in Romanian only
201
with great difficulty.
The example of the Orthodox village of Marcue, located in an exclave of Fels~-Feh~r county
about ten miles from Sepsiszentgyorgy, is instructive.

The

impoverished villagers desired a Romanian as village notary.
The local priest, Hristofor Dogariu, was the only literate
member of the community and they were unable to offer a
suitable salary to anyone else, so one group of villagers
requested that Dogariu take on this duty.

The priest was

then accused by an opposing faction of alienating church
land; one group accused the other of nepotism, scandalous
behavior and favoring Hungarian interests.

The long dispute

between the rival factions was apparently personal, economic
202
The Greek Catholics of the
and political in nature.
nearby village of Illyefalva lacked any priest at all, and
requested one from $ulutiu in a letter written in archaic
203
The poverty and decline of the Orthodox comHungarian.
tortenete (Bukarest: Politikai kiado, 1983), 47-8, 57-8.
201. Mester, Az 9utonom Erdely, 240.
202. An interesting petition of the villagers to the
county officials on behalf of Hristof Dogariu, February 26,
1862, is in Romanian with Hungarian orthography; Sibiu,
AMOR. 1862/259.
See also the investigation by dean Moga,
and other correspondence, in Ibid., 1861/819, 1862/277, 358,
420 and 626.
203. Undated letter and reply in Hungarian, November 7,
1864, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1864/918 and Protocol book
under the same number.
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munity of Canta in Felso-Feher county near Kezdivasarhely
also illustrates the difficulties of the diaspora existence.
It no longer had a resident pastor after mid-century, but
was forced to support the travel expenses of a visiting
priest.

The language of documents and nan1.es for later years
204

may be an indicator of the community's Magyarization.
A report reached Nadasdy in 1862 that many of the
Romanians in the Szekler region were unfavorably disposed
toward the government and would be willing to accept
205
the union with Hungary under certain circumstances.
The possibility of a break in the unity of the Romanian
movement was highly disturbing to the authorities.

During

preparations for the dietal elections in the next year, a
report stated that the Hungarian opposition in Cs{k would
direct its greatest efforts at Gyergy6szentmikl6s "and those
206
areas where Romanians reside."
Two district officials
denounced the Greek Catholic dean of Gyergyci, Aron Boer, in
letters to $ulutiu.

Prefect Szabci alleged that Boer ignored

$ulutiu's circulars about the elections, and campaigned in
favor of the Hungarian opposition in his own town and another
village; his advisor on Romanian affairs, Ludovic Graur,
levelled more detailed charges.

He stated that the Romanian

schools of Boer's district were neglected and teachers underpaid; Boer himself charged exorbitant fees for marriages

204. Text and documents in Negreanu, passim.
205. Mecsery to Nadasdy, March 11, 1862, in HHSA Inforrnationsburo. 1862/1553, Elenchus 356/842.
206. Mecs~ry to N~dasdy, June 8, 1863, in HHSA Informa428

and allegedly considered himself a Hungarian.

According to

Graur he was a renegade, and should be replaced by a good
207
Romanian.
The Consistory in Blaj demanded an explanation from Boer, noting that unfavorable reports about
208
him had also appeared in Gazeta Transilvaniei.
Boer protested his innocence of the charges levelled
against him, sending written testimony by four of his
pastors that stated he had carried out the Metropolitan's
209
instructions with respect to the election.
In requesting
financial support for his parish, he noted that his annual
salary was only 63 fl., and his district was the most extensive one in the archdiocese in terms of territory.

The

parish of cs{kszentdomokos, twenty miles from his own, had
been without a pastor since 1862 and he had had to serve
210
there, as well.
cs{kszentdomokos, like Homorodalmas,
was located near a n1ajor industrial establishment that provided employment for hundreds of poor peasants in good

211
times, but fell on hard times during the drought of 1863.
tionsburo. 1863/5182, Elenchus 344. 207. Szabo to $ulutiu,
August 7, and Graur to $ulutiu, undated, in AS Alba . Iulia.
MRU, FG. 1863/653.
208. Canon Ioan Kirilla to Boer, September 18, 1863, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, draft signed by Kirilla, and Protocol book. 1863/651. $ulutiu was at the diet at this time.
209. Boer to the Consistory, September 28, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/721. The affadvits sent by Boer are
dated June 23 and 25, i.e. before the accusations had been
levelled by Szabo and Graur.
210. Boer to the Consistory, three letters of November
24, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/909.
211. Eight miles north of the village lay Balanbanya, the
largest copper mine and refinery in Transylvania, employing
379 workers in 1876. See Lajos Vajda, Erdelyi Banxak,
kohok, emberek, szazadok (Bukarest: Politikai kiado, 1981),
182.
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The data provided by Graur and the Blaj catalogue of 1865
actually confirm the official Hungarian ones from 1869 concerning the number of Hungarian Greek Catholics here.

Graur

stated there were 11,000 Romanians in the district, or only
64% of the Greek Catholics listed for the district in the
212
catalogue.
The eastern rite Hungarians of Transylvania were as yet
little affected by the incipient movement to secure the
celebration of their liturgy in the Hungarian language or
even separation from the Romanan church.

Hungarian

translations of this liturgy were prepared at the end of the
eighteenth century, and Bishop Lemeni unsuccessfully requested permission for its use.

The Hungarian Greek

Catholics of eastern Hungary organized public assemblies in
Hajd6dorog, north of Debrecen, first in May, 1863, and then
a much larger assembly five years later.

These actions were

unsuccessful, and no Transylvanians attended the assem213
blies.
The Magyarization process illustrated here
and the nationalism of successive Hungarian governments
changed this.

Hungarian Greek Catholics more than doubled

in number between 1880 and 1910, to 304,318-- mostly, it
214
In 1912 a
should be noted, in eastern Hungary proper.
212. Boer to the Consistory, undated, in AS Alba Iulia.
MRU, FG. 1863/653; Siernatismulu ... l865, 120.
213. Istvan Pirigyi, ~ gorogkatolikus magyarsag
tortenete (Ny1regyhaza: Gorogkatolikus hittudomanyi
foiskola, 1982), 102-ll; Schematismus ... l918, 14-18. It
should be noted that Bishop Papp-Szilagyi, known in
Transylvania as a Magyarone, was attacked by the Hungarian
press for opposing the Hungarian movement.
214. A magyar szent korona orszagain_9-k }~_Q_Q..!. evj.. nepszam430

new Hungarian Greek Catholic diocese of Hajdudorog was
created by the separation of 163 parishes from the dioceses
of Munkacs, Eperjes, Szamosujvar, Nagyvarad, Lugos,
Esztergom and Blaj.

Only thirty-five of the parishes, with

less than one-tenth of the total of 217,640, were from
Transylvanian territory, all of these from the among the
four church districts and seventy parishes in the Szekler
districts discussed above.

The ceded parishes included

several of those referred to in connection with the 1860s;
but five of the ceded parishes were, by Hungarian admission,
215
still overwhelmingly Romanian in 1918.

***
The emphasis by historians on the movement for
national unification of the Transylvanian Romanians has
obscured important cleavages along religious and geographic
lines.

The religious division only compounded the effect of

the different social and political circumstances of
Romanians in the north and south of Transylvania.
Catholicization and resistance to it caused a fluctuation of
religious identity in many villages.

These conversion move-

lalasa. 10. res~ Vegered~menyek osszefoglalasa, in:
Qi sorozat, 27 (Budapest:
Athenaeum, 1909), 132-3; VolkszahluQg in den Landern der
ungarischen b~i- . t.~- !<!"..9.!1~ i-m ~9pr~ 1910. h Teil. Zusammenfas.§Ung der Endergebnis§~, in: yp.garische statistische Mitteilungen. Neue Serie, 64 (Budapest: Athenaeum, 1924), 1367.
215. The catalogue of 1918 indicates the nationality of
the members of each parish. The ceded parishes and filiae
listed as Hungarian included Abasfalva, Homorodalmas,
Gyergyoszentmiklos, csiklazarfalva, Csikszentdomokos, and
Illyefalva. Schemat.ismus ... 1918, 156-99.
~~9Y~F ?1~1i§~!j~a~ kozlemenyek.
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ments were a result of religious, socioeconomic and political motives that are difficult to separate.
Even in the 1860s, when leaders were increasingly
convinced of the need for unity, the existing division
between Greek Catholics of the north and Orthodox of the
south was exaccerbated by the rivalry of bishops and
individual pastors in the expression of alternate strategies
or nationalist militancy.

The home of the Greek Catholics

was the locus of greatest social and political antagonism
between Hungarians and Romanians.

Metropolitan $ulutiu

expressed greater militancy, openness to popular participation and willingness to pressure Schmerling and Nadasdy into
an active political alliance with the Romanians.

The

Orthodox were more politically moderate because of their
higher economic status and the tactical alliance with their
greatest rivals, the Saxons. $aguna was more authoritarian
than $ulutiu and preferred the strategy of disciplined service to imperial policy in exchange for more limited but
secure concessions in ecclesiastic administration.
Bishops

an~

lay politicians made fruitful efforts to

overcome religious rivalry in the 1860s.

An agreement

regulated several areas of activity that gave rise to-- or
were a pretext for-- discord in the village: mixed
marriages, conversions, the liturgy, and mixed schools.
Ecclesiastic regulations and the attitudes of the bishops
undermined the agreement.
the matter of the schools.

This was especially the case in
However, the bishops cooperated
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in an impressive number of secular activities such as the
deputations to Vienna, the Permanent National Committee,
national conferences, ASTRA, ana finally the election in
1863.

The chapter concludes with a study of Magyarization
among the Greek Catholic and Orthodox parishes of the
Szekler region.

Poverty and dispersal reduced these

parishes' ability to maintain Romanian schools.

This

phenomenon illustrates the close relationship between
ethnicity, the schools and parish life.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
STERCA-SULUTIU AND THE

ggMABIA~

§REEK

f~THOL1CS

Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu (1794-1867) was one of the
most important but most controversial leaders of the
1
Transylvanian Romanians in the nineteenth century.
Unlike his colleagues Haynald and 9aguna, Sulutiu was a
priest of very modest scholarly distinction whose entire
clerical career prior to taking over his see consisted of
pastoral work in rural Transylvanian parishes.

By far the

most senior of the three prelates, he was born in the town
of Abrudbanya in the Muntii Apuseni in 1794, pursued secondary and theological education in the nearby town of Zlatna
and in Blaj and was ordained in 1814.

From that year until

1836 he was the pastor of Bistra in his native region, then
Vicar of Salaj until his election as bishop.

He established

many village schools during his tenure as dean in Bistra and
2
Vicar of Salaj.
1. $ulutiu has never been the subject of a book-length
biography. The longest overview of his life is unpublished:
Ioana Botezan, "Aspecte din viata $i activitatea lui
Alexandru Sterca $ulutiu in lumina documentelor de arhiva,"
16 pp.
$ulutiu compiled a brief autobiography which was
published in two Romanian journals in 1862, and Alexandru
Lupeanu-Melin wrote a longer manuscript which follows his
career up to 1836; both manuscripts are in Cluj-Napoca,
Biblioteca Academiei RSR. Sectia de manuscrise, Fondul Blaj,
Ms. rom. 360 and 392. Vasile Popescu, a professor Blaj,
published a short biography of $ulutiu in 1862: "Biografi'a
Metropolitului Alesandru St. Siulutiu," in Foaie pentru
Minte, Inima si Literatura 25 (1862), 163-7, 171-4, 180-2.
I published a s-hort account of his career in "Metropolitan
Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu in the National Movement," Studia
Universitatis Bab~-Bolyai, Historia 32,2 (1987), 25-32.
2. Botezan, op.cit.
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Shortly after his installation as vicar, Sulutiu addressed an appeal to Bishop Lemeni for the convocation of a
synod to debate the national political program.

In the

synod itself, he assailed the privileges of the three ruling
nations.

During the crisis involving the Hungarian language

bill in the diet, he published an appeal to the bishop
calling for a national synod or congress with lay as well as
clerical membership, which was rejected by Lemeni.

In sue-

ceeding years, 9ulutiu offered his moral and financial support to the militants in Blaj when they were indicted
3

and condemned by ecclesiastic authorities.

Sulutiu's

role in the revolution is unclear, although in its earlier
phases he apparently used his influence in the interest of
moderation.

He assured his county administrator that he

would work to preserve calm.

He proposed to the Blaj assem-

bly conditions under which the union with Hungary could be
accepted by the Romanians, and in a confidential letter to
Baron Wesselenyi expressed optimism concerning the future of
4

the union and of Hungarian-Romanian relations.
3. Gyemant, 137-8, 168-9; Ibid., "Contributii privind
nationala romaneasca in deceniul premergator
revolutiei de la 1848," §tudi_9- Unive_Isit.§ti..§. Babe$-Bolyai,
Series Historia 23,2 (1978), 36-9; Botezan, op.cit.
---4.-$ulutiu to Marton Bocsanczi, April 19, 1848, and
Bocs~nczi to the Gubernium, April 28, in Documente privind
revolutia de la 1848 in ta_!"i,le roman~~ ~. Trans_i].vania II
(Bucure~ti: Editura Academiei R.S.R., 1979), 155-6, 392;
$ulutiu to Mikl6s Wessel~nyi, May 22, 1848, in Mikl6s K.
Papp, "Sterka Sulucz Sandor jelentese az 1848-ik ev Majus
15-en tartott balazsfalvi nepgyulesrol," Torteneti Lapok
1874, no. 24, 379-81. Baritiu wrote that Hungarians regarded $ulutiu as "a great friend of the Hungarians," and
hence were scandalized by his policies as bishop and metropolitan; Parti alese, III, 439.
mi~carea
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For an understanding of 9ulutiu's place in Greek Catholic
history one must begin with a survey of his church's past.
The Greek Catholics were troubled, even D1ore than the other
churches in our period, by the conflict between official
religion and liberal-populist tendencies.

The contentious

history of the church union involved Roman Catholicism on
the one hand and the appeal to eastern tradition on the
other.

The latter tendency was inspired among the Greek

Catholic clergy by the failure to attain the social and
political privileges promised by the union and by the
Sllpervision of their see by botJ1 a Jesuit theologian
and the Hungarian Primate.

The Orthodox revolts of the

eighteenth century fuelled a popular desire to ndnin-.ize
departures from presumed eastern synodal and marriage traditions.

One proponent of eastern traditions, Bishop Micu,

was exiled in 1744; later advocates of this orientation were
monks

j

n El a j v,;lw at_ t:te end of t:he eighteenth century

formulated Romanian nationalist ic1eology ano a Febronian o:r
populist concept of the church.

The monastic group was

suppressed, and successive bishops were of the more cautious
Latin mold.

Still, the nationalist school remained influen5

tial in Blaj.
5. Ion Negoitescu, "Biserica unit~ ~i ~coala ardelContrapunct (Cologne) 1985, no. 3, 10-1, 23.
Negoitescu reviews an unspecified work by the Munich
Romanian historian Octavian BArlea which presents the
eighteenth-century antithesis concerning the nature of the
church union.
Barlea argues in de Vries, et al., 180 and
422, that the dichotomy was present already in 1701, and
expressed henceforth in "verschiedene Auffassungen von der
Kirchenordnung, die bald mehr synodal, bald starker autoriean~,"
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Micu set a striking precedent for the later reformers
when he convened a diocesan synod in 1744 that included not
only the clergy but also numerous laymen, peasants, and even
Orthodox.

He reported there on his advocacy of Romanian

rights at the recent diet, and sought ratification of further
steps.

Many of those present made their adherence to the

church union conditional on the Bishop's continued pursuit
6

of the nationalist course.

Micu's own clergy supported

both his nationalist politics and the church union, but
stipulated that the latter should not interfere with the
maintainance of the "Wallachian pravila" (canon law) in
matters of church discipline.

This stipulation wc;_s accepta-

ble t.o neither Rome nor Vienna, which also rejected Clain's
action of convening a church synod without the approval of
7

his archbishop in Esztergom.
Bishop Micu's actions were an outgrowth of agitated
times and practical politics.

The three formulators of

Romaniar. nationalist. iO.Pology in Elaj in the final decades
of the eighteenth century-- known collectively as the
"Transylvanian School"-- were Greek Catholic priests and
monks who drew their ideas primarily from their own historical research and foreign writers c;f the Enlightenment:
Samuil Micu, Gheorghe

~incai,

and Petru Meier.

Their

studies on the origins of the Romanians and the Romanians'
tir geformt war."
6. David Prodan, p~J~x ~jbe1lus Valachorum. Aus der
Geschichte der rumanischen Nationsbi1dung 1700-18~
(Bukarest: Kriterion Verlag, 1981), 165.
7. Hitchins, The Idea of Nation, 51-2.
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purported place in the history of Transylvania spurred the
Romanian national movement.

Their nationalism found theo-

logical application under the influence of the Gallican and
Febronian thinkers.

The Transylvanian School's religious

writings were published much later, if at all, but the
manuscripts influenced teaching in Blaj by them and their
successors.
Samuil Micu's chief contribution to religious thought
was lds t:rar1slc-Jtion

bPt~ween

1782 and 1799 of the earliest

sectjonf; of tbe r::assi,,E-. church histo:ry by thE· Gallican
Claude Fleury; he also ccn:posed a sbo:r te:r synthesj s of the
same work.

The Roman Catholic diocesan library in Gyula-

fehervar provided the copy of the work he used throughout
8
much ot this period.
The emphasis given here to the
prerogatives of diocesan synods and the collectivity of the
clergy became even more explicit in the works of Petru
Maior, dean of Reghin 1784-1809.

They demonstrate the

strong influence on him of contemporary church writers and
philosophers as the result of his studies ir• Rome and Vienna
between 1774 and 1780.

He then became a professor in Blaj,

where he composed his virulent attack on Papal primacy and
defense of Josephinism, Procanon, in 1783.

The occasion was

a sharp conflict at the Romanian bishopric between Roman and
Josephinian tendencies.

Against the absolutism of Bishop

8. Pompiliu Teodor, "Traducerile si prelucrarile lui
Samuil Micu din opera lui Claude Fleury," in Interferente
iluministe europene (Cluj-Napoca: Editura Dacia, 1984), 10518.
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roan Bob, Maior argued that the synod should be a constitional legislative body, but the emperor should exercise a
veto over its decisons.

He even denied the validity of the

council of Florence, which was the canonical precedent for
the Romanian church union, and favored the Romanians' return
to Ortboc]c·xy.

Be ci tE·a eastern cano11s in support of synod-

9

ality.

In his manuscript Protopopadichia

(1795) Maior argued that rural deans enjoyed deliberative
10
rights in diocesan synods equal to those of the bishops.
It is doubt:fuJ tbat tbese fllcHll..lscripts of :Maier were widely
known, but t.hey are interesting as the prodtJct of eastern
tradition and of ClJYrents present in the rest of society.
It is also more than likely that Maior propagated his ideas
11
during his long service as a parish priest.
9. IIitchins, The Idea of Nation, 100-1; r.1aria Prot.ase,
"Le "Procanon" dePetru Maior, replique sud-est europeene
des attaques antipapales du XVIIIe siecle," in Enlightenment and Romanian Society, ed. Pompiliu Teodor (ClujNapoca: Editura Dacia, 1980), 245-59.
The surviving manuscript
of Procanon is incomplete; it was published for the first
time in 1894, and excerpts are in Scoala ardeleana, ed.
Florea Fugariu, (Bucuresti: Editura Minerva, 1983), I, 5576.
10. Teodor, "Ecouri janzeniste si galicane in cultura
romaneasca," in Interferente, 83-98. Teodor exaggerates the
parallel between Febronianism and Jansenism.
The latter was
primarily a n,overHer't for ascetic spiritua1it~y rat.her than
synodality.
11. Carol Capra~ and Flaviu Popan minimize these writings'
influence. They argue that Procanon was full of "youthful
exaggerations" that Maior later ignored; its initial publication was the work of Fucbarest Orthodox who sou.ght. to
throw "straw in the clay even of confessional misunderstandings" by drawing renewed attention to "Papist" authoritarianism.
Protopopadichia first appeared in the Greek
Catholic journal of Vienna Sionul Rom&nesc in 1865-6.
"Biserica unita intre anii 1700-1918," in Biserica romAn§
unita, 127. The chief biography of Maior was unavailable
to me: Maria Protase, Petru Maior (Bucure9ti, 1973).
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From 1809 until his death in 1821 Maior was editor of
Romanian books at the university publishing house in Buda.
There he published his greatest works, more moderate but
more influential because they were published: a history of
the Romanians in Transylvania up to the time of the Hungarian
conquest that firmly maintained the thesis of Dace-Romanian
continuity (editions in 1812, 1834, and 1883) and a church
history of the Romanians (published in 1813).

He moderated

the anti-Catholic tendencies of his earlier writings, but
also rejected confessional exclusivism and conceived of the
Greek Catholic Church chiefly as a vehicle of Romanian
political expression.

His church history praises the en-

lightened attitude of those Greek Catholic deans who sought
to overcome between Catholics and Orthodox, and cited
approvingly instances where the laity and even clergy of one
Romanian church willingly called on the services of the
clergy of the other church for masses, funerals and confession.

Such practices contrasted with the militant confes-

sionalism of most Greek Catholic bishops.

The book contains

strikingly explicit condemnation of the ruling Bishop Bob
for his alleged inattention to the well-being of the church,
failure to use its economic means for the support of the
12
clergy, and favoritisre toward his own relatives.
Maier's definition of the church union is instructive:
"all Romanians of Transylvania united with Rome in faith,

12. Excerpts of the two works are in Scoala ardeleana,
I, 863-905, and II, 164-95, respectively.
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but not in law, for they have maintained the Greek law,
always, after the union."

Maior emphasized the insistence

of the clergy in the synod of 1739 on the maintenance of
everything in the oriental canon laws or pravila that did
13
not explicitly contradict the church union.
Romanian
Orthodox often used the word law (legea) in much the same
way as Hungarian Reforn,ed used the word faith (hit) : legea
rom.€measca referred to Orthodoxy, and magyar hit to the
Hungarian Reformed Church or Calvinism.
All but one Greek Catholic bishop down to and including
$ulutiu himself was a member of the Romanian gentry of the
14

counties.

This nobility was of modest means and on

occasion not uninclined to champion the interests of the
Romanian peasantry.

More importantly, by ancestry as well

as their constj tut.ional position the Greek Catholic bishops
we1e

schoole~

in the tradition of county r;olitics.

How they

should apply this tradition was controversial: in solidarity
with other noblemen or with Hungarian coreligionists of the
Roman rite, or as the champion of their underrepresented
clergy or conationals.
Bishops Bob ( 1783-1830) and Joan Lemeni (1832-49) did
not share the militancy of the Transylvanian School.

Bob

had poor relations with his deans and monks; he denied these

12. Istoria besericei rom.anilor, in Scoala ardeleana,
II, 174-5.
14. Hitchins, "An East European Elite in the Eighteenth
Century: The Rumanian Uniate Hierarchy," in The Rich, the
Well Born, and the Powerful, Frederic Cople Jaher, ed.
(Urbana: university--or Ill-inois Press, 1973), 139-53.
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groups their former position in the diocesan synod.

He

allowed the monastery to stagnate, and established a
cathedral chapter in 1807 to provide the leading personnel
15
for schools and administration in Blaj.
Bob succeeded in
interrupting the publication and dispersal of Maier's church
history in 1813, and then in sequestering the 1000 copies
that remained in Maier's possession at the time of his
death.

The opportunity to acquire individual copies aroused

great interest among the Greek Catholic clergy in the two
decades before 1848; the remainder of the sequestered vol16
umes burned in a fire in Blaj in 1848-9.
The ideas of
the Transylvanian School were fundamental for the leaders of
the revival of the Blaj schools in these years.

For this

group, including George Baritiu and Simeon Barnutiu, Petru
Maier's conception of the church as a popular rallying point
for national struggle was very powerful.

The chief formula-

tion of this idea was an article by Barnutiu in 1843 which
built on the ideas of Petru Maior concerning the eastern
synodal tradition.

He argued that government by the majori-

ty of a synod representing all members of the church should
17
Several
replace the absolutist regime of the bishop.

15. Capro9 and Fopan, 113-15.
16. K~roly K6116, "Adal~kok Gheorghe eincai ~s Petru
Iviaior rnuveinek viszontsagaihoz," in Ket irodalom mezsgy~je!!_,
114-22. Capros and Popan wrote that the final part of the
work, dealing with the most recent years of Bob's episcopate, "didn't preserve the serenity suited to a historian," and was not published in 1813. Op. cit., 128.
17. B~rnutiu, "SAborul eel mare al episcopiei
F~g~ra~ului. Prologus galeatus," in Foaie pentru ~inte,
Inima, ~ Literatura 6 (1843), 26-9, 33-7.
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leading members of the clergy advocated an increased role
for church synods, including Sulut;.iu as Vicar of Salaj.
The judicial condemnation of BArnut;.iu and several supporters
in 1845 brought the movement to an abrupt end.
18
in 1848.

It revived

The career of Lemeni as bishop ended in disgrace.

He

shcJJec1. the syD,pathy of many other Gn:,·ek CathoU cs for the

liberc'l Eung.:nic,rl ol'posi ti0I1, wllc•se cban:pionir'g c,f thE-' peasc:wt emancipation in the cotJnt_ies benefitted the Ron:anians.
In 1848 be found f:in:self in Kolozsvar after the outbreak of
hostilities and, in a controversial pastoral letter of
October, 1848, called on his people to obey the Hungarian
autbor i ties.

Conseqvent ly the Avstrian corun·,.:ntder declared

his dismissal frml office.

The diocese was administered by

the Provost Simeon Crainic, one of the nationalist allies of
BArnutiu who had been censured between 1844 and 1846.

The

Holy See and several leading clerics in Blaj continued to
regard Lemeni as the canonical Bishop, and therefore resisted
the Austrian insistence on his replacement.

$ulut;.iu painted

Lemeni as a "supporter of the Hungarian rebellion," and
this was partly responsible for the eventual acceptance of
Len~ni's

dismissal by the Holy See and Lemeni himself.

bishop agreed to resign from his see in 1850.

The

The government

then confirmed the choice by the electoral synod in Blaj of
19
$ulut;.iu as his successor.
18. Gyemant, 166-71
19. loan Filip, "Il metropolit~ Alessandro Sterca
Sulu:r.iu. Contributi bj ografici," Acta Historica (Mi.inchen)
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Officials considered $ulutiu a less consequential
leader Haynald and qaguna.

Thus, Colonel Jankowsky in Feb-

ruary, 1859 discounted Hungarian allegations of
Dacoron~n

$ulu~iu's

synvathies, stating te was "a weak-willed old

20
man."

Almost three years later, Friedenfels did not even

mention him in a survey of Transylvanian politics, referring
to Canon Timotei Cipariu as the most significant leader in
21
Blaj and a reliable supporter of the government.
A
letter of de Luca in 1858 characterized the Metropolitan as
cunning and self-righteous, possessing "an agile mind,
mediocre education and an uncommon ability to find the
22
necessary means of attaining his goals."
The voluminous political correspondence of the Metropolitan in the
1860s belies the view of his insignificance: there have been
preserved twenty-three personal letters he wrote to Baritiu
1~59,

96-7 a~d Hei~dl, "Die Wiener Nuntiatur," 423-6, cite a
highly unfavorable account of $ulutiu's intrigue by Nuncio
de I;uca written in 185 8.
De Luca was surely inl uenced by
the deposed bishop's version of events, since Lemeni resided
in Vienna until his death in 1861.
Lerneni 's role in 1848 is
controversial; several Romanian writers sought to exhonerate
him, but the documents published in GBCS, III, 144-51 demonstrate he compromised himself in the eyes of the Austrians.
Virgil $otropa, "Din actele ~i scrisorile episcopului
Lemeni," Arhiva Somesan§ 1937, no. 21, 528-68, shows that
not only the Magyarophile Blaj Canon Papfalvi supported
Lemeni, but also such nationalist allies of $ulutiu in the
1860s as the later Canon in Luges, Stefan Moldovan and the
dean in Kolozsv~r, roan Fekete-Negrutiu.
20. Jankowsky to Kempen, February 20, 1859, in Popescu,
260.
21. Friedenfels to Mecs~ry, November 28, 1861, in HHSA,
Infornatic·nsbiiro 1861/8129 (EJ enchus 205).
22. Filjp, "IJ metropoljta Alessandro Sterca Suluziu,"
96; Ibid., "MitropcJjtul ll.1e::l<andru S. ~ului;:.ir1," in Buna
vestire 8, l-2 ( 1969), 16.
De Luca also asserte<'J that the
scholar Canon Cipariu was the leading personality in the
Greek Catholic clergy.
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between 1860 and 1867, forty-six letters to Dimitrie
Moldovan between 1857 and 1867, and an extensive correspondence with the Transylvanian Court Chancellors which
includes many policy proposals affecting the broader issues
23
of the period.
Romanian militants regarded $ulut,iu as
their ally, frequently referring to him in their corres24
pondence as "our good Metropolitan."
Although Sulutiu
lacked Haynald's international contacts, he became an honcrary vice presic1ent. of the anti-slavery organization
Institut d'Afrioue several years before Haynald attained a
25
similar honor.
Writing twenty years after $ulutiu's death,

Bari~iu

lan1E:ntecJ the fact tbat no substantial biography of the
Metropolitan bad appeared, and that the numerous eulogies
paid scant attention to his often tempestuous relations with
26
Rome, the court, and the aristocracy.
Vasile Popescu
praised his dogged defense of eastern church traditions and
national interests "in the conflicts he had, at the peril of
his own well-being, with the apostolic see in Rome and the
23. The location of the original letters to Baritiu is
unknown.
They first appeared in Baritiu's P~rti alese, III,
and were republished in GBCS, IV; but they are undoubtedly
genuine.
Moldovan was one of the highest Romanian officials
of the period and, though Orthodox, married to $ulutiu's
niece.
The letters to him are in AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul
Dimitrie Moldovan.
24. The published Baritiu correspondence contains
numerous such references to $ulutiu.
25. Foreign Minister Buol-Schauenstein to $ulutiu,
January 11, 1856 (announcing the granting of the title of
wirklicher aeheimer Staatsrat), in AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondul
Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu, No. 40; the French honor is also
listed in Siematismulu ... 1865, 1.
26. Parti alese, III, 467~8.
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27
imperial government."

These unstable relationships help

to explain why potential biographers shied away from the
task and highlight a basic characteristic of the man: unlike
his predecessors and successors in Blaj and his colleagues
in the other churches, he was a combative adherent of nation28
alist ideology and a poor diplomat.
He was an anomaly,
the only bishop or metropolitan in Blaj after the eighteenth
century to represent the nationalist trend present within
the Greek Catholic Church since its creation.

He wrote

historical studies arguing against Hungarian historical
viewpoints or especially the

presun-~ed

r.atinizing intentions

of the Holy See, most of which were deemed unpublishable
because of their content or incompatibility with his offi29
cial position.

People of the fviuntii _?\puseni of Transylvania is most_ instructive concerning his political views.

He completed the

work in 1856, hut could not secure the hoped-for publication
30
in his lifetime.
He consulted written sources, but also
27. Popescu, "Biografi'a Metropolitului Alesandru St.
Siulutiu," 180.
28. The contrast with $aguna is pointed out by Albu, 54,
and evident fron1 a comparison of the 1 iterary style of their
official and personal correspondence as well: $ulutiu's is
righteous, effusive, often resentful, while that of Saguna
is more formal and tightly reasoned.
29. Gy~m~nt, 92, 100, and Baritiu, P~rti alese, III,
462-3.
Neither mentions $ulutiu's study on the Armenians,
referred to in Chapter IX.
The introductory study to FeketeNegrutiu's correspondence with Baritiu characterizes $ulutiu
as the Blaj bishop who was "the least contaminated by the
dogmas of the Latin church."-- GBCS, III, 133.
30. The first complete publication of the study is
"Istoria Horii $i a poporului rom~nesc din Muntii Apuseni ai
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relied on the oral accounts of his father, who was a local
priest during the peasant revolt of Horea, and of the people
in whose midst he lived for nearly forty years.
indicates that at the time of writing

~ulutiu

The work

shared the

animosity of the mountaineers toward the aristocracy and the
imperial mining authorities, but also their naive confidence
in the Emperor.

The specific problems and grievances de-

scribed in the narrative, which ends in 1852, resemble those
presented by local Romanians during the 1860s.

He responded

mildly when the clergy in his native region led a civil
disbedience campaigr and tax boycott against the Hungarian officials in May, 1861.

The declaration of the recalcitrant vil-

lagers contained ideas that may have been inspired by Sulutiu's
31
work on Horea.
After the elevation of the Blaj see to a metropolitanate, the new Greek Catholic dioceses of Szamosujvar and
Lugos were created in 1855 and subordinated, along with the
older diocese of Nagyv~rad, to Blaj.

Data from the diocesan

catalogues of Blaj and Szamosujvar indicate three-fifths of
Transylvanian Greek Catholics lived in the Archdiocese of
Blaj, which was entirely in Transylvania.

Ivlost of the

Ardealului," in Izvoarele r~scoalei lui Horea. Seria B.
Izvoare narative, II: 1786-1860 (Bucure9ti: Academiei-,Tg-a:n-,-330-44 7.
31. Mik6 to $ulutiu, May 23, 1861, szolgabiro Apaty to
prefect Pogany, May 20, and drafts of $ulutiu's replies to
Mike and Pogany, May 27, in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG 1861/317;
Pastoral letter of May 28, in loc.cit., 1861/320. The
Romanian declaration issued in Cimpeni on May 28, in MOL
F263 1861/656, includes passages seemingly inspired by
"Istoria Horii," 364.
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remainder lived in the diocese of Szamosujvar, but the bulk
of this diocese' population lay in Hungary proper.
Table 14: The Dioceses of Blaj and szamosujvar
Population
Deaneries Parishes Filiae
Szamosujvar
418,349
44
525
272
in Hungary
257,727
27
262
201
in Transylvania 160,622
17
263
71
Blaj
368,549
38
719
358 32
All of the remaining Greek Catholics of Transylvania were in
the much smaller diocese of Lugos.

This new diocese had its

seat in the Banat, but two-thirds of its population of
33
nearly one hundred thousand were in Hunyad county.
I
referred in the last chapter to the special social and
religious circumstances of Hateg in the Lugos diocese.

There

were important differences between the the Blaj archdiocese
and the Transylvanian part of the diocese of Szamosujvar as
well.

In much of the Blaj archdiocese the population was

mixed both ethnically and religiously, while a high percentage of the Greek Catholics lived in filiae, or diaspora
communities unsupervised by a resident pastor and often
lacking a school.

The territory of the diocese of

32. Data from Siematismulu veneratului cleru catholicu
de ri tul.!:I_ orj.._e.!l!i=\1-~ ?J.!:l. ?~chi -diecesei metropoli tane £.
Albei-Julie ••• (Blasiu: Tipariulu seminariului archi-diecesanu, 1865) and Schematismus venerabilis cleri neo-erectae
§joe9esj~ §~amos=ll}Variensis gr. rit. cath .•• (SzamosUjvarini: Typis typographiae dioecesanei, 1867).
33. No catalogue for Lugos was available to me.
I
deduced the Transylvanian remnant by subtracting the
Szarnosujvar and Blaj totals from the 1869 total for
Transylvania in Keleti, p. 342. Adrianyi, Ungarn und das .L_
Vaticanum, p. 96, indicates the population of the diocese
was 99,652 in 1868. This and the other diocesan totals are
conYpat.ible with those in A katolikus Magyarorszag for the
end of the century. Adrianyi's totals for Szamosujvar and
Blaj (pp. 91, 95) are far too low.
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Szamosujvar was far more ethnically and religiously
homogeneous, and well-supplied with clergy and schools.
Like the Roman Catholic bishops, the Greek Catholic
ones were assisted by cathedral chapters (nominally ten
canons in Blaj, six in Szamos~jv6r, and six in Lugos) and
consistories.

Parishes were grouped not only into deaneries

(R. protopopiate) but also larger groupings of deaneries
called archdeaneries and rural vicariats.

Fagara$, and Hai;:eg.

The three rural

They exerci::>ed the r)rerogati ves of a

derruty bishop over twenty to thirty thousand Romanians
34
each.
In terms of education, income and authority,
the canons, vicars, and cleans

stood head and shoulders

above the ordinary parish clergy

Parishes generally

elected lay elders and employed several laymen in liturgical
functions.
The remainder of this chapter will examjne several key
areas of Greek Catholic politics in which $ulutiu played a
central and controversial ro] e: the fvietropol itan 's disputce
with the Holy See concerning issues of canon law, the question of financial aid and the cathedral chapter in Blaj,
disputes with the Hungarian and Fomanian Catholic clergy of
Transylvania, the special problems of the diocese of
Szamosujvar, and the movement for the convocation of an
34. The Vicariat of salaj, formerly occupied by
was in the Partiurn, and hence separated from
Transylvania after 1861.
~ulutiu,
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archdiocesan synod.

***
Sterca-~ulu~iu,

the Vatican, and "Latinism"

The adversarial attitude of Romanian nationalists toward the Holy See drew on the memory of the Orthodox revolts
in the eighteenth century and the popular identification of
Orthodoxy as the "Romanian law."
critical view of

thE'~

nineteenth century.

This was compounded by the

Papacy among J ibera] t.hinkers in the
Many Greek Catholic intellectuals had

studied in Blaj under Simian Barnutiu and his successor Aron
Pumnul.

These professors used as their basic philosophy

texts the works of Wilhelm Traugott Krug. This German Kantian
argued that religious and political liberalism were intimately related, and that "Protestantism [is] by its very
35
nature rel ig iou.s and ecclesiastic 1 ibera J.i sp,."
To be

but the transmission of Krug's hostility to the Catholic
restoration preconditioned many clergymen as well as laity
to be critical of the anti-liberal ultramontane Catholicism
36
of the mid-nineteenth century.

35. IIans-Joachim Birkner, "Liberale Theologie," in
Kirchen und Liberalismus im neunzehnten Jahrhundert
( Gottingen: Vandenhoeck--&- Ruprecht-,-1976T·~- 36-,--4-0-.- Hitchins
notes the importance of Krug for the philosophy of Barnutiu
and Pumnul, but not Krug's explicit equation of Protestantism
and religious and political liberalism.
See Hitchins, The
Idea of Nation, 150-1. Alexandru v. Grama deplored the use
in Blaj of Krug's texts, which were in conflict with the
precer-ts of t:he fa i t:r:.
G1 an'a, Istori 'a Baseri cei Ron1anescj
unite cu Rom 'a dela incepu,tulu c~estinismului pana in -dileTe
nostre (Blasiu: Cu tipariulu Seminariului Archidiecesanu,
1884), 208.
36. POIT'I'iljJ.:, Teocor, "Noi precizad ln JegaturEi c1..1 jz450

Shortly after the conclusion of the Concordat, Minister
of Culture Thun called the Catholic bishops of the empire to
a conference in Vienna.

Tlle conception of Thun and Rauscher

concerning the application of the Concordat dissatisfied
$ulutiu and Cipariu.

The Metropolitan protested directly to

the Holy See in November, 1856 when the government issued an
edict to all the bishops outlining its views of church
discipline.

$ul uti u wrote that

u-,e state hacJ no right to

interfere in the affairs of his church, that its Latinizing
schemes would destroy the church union in its essence.

He

insisted on the limitation of the union to the four points
of the Council of Florence, and stated that the basis of
church discipline concerning synods and marriage law for the
Romanian Greek Catholics had to be the Pravila (canon
law code), citing the Tirgovi~te (Wallachia) edition of
37
1652.
In the following weeks Sulutiu notified his clergy
of the debate underway and requested their "discrete, gentle
and respectful" written proposals concerning the best means
of upholding the Pravila and the precise preconditions of
the church union.
Vatican~ s

Soon he informed the Holy See that the

plans bac1 aroused unease among his clergy.

He

urged Rome to appreciate the difficulty of maintaining the
vcarele lucrArilor b&rnutene," in Ibid., Interferente
iluministe ~uropene, 101.
37. DSSS, 124-9; $ulutiu to Pius IX, November 26, 1856,
in AS Cluj, Fondul Alexandru Sterca-~ulutiu. No. 122. According to Vasile Popescu, ~ulutiu " ... afara de cele 4
puncte c1ogrnatice i;ii cunoscute, de neci una schiambare in
Vf~cld le asiec1ien:inte ~;i di sciplina, cari le-a tienutu beseric~a orientala pana la cone. Florentinu, nu vre se
audia ... "-- "Biografia~a," 180.
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church union in the face of accusations by the "schismatics"
that the eastern rite was being adulterated.

He added that

rumors of plans in Rome to institute celibacy among the
clergy had aroused "panic" in his clergy.

At the same time

he appealed to his suffragan bishops to support his posi38
tion.
$ulutiu's protestations and discrete agitation began to
have the desired effect.

The Holy See rejected the protests

of the Austrian ambassador in Rome against his comportment,
and directed its attention to the issues raised by the
39
Metropolitan.
$ulutiu sent a long memorandum to the Pope
in March, 1858 complaining at the inadequate attention given
to his rite in Rome and listing specific areas of church
legislation wherein he should be consulted and improvements
40
made.
The controversy over a newspaper article illustrates
the sensitive state of Romanian relations with Rome at the
time.

The article by loan Fekete-Negrutiu denied the val-

idity of the Concordat for the Romanians, denounced the
three Romanian suffragan bishops who had publicly supported
it, and demanded the observance of oriental canon law with
41
respect to synods and marriages.
Initially disturbed
38. Fragment of circular of December, 1856, $ulutiu to
de Luca, February 28 and March 3, 1857, and $ulutiu to
Erdelyi, Dobra, and Alexi, in AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul
Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu. Nos. 127, 129, 132, 134.
39. Colloredo to Antonelli, March 6, 1857, and
Antonelli to de Luca, March 22 and 30, in DSSS, 295-304.
40. Draft of $ulutiu to Pius IX, March, 1858, in AS
Cluj-Napoca, Fondul Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu. No. 138.
41. The article, "Clus, in 9/21 martiu 1858," in Gazeta
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by the article,
42
contents.

~ulu~iu

privately commended Negrutiu for its

In the summer of 1858 the Holy See decided to send de
Luca to Blaj for consultations.

He left Vienna in August

with four advisors, and passed through Lugoj and Alba Iulia
before his arrival in Blaj on September 12.

In the course

of the nine-day conference with 9ulu~iu, Alexi and Erdelyi,
the Nuncio formed the very negative impression of the Metropolitan we have cited above.

With respect to

$ulu~iu's

insistence on oriental church discipline, de Luca would
later write that "$ulutiu constantly confuses doctrine with
discipline ... " and that "it is a true misfortune for this
43
church province to have such an archbishop at its head."
The low opinion of $ulutiu held by Rome surely hurt him in
44
his rivalry with Haynald.
The mission did achieve an agreement whereby the
Romanians accepted Latin procedures concerning certain categories of divorce.

Though relatively less intense, the

debate concerning divorce procedure continued in succeeding
45
Austrian officials took an interest in $ulutiu's
years.
Transilvaniei 1858, pp. 89-90, 93-4, is summarized in GBCS,
III, 133-4.
42. Fekete-Negrutiu to Baritiu, May 3, 1858, in Ibid.,
158.
43. Filip, "Il metropolit~ Alessandro Sterca Suluziu,"
96-8.
44. The positive assessment of the conference by DSSS,
138-9, disregards this dimension.
45. Documents 122 and 129 from AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul
Alexandru Sterca-$ulutiu concerning marriage matters, from
the years 1856 and 1857, were copied for $ulutiu by one of
his priests in September, 1863. Many deans demanded that
district marriage tribunals under their own supervision be
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canonical claims after observing the serious hearing Rome
was giving him.

In July, 1858, Thun ordered the Transylvanian

officials to secure a copy of the Pravila for his own
46
use.
The prestige of $ulutiu in Rome fell considerably as
the result of the controversy over his comportment at the
celebration of the Emperor's birthday in the bathing resort
47
of Elopatak on August 18, 1861.
The Romanians of this
part of the Szekler region were overwhelmingly Orthodox, and
the only Catholic church in the locality was a small Hungarian
Roman Catholic chapel.

$ulutiu chose, in violation of canon

law, to attend the mass at the Orthodox church.

The Hungarians

indignantly reported the incident to the press and to Haynald,
who reported it in turn to the Nuncio.

They charged $ulutiu

with avoiding the Catholic liturgy because the Orthodox
church was more accessible to him in his fragile state of
48
health.
De Luca noted in his account to Rome that the
restored.
46. Thun to Vice Governor Lebzeltern, July 25, 1858, in
MOL. F258. 203. csomo. 1858/4296. Lebzeltern's reply, six
days later, noted that there was a copy in Baron Brukenthal's library in Hermannstadt, and probably another in the
possession of Saguna.
47. Filip and Dumitriu-Snagov identify the feast as St.
Stephen's Day (August 20; see Chapter V), but place the
incident on August 16. Filip, "Il Metropolita Alessandro
Sterca Suluziu," 88; DSSS, 208. My account relies on Filip,
88-90, unless otherwise noted.
48. The press report was "Elopatak, aug. 18," in Korunk,
August 24, 1861.
It stated simply that "gyengelkedese miatt
[$ulu~iu] kenytelenittetett a hozza kozelebb eso, de emelkedett helyen levo kath. templomot mellozni es a g.n. egyesultekebe jarni." A report from Elopatak on August 20, in
the August 31 issue, described the St. Stephen's Day celebration in the Roman Catholic chapel conducted by Tivadar
Zerich, noting the absence of any Romanians in attendance.
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Hungarians' eagerness to report the matter derived more from
national animosity than from religious zeal.

But Bishop

Dobra condemned 9ulutiu's action to the Nuncio, claiming
s,ulutiu was "hostile to the spirit of Catholicism."
S,ulutiu responded at length to the brief reference in
Korunk.

He stated the small Catholic chapel would not have

had any mass on August 18 if he had not prevailed upon
Zerich to celebrate it there.

Less than ten people were in

attendance, and he considered it only natural that afterwards he attended the more populous and festive Orthodox
liturgy.

He impugned the loyalty of the Hungarians for

giving much greater attention to their national holiday two
days later.

He defended his attendance of the Orthodox

liturgy, "where they celebrate the holy liturgy in his
[ $ul uti u 's] mother tongue, and

~.!:

omnia,_ et_ in omnibus,

with the same rite, ceremony, prayers and hymns."

Nor did

he count himself among those who believe that, "if they
cross the threshold of another denomination's church, they
commit as many sins as the pious words they utter within."
Indeed, "the Latin mother church itself recognizes that the
clergy of the Greek non-united is good and valid, and possesses apostolic succession, that it celebrates a true liturgy, that it administers the seven sacraments validly,
49

etc."

S,ulutiu defended his record of devotion to the

Concerning St. Stephen's Day and Tivadar Zerich, see Chapters V-VI.
49. "Nyiltter," in Korunk, September 27, 1861.
S,ulutiu
excused his absence from the St. Stephen's Day liturgy with
a brief reference to his travel plans.
Patelos, 9, cites
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church in a letter to the Nuncio, attributing all contrary
allegations to Hungarian animosity.

The author of the articles

denouncing him was none other than Karoly Veszely, he
stated, who had helped to make the Hungarian celebration 1n
Elopatak on August 20 an anti-government demonstration.
$ulutiu accused Haynald of inspiring the campaign against
50
him.
Nonetheless, the Vatican admonished him for the
sin of communicatio in divinis cum haereticis et schismaticis, albeit it was "due more to ... ignorance than to malice."
$ulutiu had also transgressed against the tentative "peace
agreement" with $aguna of the previous May.

The agreement

forbade attendance at each other's services by Greek Catholic
and Orthodox priests "so that foreigners may not accuse us
51
of religious indifference."

***
Financial Aid and the Cathedral Chapter
DeLuca's mission to Transylvania stimulated Austrian
interest in financial support for the clergy.

Article 26 of

part of the article from a report by the Nuncio. A rough
draft is in AS Alba Iulia, MRU,CM 704.
Even a hundred years
later, the Catholic Church decreed that "Divine Law forbids
any common worship (communicatio in sacris) which would
damage the unity of the Church, orinvolve formal acceptance
of falsehood or the danger of deviation in the faith, of
scandal, or of indifferentism," explicitly approving common
worship with the Orthodox only in exceptional circumstances.
See "Decree on Eastern Catholic Churches" (1964), in The
Documents of Vati.cap 11 (New York: Guild Press, 1966)~834.
50. Draft of Sulu~iu to the Nuncio, January 28, 1862, in
AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG 1862/44. The Nuncio's letter of
January 18 enclosed a Latin translation of $ulutiu's article
of September 27, probably supplied to him by Haynald.
51. Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 599.
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the Concordat stipulated that state subsidies for parishes
would be increased where this was necessary, and Greek
Catholic pastors "provided for in the same way as those of
52
the Latin rite."
$ulu1;:iu submitted requests for a subsidy of 12,000 fl. to the Locumtenency in April and June,
53
1855.
Two years later the Locumtenency proposed to Thun
that the financial support of all local churches be surveyed
54
and regulated.
Finally in September, 1858 it invited
$ulutiu to report on this matter directly to Thun.
obliged with a letter of fifteen pages.

9u1u1;:iu

He attributed the

faults of the clergy to its poverty and lack of regulated
income and the anomalous insistence of many parishes on the
right to select their own pastors.

He considered inadequate

support the chief reason why he was forced to acquiesce in
the nomination of incompetent pastors, and called urgently
55
for aid.
The Locumtenency consequently requested detailed recommendations from $ulu1;:iu and Alexi, and in July,
1859 recommended a subsidy of 20,000 fl. for their dioceses.
As an afterthought, it also requested a report from Saguna,
and in September recommended a subsidy of 25,000 fl. for the
56
Orthodox clergy in Transylvania.
52. Text published in Erika Weinzierl-Fischer, Die
6sterreichischen Konkordate von 1855 und 1933 (Wien: Verlag
fur Geschichte und-Pol1tik: I96o)~5~ - 53. $ulutiu to Schwarzenberg, April 10 and 22, and
August 31, 1855, in AS Cluj-Napoca, Fondul Alexandru Sterca$ulutiu. Nos. 104-6.
54. Alexander Bach to Liechtenstein, July 13, 1859, in
MOL, F258. 203. csomo. 1859/3271.
55. $ulutiu to Thun, November 3, 1858, in MOL F258, 203.
csomo, 1859/2238.
56. Thun to Liechtenstein, May 14, 1859, and Liechten457

Thun delayed the release of the subsidies because of
the financial straits of the government itself, then
57
suspended them indefinitely in 1860.
In the following
year the Viennese cultural authorities, now under the supervision of Schmerling's ministry, finally secured a subsidy
for the Transylvanian Orthodox.

Beginning in June of 1861

the Orthodox diocese received from 25,000 to 50,000 fl.
annually for the support of the clergy, seminaries and
58
personnel.
Despite protests by ~ulutiu and the Nuncio,
comparable subsidies were granted to the Greek Catholics
59
only in 1863.
In the projected Austrian budget for 1863,
more than two-thirds of the Transylvanian Court Chancellery's expenditure for religious affairs went to the
60
Romanian churches.
The delay was further evidence of the

stein to $ulutiu and Alexi, May 23, in loc.cit.; draft of
Liechtenstein to Thun, July 23, 1859, in Ibid., 1859/3302;
draft of Liechtenstein to Thun, September 18, 1859, in
Ibid., 1859/4247.
57. Thun to Liechtenstein, September 28, 1860, in Ibid.,
1860/3453.
58. Hitchins, Orthodoxy and Nationality, 239; Schmerling
to Kemeny, June 4-,-1861--, in-MOL-D228, 1861/248. Kemeny
considered Schmerling's role in securing the subsidy for the
Orthodox in 1861 an unwarranted interference in Transylvanian
affairs, comparable to his approval of the Romanian conference
at the beginning of the year.
59. Grigore Mihali to $ulutiu, September 10, 1861, and
Alexi to $ulutiu, November 29, 1861, in AS Alba Iulia,
MRU, CM 720, 724, and references in subsequent years. According
to Alexi $ulutiu lobbied for the subsidy during his stay in
Vienna. The subsidy of 30,000 fl. to the Greek Catholics of
Transylvania was approved in January, 1863; $ulutiu appointed
Canon Cipariu to administer it.
See AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG
1863/134, 518.
60. Printed pamphlet, §!~at§=Yoranschlag des dster~~i~biscb§D ~9Js~rs~aa!§§ fu~ 99s Verwaltungsjahr 1863, in
MOL D228, 1863/23. This total did not include the newly
granted subsidy.
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lukewarm attitude of the Vienna authorities toward $ulutiu.
The authorities also took up the question of the incomplete membership of the Cathedral Chapter in Blaj.

The

seven Blaj canons were the best-paid element of the Romanian
clergy, enjoying an average salary of 1500 fl.

Baritiu, no

friend of ecclesiastic luxury, rejected charges that these
positions were mere feudal sinecures.

There is, he stated,

"no other body in the country, ecclesiastic or secular,
whose members ... are concerned with more varied duties than
61
the canons of Blaj."
The canons sat on various archdiocesan bodies, administered educational affairs and the publishing house, taught in the Blaj schools, and were official
62
advisors of the Metropolitan. Three canon stalls
were
nominally added in 1854 with the establishment of the Metropolitanate.

Article 22 of the Concordat required the res-

toration, where it had lapsed, of the bishop's right to
63
This right applied to the
propose canons for nomination.
vacant stalls in Blaj.

As the result of an instruction from

Thun in November, 1858, the Locumtenency called for $ulutiu's
nominations for the three new stalls as well as another
which had become vacant.
64
April, 1859.

$ulutiu submitted his proposals in

61. Parti alese, III, 147.
62. The canons' positions were called "stalls" by reason
of the stalls reserved for their use in the choir of the
cathedral.
The position owed its origin in the Middle Ages
to the goal of improving cathedral liturgies.
63. Weinzierl-Fischer, 255.
64. Draft of Liechtenstein to Thun, September 5, 1859,
in MOL F258, csomo 203, 1859/2239.
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$ulutiu's eagerness to complete the membership of the
Cathedral Chapter appears ironic in view of the earlier
opposition to this institution on the part of canonic traditionalists and rural deans, who pointed out that cathedral
chapters did not exist in the Orthodox Church.

A partial

explanation of the Metropolitan's attitude may be the opportunity offered by the Concordat for 9ulutiu to nominate his
own candidates.

More significant was $ulutiu's desire to

secure the benefit of the church endowment created by Bishop
Bob for the support of the clergy and Cathedral Chapter when
he created it in 1807.

The Metropolitan and his Chapter

protested against the disbursement by the Gubernium of endowment funds for the Roman Catholic Canon Keseru's post in
the Gubernium and for awards to the Greek Catholic priests
Simion Balint and Augustin Pop.

The latter awards may have

been a recognition of their loyalty to the Habsburgs in
1848-9, or it may have been an attempt by the court to
assure the reliability of prominent leaders of the radical
(Balint) and Hungarophile (Pop) tendency among the clergy.
The Cathedral Chapter protested that the grant of 500 fl. to
each of them had been made without asking the Chapter and
could have been better used for small grants to the many
needy clergymen.

$ulutiu maintained that the endowment

ought to be subject to the exclusive control of the Chapter
65
and himself.
Yet he had to ask the Gubernium how much
65. Anton Vestemean to Cipariu, December 7, 1860, in AS
Alba Iulia. Fondul Timotei Cipariu, 1860/18; memoranda of
the State Council, June 8 and 10, in HHSA, Jungerer
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money the endowment contained.

He was anxious to know that

the salaries of the proposed canons would come from the
66
endowment.
A controversy over the marital status of the nominees
delayed the appointments until 1862.

Liechtenstein argued

that only celibate priests should be considered because all
appointees up to that time were celibate and the cultural
67
level and morale of the Cathedral Chapter demanded it.
The Holy See also insisted on the observance of this tradition, citing Western canonical norms.

~ulutiu

for his part

argued strongly that his married nominees should also be
considered.

His presentation to the Nuncio stressed once

again the peculiarities of oriental canon law which required
68
an exception be made to Latin practices.
He pointed out
that only thirty of the 751 clerics in the archdiocese were
Staatsrat. 1861/215, 221; proposals of Archduke Rainer, July
2, and decisions by the Emperor of the next day, in HHSA,
Kabinettskanzlei. 1861/2094; Vicar General Constantin Alutan
to $ulutiu, November 25, 1861, and copy of $ulutiu to
Crenneville, same day, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM, 703 and
716, respectively. A year later, the Gubernium insisted
that Bob's testament of 1828 left the endowment under state
control, yet part of the endowment was in fact administered
by the Chapter. $ulutiu repeated his previous argument;
correspondence of Crenneville and ~ulutiu, November, 1862,
in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/4.
66. Locumtenency to $ulutiu, April 10, 1861, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/257; $ulutiu to Gubernium, September 6,
1861, in Ibid., Protocol book,-1861/566; Crenneville to
$ulutiu, January 27, 1862, in Ibid., documents, 1862/104.
Crenneville's letter enclosed an account of proposed expenditures from the endowment for 1862: 27,618 fl., of which
14,417 fl. would go to the diocesan clergy, 11,032 fl. to
the Cathedral Chapter, and 262 fl. to Canon Keseru.
67. Draft of Liechtenstein to Thun, September 5, 1859,
in MOL. F258, 3. csomo, 1859/2239.
68. Copy of $ulutiu to the Nuncio, July 17, 1860, in AS
Alba Iulia, MRU, CM 684.
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69
celibate.

He appealed to Nadasdy "as a Catholic" to

facilitate the nomination of married canons in order to
strengthen the church union and contravert those who argued
70
the state was seeking to "Latinize" the Greek Catholics.
The Holy See informed Vienna that it would refrain from
taking a public position on the question of celibate canons
because of the unfortunate public reaction this might provoke.

Consequently the Council of Ministers divided equally

in April, 1862 on the question of nominating a married canon
for Lugos.

Nadasdy and the State Council argued in favor of

the married candidate "for both ecclesiastical and political
reasons", but Forgach against him. Franz Joseph accepted the
latter/s position, in part because Lugos was in Forgach/s
71
jurisdiction.
The Metropolitan/s efforts were crowned with success.
On May 26 the Emperor nominated four new celibate canons for
72
Blaj.
More dramatically, in November, 1862 the married
dean of Torda, Ilie Vlasa, was nominated by the Vienna

69. $ulutiu to the Gubernium, January 31, 1862, in AS
Alba Iulia, MRU,FG, Protocol book, 1862/47.
70. Sulutiu to Nadasdy, March ll, 1862, in MOL D228
1862/127; AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book 1862/164.
Fekete-Negrutiu himself opposed the appointment of married
canons because they would creat tension among the celibate
clergy in Blaj. Negrutiu to Baritiu, May 3, 1858, in GBCS,
III, 158. The footnote on p. 159 inaccurately states that
the future Canons Mihali and Vestemean were also married.
71. Session of April ll, 1862, in POM V,3, 387-9.
While the non-voting members Lichtenfels and Geringer were
seconded by Nadasdy, Plener, Mecsery and Degenfeld,
Schmerling was absent from the session.
72. Sulutiu to Crenneville, June 14, acknowledging the
four appointments; in AS Alba Iulia, MRU, FG, Protocol book
1862/469.
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73
authorities with the approval of the Holy See.

$ulutiu

thanked Nadasdy for the decision, which set aside "that sad
care and pain that, notwithstanding all his virtues, capacities and merits, a married priest hitherto could not become
74
a canon."
His pride at this achievement was evident in
75
the announcement in his circular of March 6, 1863.
The new canons were loan Fekete-Negrutiu, loan Chirila,
76
Grigore Mihali, Anton Vestemean, and Vlasa.
The new
composition of the Cathedral Chapter signified a major
change in the corps of leaders in Blaj.

A published list of

the canons, in order of ecclesiastic rank and salary in 1865
(following the intervening death of one of the ten) with
their principal functions gives some idea of the new allignment:
Basil Ratiu
Provost, Treasurer
Constantin Alutan
Vicar General, Chief Judicial Officer
Timotei Cipariu
Director of the High School, Publisher
Constantin Papfalvi Member of various commissions
loan Fekete-Negrutiu Canonicus a latere, Chancellor
roan Chirila
Director-of-Vocations
73. Vortrag of Nadasdy, November 12, 1862, in
MOL D228 1862/576. In approving this measure, the Vatican
insisted that a celibate majority be maintained in the
Chapter. Antonelli to de Luca, November 28, 1862, in DSSS,
546-7.
74. $ulutiu to Nadasdy, November 23, 1862, in MOL D228
1862/582.
75. Printed pastoral letter 1863/144, in AS Alba Iulia
MRU,CM 782. A year later the Emperor ordered that the state
reimburse the Bob Endowment for controversial grant of 1000
fl. to Balint and Pop. Nadasdy and Crenneville to Sulutiu,
October 13 and November 17, 1863, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG.
1863/850, 859.
76. $ulutiu had listed Augustin Pop among his candidates for the chapter in 1859, but later withdrew his candidacy "ab illo tempore interventas rationes," substituting
that of Vlasa. $ulutiu to Crenneville, January 31, 1862, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1862/47.
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Grigore Mihali
Anton Vestemean
Elie Vlasa

Professor of History and Canon Law
Professor of Theology
Member of various commissions 77

The older canons opposed the new appointments, presumably
because of their different political and theological ori78
entation.
With the new members and Cipariu, the conservative remnants of Bishop Lemeni's chapter now constituted a small minority.

The addition of Negrutiu was clear-

ly the most significant change.

When he visited Blaj in

June, 1862 to take the oath of office, the canons informed
him that they would delay his salary until November.

The

new canon resolved that "just as I was the favorite, I
think, of the people here in Kolozsvar, so too there, if I
cannot do all my heart desires for the clergy and the nation
79
it will not be my fault."
Four months later, he proudly
signed his letter to Baritiu canonicus a latere, or chief
80
advisor to the Metropolitan."
The militant element of the Muntii Apuseni also received important promotions.

Dean Mihali came to Blaj as

Canon and professor and Nicolae Begnescu, the pastor of
clmpeni who led the singing of patriotic songs at the assembly in Blaj in 1861, became professor of music and liturgy.
$ulutiu then granted the clergy of the district of Bistra
permission to elect Mihali's replacement, an unusual concession.

They gratefully praised $ulutiu's "lifelong struggle

77. Siematismulu ... 1865, 3-6.
78. Draft of Sulutiu-:tO--vasile Pop, June 12, 1862, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 735.
79. Negrutiu to Baritiu, June 28, in GBCS, III, 177-8.
80. Negrutiu to Baritiu, October 28, in Ibid., 179-80.
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for the ancestral church constitution."

Not surpisingly,

their choice fell on the hero of the region's struggle in
81
1848-9, Simien Balint.

***
~ulu~iu,

Haynald, and the Hungarophiles

The conflict between $ulutiu and Haynald was religious,
personal and political in nature.

Clearly the Hungarian

Bishop was aware of the debate over canon law between Blaj
and Rome.

In his appeal for the dignity of archbishop in

1859, he recognized the "faith, prudence and moderation'' of
the Greek Catholic bishops, but warned that the political
dynamic of the situation increased the possibility of their
gravitation toward the Orthodox of the Danubian Principali82
ties.
At the beginning of 1861 he submitted a far more
detailed account of conditions among the Greek Catholics in
response to a request by de Luca.

Therein he accused the

Romanian people and lower clergy not only of a tendency
toward political unification, but also toward unification
with their Orthodox conationals, and he disputed Sulutiu's
claims concerning canon law, as well.
83
allegations in later letters.

He reiterated these

The emergence of Sulutiu as a popular political figure

81. Augustin Colturu, District Notary, to $ulu~iu,
September 18, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/802;
circular of Balint, November 12, in Alba Iulia. Muzeul
Unirii, Arhiva. 5235.
82. DSSS, 186, and document, p. 459.
See Chapter IX.
83. Ibid., 208, and letters of Haynald to de Luca,
January 4, 1861, Haynald to Capri, April 30, 1862, and
Haynald to de Luca, May 12, 1862, in Ibid., 522-4, 536-44.
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at the end of 1860 and at the national conference in
Hermannstadt in January was only slightly less startling
than that of Haynald at the same time.

The two men clashed

personally at the conference in Gyulafehervar in February,
1861.

9ulutiu declined Haynald's invitation to consult with

him on the eve of the conference, he alone of all the participants refused accomodation in residence of the bishop or
his canons, and even embarassed his host by bringing his own
84
food to a banquet organized by Haynald.
The keynote
addresses at the conference by Haynald and 9ulutiu clearly
set down clearly the positions of the opposing camps.
9ulutiu not only displeased the Hungarians by speaking militantly and in Romanian, but also charged that two medieval
popes had incited the Hungarians to conquer the Romanian
"schismatics."

Haynald protested almost immediately to the

Nuncio against the purported insult against the Catholic
Church and the "anti-Catholic" attitude of the Metropoli85
Canon Lenhart complained bitterly to Iacob
tan.
Mure$ianu against the sympathetic account of the Metropolitan's allegations in the Romanian press, demanding that he
publish a denunciation against the Metropolitan.

He also

translated translation the offending Romanian article it
84. $ulutiu to Haynald, January 15, 1861, in Alba
Iulia, ERC. 1861/15 (Cat. 3)i printed table "A karolyfehervari orszagos Tanacskozmanyra egybegyult t. cz. vendegek Nevsora es szallasa," Ibid., 1861/333 (Cat. 37)i apparently reliable, anonymous ms. article beginning "En azt
gondolom ... ," in OSzK, Fol.Hung 1722.
85. DSSS, 206-7i the draft of Haynald's letter, dated
February 19, was moved from its place in Alba Iulia, ERC.
1861/386 (Cat. 4) to the Bishop's "secret archive."
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86
into Latin for consultation by his colleagues.

To the

credit of both $ulutiu and Haynald, however, they were
apparently alarmed by the vociferousness of the public controversy aroused by their actions.

Haynald assured one

correspondent that a public response to the Romanian allegations would only further agitate spirits, while

~ulutiu

sought to reduce the impact of Haynald's protest by assuring
the Nuncio that his remarks were of a secular political
rather than religious nature and motivated by national differences.

This was the conclusion reached by de Luca inde-

pendently, who wrote 1n forwarding Haynald's letter to
Antonelli of the two prelates' ''illconcealed national aver87
sion."
A Hungarophile element within $ulutiu's own clergy
created difficulties for S,ulutiu that were out of proportion
to the apparently small number of individuals involved.
Four figures are of interest for the light they throw on key
issues: dean Augustin Pop of

Gyulafeh~rv~r

and Canon Papfalvi

of Blaj with respect to relations with the Hungarian hierarchy and politicians, and, in the following sections of this
chapter, Canon Ivan Gulovich of Szamosujvar for the problems
of his diocese and Bishop Iosif Papp-Szilagyi of Nagyvarad

86. Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 104; two Latin translations, and Lenhart to an unidentifiable German addressee,
March 15, in OSzK, Fol.Hung.l722.
87. Correspondence of Farkas Adam and Haynald, March 18
and 27, in Alba Iulia, ERC. 1861/676 (Cat. 4); $ulutiu to de
Luca, March 3, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book,
1861/112; Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 97-8; Filip, "Il Metropolit~ Alessandro Sterca Suluziu," 88.
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for his debate with $ulutiu concerning the synodal movement.
Augustin Pop (1817-84) served as priest in Gyulafehervar
for five years beginning in 1840, then as teacher in Blaj
88
before serving as dean in Gyulafehervar 1849-70.
As head
of one of the thirty-eight deaneries in the archdiocese and
pastor of the parish in the Lipoveni section of the city, he
held one of the most sensitive pastoral positions from a
political and religious standpoint.

His parish was rela-

tively well-off, boasting an income of 193 fl. in 1861 with
89
a total membership of 1050 souls.
Pop was a prominent
figure in local Romanian politics, but due to his ambiguous
political comportment Baritiu's correspondents often referred to him in the Hungarian manner, as "Pop Gusti.''
gained special notoriety in 1861.

He

Romanian nationalists ac-

cused him of being a ''paid spy" of the Hungarians because of
his numerous contacts with both sides; at the national
conference in Hermannstadt he defended the legality of the
Transylvanian electoral law of 1848.

In an apparent attempt

to further divide the Romanian camp, Baron

Kem~ny

nominated

him for participation in the conference in Gyulafehervar.
Under pressure from

however, Pop stayed away from
90
the conference under pretext of illness.
~ulutiu,

88. Biographical note in GBCS, III, 324. The archive
of Pop's deanery office provides little insight into his
political activity; see AS Alba Iulia. Protopopiatul G.C.
Alba Iulia, Pachet 8.
89. Report by Pop, June 5, 1862, in "Conspectus
parochiarum,'' AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/533. Pop's
father had preceded him in this position.
90. An anonymous Hungarian report on the conference in
Hermannstadt reported that "Pap Agoston a fehervari esperes
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Pop's notoriety increased due to articles he published
in the Hungarian press.

An article by him in Pesti Naplq

argued in favor of political reconciliation between the
Hungarians and Romanians and proposed the publication of a
bilingual Hungarian-Romanian newspaper in Kolozsvar to this
end.

Romanian militants increasingly used the term "rene-

gade" to refer to Romanians who were willing to work with
the Hungarians, and considered Pop one of the prime offenders.

Even the editor of the Gazeta

TransiJva~j~j,

Iacob

Mure9ianu, did not escape this charge because of his simultaneous position as director of the Roman Catholic high
91
school in Kronstadt.
A prominent figure in Pop's parish in the 1860s was the
member of the Romanian Permanent Committee and uncontested
leader of the radical wing in Romanian politics, Ion Axente
Sever.

Sever had been a guerilla leader in 1848-9, for

which he received a decoration from the Austrian government
during the decade of absolutism.

He accompanied the Romanian

delegation led by $ulutiu to Vienna at the end of 1860, at
which time he personally conferred with many of the leading

nagyon tevekeny agitator volt jo ircinyban ... ", in AS ClujNapoca. Fondul Mik6-Rhedey, Corespondenta Miko Imre. 1861/22;
Farkas v~~r, "T~j~kozas a karolyfeh~rvari ~rtekezlet
felett," in OSzK, Fol.Hung. 1722; Baritiu, Parti alese, III,
77; correspondence and notes in GBCS II, 43; IV, 336-7; v, 185-6.
91. Pop's article in ~esti Naplo of March 27, 1861 is
cited by Samu Benko in "Korigeny ~s erkolcsi parancs. Kemeny
Zsigmond cikkei a nemzetis~gi k~rdesrdl 1860-61-ben," in
ibid., ~ _h~J~~_!_t~gat vajto~asai, 337, and Baritiu, Parti
alese, III, 105; GBCS, III, 168 cites "Pop Augustin in
P[esti] Napl6, Hirn6k 9i directoru Marosan Jakab," in Gazeta
Transilvaniei, no. 28, p. 116.
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92
politicians, including Baron Kemeny.

He was among the

militants at the subsequent conference in Hermannstadt; it
is not surprising that Kemeny did not nominate him for the
conference in Gyulafehervar.

Axente turns up repeatedly in

official reports and the press from succeeding months as a
public agitator: he helped to organize the opposition at the
Hunyad county assembly in Deva at the beginning of May; he
organized the meeting in Gyulafehervar on May 12 which
fashioned plans for the assembly held in Blaj a few days
later; throughout the

sun~er

he was one of the chief orators

in Also-Feher county; he reported to Gazeta TransilV.?.Di§i
in July about the hostility of the peasantry toward the
landlords; he defiantly declared his loyalty to the Emperor
93
at the tense county assembly in Nagyenyed in October.
In July, 1861 Axente and other members of Pop's parish
accused their pastor of using parish funds for his personal
ends.

~ulutiu

ordered Grigore Mihali to investigate, and

when Pop failed to file the required accounting of his
expenditures by the beginning of 1862, $ulutiu appointed
Canon Papfalvi to head an investigatory commission that
included his secretary, roan Pamfilie, and loan Moldovan of
94
Ighiu.
The membership of the parish was divided, and
92. Four detailed reports from Axente in Vienna to
Baritiu, December 9 to 23, 1860, are preserved in Bucure9ti,
BARSR. Msse. rom., no. 992.
93. Spiridon Fetti to Dimitrie Moldovan, undated, in AS
Alba Iulia. Fondul Dimitrie Moldovan, 1861/6; Retegan, "Lupta
national~ a rom~nilor," 175-7; reports and protocol of meeting of May 12 in Gyulafehervar, in MOL F263. 1861/419, 470;
Montenuovo to Mik6, October 27, in MOL F263. 1861/2579.
94. $ulutiu to Mihali, July 29 and August 6; Sulutiu to
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both partisans and opponents of Pop sent petitions to Blaj.
On the eve of $ulutiu's announcement, Pop an election for
chief elder of the parish chose one of Pop's allies.

Soon

after the commission's arrival, it supervized a new election
that chose Axente as chief elder and his chief ally as
95
treasurer.
The commission ruled on March 15 that, since Pop could
not provide an accounting of his expenditures since 1849, he
must repay the sum of 4135 fl. he had received during this
period, or else be suspended from office.

When Pop's immed-

iate appeal was unsuccessful, he appealed, through Bishop
Haynald, to Primate Scitovszky.

He claimed that his prede-

cessor as pastor had never kept precise accounts of expenditures, and he had never received any instruction that he
himself was required to do so.

Recognizing the Primatial

see as the court of second instance, he asked Scitovsky to
review the case, or if necessary request the intercession of
the Pope himself.

Haynald supported the petition and

ascribed the affair to "the ultra-Romanian party gathered
around Axente, which the Archbishop is unable to resist."
96
Karoly Veszely also pleaded on Pop's behalf.
Pop, January 8, 1862; $ulutiu to Papfalvi, January 10, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book, 1861/ 477, 495, 862,
880.
95. Petition in favor of Pop, December 27, 1861; petition of Axente et al. undated; electoral protocol and announcement by Pop, January 7, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
FG. 1864/769; letters of $ulutiu to Pop and to the new
parish council, March 11, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG.
1862/165.
96. Two letters of Pop to Scitovszky, April 27, and
personal letter in his own hand of Haynald to Scitovszky,
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Scitovszky readily accepted this opportunity to not
only assist an embattled Hungarophile but also strengthen
his own prerogative as Primate.

He asked

Sulu~iu

to submit

the matter to renewed consideration by the suffragan Greek
Catholic Consistory in Nagyvarad, a suggestion that sulutiu
rejected.

Scitovszky submitted his proposal with all rele97
vant documents to the Nuncio.
Almost simultaneously,
Sulutiu ordered Pop's suspension and transferred his offices
98
as pastor and dean to two other priests.
The Holy See authorized the new Bishop of Nagyvarad,
99
Papp-Szilagyi,
to consider Pop's appeal.
His Consistory
recommended in October and December, 1863 that Pop should be
restored to office.

sulutiu rejected the jurisdiction of

Nagyvarad in the case.
100
restored to office.

Within a year, however, Pop was

The actions of ecclesiastic courts in the Pop affair
found their secular counterpart with respect to Axente.

The

administration of Also-Feher county appointed under Mike
remained largely in place under the Provisorium, and reMay l, and Veszely to Scitovszky, May 14, 1862, in
Esztergom, PL. Scitovszky, Cat. D. 6. csomo, Erdely.
1862/1869 and 2114.
97. Draft of Scitovszky to sulutiu, May 5, in loc.
cit., 1862/1869; response by sulu~iu, May 28, and draft of
Scitovszky to de Luca, June 25, in loc. cit., 1862/2401.
98. ~ulutiu letters of June 17, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
FG. 1862/492.
99. A later section of the chapter discusses PappSzilagyi.
100. Papp-Szilagyi to Sulutiu, March ll, 1863; copy of
Nuncio to Papp-Szilagyi, February 28, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
FG. 1863/193; copies of consistory minutes of October 8 and
December 5; draft of response by $ulutiu, December ll, in
loc. cit., 1863/928; additional correspondence in 1864/769.
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peatedly too judicial action against the radical leader.
Parish supporters of Pop denounced Axente to the Gubernium,
accusing him of "church scandal and the disturbance of
religion."

On the eve of the commission's decision against
l 01
the pastor, the Gubernium ordered an investigation.
Later, he was accused with one other person of inciting
lawlessness among the peasants of the Muntii Apuseni, and
arrested in spite of an order by the Gubernium to the contrary.

Balint, Begnescu, Coltoru and others petitioned the

Gubernium in September for Axente's release, and were seconded by Nadasdy, but he was released only at the beginning
of 1863.

Local Hungarian officials used his "criminal

record" of the previous year as a pretext to deny him elec102
tion to the diet in June, 1863.
~ulutiu

apparently had his own misgivings about the way

in which ecclesiastic proceedings were used for partisan
political ends.

He rebuked Axente when the latter reported

that an alleged misappropriation of candles was the needed
~orpu~

delicti against Pop:
The affair with the candles does not merit a
major scandal; but I see that your two sides have
come to blows, considering to be major matters
and crimes things that in themselves are small,
that do not constitute a canonic transgression
that would justify a court case ...

101. Draft by Gubernium to City Council of
Gyulafehervar, March 14, 1862, in MOL F263. 1862/1146.
102. Draft by Gubernium to Pogany, September l, 1862, in
MOL F263. 1862/4268; petition on Axente's behalf, received
September 9, in MOL F264. 1862/902; Crenneville to Nadasdy,
November 28, and draft of response, December ll, in MOL
D229. 1862/4846; Retegan, Qj~ta _r_2manea_§~~ ~ Transilvaniei,
74,141.
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Axente should be more tolerant in minor matters, and not
103
trouble him (the Metropolitan) with them.
Similarly, in
connection with the dispute between the patriotic layman
roan Pop Maior and his more conservative pastor, Mihail
Cri9an, he wrote:
We are forced to observe that animosity, personal
hatred, and a vindictive spirit predominate
[in this case] rather than the love of the common
good, about which some are pleased to talk too
much and do too little.l04
The spirit of these letters seems to confirm Haynald's
allegation that $ulutiu was powerless to control the political struggles that took place on the local level.
$ulutiu's greatest rivals within the Cathedral Chapter
were Canons Alutan and Papfalvi.

Papp-Szilagyi had the

temerity to suggest $ulutiu should propose the elderly
Alutan as bishop of one his suffragan sees-- a presumption
that Fekete-Negrutiu angrily rejected during a session of
105
the Consistory.
Canon Papfalvi's reputation as a
Hungarophile was established in the 1840s, when he sided
with Bishop Lemeni in opposing the radical camp.

He did,

indeed, serve as a reliable source of information for
Hungarian officials investigating the events in Blaj in May,
106
1861.
In September, 1861 he advised a confidant of the
103. Axente to $ulutiu, with affadavits, February 25,
o.s., and $ulutiu to Axente, March 12, in AS Alba Iulia.
MRU, FG. 1862/170.
104. Resolution of April 27, 1863, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
FG. 1863/314.
105. Fekete-Negrutiu to Baritiu, February 3, 1863, in
GBCS, III, 184. Alutan died in 1868.
106. Copy of Albert Barcsay and Miklos B1ro to Pogany,
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Hungarian prefect that the best way of bringing about a
compromise with the Romanians was to call a conference at
which Hungarians and representative Romanians (i.e. not
Hungarophiles) could negotiate as equals and conclude a
binding agreement.

He was hopeful that if the Hungarians

recognized the existence of the Romanian nation, then the
latter would accept the union with Hungary and the refusal
107
to send deputies to the Reichsrat.
He denounced the
procedure of the commission investigating Augustin Pop,
headed by himself, in a conversation with Haynald in 1862.
The bishop quoted Papfalvi as confessing that "certainly we
are guilty to a large degree, for we never asked for an
108
accounting from him [Pop]."
These revelations are not
necessarily those of a "renegade,'' as the militants were
accustomed to label Papfalvi or Pop.

Papfalvi assured the

officials in Blaj that he had been, and remained, a sup109
porter of the constititional legislation of 1848.
Like many members of the Catholic clergy, he was a political
moderate who sought to create the possibility of national
reconciliation in an atmosphere in which dialogue and compromise were frowned upon.

***

May 19, 1861, in MOL 0228. 1861/236.
107. Copy of Imre Beregszaszi to Farkas Bethlen, September 21, 1861, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondul Miko-Rhedey, Corespondenta Miko Imre. 1861/203.
108. Haynald to Scitovszky, May l, 1862, in Esztergom,
PL. Scitovszky, Cat. D., 6. csom6, Erdely. 1862/1869.
109. Barcsay and Biro, loc. cit.
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The Diocese of Szamosujvar
This diocese was created, as was that of Lugos, in 1853
as one of the three suffragan bishoprics of the new church
province of Blaj.

Of its 634 parishes and 410,000 souls in

that year, 540 parishes and 350,000 souls were from the
former diocese of Blaj, and the remainder from the primarily
Ruthenian diocese of Munkacs that had its seat in northeastern Hungary.

The predominance of the Romanian population on

the territory of the new diocese was-- if possible-- even
greater than in the archdiocese, and the density and average
size of the parishes was greater.

The populist Greek Cath-

olics maintained that oriental church law required the decentralization of marriage tribunals or consistories.

Un-

like the archdiocese of Blaj, the diocese of Szamosujvar
contained not only a central consistory, larger in membership that in Blaj, but also three local consistories under
the presidency of the three vicars forane in the diocese.
Nearly one-fourth of the parishes were separated from the
110
central diocesan administration in this way.
History as well as the already mentioned administrative
structure distinguished the diocese of Szamosujvar.

The

Orthodox revolts and mass reconversions of the mid-eighteenth
century did not reach the northern half of Transylvania that
constituted the new diocese.

Two positive consequences were

the relative absence of confessional strife of the kind that
110. Schematismus venerabilis cleri neo-erectae

_sij.oe~esi§_ §1:am:Qs-Q_iyiiriensisgr-:- rit:-_gath. pro anno a
~hristo

pato 1867, vi-viii and passim.
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plagued the villages of the archdiocese and a more vigorous
tradition of pilgrimage shrines.

Monastic life and large

scale pilgrimage virtually died out among both the Orthodox
and the Greek Catholics of the archdiocese.

In the absence

of destruction the revolts had caused elsewhereseveral minor
monastic settlements or chapels in the new diocese survived
as significant shrines: Bikszad (Bixad) and Moisei in Hungary
proper, Nicula not far from the seat of the bishop, and
Strimbul and Vad in Belso-Szolnok county.

Only Bikszad was

an active monastery in a formal canonical sense, with five
monks in residence in 1867, and it was a popular goal of
pilgrims.

Second in importance was Nicula, which attracted

more than ten thousand pilgrims of various churches and
nationalities each year.

It housed the most important work-

shop for glass icon painting in Transylvania, which must be
111
considered a religious community sui generis.
Strimbul and Vad were old shrines of more local significance,
but the latter was fully renovated during the period under
112
discussion.
A later writer stated that the veneration

111. The catalogue indicates there was one clerical
administrator in Nicula in 1867. It is probably indicative
of the popularity of the shrine that in 1875-9 the diocese
erected a church with a height of more than 80 ft. (larger
than the "cathedral" in Szamos~jv~r!) on the hill overlooking the old wooden church. Cleopa Nanu, Minastirea Nicula
([Cluj-Napoca]: Arhiepiscopia ortodoxa romana a Vadului,
Feleacului ~i Clujului, 1985), 13-24. Concerning the pilgrimage see also Balogh de Nemcsicz, Beatissima Virgo ~aria
Mater Dei qua Regina et Ratrona Hungariarum, 522-3, and Ion
Apostol Popescu, Arta icoanelor ~ sticla de }a Nicul~
(Bucuresti: Editura tineretului, 1969), 14-20.
112. Concerning all five shrines, see Schematismus ...
1867, 3-4, 46, 73, 190-1.
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of pilgrimage shrines by the people of the diocese was
113
unrivalled by Romanian Greek Catholics anywhere else.
The Romanian historian's image of ecclesiastic
Szamosujvar is far less distinct than that of Blaj.

A

Romanian bishop, cathedral chapter and seminary resided
there only from 1856 to 1930; the city boasted neither a
proper cathedral nor a full-high school such as that which
existed in Blaj.

The bishop resided in Kolozsvar from 1930
114
until the nominal dissolution of the diocese in 1948.
The remainder of this section will examine three controversial issues for the new diocese that derived from its
location in northwestern Transylvania, straddling the
Partium and two other counties of Hungary proper: the cessian of the Partium to Hungary 1n 1860, relations between
Romanians and Ruthenians [Ukrainians and Rusyns], and the
proposals to move the residence of the bishop to another town.
Only half of the 525 parishes in the diocese in 1867
were in Transylvania proper, 168 were in the Partium, and 94
in Hungary proper.

Bishop loan Alexi (1794-1863) was a
115
He was a
native of one of the parishes of the Partium.
moderate but dedicated Romanian patriot of long standing,
who published a popular Romanian grammar in 1826 and served

113. I. Georgescu, Istoria bisericii cre9tine universale
(Blaj, 1921), 278, cited by Pamfil Carnatiu, "Eparhiile
unite sugragane mitropoliei de Blaj," in Biserica romana
unita, 164-5.
114. Adrianyi, ~p~~g un~ das ~ Vaticanum, 95-6;
Carnatiu, in Biserica unita romana, 165-7.
llS. schemat1smus~ .. l867, passim.
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116
for many years as a canon in Nagyvarad.

Some of the

early Romanian bishops in Nagyvarad were supporters of the
Romanian national movement, but during Alexi's tenure there
he witnessed an increasing Hungarian and "Latinizing" influence in the diocese due to the predominantly Hungarian
environment, the powerful economic position of the Hungarian
nobility and parishes and the training of the Romanian
clergy in the same seminary as the Roman Catholics of the
diocese.

Bishop Erdeli of Nagyvarad excused his political

moderation during the 1860s in a letter to $ulutiu in 1861
117
by referring to the "far less favorable conditions here.''
The establishment of the new Romanian diocese directly to
the east was in part an attempt to counterbalance the influence of Nagyvarad.
Most Romanian patriots reacted strongly to the announcement by the Hungarian commission on the Partium in
April, 1861 that, with the annexation of this territory by
Hungary, the 240 Greek Catholic parishes there would be
ceded to the diocese of Nagyvarad.

All but three of these

parishes were in the Diocese of Szamosujvar.

Vicar of Salaj

Dimitrie Coroianu, $ulutiu, and Alexi all protested against
this uncanonical action.

The Hungarian commission assured

the Romanians that the cession had been approved "in the
118
highest places."
Yet the protest was partially
116. Footnote in GBCS, III, 159.
117. Erdeli to $ulutiu, January 10, 1862, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 727.
118. Hungarian commission on the Partium to $ulutiu,
April 8, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/222; Coroianu to
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successful: Szamosujvar lost 109 parishes in the Partium,
but retained 168, even after the cession of the Partium by
119
Transylvania to Hungary.
Bishop Alexi did not protest directly to the authorities concerning the cession of parishes.

But he assured

S,ulutiu that his entire clergy resented the cession.

He

noted that the Austrian authorities had considered carefully the location of the new diocese at the time of its
creation and considered it desirable that it be centered in
Transylvania yet extend to parts of Hungary and the Partium
as well.

Relations with the Ruthenian diocese of Munkacs and

especially with the local Ruthenians were a central issue in
120
his diocese.
The Ruthenian parishes and believers in the diocese of
Szamosujvar were overwhelmingly in those districts of
Hungary proper that were separated from the diocese of
Munkacs at the time of the creation of the diocese.

The

Ruthenian clergy and that of the diocese of Munkacs in
particular was strongly influenced by Hungarian culture and

Alexi, April l, Partium commission to Alexi, April 8, and
$ulutiu to Alexi, April 16, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia
Greco=Catolica Cluj-Gherla, 1861/806; Sulutiu to the commission, draft in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, 1861/222 and copy in
AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla,
1861/874.
119. Sulutiu sent Alexi a report from the Hungarian
Locumtenential Council that stated Alexi's diocese extended
over all of Maramaros and Kraszna counties and parts of
Szatmar, Ugocsa, Kozep-Szolnok counties and Kovar district.
$ulutiu to Alexi, May 30, 1863, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia
Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla, 1863/1297.
120. Alexi to S,ulutiu, April 24, 1861, in AS Alba Iulia.
MRU, FG. 1861/289.
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121
political ideas.

Most of the parishes annexed from

this diocese were Romanian in character, but they included a
significant Ruthenian element.

Local disputes between

Romanians and Ruthenians took various forms.

The parish of

Lele$ti, north of Des in Belso-Szolnok county, was roughly
divided between Romanian and Ruthenian members.

The latter

group, led by the Ruthenian pastor, converted to Orthodoxy
in 1862 in resentment of the militant Romanian consciousness
of the others and with the encouragement of Orthodox agitators.

Diocesan authorities were able to restore peace by
122
appointing a more circumspect Romanian pastor, however.
A similar ethnic dispute in Hidveg/Maieri9te in Kraszna
county involved the replacement of the Romanian teacher by a
123
Ruthenian one.
In both cases, the correspondence of the
Ruthenian party is in Hungarian.

The contest between

Romanians and Ruthenians over the control of parishes and
schools was especially sharp in Maramaros county.

The

Vicariat of Maramaros was erected in 1861, with a separate
124
Alexi and the
jurisdiction for the Ruthenian parishes.

121. Paul Robert Magocsi, Jh~ Sh..§£ip_g of ~ National
§ubcarpathian RuE2 1848-1948 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1978), 47, 63-5.
122. Reports of the clergy and members of the parish,
April to November, 1863, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia GrecoCatolica Cluj-Gherla, 1863/1722, 1724, 2109.
123. Parishoners' petitions and reports of Vicar Coroianu,
October, 1861 to February, 1862, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla, 1862/400.
124. Vasile Capilnean, "Contributii la cunoasterea preocuparilor pentru infiintarea de scoli medii romane$ti in Baia
Mare 9i Seini, dupa Revolutia de la 1848," Marmatia 2
(1971), 161-73; Alexandru Filipa9cu, Istoria Maramur~_§ulgi
(Bucure9ti: "Universul", 1940), 191-7.
1de~tit~
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Bishop of Munkacs contested the status of many parishes in
the area of mixed population.

In response to an appeal by

Alexi to Franz Joseph, a Romanian-Ruthenian commission met
in August, 1862 in Szatmar to discuss the disputed parish of
125
Marmarossziget.
Though Ruthenians were few in number in Transylvania
proper, they are relevant for the church there in two respects.
First, one of the canons in Szamosujvar was a Ruthenian,
Ivan Gulovich, who was embroiled in an ugly personal dispute
with Alexi that was a flashpoint for broader political
issues; second, the dispute over the location of the bishop's
residence involved the basic political and cultural orientation
of the diocese.
Canon Gulovich was a contentious and spiteful individual, but his dispute with Alexi was not exclusively personal.

He made himself one of the chief opponents of the

new bishopric's location in Transylvania and, indirectly, of
Alexi's adherence to the Romanian national cause.

He was

uncomfortable in Transylvania after his transfer from
Munk~cs;

he didn't know Romanian, and petitioned unsucces126
sfully for his transfer to Vienna, Galicia, or Hungary.

125. Emil Domut;:a, "Un memoriu inedit din 1862 privind
nat;:ionalEI. a romanilor din Maramure;;," Anuarul
Institutului d£ Istorie §i ArheoloSll~ Cluj-Na£2Ca 27 (198586), 445-56, l.ncluding the complete text of Alexi 's appeal
to the Emperor of March 27, 1862.
126. "Kolozsvar" [anonymous refutation of article below
by Gulovich], Religio, 1861, 317. As head of the diocesan
consistory that deliberated upon Gulovich's case in 1863,
Papp-Szilagyi ruled that the language of the proceedings
would be Latin since the canon did not understand Romanian.
Copy of Papp-Szilagyi to Alexi, March 2, 1863, in AS Alba

mi~carea
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In early January, 1861, he published an appeal in Religio
for the transfer of the seat of the bishopric to the
Hungarian town of Nagybanya or even the complete administrative separation of the parishes in Hungary from the new
diocese.

He wrote (incorrectly) that the parish of

Szamosujvar had only 500 members, that Szamosujvar was at
the border of the diocesan territory but Nagybanya at its
center (neither one was very centrally located), that administrative buildings would be available less expensively
in Nagybanya, and that the current extent of the diocese was
127
not conducive to efficient administration.
In one of his petitions to the Emperor, Gulovich charged
Alexi with financial malfeasance and insults to his own person.
The Chancellery instructed $ulutiu to investigate the charges
against Alexi.

When Alexi answered his inquiry with a series of

countercharges, the Metropolitan resolved to travel to
Szamosujvar at the head of an investigatory commission at
128
the beginning of October, 1862.
The commission found

Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/190.
127. Gulovich, "Szamos~jvar, jan. 11-en", and
"Szamosujvar," in Religio, 1861, 45-6, 91. The first
article is signed "G.J., o.k.", the second "Gulovich Janos,
orkanonok." The parish of Szamosujvar had 1200 members in
1867; Schematismus ... l867, 21.
128. Nadasdy, Gulovich and Alexi to $ulutiu, August and
September, and record of interrogations, October, 6, 1862,
in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/642, 911; one subject of the
investigation was surely the report by Fekete-Negrutiu in
June that a canon from Szamosujvar was spreading scandal
among the Romanians by stories that the Greek Catholic
bishops had appealed against the granting of the Orthodox
Metropolitanate; $ulu~iu to Alexi, June 4, in AS ClujNapoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1862/1093,
and AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1862/449.
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Gulovich's charges groundless.

In January, 1863 $ulutiu

ruled that the Canon must be tried by a plenary diocesan
consistory under the presidency of eith~Papp-Szilagyi or
Dobra.

Alexi chose Papp-Szilagyi as president of the con-

sistory, and the well-known lawyer-politician roan Ratiu to
represent himself.

Papp-Szilagyi travelled to Szamosujvar

immediately after his consecration in Blaj on May 3.

The

consistory reached a verdict after two days of deliberation.
It found Gulovich guilty of calumny, barring him from further promotions and participation in the Consistory for the
remainder of Alexi's lifetime and requiring that he apolo129
gize to Alexi for his conduct.
Alexi was ill during the months of preparation for the
trial.

He died on the eve of the diet, much shaken by the

acrimonious dispute that attracted the attention of the
130
authorities and the press.
Disputes between the
Romanian clergy and Gulovich continued under Alexi's succes131
Pop had already
sor, Vicar Capitular Macedon Pop.
travelled to Vienna as part of one delegation, assisted
129. $ulutiu to Alexi, January 26, 1863, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/25; draft of Alexi to Ratiu, March 22,
and Elie Vlasa to Alexi, March 25, with numerous other
documents relating to the case, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia
Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1863/975; Papp-Szilagyi to
$ulutiu, May 13, 1863, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/417.
130. In his letters of April 22 and June 19 he declined
invitations to the consecration in Blaj and the diet due to
"an illness of several months' duration"; AS Cluj-Napoca.
Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1863/939, 1386. He
died on June 29; telegram from Crenneville to Nadasdy, July
l, 1863, in MOL. D228, 1863/570.
131. Additional judicial documents on Gulovich from 1864,
in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla.
1862/1550.
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$ulutiu in the investigation ln 1862, and was an active
member of the diet.

Another important canon, $tefan Biltiu,

was indicted by the city fathers of Szamosujvar in 1862
because of his political activity; despite the intercession
of Alexi, the legal senate of the Gubernium was still deli132
berating his case at the time of Alexi's death.
Romanian groups petitioned for the right to elect Alexi's
successor as bishop.

$ulutiu proposed a list of four candi-

dates to the see: Fekete-Negrutiu, Pop, Biltiu, and
Coroianu.

Vienna rejected all proposals, reserving the

right of nomination for itself and postponing a decision.
In 1865 it nominated a moderate canon of Nagyvarad, loan
133
Vancea, whom $ulutiu opposed.
Advocates of a transfer of the seat of the diocese from
Szamosujvar generally favored either Nasaud, in the Romanian
district of the same name, or Nagybanya in Hungary proper.
Petitions for the establishment of a bishopric in Nagybanya
were circulated in 1790, 1802, and 1810, then again in 1860
and 1861.

The authors of the most recent petitions were the

city officials of Nagybanya and the clergy and laity of
132. Copy of petition of Alexi to Franz Joseph, December
l, 1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/1074; draft of
Nadasdy to Crenneville, April 18, 1863, in MOL, D228.
1863/257; Vasile Pop to Alexi, June 17, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1863/1386.
133. $ulutiu forwarded to the Gubernium petitions for the
election of the new bishop from the Consistory in Szamosujvar
and the clergy of three regions of the diocese; letters in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1863/653, 731; correspondence and
drafts of $ulutiu and the Chancellery from 1863 and 1864, ln
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 786; Dimitrie Moldovan to Vasile
Pop, February 18, 1865, in AS Alba Iulia. Fondul Dimitrie
Moldovan, 1865/36.
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Maramaros.

Franz Joseph declined to take any action on the

matter, but the Locumtenential Council of Hungary informed
Alexi at the end of 1862 that it was favorably inclined
134
toward these petitions.
Alexi rejected all arguments for the move to Nagybanya.
He noted that some advocates of the move feared the presence
of a Romanian bishopric in Szamosujvar was an obstacle to
the creation of an Armenian bishopric there.

Alexi was less
135
opposed to the idea of moving the bishopric to N~sAud.
A
petition for the move to Nasaud circulated on the eve of the
136
creation of the new district of Nasaud.
Proponents of
Nasaud pointed out that it had been the chief cultural and
political center of the Romanians of northern Transylvania
since it became the seat of the Second Romanian Border
Regiment in 1763.

In 1867 it possessed the largest elemen-

tary and high schools in the diocese.

The parishes of the

Vicariat of Rodna, centered in Nasaud, were so well-provided
for that Alexi excluded the Vicariat from his request for
parish aid in 1859.

Vicar Grigore Moisil and his clergy

134. Clergy of the district of Nagybanya to Vancea,
September 8, 1865, with accompanying documents, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 811.
135. Alexi to $ulutiu, April 24, 1861, with excerpt from
letter of Alexi to Liechtenstein, October 8, 1860, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1861/289. Concerning the Armenian
question, see Chapter IX. Alexi quoted the Armenians~ advocate, Zacharie Gabru9, who like Gulovich sent denunications
against Alexi to Vienna in 1862.
136. Correspondence of Franz Joseph, Kemeny, and
Liechtenstein concerning the Liechtenstein petition, March
and April, 1861, in MOL. F258. 203. cs. 1861/1443 and MOL.
D228. 1861/146.
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137
were loyal supporters of the dynasty and of Schmerling.
The question of the relations between Ruthenians and
Romanians in northeastern Hungary remained troublesome up to
the eve of World War I.

At times the Ruthenian Greek

Catholics gravitated toward Russian Orthodoxy, as in the
well-publicized "schismatic movement" of the last decade
before the war; others supported the equally controversial
Hungarian Greek Catholic bishopric of Hajdudorog, created
138
after lengthy antecedents in 1912.
In both cases the
Romanian clergy found itself in the difficult position of
simultaneously seeking to preserve its ethnic identity,
obedience to Rome and to oriental church law.

The final

section of the chapter will discuss this juggling act in the
light of the question of synods.

***
The Synodal Movement
The connection between church synods and popular political activism was well-established before reviving at the
end of the 1850s.

The Concordat and Rauscher's regulation

concerning marriage tribunals prompted

~ulu~iu

to not only

write repeatedly to the Holy See in defense of oriental
canon law, but to make preparations for the convocation of a
provincial synod.

Clerical synods met in the the deaneries

137. Draft of Liechtenstein to Thun, July 23, 1859, in
MOL. F258, 203. cs. 1859/3302; Moisil et al. to Kemeny, May
20, 1861, in MOL. 0228. 1861/278; excerpt of report by
prefect Bohatel on the religious celebration of the centennial of the establishment of the regiment, June 20, 1863, in
MOL. 0228. 1863/546.
138. Magocsi, 61-72.
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of the diocese of Szamosujvar within weeks of the announcement of the Nuncio's mission to Transylvania, in April,
1858.

They gave voice to the clergy's many pressing con-

cerns with regard to schools and economic support as well as
139
the marriage tribunals.
$ulutiu and the other bishops
argued strongly in favor of the synod while the Nuncio was
in Transylvania.

The war and instability of the following

years delayed the granting of permission by Vienna and the
Vatican.
The revival of the populist tradition and popular
demands strongly influenced the bishops' request.

Fekete-

Negrutiu published a militant defense of eastern church
traditions in Gazeta Transilvaniei of March, 1858, on the
eve of the preparatory synods.

The Romanian journal of

Kronstadt, fgai~ £§B!~~ ~iDteL Inima, ~- Literatura published thirteen articles concerning Greek Catholic synods
140
between 1860 and 1864.
Many articles warned of the
danger to eastern traditions.

One quoted a "high official"

as assuring some younger clergymen in Blaj that "His Holiness the Pope does not wish to change the Uniates' rite,
discipline or customs; but the rumor [of a review of liturgical books] leads one to suspect this is sensim sine
sensu."

In publishing a Hungarian translation of two such

139. AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica ClujGherla. l858/l560ff.
I was unable to consult the documents
in AS Alba Iulia, MRU for 1858.
140. George Em. Marica, Foaie pentru minte, ini~~ §i
literatura. Bi~li9g~~ii~ ~Dalitica~ cu ~B studiu ~gnograJi~
(Bucuresti: Editura pentru literatura, 1969), 455-64.
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Romanian articles, Karoly Veszely noted that the widespread
anxiety and demand for synods among the Greek Catholics was
taking on dangerous proportions.

The Concordat did, indeed,

require the holding of synods, but Veszely urged the
Romanian bishops to pacify popular unease through a
141
circular.
On the contrary, $ulutiu did little to discourage the
synodal movement.

It was beyond his control, but his

defense of the populist agenda encouraged the activists.
$ulutiu was above all conscious of the popular force of the
religious rivalry: "at the first report that they are not
upholding the Pravila, [the Greek Catholics] go over to
their brothers, where this is unchanged, i.e. the non142
Uniates."
9aguna secured an imperial promise of the
restoration of the Orthodox Metropolitanate in September,
1860, and held a synod with the participation of the laity a
month later.

$ulutiu~s

chief argument for permission to

convoke a synod when he met the Nuncio in December, 1860 was
the danger from the "schismatics.''

DeLuca presented the

request to the Holy See almost immediately, assuring $ulutiu
143
that the chances of success were good.
In order to address the specific questions the Nuncio
had raised about the terms of the synod, $ulutiu convened a
141. Ompolyi [Pseudonymn of Veszely], "Mozgalmak az
ter~n," Religi6 1860, 310-ll.
142. Romanian article of 1860, translated by Veszely,
op.cit., 297.
143. Draft of $ulutiu to de Luca, December 22, 1860, and
reply in the Nuncio~s own hand, December 23, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 715.
~uni6~
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plenary consistory in mid-March, 1861 with the participation
of all his canons and deans.

The participants declared that

the grave problems of parish finance, education, church
buildings and discipline could only be decisively dealt with
if the proposed synod included a sizable lay representation.
Sulutiu made the same points in his letter to de Luca on the
eve of the assembly, although he emphasized that doctrinal
and sacramental matters must be reserved for exclusively
144
clerical bodies.
The Romanian bishops argued for the
admission of the laity to the synods for a very practical
reason: the laity could only be made to bear a greater share
of the economic support of the parishes if it were made a
145
party to decisions.
The Holy See informed Austria that it urgently desired
the convocation of a Greek Catholic synod, to be held no
later than the Orthodox one that was planned for the spring
of 1861.

Schmerling, aware that the Orthodox synod would be

postponed and of the differing character of Saguna and
Sulutiu, opposed the convocation.

He wrote that the per-

sonality of the Metropolitan was an insufficient guarantee
that the synod would remain within reasonable political and
146
The Holy See accepted Sulutiu~s arcanonical bounds.
144. Invitation to members of the consistory, February
24, 1861, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1861/82;
$ulu~iu~s speech to the Consistory, February 26 (o.s.), in
ASA Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 721; 9ulu~iu to de Luca, February
20 and March 3, and to Kemeny, March 31, in AS Alba Iulia.
MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1861/77, 112, 176.
145. Filip, "Laicii ;;i sinoade: o lamurire istorica," in
Buna vestire 14, 3-4 (1975), 117.
----146. Rechberg to Schmerling, March 5, 1861, and draft of
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guments for the necessity of the synod, but shared many of
the Austrians' misgivings.
lay participation was weak.

The canonical justification for
It should not be forgotten that

the church was not of this world; all efforts should be made
to avoid the disturbances the government rightly feared
147
would result from the synod.
As he had in 1858, Bishop Alexi reacted prematurely to
the news of an impending synod.

Within weeks, he issued a

pastoral letter announcing the diocesan synod would include
two lay representatives from each parish, discuss organizational and financial matters, and be preceded by district
synods.

Sulu~iu

rebuked him for his hastiness; Alexi

replied that, given the agitated state of lay opinion, he
was in a difficult position and requested further instruc148
tions.
No decision came from Vienna, however.
?ulu~iu

even appealed to Governor Mik6 to support his

request, pointing out that such synods were normal in Miko's
own church.

Miko's Gubernium stated it had no objection to

the synod, and his successor took the same position.

But

~ulutiu

received contradictory reports concerning the likely
149
decision in Vienna.
Schmerling to Rechberg, March 25, in AVA. Neuer Kultus, Box
34: Ungarn. Siebenburgen, 2364/634.
147. Undated copy of note from Antonelli to de Luca, for
communication to Franz Joseph, and de Luca to Sulutiu, March
9, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 716.
148. Draft of pastoral letter of April 18, ~ulu~iu to
Alexi, April 19, and draft of reply by Alexi, April 20, in
AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1861/808.
149. ~ulutiu to Alexi, June 15, Ibid., 1861/1263; Sulutiu
to Miko, April 29, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. Protocol book.
1861/277 and AS Cluj-Napoca. Fondul Muzeul Ardelean.
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$ulutiu approved the holding of preparatory district
synods, and the archives have preserved the protocols of
many of these.

Some merely discussed economic affairs, and

elected deputies to the diocesan synod; others issued
150
declarations in support of Romanian political activity.
Sulutiu finally informed his people in a circular of
October 4, 1861 that the holding of diocesan synods, for
which he had worked so long, would be postponed indefinitely
because of the agitated state of public opinion.

Districts

should continue to make their concerns known, however, for
151
instance in the question of marriage tribunals.
$ulutiu
cited no government ruling in support of his announcement,
and it certainly fell short of satisfying the militants.

In

reporting on the district synod he had presided over, Grigore
Elekes, pastor of Sanmartin de Cimpie in Kolozs county made
a ringing justification for synods.

Christianity and the

Corespondenta Miko Imre. 1861/109; Crenneville to Nadasdy,
January ll, 1862, with draft of Chancellery to Schmerling,
April 10, 1862, in MOL D229. 1862/226. Vasile Pop was
mildly optimistic: letter to $ulutiu, September 16, while
Grigore Mihali was pessimistic: letter to $ulutiu, September
10, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 698 and 720. The editors of
GBCS (III, 186) state that Miko vetoed the synod, but in
fact the chief obstacle was Schmerling.
150. Protocol of the synod of the district of Cheseiu,
June 6, of the district of Lapu$, June 18, of the district
of Bistra, July 29, and of the district of Hermannstadt,
November l, 1862, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia GrecoCatolica Cluj-Gherla. 1861/1217, 2154, and AS Alba Iulia.
MRU, FG. 1861/639 and 1862/1077. The synod of Lapu9 recorded much data about the local schools, applauded the
behavior of the Romanian deputies in Pest, asked $ulutiu to
convene a national congress, and symbolically elected
Baritiu and Barnutiu as its deputies to the larger synod.
151. Printed circular in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG.
1861/669.
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nature of our church demand a representative constitution,
he wrote.

Bishops had a moral responsibility to explain why

final permission for diocesan synods had not been granted.
He claimed that both the Concordat and the new marriage
regulations were illegal.
As on other occasions, we declare our opposition
to the Concordat and the new marriage laws, entreating you: convoke the archdiocesan synod as
soon as possible, and restore the deanery courts
with all their attributes.l52
The Nuncio, Hungarian bishops and the Catholic press were
highly sensitive to the "schismatic danger'' signified by the
uncanonical and anti-Roman extremes that popular agitation
gave rise to. The Romanian bishops generally argued that
respect for the rights of the rural deans and oriental
church discipline, adequate economic support for the
parishes, and above all a properly supervized synod were the
153
best way of lessening the attraction of Orthodoxy.
$ulutiu had a premonition in the summer of 1862 that
his star was falling rapidly in Rome.

As he wrote to Vasile

Pop, the first signs of this came 1n response to his insistence on oriental matrimonial law in 1856, his historical
remarks at the conference in Gyulafehervar in 1861, and the
liturgical affair at Elopatak.

Now, he alleged, there was

152. Elekes to ~ulutiu, November 25, 1861, 1n AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 726.
153. Correspondence of Scitovszky, Haynald, and Capri,
March and April, 1862, in DSSS, 534-7; correspondence of de
Luca, Scitovszky, ~ulutiu, Alexi, and Dobra, April to
August, 1862, in AS Cluj-Napoca. Episcopia Greco-Catolica
Cluj-Gherla. 1862/1135, 1278, 1488, 1797; Alexi to
Scitovszky, June 20, in Esztergom, PL. Scitovszky, Cat. D.
2. cs. Fogaras. 1862/2537.
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talk of assigning a coadjutor bishop to supervize him and
using the Pop affair against him.

He was certain that "the

chain of the conspiracy reaches even into Blaj itself," as
he had learned that his own Cathedral Chapter had denounced
him to the Nuncio and Primate; evil stories were spread
about him by "my implacable enemy H[aynald who is now] in
154
Rome."
On January 19, 1863, gendarmes conducted a search for
arms in two houses on ?ulutiu's archdiocesan estate in
9pring and Cut in southern Also-Feher county.

Nine days

later, a spectacular but vague report appeared in Gazeta
Transilvaniei, signed "N .... u".

Many readers concluded

that the search was aimed at the Metropolitan himself, or
had even taken place in Blaj.

So powerful was the public

response that Crenneville ordered an immediate investigation.

The investigation revealed that szolgab1ro Janos

Apaty-- previously implicated in other incidents with the
Romanian militants-- suspected that estate manager Vasile
Albini was hiding between twenty and 2000 guns on his pre155
mises, and ordered the search. No guns were found.
Albini suggested to

$ulu~iu

that the search was in
156
He reported
truth directed against the Metropolitan.
that Apaty's informant had been "a Romanian priest, an old
154. Draft of ~ulutiu to Vasile Pop, June 12, 1862, in
AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 735.
155. Correspondence of Crenneville, Nadasdy, and
Mecsery, February 3-18, 1863, in MOL D228. 1863/64, 73, 81,
92.
156. Albini to $ulutiu, January 20, 1863, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 745.
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man, learned, one of the leading Romanian priests," a possible allusion to Augustin Pop.

He also stated he had over-

heard a remark by one of the gendarmes that under the present circumstances the Romanians "were no longer afraid" of
the Hungarians, and this presumably would have to be
157
changed.
These reports may help to account for the
indignant Romanian response to the incident.
Crenneville assured

~ulutiu

that the search had not

been directed against $ulutiu himself.

The information

available to the gendarmes had seemed to justify a search,
but he felt Ap~ty had acted hastily and ordered he be repri158
manded.
Canon Fekete-Negrutiu confirmed the authorities'
suspicion that he had authored the press report.

The

Governor expressed his strong disapproval of the Canon's
action, which he described as unjustified, tactless, and
159
irresponsible.
He demanded that $ulutiu reprimand him.
Despite Crenneville's later assurances, the incident served
as another indicator for $ulutiu of his declining prestige.
The Holy See was more moved by the Hungarians'
arguments than by those of the Romanians.

It not only

delayed the synod, but rejected $ulutiu's proposal of his
ideological allies for the vacant suffragan sees of
Nagyvarad and Szamosujvar in 1862-5.

The most fateful nom-

157. Albini to $ulutiu, February 14 and 20, 1863, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 756 and 748.
158. Crenneville to ~ulutiu, March 28, 1863, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 756.
159. Crenneville to Sulutiu, February 12, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, CM. 748.
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ination for Sulutiu and the populists was that of Iosif
160
Papp-Szilagyi for Nagyvarad.
Bishop Erdeli of Nagyvarad died in July, 1862.

$ulutiu

favored Alexi or Dobra for the vacant see, but Scitovszky,
the Holy See and the government favored Papp-Szilagyi for
his loyalty to the crown and to Catholic tradition.

As the

Primate wrote in his letter of recommendation, a strong hand
was needed in the vacant see because ''the non-Uniate
Romanians are trying everything, under the pretext of the
national idea, to seduce the Uniate Romanians toward
schism."

The recommendation by Forgach stated Papp-Szilagyi

was "the right man from the ecclesiastic standpoint, and had
shown himself an energetic spokesman for the rights of the
161
crown and public order in the county assemblies."
Fekete-Negrutiu and the Romanian press were unfavorably
162
disposed toward Papp-Szilagyi.
The nominee revealed his
special mission in a letter to sulutiu three months before
his consecration.

His devotion to Blaj, "the holy city,

that center from which the true Romanian intelligentsia has
spread into all areas populated by Romanians," was of a
confessional rather than nationalist coloration: "The intelligentsia fears Roman Latinism, an empty fear! and does not
160. The most recent biographical study of Papp-Szilagyi
is Filip, "Iosif Pop-S&lajeanul de BAseeti (1813-1873),"
~una Vestire 5,4 (1966), l-4.
161. Draft of Scitovszky to Forgach, July 13, in
Esztergom, PL. Scitovszky, Cat. D., 3. csom6: Nagyvarad
(Gorog katholikus); Council of Ministers, session of October
23, in POM, V,4, 308.
162. Fekete-Negrutiu to Baritiu, February 3 and ca.
March 10, 1863, and notes, in GBCS, III, 184-8.
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fear Greek Calvinism and atheism ... "

He confided that he

enjoyed the special confidence of the Foreign Ministry and
163
the Nuncio.
Not suprisingly, ~ulutiu rejected his proposal that Haynald concelebrate the mass of consecration in
Blaj.

~ulutiu

scored a partial victory, it is true, when he

forestalled the appointee's plan to travel to Rome for
consecration.

The Metropolitan presided over the consecra-

tion in Blaj on May 3, 1863.

The new bishop's homily upon

taking up his see in Nagyvarad afterward was a ringing
declaration of loyalty to Rome.
164
for consultations.

He then travelled to Rome

Papp-Szilagyi was a scholar of canon law who published
165
an important work in the subject in 1862.
He provoked
a public controversy after his return from Rome by publishing a sharp attack on populist religious views in a
circular of November, 1863.

The idea that synods and repre-

sentation were basic to religious life was more Protestant
than Catholic, he charged.

The proper remedy for the reli-

gious problems of the day was to fight religious indifference and increase piety among the beliegvers.

$ulutiu ap-

pealed directly to Franz Joseph against this defiant action

163. Papp-Szilagyi to ~ulutiu, February 13, 1863, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 751.
164. Papp-Szilagyi to Sulutiu, April 27, in Ibid., 762;
copy of Capri to Papp-Szilagyi, March 17, in AS Cluj-Napoca.
Episcopia Greco-Catolica Cluj-Gherla. 1863/939; Sermo per
Jos~J2.bum _!'~P.::.§_?:il_?_gyl:_ de _!ll_yesfaly~~~ Ocasione canonicae
§~.9,~ l:..!?: SE?§.§'!!l _§piscopal.§!!l i:.!l!I:2.9:uctioni§ di.§_ 17. may 1863 ad
clerum dioecesanum habitus (M.-Varadini: Typis Aloysii
"Tichy~

18631-.- -

165. En~hiridi.Q!_l
1862 and 1880.

_g~!"i§ Eccl§§l:_~e Orie.!?:_!:.~_lis
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Catholicae,

of his suffragan bishop.
(Aufwiegelunge~),

He accused him of incitement

adding that

..• it is not so much that archepiscopal prestige
and authority are humiliated hereby, as that in
the current times [such actions] can easily provoke
religious machinations ... which can be harmful to
the state and the Romanian nation, and dangerous
for the holy [church] union itself.
166
9ulutiu sent an appeal to the Nuncio, as well.
A violent but fruitless polemic between the two
Romanian bishops ensued.

~ulutiu

insisted that the reli-

gious discord within the nation would only be worsened
unless one strove for concord and understanding.

Papp-

Szilagyi not only refused to revoke his circular as the
Metropolitan demanded, but sent copies of it to the suffragan sees in Szamosujvar and Lugos.

In a tirade against what

he considered the irresponsible lack of leadership on the
part of the late Bishop Alexi and his subordinate clergy,
Papp-Szilagyi referred to the radical synod of Lapu9 as
"putrid Calvinist excrement.''

Bishop Dobra anxiously sought

to restore a measure of concord in relations between the
167
prelates.
Popular pressure for a synod continued to find a posi-

166. Circular of Papp-Szilagyi, November 1, 1863,
signed, provatively, "Sanctae Sedis Apostolicae auctoritate
Episcopus Romanorum et Ruthenorum Dioceseos gr. ritus
catholicorum Magnovaradiensis" [i.e. stressing the diocese
contained Ruthenians as well as Romanians]; Sulutiu to
Nadasdy, February 9, 1864, and appeal to Franz Joseph of the
same date; copy of letters to Nuncio and Papp-Szilagyi,
February 9, in MOL D228. 1864/138.
167. Correspondence of Papp-Szilagyi, $ulutiu, and
Dobra, January and February, 1864, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU,
FG. 1864/30, 86, 77, 117.
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tive response among the clergy.

Fekete-Negrutiu presided as

Dean over the synod of the district of Blaj in March, 1864
that appealed eloquently for the granting of an archdiocesan
synod in light of the Romanians' services to the crown and
the favors already granted to the Orthodox.

The clerical

synod of Cfanul Mare a few weeks later issued a similar
168
appeal.
$ulutiu once again began earnest preparations
for an archdiocesan synod.

It is probably impossible to

assess whether, as Austrian officials judged, he did so
169
primarily "under pressure from the laity."
Sulutiu hoped to convene the synod on October 16, 1864, but
was disappointed.

On paper, preparations continued, with

the participation of the suffragan bishops.

Nothing was
170
achieved before $ulutiu's death in September, 1867.
The final three years of $ulutiu's life were a sad
epilogue to the restless activity and significant achievements of earlier years.

He repeatedly nominated his chief

protege, Fekete-Negrutiu, for the vacant see in Szamosujvar.
In fact, the Holy considered Negrutiu unacceptable for a
bishop's see because of his political and religious views.
The Nuncio strongly reprimanded him at the end of 1864,
while his name was still in nomination, because of his
168. Fekete-Negrutiu et al. to Sulutiu, March 7 and
April 8, and Demetriu Szabo et al. March 31, in AS Alba
Iulia. MRU, FG. 1864/339; printed protocol of the district
synod of Blaj, March 7-8, in Ibid., 1863/357.
169. Reichenstein to Nadasdy, September 16, 1864, in
HHSA. Nachlass Reichenstein, Karton lb. Korrespondenz
Reichensteins 1863-65, besonders mit Nadasdy.
170. Correspondence of Papp-Szilagyi, Vancea, and others
concerning preparations for the synod.
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public denunciation of the Concordat and Roman marriage
171
legislation.
Rome may have decided at this time to
hand over most of ~ulutiu's prerogatives to a coadjutor
172
bishop.
It did not actually do so, but his influence
visibly lessened.

At the end of 1864, the Ministry of

Finance delivered a blow that brought him to the edge of
despair: by a rather obscure calculation, it announced that
Sulutiu owed the state the immense sum of 44,450 fl.
Sulutiu secured a release from the debt only by a long and
173
abject appeal to the Emperor.

***
For much of the history of the Romanian Greek Catholic
Church a dichotomy existed between a pro-Roman or
"Latinizing" tendency and a populist tendency that defended
eastern traditions in such matters as deanery marriage
tribunals and a married clergy.

To the populist tradition

was added in the late eighteenth century the Dacoroman
nationalist conception and a Febronian emphasis on
synodality.

Alexandru Sterca-Sulutiu was the only Greek

Catholic Metropolitan to represent the populist-nationalist
tradition in his leadership of the church.
Sulutiu attained a reputation in Rome as an illeducated fanatic for his stubborn defense of oriental
171. Correspondence of Sulutiu and the Nuncio, March
through September, 1865, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 807,
808, 812; the Nuncio to Fekete-Negrutiu, December 13, 1864,
in Baritiu, Parti alese, III, 561-2.
172. DSSS, 211-12.
173. 31- page draft of Sulutiu to Franz Joseph, late 1864
or early 1865, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, CM. 790.
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marriage law and synods.

His most objectionable act from

Rome's standpoint was his attendance at a public Orthodox
liturgy in 1861.

On the other hand, he attained positive

ecclesiastical concessions from Vienna and Rome through
the approval of state financial aid to his church and the
appointment of canons of his choice, including one who was
married.
The two outstanding areas in which $ulutiu represented
the populist position were in his struggle with Hungarians
and Hungarophile Romanians and in his support of the
movement for the holding of synods with lay participation.
Haynald and

$ulu~iu

clashed at the conference in

Gyulafehervar in 1861; Augustin Pop of Gyulafehervar, Canon
Papfalvi of Blaj, Canon Ivan Gulovich of Szamosujvar and
Bishop Iosif Papp-Szilagyi of Nagyvarad all opposed the
Dacoroman tendencies and favored a more conciliatory policy
toward the Hungarians.
apogee in the 1860s.

The synodal movement reached its
$ulutiu and Bishop Alexi could hardly

control it; but they placed themselves at its head by
petitioning, unsuccessfully, for permission to hold the
desired synods with lay participation.
$ulutiu's ecclesiastical policy met repeated checks in
his final years: through the promotion by Rome and Vienna of
the ultramontane Papp-Szilagyi, the rejection of the synodal
movement and of the proposed promotion to the episcopate of
$ulutiu's protege Fekete-Negrutiu, and the humiliating
experience of a police search on $ulutiu's estate and a
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large debt assessment by the Ministry of Finance.

The

populist Greek Catholics, like the Dacoromans in secular
politics, made significant gains in these years but also
suffered setbacks that contrasted with their high
expectations.
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CHAPTER NINE
ECCLESIASTIC -------·
EMPIRE -------BUILDERS:
HIERARCHICAL _,
AMBITIONS
AND E'I'HNICITY
_____
----~-------

~--

Perhaps the most characteristic expression of church
politics in the region during this period was the striving
of secular and religious leaders to bring the extent and
autonomy of bishoprics more closely in line with ethnic
constituencies.

Such attempts were nourished by the ambi-

tions of individual churchmen.

They also enjoyed definite

practical advantages for patriots and Habsburg statesmen.
The ethnoreligious autonomies they sought were a compromise
between the status quo and the radical principle of nation
states.

Unlike states, numerous autonomous ethnic churches

could coexist on the same territory.
Earlier chapters noted the attainment of the Concordat,
Romanian Greek Catholic and Croatian Roman Catholic archbishoprics as important successes of the tendency toward
church autonomy in the 1850s.

This chapter will discuss

several similar movements which came to their fruition or
denouement in the following decade: those of the Romanian
Orthodox, Transylvanian Roman Catholics, a small group of
Reformed Hungarian emigres, and the Armenian Catholics. They
found existing ecclesiastic arrangements inadequate for
their interests, and also sought more adequate political
expression for their community than the secular administration could provide.
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***
Romanian Orthodoxy
Traditional ties with the Russians, the Danubian
Principalities and the Serbs distinguished the Romanian Orthodox
from the Greek Catholics.

The memory of Russian support for the

Orthodox revolt in the previous century and the proximity of the
Orthodox Danubian Principalities caused some Hungarians and even
l

Austrians to accuse the Orthodox of Pan-Slavic

or foreign

sympathies.
The Romanian press reported in August, 1862 the public
whipping in Drasov in Also-Feher county of a Romanian nun
from the Moldavian monastery of Neamt by a drunken szolgab{ro who arbitrarily accused her of being a spy.

She was a

native of a neighboring village and on her way there at the
2

time.
Romanian

A police official reported in 1858 that the
calug~ri

(monks) took their name from the monas-

teries of the Russian guberniia of Kaluga.

He reported

these monks "come to Transylvania from the Danubian Principalities every spring and circulate imperial ukazes issued
3

in connection with the abolition of serfdom in Russia."
The report is unlikely and the etymology erroneous, although
l. This expression may seem anachronistic since
Danilevskii's classic expression of Pan-Slavism appeared
only in 1867. But Hungarians were already hypersensitive to
the perceived threat of Slavic solidarity.
2. German translation and original of report in
Telegraful Roman, August 9, 1862 (o.s.), pp. 248-9,
forwarded to Crenneville by Nadasdy, August 26. MOL D228,
1862/367. Crenneville ordered an investigation of the affair by Pogany; Crenneville to Nadasdy, August 29, in MOL
D228, 1862/380.
3. Document cited by Weisenfeld, 82.
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Neamt and neighboring monasteries did enjoy traditional ties
with Russia and housed many Russian and Ukrainian monks even
4
in the nineteenth century.
Also mistaken was the police
report in 1863 that ''Russian money" was being spent in
Transylvania to convince the Romanian peasants to oppose the
5
sending of deputies to the Reichsrat.
Such tales gained
a degree of plausibility from the diplomatic estrangement of
Russia and Austria and also from the fact that the Romanian
colors (red, yellow, and blue), occasionally blandished by
6
Romanian nationalists, were also those of imperial Russia.
There were indeed considerable contacts between Russian and
Romanian theologians, but the latter were almost exclusively 1n
7
the Principalities and not Transylvania.
Contacts between the Transylvanian Orthodox and the
Danubian Principalities were far more substantial than those
with Russia.

These contacts were considered legitimate, but

4. Pacurariu, Istoria, III, 377. The staret of
Neamt from 1779 to 1794 was a native of Poltava, Paisii
Velichkovskii.
He had a great impact on the monastic revival in Russia, especially in the Optina monastery near
Kaluga; this was the connection between the two places.
Paisii's ascetic teachings were as such hardly conducive to
political involvement.
See Suttner, "Kloster Neamt als
Vermittler byzantinischer Literatur an der Wende vom 18. zum
19. Jahrhundert," in Beitrage zur Ki~ch~ngeschi~bt~ §er
Rumanen, 271-7, and James Billington, The Icon anQ th§ Ax~~
An Interpretiv~ Bistory of Russian Culture (New York: Random
House, 1966), 201-2.
5. Police chief in Ofen and Pest to Mecsery, March 30,
1863, in HHSA, Informationsburo, 1863/2774 (Elenchus 115).
6. For instance, it was reported that partisans of
Fekete-Negrutiu used signs with his name, the national
colors, and ''October 20" inscribed on them. An informant in
Hermannstadt to Mecsery, July 3, 1863, in HHSA, Informationsburo, 1863/6255 (Elenchus 344).
7. Pacurariu, Istoria, III, 373-8.
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were also controversial.

A Hungarian emigre reported from

Bucharest at the end of 1859 that a group of Orthodox clergymen there were among the most outspoken supporters of the
Dacoroman orientation.

They allegedly hoped to extend their

influence over the wealthy Orthodox parishes in the Hungarian
lands and were encouraged by a declaration by the Metropolitan of Bucharest that the Romanian Orthodox north of the
8

border were all part of his flock.

The perception is

interesting, but it is doubtful that Metropolitan Nifon
9

issued such a declaration.

The bishops in the Danubian

Principalities did not have any jurisdiction over Transylvania,
but only a sort of symbolic patronage owing to the fact that
they had consecrated and at times even nominated its bishops
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and then en10
couraged those resisting the subsequent church union.
As late as the beginning of the nineteenth century the
bishops in the Principalities maintained their traditional
ll
right to ordain clergy for Transylvania.
8. Letter of Istvan Dunyov, December, 1859, cited by
Borsi-Kitlmim, Egyutt ~ ~uloQ ~_!.§tkO_!:!., 88.
I have seen
no other indication of such a declaration, and Dunyov falsely identifies the Metropolitan.
9. Nifon was at odds with those Romanian prelates who
had made nationalist declarations; see Antonie Plam~deala,
"Episcopi ai Buzaului in cultura romana," in ed. Plamadeala,
.§_piritualitate g i-st_gri~ g _intorsllra ~arpatilor, II
(Buzau: Editat de Sectorul cultural al Episcopiei Buzaului,
1983), 97, 119-22.
10. See Pacurariu, "Legaturile Bisericii Ortodoxe din
Transilvania cu Tara Romaneasca 9i Moldova in secolele XVIXVIII (Teza de Doctorat)," ~i.:tropoli~ Ardealului 13, l-3
(1968), l-173.
ll. Krista Zach, Orthodoxe Kirche und rumanisches
Volksbewusstsein im I5.-bisl8. Jahrhu:n:dert (Wiesbaden: In
Koffimissicin bei o.-HarassowitZ,--1977), 135.
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9aguna's official contacts with his colleagues across
the Carpathians were fairly limited.

Most voluminous was
12
his correspondence with the Bishop of Rimnic, Calinic.
Several of these letters concerned the case of a fugitive
monk from Calinic's diocese, which was directly south of
Hermanstadt across the mountains.

The monk sought recogni-

tion as pastor of a parish in Also-Feher county, but $aguna
had him apprehended by the police and deported after he had
spent a month in the country.

He also also warned the

clergy of the southern districts to register every visiting
13
foreign monk with the district dean.
Other corresondence concerned the procurement of liturgical books and contributions for the construction of the cathedral in
14
Hermannstadt.
When Metropolitan Nifon travelled to
Elopatak in June, 1862 to take the waters, $aguna ordered
the local pastor to accord him all the honors of a visiting
Orthodox prelate, within and outside the church and in the
15
presence of all the local clergy.
Nifon and 9aguna had

12. Lupa:;;, "Vieat;:a :;;i faptele," 316-17. Regarding
Nifon, the author states simply that "he does not seem to
have fully understood $aguna's plans." Concerning Calinic,
who was declared a saint by the Romanian Orthodox Church in
1950, see Pacurariu, Istoria bisericii ortodoxe romane, III,
146-51.
- - - ---"-13. Drafts of $aguna to Calinic, the Chief of Police in
H~ermannstadt, and five district deans, and the Chief of
Police to $aguna, January, 1862, -- ABAOR, FS 1686, 1686/1,
1691. 1692.
14. Drafts of $aguna to Metropolitan Nifon, October 28,
1861 (o.s.), and correspondence with Dionisie Romano of
Buzau-- ABAOR, FS 1669, 1723, 1724.
15. Corresondence of dean loan Moga and Saguna, June 1-3
(o.s.) and $aguna's letter greeting Nifon, June 20, 1862
(o.s.), in ABAOR, FS 1717, 1718.
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discussions in Kronstadt at the time of the ASTRA meeting
16
there at the end of July.
The involvement of foreign governments and individuals
in the Orthodox parishes and schools of Kronstadt was a
sensitive question.

The parish of St. Nicholas had a ven-

erable tradition of supporting education and ties with the
Principalities.

Under its aegis 9aguna established the

Orthodox gymnasium in the city in 1850.

The gymnasium

received annual subsidies from the Gubernium, the city, and,
beginning in 1860, from the governments of the two Danubian
Principalities.

The Hungarian government ratified this

arrangement after 1867, but it became a matter of bitter
17
controversy in later years.
Greek and Romanian merchants established the wealthy
parish of the Holy Trinity in Kronstadt in the eighteenth
century.

As in other towns of Transylvania and eastern

Hungary, their number declined with time.

Ethnic Romanians

in the city sought to gain control of the parish, supported
by Bishop Saguna.

The struggle over Holy Trinity parish
18
A Wallachian boyar and honorary
lasted several decades.

16. Report of the Chief of Police in Kronstadt, August
l, 1862, forwarded to N~dasdy by Vasile Pop, in MOL D228,
1862/332.
17. Zoltan Szasz, "A brassoi roman iskolak ugye a
szazadveg nemzetisegi politikajaban," Tortenelmi _§zemle 19
(1976), 35-63, especially 46-9; Acte, documente, §i_ _§crisori
din $cheii Brasovului, ed. Vasile Oltean (Bucure9ti: Editura
Minerva, 1980), 151-8.
18. Miskolczy, A brassoi roman levantei kereskedof!Olgar_§~ ~e l.§t':;p~gatj- ko~vet:1.t2 sz~reJ2_§_ ( l 7 80-1860)
(Budapest: Akademiai kiad6, 1987), 43-52, and roan Pu9cariu,
Notite, 139-62.
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member of ASTRA, Prince Grigore Brancoveanu, was the descendent of the founder of a parish endowment.

He appealed to

the Austrian and Hungarian authorities between 1858 and
1868, complaining of the failure of the Greeks to administer
the endowment in the interest of Romanian education.

In

1863 the Gubernium sent an investigative commission to the
parish headed by the Referent for Orthodox affairs, Ioan
19
Baloga.
$aguna considered the attempt of the commission
to arbitrate the dispute a violation of his own prerogatives.

His protest was so energetic that, on the eve of the

dietal elections, the Chancellery abruptly terminated the
20
activity of the commission in order to placate the bishop.
The courts finally ruled in favor of the ''Greeks" in 1886,
and the parish joined the Serbian diocese of Budapest.
Ironically, most of its members had assimilated linguistical21
ly with the Romanians by this time.
The Orthodox episcopate of the Principalities had many
conflicts with Prince Cuza.

~aguna

himself criticized the

19. Brancoveanu to Saguna, undated letter and February
14 (o.s. ), 1863, in ABAOR, FS 1807, 1836; Crenneville to
Baloga, February 13, in Alba Iulia, Muzeul Unirii. Fondul
Ioan Baloga, No. 5813. Brancoveanu had earlier petitioned
the Vienna authorities to approve a rail connection across
the Carpathians; see POM, V, 3, 439-40, and V, 4, 47-9, 1812.
He was among the most conservative of Romanian politicians, a consistent opponent of Prince Cuza who participated
in the conspiracy to oust him in 1866; see Borsi-Kalman,
"Klapka, Cuza es Arthur Seherthoss: 1864 (Szemelvenyek egy
19. szazadi magyar-roman megegyezesi k{serlet dokumentumaibol)," szazadok 119 (1985), 801.
20. Draft of Saguna to Nadasdy, April 11, reply by
Baron Reichenstein, June 4, and draft of reply by $aguna,
June 13, in ABAOR, FS 1491, 1850, 1852.
21. Ioan Pu9cariu, Notite, 149.
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double election of Cuza and opposed the unification of the
22

Principalities in an article in Telegraful

Roma~.

The government deposed several bishops as the result of
their opposition to liberal reforms, most importantly the
23

Metropolitan of Moldavia in November, 1860.

The two

strongest supporters of the Prince's nationalist policies
among the Prelates were the leaders of the diocese of

Buz~u,

situated beyond the mountains southeast of Kronstadt.
Bishop Filotei (1850-60) was born in a Transylvanian village
near Kronstadt.

He strongly supported the movement for the

union of the Danubian Principalities, even urging his clergy
24
to pray for its success in a pastoral letter in 1857.
His successor, Dionisie Romano, was a native of Saliste near
Hermannstadt with even stronger liberal and nationalist
sympathies.

He translated into Romanian and published in

two editions (1848 and 1859) Lamennais'
croyant.

~aroles

d'un

He spent part of the year of revolutions in

Transylvania, and became a friend of Saguna.

As locumtenens

in Buzau between 1860 and 1864 he supported the liberal
25
nationalist and ecclesiastic policies of the government.
Grigore Brancoveanu's ancestor, Prince Constantin
Brancoveanu, had established endowments in Kronstadt and in
1698 a monastery at Simbata de Sus in the district of
Fagara9. Many of the monasteries and hermitages south and

22.
23.
24.
25.

Bobango, 77. The article appeared in May, 1859.
Pacurariu, Istoria, III, 113-27.
Plamadeala, 82-100.
Ibid. I 101-21.
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east of the border were founded by Romanians from southern
26
Transylvania.
Older ones, particularly in the diocese
of Rimnic directly south of Hermannstadt, were repopulated,
after their devastation by Osman Pasvan-Oglu in the early
nineteenth century, in large part by Transylvanians.

The

monasteries of the Rimnic region served as the chief
strongholds of Tudor Vladimirescu during his nationalist
uprising in 1821.

A large number of these monasteries'

monks, even abbots, were Transylvanians in the nineteenth
27
century.
Many of the Romanian visitors to the Carpathian monasteries were transhumant shepherds.

The number of trans-

humant shepherds was declining, but around 1860 still numbered 15-20,000, with perhaps half a million sheep.

In many

years more than half of the sheep registered as the property
28
of Transylvanians grazed south of the Carpathians.
26. Vasile Netea, "Legaturi intre Arhiepiscopia
Sibiului ;;i romanii de peste Carpati," Archiepiscopia
Sibiului-- £9gini d~ is!orie, 156-60. George Brancoveanu
donated Simbata de Sus to the Holy Trinity parish of
Kronstadt in 1823; Ioan Pu9cariu, Notite, 144.
27. Turczynski, "Zur Kulturgeographie der Nationalbewegung im Slidosten," 416, 419; Stefan Metes, Emigrari
romanesti din Transilvania in secolele XIII-XX, 2nd ed.
( Bucure9ti: Edi tura -;;t.lintif ic"X-$1--enciclopedica, 19 7 7) ,
182-6. Grigore Brancoveanu was the patron of several monasteries in the region; see the correspondence of $aguna and
Aron Florian, his administrator (of Transylvanian origin),
June and July, 1859, in Lupa9, "Vieata 9i faptele," 478-84.
28. Miskolczy, "Erdely a reformkorban," 1204-5; Szasz,
"Gazdasag es tarsadalom a kapitalista atalakulas koraban,"
1537, both in Erdely torte!let~ 1]]0-!ol napjainkig.
According to Szasz the absolutist officials of Transylvania
made it even easier for the shepherds to cross the frontier,
so that "m~g a hatvanas evek elejen is k6nnyebben jutott
kilepo uti okmanyokhoz egy pasztor, mint Erdely katolikus
pusp6ke;" implying Haynald encountered difficulty with his
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They passed word of the availability of farm land there:
some 80,000 Transylvanians, mostly Romanians, emigrated to
the Principalities from 1758 to 1867, and perhaps 20,000
between 1850 and 1857 alone.

New villages of Transylvanian

Romanians extended as far south as the Danube.

Of 12,159

citizens of Transylvania living in the Principalities in
1870, 62% were from the predominantly Orthodox districts of
29
Hermannstadt, F~g~ra~ and Kronstadt.
An earlier chapter dealt with the role of the
Carpathian

monasteries in the religious practice of the

Transylvanian Romanians.

The number of monasteries and

hermitages at any one time is very difficult to establish.
According to one calculation there were 120 on the territory
of the diocese of

Buz~u

alone, albeit many were no longer

functioning in our period.

The density of monastic settle-

ments in the area of the diocese closest to Transylvania was
such that "some researchers have compared this region with
30
Mount Athos."
The most important single Romanian monastery, ln general and in its significance for Transylvania, was that of
Neamt in Moldavia, located northeast of the Szekler region.
Neamt was the center of the spiritual revival of Romanian
monasticism in the eighteenth century.

Then and later, the

travel papers in 1859 and 1862.
29. Mete~, 248-50.
30. Arhim. Nifon Stoica and Nicolae Stoicescu, "Asez~
m!ntele monahale din eparhia BuzAului-- ln trecut ~i-azi,"
in §Qirjtu9l~tat~ §l jst~ri~ la intQrsur~ Carpatilor, II,
268-76.
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monastery provided many liturgical books for Transylvania
and was a popular goal of pilgrims.

Among the latter were

two Greek Catholic men who requested "a proper [Orthodox]
baptism" in the 1860s and later became monks there.

All

four abbots (starets) between 1823 and 1856 were
31
Transylvanians.
The last of these, Dionisie Romano,
took over the leadership of the monastery in 1855.

He was

replaced by the government due to his nationalist sentiments,
32
but left many disciples there.
The multifarious ties of the Transylvanian Orthodox
with the Danubian Principalities ironically contributed more
to the national awareness of all the Romanians in
Transylvania than they did to the behavior of the Orthodox
Church in Transylvanian politics.

This was in part due to

9aguna's conservative and authoritarian church leadership,
and in part to tactical considerations concerning relations
with the Saxons and especially to the quest for hierarchical
separation from the Serbs.
The Serbian clergy gave important encouragement to the
Romanian Orthodox resistance to the church union in the
eighteenth century; toward the end of the century, Emperor
Joseph II placed the Orthodox diocese of Transylvania under
tbe protection of the Serbian Metropolitan of Karlowitz.
31. Ioan Gh. Ivan, "Legaturi ale romanilor ortodoq;i
din Transilvania cu Jvianastirea Neamt," Mitropolia ArdealuJ~i:
17 (1972), 16-21.
32. Nestor Vornicescu, "Relatii bisericegti-culturale
intre Manastirea Neamt 9i Transilvania, din cele mai vechi
timpuri pina in preajma anului 1918." Mitro!221-ia Moldovei g
Sucevei 44 (1968), 689-98.
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Serbian support against Catholic proselytism continued to be
useful in the following period.

Beginning about 1820,

Romanian Orthodox clergymen and writers 1n the Banat began
to agitate against what they saw as the attempt of the
Serbian hierarchy to denationalize the Romanians.

The

desire for hierarchic separation had by 1846, when $aguna
took over the Transylvanian Orthodox see, become a genuine
movement with its lay intellectual as well as clerical
33
component.
$aguna himself spent sixteen years in Serbian ecclesiastic surroundings before coming to Transylvania, where he
was at first regarded by some as a Serb.

He was not, of

course, and despite his ties of friendship with the Serbian
Metropolitan (from December, 1848 Patriarch) Rajacic he
quickly placed himself at the head of the movement for a
Romanian Orthodox Metropolitanate independent of Karlowitz.
In 1849 he submitted four petitions for the separation to
the Vienna court and Rajacic.

He cited early church canons

to support his contention that the Orthodox Church was
national in its very essence and hence ought to be organized
34
according to nations.
He also published a pamphlet ar33. Turczynski, Konfession und Nation, 245-50.
34. His chief canonical source was the passage in
Apostolic Canon 34 stating that "The bishops of every nation
shall recognize one of themselves as the first among them
and regard him as their head ... " There was indeed a
tendency of Orthodox churches in the Balkans to organize
according to nations.
See also the memorandum of the
Romanians to Thun in 1851, in Ilarion Pu9cariu, Metropolia,
Annex, 88-91, many similar petitions in the same volume, and
the refutation of ~aguna's arguments by Bishop Hacman in his
declaration to the synod in Karlowitz, September 14, 1864,
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guing that the Romanian Metropolitanate of Gyulafehervar
(the diocese of Blaj bore the name of this city in its
title) rightly belonged to the Orthodox.

The diocesan synod

convened in Hermannstadt in 1850, that of the diocese of
Arad in Hungary proper in the same year, and Saguna himself
in several encounters with the Serbian hierarchy, repeated
the demand.

The bishop's relations with the Serbs were

henceforth strained.

However, there was no break in offi-

cial canonical relations. 9aguna continued to recognize his
canonical subordination to Rajacic, despite his own claims
to the contrary.

The nationist argument that, as long as

the Romanian Orthodox were subordinate to Karlowitz they
would be vulnerable to Romanian Greek Catholic proselytism,
was anything but effective in Vienna.

Under the Catholic

regime of Minister Thun and the Concordat, Serbian protec35
tion had its advantages for the church union.
Conditions became more favorable for the Orthodox after
1860.

$aguna raised the issue of the Metroplitanate while

in Vienna for the Enlarged Reichsrat, as did the Romanian
noblemen Andrei Mocioni of the Banat and Nicolae Petrino of
Bukovina.

Rajacic not only refused, but sought to gain

Annex, 252-85.
35. The excellent accounts of the struggle for the
Metropolitanate by Romanian authors, and more recently by
Hitchins, make a detailed study here unnecessary.
See
especially Hitchins, Orthodox_y and ~_9-t~Q,QE_li-..!:Y, 17 3-86, and
ibid., "Andreiu $aguna and Joseph Rajacic: The Romanian and
Serbian Churches in the Decade of Absolutism," in Revue des
_t_!ud~.§. _§~d-est ~uro~~ne~ 10 (1972), 120-49, and Studies on
Romanian National Consciousness, 125-36.
He does not
examine- the- inconsistency of Saguna 's canonical claims.
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exclusive control for the Serbians over Orthodox questions
36
in Thun~s ministry.
On the eve of the October Diploma,
Franz Joseph agreed in principle to the establishment of a
Romanian Metropolitanate.

He directed the Orthodox bishops

to regulate the matter in a general synod to be held in
Karlowitz.

The dioceses of Transylvania and Bukovina should

convene synods to formulate their desires, and their bishops
consult with each other.

A few weeks later a diocesan synod

in Hermannstadt repeated the request for the restoration of
37
the Metropolitanate.
In March, 1861 Schmerling also
38
supported the Romanians~ request.
Chances for the
Metropolitanate improved once again at the beginning of
1862, when Nadasdy ordered his subordinate loan Pu9cariu to
compose a detailed memorandum on the question.

A Romanian

Orthodox delegation including representatives from
Transylvania, Banat, Hungary proper and Bukovina departed
for Vienna, and presented a new petition to the Emperor on
39
behalf of the Metropolitanate on March 15, 1862.
The actual granting of the Metropolitanate was delayed
for more than three years because of the complex question of
its territorial extent.

Almost all the Romanian appeals

36. Hitchins, 9!_!:hod_g~y _?nd Nationality, 185-6. The
petition of ~aguna, Mocioni, and Petrino is in Ilarion
Pu$cariu, Metropolia Romanilq!, Annex, 166-7.
37. Thun to $aguna, September 30; a Romanian translation
is in ibid., Annex, 167-8. Petition and address of the
synod, October 26 (o.s.), in ibid., Annex, 168-76.
38. Vortrag of Schmerling, March 5, 1861, in AVA. Neuer
Kultus, Al2. Generalien. PN 6891/CU, 1863.
Schmerling~s
Vortrag never came before the Council of Ministers.
39. loan Pu9cariu, Notite, 62; the address of the
delegation, in Ilarion Pu9cariu, Metropolia, Annex, 200-5.
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from 1850 to 1862 spoke of a Metropolitanate that included
Transylvania, the Banat, and the Austrian province of
40
Bukovina.
Bukovina was contiguous with areas in
Hungary and Transylvania, Maramaros county and the districts
of Nasaud and Bistritz, that were included in the other dioceses.

It had come under Habsburg rule in the late

eighteenth century and, like the other dioceses, was
subordinated to Karlowitz at this time.

In his report for

Nadasdy, loan Pu9cariu prepared statistics on the dioceses
of the prospective Metropolitanate.

They are very approxi-

mate, but apparently reliable:
Table 15: Romanian Orthodox in the Empire, ca. 1862
Diocese
Hermannstadt
Arad
Versecz
Temesvar
Bukovina

Province Parishes Clergy
Trans
1076
1076
Hungary
564
577
Hungary
381
445
Hungary
537
609
Bukovina 235
279
2793

2986

Orthodox
649,012
390,226
293,556
463,679
339,976

Romanians
649,000
383,132
245,000
300,000
202,097

--------- ---------

2,136,449 1,779,229 41

The differing circumstances of the three administrative
units where the dioceses were situated in 1861-5-- two of
them part of the Hungarian crown, and one subordinated to
Schmerling's own ministry-- greatly complicated the decision
40. The petition of August, 1860 requested a Metropolitanate of the Romanian Orthodox of Transylvania and Hungary.
Bukovina formed a part of Moldavia until 1775 and Austrian
Galicia between 1787 and 1849, and today it is divided
between Romania and the Soviet Union.
41. "Promemoria fiber die griechisch nicht unierte
Hyerarchie der Romanen Osterreichs;" Vienna, January 20,
1862, signed by Pu9cariu. MOL D228. 1862/75. His census
figures are from different years, and he uses inconsistent
categories for parishes and clergy. Apparently no other
historian has consulted the memorandum, which is 57 manuscript pages in length.
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on the Romanians' petition.

The demand for the Orthodox

Metropolitanate, like that for a Greek Catholic Metropolitanate, had grown out of the Romanian nationalists' demand
in 1848-9 for a political entity comprising all Romanians
under Habsburg rule.

Unlike in the case of the Greek

Catholics, Orthodox Romanians also lived in a province that
was not part of the Hungarian crown.

The abandonment of the

old constitutions in the 1850s momentarily favored such a
transcendence of earlier frontiers.

The project doubtless

attracted Schmerling for the same reason, as another means
of subverting the prerogatives of Vay and Kemeny over the
Hungarian lands.

In his own argument in favor of the Metro-

politanate in its largest form, roan Pu9cariu argued that
since the Romanians were a loyal people their administrative
union in this form would be in the highest interest of the
42
empire.
The Austrian centralists apparently supported the
Romanian quest to secure the Metropolitanate in its largest
extent.

However, the opposition of the bishops concerned

prevented this.

Patriarch Rajacic called off the preparatory

synod specified by Vienna after Saguna announced his refusal
to attend it; neither $aguna nor Bishop Hacman of Bukovina
would accept the other as Metropolitan of the Orthodox
Romanians.

According to $aguna, Hacman was encouraged by

circles in Vienna to claim the Metropolitanate for himself,
while Nadasdy cited the attitude of Hacman as the chief
42. Ibid.
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obstacle to the larger Metropolitanate.

After Hacman informed

Schmerling in June, 1861 and April, 1862 that he was opposed
to the inclusion of his diocese in the proposed Metropolitanate, the Minister of State also abandoned his support for
43
the larger Metropolitanate.
Whether or not Hacman was encouraged by Vienna to
demand the Metropolitanate for himself, he had two substantive motives, beyond ambition, for resisting his subordination to 9aguna: the ethnic circumstances of his diocese and
his interpretation of canon law concerning synods.

The

synod of Bukovina in February, 1861 noted that half the
diocesan population was Romanian and half Slavic; "If we had
to decide between Karlowitz and Gyulafehervar, we would not
agree.

Some would go here, others there, so that justice

for one would be injustice for another."

9aguna maintained

that no more than a quarter of the diocese were Slavs, but
the calculation of Ioan Pu9cariu, cited above, indicates
44
more than one third were Slavs.
Hacman showed little sympathy for the plans of the
Romanian nationalists not only because of his own Ruthenian

43. Ilarion Pu9cariu, Metropolia, 81-2, citing Saguna's
1861 pamphlet, Anthorismos, 133-9, and Hacman to the Synod
in Karlowitz, September 7, 1864, Annex, 248-9; Liechtenstein
to Schmerling, January 28, 1861, in AVA, Neuer Kultus. Al2,
Generalien. PN 6891/CU 1863; Council of Ministers, sessions
of November 25, 1862 and January 15, 1863, in HHSA,
Kabinetts-Kanzlei. 1862/4072 (MRZ 1093) and 1863/214 (MRZ
1116).
44. Hacman to the synod in Karlowitz, September 14,
1864, in Ilarion Pu9cariu, Metropolia, Annex, 284, and
$aguna to Nadasdy, July 26, 1863, in Ibid., Annex, 212, and
MOL D228. 1863/986.
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problem, but also because they were integrally related to
church-constitutional strivings of the laity.

The century-

long association with the Serbian hierarchy in Karlowitz
also brought Romanian Orthodoxy the experience of periodic
church assemblies with heavy lay participation as an important national institution.

The Serbian connection was prob-

ably most important for the constitutional impulse in the
socially and religiously isolated Orthodox community in
Transylvania.

Their only precedent for lay participation

came from the period of Reformed domination of the
Transylvanian Orthodox in the seventeenth century.

Many

specific provisions of the organizational statute the
Orthodox eventually adopted came directly from that which
45
the Saxon Lutherans passed in 1861.
In 1848 9aguna convened a diocesan synod composed, as
he stated, in the canonical proportions of two-thirds laity,
46
one-third clergy.
This synod did not in fact meet.
$aguna's synods in 1850 and 1860, however, had roughly half

45. Hitchins, Or_tho§ox5 ang Na_tionality, 14-9, 35;
Emanuel Turczynski, ~2Dfe~sion ung ~Et~Q~_ Zur Frlihge§_ghis:ht~ g_§]:" §~f".!?_i:_§_gb-~!1: :g:DQ f.ll!Il.?P.i§fhep. Nationsbildung
(Dusseldorf: Padogogischer Verlag Schwann, 1976), 152-73,
208-9, 252-3; Augustin Bunea, Discursuri. Autonomia
bisericeasca, §i verse ( Bucure9ti: [], 1912-)-,-- 380~i ted
by Gyarfas, "A romangorog katholikusok autonomiaja," 355,
and Filip, "Laicii $i sinoade," 115.
46. Hitchins, _Qf_!:.l>gdo~y 9!1Sl Nationality, 56. Hitchins
does not indicate the basis for this canonical claim. Vasile
Mangra, the later Metropolitan, though supporting the twothirds principle, could cite no canon to support it and
stated it found no parallel in the rest of Orthodoxy;
"$aguna ca organizator constitutional," 1n Mitropolitul
~nd_!"eiQ Ba~on de Saguna, 435-53.
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47
lay and half clerical participation.

Bishop Hacman

convened a synod composed exclusively of the clergy, rejecting subordination to any other diocese and demanding a
Metropolitanate for the Bukovina.

The synod also charged

that the participation of the laity in the synods was uncanonical and divisive.

Romanian laymen and patriotic cler-

gymen protested that Hacman's procedure was autocratic and
did not reflect the desires of the people.

These laymen

issued their own declarations in favor of a Metropolitanate
of all Romanians in the empire, and collaborated with the
Romanian actions 1n the Hungarian lands.

Hacman published

the decisions of the synod in March, 1861, and $aguna
refuted them in newspaper articles and a long pamphlet,
bnthorismos, already in 1861.

In the pamphlet he ex-

pressly justified lay participation in his diocesan synods.
Hacman's opponents translated Anthorismos into German and
48
published it in Vienna with $aguna's approval.
The death of Rajacic in December, 1861 removed one
obstacle to the achievement of the Romanian goals, and
Vienna quickly named as his provisional replacement a bishop
47. $aguna's circulars of February 10, 1850 and October
3, 1860, in Tulbure, 227-8, 402-4.
$aguna published the
protocol of both synods in Sibiu in 1860: Actele soboarelor
pj.se_!"j._gj_i, greco.:!:~.§ffi-Ii!:.§D.§ .91-D ~rd_§al din anii 1850 si 1860.
48. Ilarion PU$Cariu, Metropolia, 80-l, 140-4; correspondence of $aguna and George Hurmuzachi, March and April,
1862, Annex, 205-7.
Turczynski misleadingly states that
Romanian patriots and Austrian centralists opposed the proposal of Bukovinans at the end of 1860 for a "Romanian
Metropolitanate in Austria;" in 1860-l Romanians still commonly applied the term "Austria" to the entire empire.
See
Turczynski, "Orthodoxe und Unierte," in Die
~_?psb_:tJ._!"_g_§rmon_?_!"_s:;hie 1848-1918, IV, 438-9.
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who was not opposed to the granting of the Metropolitanate.
In January, 1862 Nadasdy ordered Pu9cariu to prepare his
memorandum, and invited $aguna to come to Vienna and discuss
the matter.

Andrei Mocioni organized two conferences of the

Romanian Orthodox of the Banat, which resolved to send a
delegation of Romanians from the entire Monarchy.

Accepting

the suggestion of Mocioni, $aguna took the lead of the delegation.
It arrived in Vienna at the beginning of
49
March.
Catholic opposition further delayed the granting of the
Metropolitanate.

Informed about the delegation through

press reports and other contacts, Sulutiu was at first
resigned to the success of the Orthodox endeavor.

But then

in a letter concerning his Cathedral Chapter he appealed to
Nadasdy "as a Catholic" to oppose the establishment of the
Metropolitanate.

He was finally moved to take more energetic

action by stronglyworded appeals from his suffragan bishoprics in Nagyvarad and Lugos.

On May 9 he also appealed to

the Emperor as a fellow Catholic to deny the Metropolitanate,
and also denounced the project to the Nuncio.

He also wrote

a declaration against saguna for the signature of his suffragan bishops, in which he argued that the Orthodox Metro50
politanate would be a major setback for the church union.
49. Ilarion Pu9cariu, Metropolia, 136-140, and Nadasdy
to Saguna, January 14, 1862, and correspodence of Mocioni,
loan Dobran and ~aguna, in Annex, 191-6.
50. sulutiu to Alexi, Erd~lyi, and Dobra, March 7,
1862, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1862/147;
$ulutiu to Nadasdy, March 11, in MOL D228. 1862/127 and AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol Book. 1862/164. Letters to
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The bishops' protests prompted an intervention at the court
by the Nuncio as well.

They delayed discussion of the
51

matter in the Council of Ministers until the end of 1862.
Revelations in the Romanian press about the Greek Catholic
bishops' action were very embarassing for Sulutiu and his
colleagues.

They began ecclesiastic proceedings against a

canon in Szamosujvar who was suspected of having revealed
52
them.
After receiving the Romanians' petition and discussing it
with $aguna, the Emperor called on Schmerling, Nadasdy and
Forgach to discuss the means of implementing it.

All agreed thai

Bukovina could not be included in the new Metropolitanate; but
both Schmerling and Forgach suggested that the question of
territories to be included be left open for the time being.
Nadasdy, on the other hand, proposed that a Metropolitanate be
established that was limited for the time being ("vorerst")
to Transylvania.

When the matter finally came before the Council

of Ministers in November, all but Forgach, Esterhazy and Rechberc

$ulutiu from the Consistory in Nagyvarad, April 12, Provost
Iosif Papp-Szilagyi of Nagyvarad, April 22, and Bishop Dobra
of Lugos, April 30, and Sulutiu to Franz Joseph, the Nuncio
and his suffragan bishops, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Documents and Protocol book. 1862/361.
51. Rechberg informed the Emperor of the Nuncio's protest on June 24, calling it "in hohem Grade beachtenswerth."
HHSA, KZ 1862/1895. When Franz Joseph raised the issue in
the Council of Ministers on July l, Nadasdy requested a
delay, and it only came up again on November ll. POM, V, 4,
79.
On July 4 he sent the protests of the bishops and
Nuncio to Forgach; MOL D228, 1862/265.
52. Hitchins, Q~1b2Q2~Y 9D~ Nationality, 240-l; draft
of $ulutiu to Alexi, June 4, and to Vasile Ladislau Pop,
June 6, in AS Alba Iulia. MRU, FG. 1862/449 and MRU, CM.
735.
Concerning the dissident canon, see Chapter VIII.
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supported

N~dasdy's

53
proposal.

The strategy of the

centralists was apparently to limit $aguna's Metropolitanate
to Transylvania and hence not create a new precedent for the
union of Hungary and Transylvania.

Mocioni suspected, and

Romanian historians have confirmed, that the Austrians hoped
to entice the Bishop of Arad and further divide the Romanians
by creating an additional Romanian Metropolitanate for
54
Hungary.
This combination explains the ironic situation
that in the Council of Ministers the Catholics

Forg~ch,

Esterh~zy

and Rechberg championed the Metropolitanate of all
55
Romanians 1n the Hungarian lands.
This is where the matter rested until the eve of the
Transylvanian diet.

On June 25, 1863 Franz Joseph declared

his intention to grant the Romanian request.
tinued until September, 1864 to sustain

But he con-

N~dasdy's

position

that the inclusion of Hungarian territory was uncertain;
Bukovina was not even mentioned.
ver.

This was a delaying maneu-

$aguna restated his demand that Hungary and Bukovina

be included; in March, 1864 Vice Chancellor Reichenstein
reiterated Nadasdy's question to $aguna of the previous year
as to whether Hungary should be included; the diocesan synod
in Hermannstadt in the same month repeated the same Romanian
53. Session of November 25, 1862, in HHSA. Kabinettskanzlei. 1862/4072, MRZ 1093.
54. Andrei Mocioni to $aguna, undated [late January,
1862] in Ilarion Pu9cariu, Annex, 195; Naghi, 380, citing
I.D. Suciu, MqD2~~!i9 ~i!!2£9.}iei Banatului (Timi$oara,
1977), 185.
55. Session of November 25, 1862, loc. cit., and session
of January 15, 1863, in HHSA. Kabinettskanzlei. 1863/214,
MRZ 1116.
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demands.

At the long-awaited synod 1n Karlowitz in September,

the Emperor finally took a stand by declaring through his
royal commissioner that Bukovina would be excluded.

More or

less in compensation, the synod and Emperor approved the
administrative separation of the Romanian Orthodox of the
Hungarian lands from Karlowitz.

In December, 1864 Franz

Joseph approved the creation of a new Metropolitanate centered in Hermannstadt, with suffragan bishops in Arad and
56
Karansebes.

***
Haynald and the Latin Rite Archbishopric
The relationship of Roman Catholicism in Transylvania
to the numerically dominant eastern-rite Christians there
and in the neighboring Danubian Principalities was a question of religious, cultural, and political significance for
both the Holy See and the Habsburg court.

By virtue of this

strategic question Bishop Haynald could argue that he was
Catholicism's indispensible man in the region.

This was his

chief selling point in his quest to have his diocese raised
to the rank of an archbishopric.

His strategy, which was

ultimately unsuccessful, needs to be understood in connection
with Transylvanian Greek Catholic, Orthodox, and Armenian
politics.
Haynald first publicly proposed the Transylvanian
archbishopric in 1852, during his first visit to the Szekler
parishes, and suggested Szekelyudvarhely as the seat of a
56. Ilarion Pu9cariu, 83-7, 144-53.
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57
suffragan bishop subject to himself.

He formally
58

presented his proposal to the Pope on April 19, 1859.
The political tension in Hungary and in Austro-Italian relations may well have prompted the simultaneous journey of
Haynald and the Croatian bishop-politician Strossmayer to
Rome for the purpose of avoiding the need to take a public
stance during the crisis.

Sulutiu apparently suspected

Haynald's talks with the Pope would bear on Romanian affairs.

He wrote to him after his departure to urge that he

defend their "mutual" Catholic interests and also to remind
him of the Greek Catholics' special traditions, canon law
and institutions which he ($ulutiu) needed, in his position,
59
to take into account.
Thun asked the Austrian
ambassador to the Holy See to inform them that "His Majesty
expects them to return to their dioceses in such serious
60
times."
With war threatening in Northern Italy,
Haynald in fact returned to Gyulafehervar immediately after
61
his audience.
57. K&roly Veszely, "Haynald Lajos az erd~lyi plisp6ki
szeken," in Jozsef Kohalmi-Klimstein, ed., Vazlatok Haynald
Lajos bibornok §Ise]S ~~_!:~b()JJ§]-.§_-:-113~ (Pozsony: Stampfel,
1889), 55.
58. Haynald left Alba Iulia on February 25 and returned
on May 26-- Szittyay, 60; Ferenc L6nhart, "Olasz-dti jegyzetek," §_yul afehervari Flizetek I I ( 186 2) , 17 8, 186-7; draft
of Haynald to Liechtenstein, May 26, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1859/1795 (Cat. 4).
59. $ulutiu to Haynald, March 3, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1859/1603 (Cat. 3). The letter is in $ulutiu's hand and
bears no chancery number.
60. Telegram of Thun to Colloredo, April 29, with letter
of Colloredo to Haynald of April 30, in Alba Iulia, ERC
1859/1740 (Cat. 4); cited also by Szittyay, 60.
61. After his return to his see Pius IX urged him to
act, in the given difficult circumstances, in the best
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At his visit ad limina to Pius IX on May 22, Haynald
presented a lengthy report on the state of his diocese.

The

report had eight parts: the history and economic standing of
the diocese, the role and activities of the bishop, the
parish clergy, religious orders, social and moral condition
of the faithful, the clerical seminary, parishes and societies, and the general population.

He made five specific

proposals: concerning mixed marriages, apostasies, rebaptism
of converted Unitarians, the Armenian Catholics' request for
a separate bishopric, and his own request for the office of
archbishop.

He cited the special conditions of the diocese

to justify the latter request: the large area of the diocese
and the dangers of apostasy due to intermixture with nonCatholic populations (in contrast to other dioceses, only
three of the sixteen deaneries had a Roman Catholic majority
in their territory), called for a strengthening of Roman
Catholicism vis a vis the Greek rite as the bulwark against
heresy and Romanian nationalism, and demanded the independence
of the archdiocese from the Primate of Esztergom, who was
not in a position to understand the special problems of
Transylvania.

Since

~ulutiu

was an archbishop, Haynald

argued, he ought to be be one as well; he even claimed that
~ulutiu

desired to subordinate Haynald's diocese to his

62
own.
interest of the church (probably a reference to the Italian
situation) and of the faith-- Pius IX to Haynald, June 13,
1859, in OSzK. Fol. Hung. 1722, f. 230.
62. The report is described in DSSS, 176-87, and published in the same work in the original Latin with the notes
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Haynald also presented his plan to Minister Thun on
November 21, 1859.

He assured the Pope and the court in

Vienna that his hierarchical superior, Archbishop Kunszt,
was not opposed to his archdiocesan scheme.

Thun, however,

cited the archbishop's opposition as a chief motive for his
own coolness toward the plan.

The Emperor's approval of the

plan was lukewarm; he declared he would not oppose the
scheme if it were favored by the Holy See. Thun argued that
the new archbishopric would create an anomalous situation,
and rejected Haynald's claim that 9ulu~iu threatened his
63
prerogatives.
The attitude of the Emperor and of the
Vatican fluctuated.

A papal advisor recommended approval of

the plan in November, 1860; Antonelli vacillated.

Haynald

used the occasion of his visit to Rome in May, 1862 to raise
the issue again; this time he was able to submit Thun's
64
favorable response of February, 1860 at the same time.
The Papal Nuncio in Vienna concurred in many of Haynald's
arguments concerning the need to strengthen Roman Catholicism in order to counterbalance the dangerous tendencies of
65
the nationalities, especially of the Romanian Orthodox.
appended by Haynald on May 22, 1862, on pp. 402-51.
$ulu~iu
complained that the Hungarian bishop treated him as his
subordinate, although Sulutiu felt Haynald ought to be his
own suffragan-- Sulutiu to Crenneville, March 1, 1862, in AS
Alba Iulia. MRU, FG, Protocol book. 1862/137.
63. Vortrag of Thun, December 28, 1859, and decree
of January 24, 1860 in Vienna, HHSA. Cabinets-Kanzlei
1860/25; Latin translation of Thun to Haynald, February 3,
1860, Latin translation in DSSS, 464; correspondence of Thun
and Kunszt with Haynald, November 21, 1859 to June, 1861 in
Alba Iulia, ERC. 1860/3760 (Cat. 4).
64. DSSS, 188-9 and 464.
65. DeLuca to Antonelli, March 17, 1862, in Lukacs, The
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Still, no action was taken.
Haynald and the nationalist wing of the Hungarian episcopate were worried not only about the threat to Hungarian
and Catholic influence from the Romanians in Transylvania,
but also in the Danubian Principalities.

The proposal for

the archbishopric contained the resurrection of the medieval
bishopric of Milcov as a suffragan diocese.

The diocese

would be a "titular" one, but would clearly lay some claim
to be the protector of the Roman Catholics, primarily
66
Hungarians, in the Principalities.
This claim was
one chief motive for his proposal.

He shared the concern of

many Hungarian Catholics for the Moldavian Hungarians and
believed his geopolitical position peculiarly suited him to
67
be their defender.
The Roman Catholics of Moldavia numbered between 50,135
68
Moldavia was
and 63,000 in 27 parishes in our period.
Va!i~an 9n~

Hungary, 554-56.
66. DSSS, 187.
67. There is an obvious parallel to our own days, when
the Catholic press of Hungary has taken a lively interest 1n
the Catholic Hungarians of the Szekler region and Moldavia.
68. The first figure is from the report of the
Apostolic visitor to Moldavia, Giuseppe Tomassi, to Cardinal
Barnabo, December 10, 1858, in DSSS, 347. The second is
from Ferenc Kovacs, who also estimated 20,000 Roman
Catholics in Wallachia, three-fourths of them Hungarian:
"Kov~cs Ferenc, k~roly-feh~rv~ri hittanir ~ti-napl6ja,
1869," 53-4, 117-8, in Veszely, Imets §_§_ _!5ovacs ~_!.az~~~
Moldva-Olahhonban 1868 (Maros-V&s~rhelyt: Ny. Imreh S~ndor,
1870). Twentieth-century estimates of the Moldavian
Hungarians' number vary from 50,000 to 120,000-- B~la Gunda,
"A moldvai magyarok neprajzi kutat~sa," in~ hatarainkon
~i:.Y.i! li !fl~.Yil! !1.§)2.!"§:j_~i kuta tasok (Budapest: Tudomanyos
ismeretterjeszto tarsulat, 1984), 68-70.
It is instructive
to note that the Moldavian politician Kogalniceanu estimated
the number of the Csangos in 1859 at 100,000, but asserted
that they were only known as Hungarians because their clergy
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a mission of the Conventual Franciscans (Minorites) headed
by an Italian Vicar General in Ia9i, the capital of Moldavia.
Of the 24 active pastors in 1858, eight were born in Hungary,
seven in Italy, two in Transylvania, and the remainder in
69
other countries.
Most of the Catholics were speakers of
Hungarian (Csangos), whereas the general population of the
70
province was 97% Orthodox and Romanian-speaking.
The
language of the clergy was a divisive issue: most nonHungarian priests spoke no Hungarian, while the Hungarian
priests often spoke little Romanian.

The recent Austrian

military occupants had favored the Catholics, with the result
that the surrounding population often branded the Csangos as
71
unpatriotic.
The Hungarian clergy scorned the Romanian
language as that of the ''schismatics" and even ridiculed the
Orthodox clergy, which was itself active in the Romanian
revival of these years.
friction.

The Holy See deplored this national

It saw the chief purpose of the Moldavian mission

as proselytism among the Orthodox, but this was impossible
as long as Romanians regarded Catholicism as "the Hungarian

was of this nationality.
Borsi-K~lm~n, "Mihail Kog~lniceanu
reformprogramjanak magyar vonatkozasai," in !2 magyar polgarl,
atalakul<is ker_Qesei (Budapest: Az ELTE Bolcsesztudomanyi
kara, 1984), 369.
69. Tomassi letter, 358-72. The seat of the Hungarian
Minorites was in Eger. They were the second-largest order
in Transylvania. The monastery in Csiksomlyo was run by
Observant Franciscans, the dominant religious order in
Transylvania.
70. Kovacs, loc.cit., states three-fourths were CsangoHungarians. Tomassi's account suggests Hungarians were at
any rate very numerous. The Moldavian population is from
DSSS, 50.
71. Ibid., 105-6.
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religion."

The Apostolic Visitor had a low opinion of most

of the Hungarian pastors, and recommended their expul72
sion.
He accused the Hungarian Minorites, like those in
73
Bosnia at this time, of being excessively political.
The
Holy See's dissatisfaction with the Hungarian clergy in
Romanialed to the establishment of a Romanian hierarchy
there in 1883-4.
Haynald visited a Csango parish in Moldavia during his
journey to the Szekler region in 1855, and referred briefly
to the experience in a letter to the Nuncio in April,
74
1856.
Janos Danielik proposed, in 1858, the establishment of a Catholic society similar to the Szent Istvan
Tarsulat for the support of the Csangos.

In March, 1860 the

Csangos of an entire church district wrote to Scitovszky,
asking him to present their complaints against the Italian
75
Haynald joined the public supbishop to the Vatican.
porters of Danielik's proposal.

The new society, the Szent

Laszlo Tarsulat, was formally established in May, 1861.

Its

first president, titular Archbishop Jozsef Lonovics, had
proposed aid for Csangos already in 1845.

In 1849 the

Austrians had deprived him of his Hungarian see in punishment for his loyalty to the revolutionary government.

72. Letter of Tomassi, 358-72, 377-8, 386-8. Among the
nationalists whom he denounced were Incze Petras (see
Chapter IV) and Ferenc Moln~r, a diocesan priest from
Transylvania who spoke no Romanian.
73. DSSS, 145-6.
74. The letter is cited by Kovacs, from Veszely,
Imets ... , 84-85.
75. The letter is published in Kovacs, 77-83.
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Danielik was the chief author of the society's statutes.
These described the goals of the society as the material
support of the Holy See, aid for Catholic charities, and
"aid for the establishment and support of educational and
other charitable institutions for needy Catholics in the
east of any rite, especially for Hungarians settled
76
there."
The society and its statutes received the sanction of
Scitovszky, the Nuncio and the Locumtenential Council by the
end of June, 1861.
fl. by this time.

Monetary contributions had reached 4000
Branches of the society were organized in

more than 150 parishes by mid-1862, with more than 12,000
members.

All Hungarian members of the episcopate offered

their moral support, and the Romanian Greek Catholic bishops
Erdeli and Alexi, as well.

Through the intercession of

Scitovszky, in March, 1863 the Pope announced a plenary
indulgence for members of the society under certain conditions.

Members totalled 27,000 and the amount donated by

the society nearly 42,000 fl. by 1864.

These figures were

less impressive than those of similar charitable societies
in France and Germany, but show that Hungarian Catholics
were willing to make considerable financial sacrifices for
the churches and parishes in Hungary and abroad, especially
77
in the east.
76. szvorenyi, 15-16; "A Szent-Laszlo-Tarsulat," in Kiss
and Sziklay, I, 539-40.
77. I have relied here on the most thorough history of
the society, Jozsef Szemes, [2 Szent Laszlo 1~!:§~laj: }.§§J..:1941 (Veszprem: Egyhazmegyei Konyvnyomda, 1942), 18-31.
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The speeches delivered at the first formal meeting of
the society belied its purely religious character: then,
like in more recent times, the support of the Hungarian
Csangos in Moldavia was a popular occasion for patriotic
78
solidarity.
The diplomatic position of the Cuza
government in Romania and the activities of the Hungarian
emigration there increased the complexity of the question.
The founders of the society were concerned about the
danger of Romanianization under an ethnically indifferent
Italian clergy, but possibly even more about Protestant
influence.

Hungarian Reformed in the Principalities num-

bered only 4830 in 1858, and most of these were in
79
Wallachia.
But this estimate is surpisingly low considering reports that considerably larger numbers of Hungarians
from Transylvania entered the Principalities during the
1850s and 1860s.

According to one estimate, the total

Hungarian population there increased by as much as one
fourth in these years.

The motives for emigration were both

economic and political, and many stood under the influence
80
of the emigre leadership.
78. The speeches of Lonovics, Danielik, and Imre Szabo
were published in Religio's eight-page supplement to the
issue of May 22, 1861.
79. Imre R~v~sz, "R~szletes jelent~s a dunafejedelems~gi magyar reformatusok ugy~ben," Protestans egyhazi ~s
iskolai ~No. 44, pp. 1118-22, cited by Lajos Szabo,
Czelder Marton ~lete ~s m8k6d~se a Moldva-Olahorsz~gi els6
magyar-reforni.atus-misszioban-(Debrecen: Debrecen sz. k~
vilros~sa Tiszantuli Reformatus Egyhazkerulet konyvnyomdavallalata, 1940), 32.
80. Mete$, 248. He cites Imecs, ~ §~ek~lYek es ~ baj
(Arad, 1863), p. 63, as stating that 14,000 Szeklers emigrated to Romania in 1862 alone, which seems to be an exag533

A Hungarian Reformed congregation existed in Bucharest
from 1815 on.

In 1855 the Reformed Church in Transylvania

named Ferenc Ko6s, a veteran of the Hungarian forces that
fought for Kossuth in 1848-9 and a minor participant in the
Makk conspiracy.

The minister was prudent and correct in

his relations with the Austrian Consul, Baron Eder.

At

Ko6s' invitation, both Eder and Elena Cuza participated in
the laying of the cornerstone of the new church of the
Bucharest congregation in March, 1863.

Yet the Austrians

disliked his politics: he published the radical newspaper
~uk~resti

Magyar K6zlony in 1859-60 and associated with all

the emigre leaders.

His most active church elder, Lajos

Seres, who was also prominent in the ceremony in March,
1863, was the emissary of the emigre leadership in
81
Bucharest.
Another Hungarian Reformed missionary commissioned in
Kolozsvar, Marton Czelder, arrived in Bucharest in January,
1861.

He led congregations in Pite9ti, Ploie?ti, and Galati,

and also travelled in the land even more than the energetic
Ko6s.

His intense patriotism secured him the popularity of
82
many Hungarians there.
Czelder was restless and amgeration.
81. A long description of the dedication ceremony by
Koos himself appeared in Kolozsvari Kozlo~y. On this and
other aspects of his activity, see Koos, Eletem es emlekeim
(Bukarest: Kriterion kiado, 1971), with foreword by Gyorgy
Beke, passim. This is an abridgement of the two-volume
edition of 1890.
82. On the popularity of Czelder among the Csangos, see
"Tusn~di Imets Ffilop J~k6 gymn. igazgat6-tan~r ~ti-napldja,
1868," 133-9, in Vesz~ Imets es Kovacs; on his alleged
proselytism of Hungarian Catholics, see "Ploest (Olahorszag),
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bitious, and his relations with Koos soon soured.

Baron

Eder requested in 1862 that the Reformed Superintendent in
Kolozsvar recall Czelder to Transylvania because of his
religious (and presumably political) proselytizing activities.

The authorities considered Czelder's "fund-raising''

journey through Hungary and Transylvania in the first months
of 1863 to be a mere pretext for "the purveyance of political correspondence'' and contacts with "the ultramagyar party"
and the Superintendent's more militant colleagues in the
83
Reformed Church.
On the eve of the dietal elections in
1863, the synod of the the Reformed Church in Transylvania,
held in Des, rejected the official accusations of Czelder's
political activities.

In recognition of his services, it

declared him Reformed missionary for Moldavia as well.
Baron Eder noted with alarm that this decree would result in
84
more Reformed proselytism among the Moldavian Csangos.
Czelder's most notorious activities came beginning in
1864.

The radicalization of the emigres under Klapka at

this time led to a manifesto addressed to the Csangos in
May, 1864.

Czelder himself agitated among the Csangos.

He

assured an emissary of Klapka that he would do everything in
his power to fulfill the general's commands, and that the

junius 2-an," Religio 1861, 1. felev, p. 405.
83. Mecsery to Nadasdy, April 4, 1863, in MOL 0228.
1863/226. Vienna, HHSA. Informationsburo, 1862/Elenchus
8075 is a large file of reports on Czelder, many of them
speculative and exaggerated in character, from 1862-67.
84. Mecsery to Nadasdy, August 5, 1863, with the German
translation of an article from Kolozsvari Kozlon~ of
July 2, in MOL 0228 1863/835.
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insurrection could count on five to six thousand men in
85
Romania.
By the beginning of 1865, the Austrians were
convinced of Czelder's close ties with the radical
86
emigres.
In May, 1865 Czelder declared himself
Bishop of the "Free Hungarian Church in Romania," independent of the supervision of the Austrian consul and the
Superintendent in Kolozsvar, and under the protection of the
Cuza government.

Reformed Superindentencies in Hungary and

Transylvania divided concerning the legitimacy of his action,
but eventually collaborated with the Austro-Hungarian au87
thorities in his recall to Hungary after the Compromise.
Both Czelder and Koos were involved with the introduction of
an arms shipment into Moldavia in 1866, at the time of the
88
Austro-Prussian war.
The political opportunities offered in the Principalities and the religious challenge posed by Czelder were
certainly a factor in the popular appeal of the §zent Laszlo
Tarsulat.

The strengthening of Catholicism was a goal

85. Borsi-Kalman, ~yutt vagy kulon utakon, 187, and
Humer Kupa to Klapka, JulY-20~ l864~1n Borsi-Kalman,
"Klapka, Cuza, es Arthur Seherthoss," 812.
86. Mecsery to Reichenstein, January 7, 1865, 1n MOL
D228. 1865/41.
87. The Reformed Church in Transylvania published a
collection of documents, Czelder Marton mukodese Romaniaban 1861-1869 (Kolozsvartt: SteinJ.~87o)~-T28 p.-,-but-the best study on the subject is the previously cited 1940
work by Lajos Szabo. Neither consulted the Vienna police
files or the personal papers of Czelder, which consist of
three cartons deposited in the Reformed Church District
Archives in Cluj in 1959.
I saw no evidence here of
Czelder's connection or services to the Kossuth emigration,
but the sympathies he felt for them are evident.
88. Sandor Veress, 12 magyar emigratio .§: kele!en, II
(Budapest: Athenaeum, 1878), 429-30; Koos, 257-9.
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shared by the Habsburg authorities who regarded themselves
89

as the patron power of the Catholic Church in the Balkans.
The Hungarian episcopate's vocal support for the recently
initiated church union among the Bulgarians also coincided
with Austrian Balkan plans.

Hungarian and Austrian liberals

attacked the society for its determined defense of the Papal
States.

The Austrians also charged that the society pro-

vided a cover for subversive nationalist political activi90
ty.
The only basis for the charge was the fact that the
society provided an outlet for patriotic sentiment.

It

appears to have had little actual contact with the Principalities prior to the Ausgleich.

Until then, the penetra-

tion of Hungarian Franciscans already referred to was more
significant for the Csangos.
The interest in the Principalities revived when the
Tarsulat sent a group of four priests and a layman to travel
to Romania in 1868.

On their return, the Transylvanian

priests Veszely and Imets urged the meeting of the society
in Gyor to press for the Hungarian parishes' subordination
to Hungarian bishops, either as vicariats of the Bishops of
Csanad and of Transylvania or as sufragan bishoprics of a
89. Since the Peace of Karlowitz (1699) Austria increasingly
contested the role of France, the Turks' ally, as protector of
the Balkan Catholics. See Charles A. Frazee, Catholics and
Sultans. The church and the Ottoman Empire 1453-1923 (New York:
caffibriclge--University-Press:- 1983)-,--153, 167-71. The chief areas
of Austrian influence were Bosnia-Hercegovina and Albania; Frazee
ignores the Danubian Principalities.
9 0. Szemes, 2 3, 2 8-9, cites an article in Donauzei tun_g
attacking the speeches given at the Tarsulat's founding meeting,
and an article in Die Presse of November 24, 1861. On the
Bulgarian church union, see Chapter V.
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Transylvanian archdiocese, in order to better supply the
91
parishes with Hungarian clergy.
Action on the demand
once again failed to materialize.

The French Vicar General

in Bucharest and the Romanian government there were hostile
to the Hungarian travellers.

Mgr. Pluym wrote Rome that

they were interfering in the affairs of the local prelates
and had political motives as well.

The clergy and bishops

in Gy5r were, while admittedly good-intentioned, "if not the
collaborators" of the Hungarian government, "at the very
92
least its docile and zealous instruments."

***
The Armenian Problem
The Szekler region constituted the core and the most
turbulent component of the Roman Catholic diocese.

The

Armenian Catholic community was a much smaller but surprisingly important contingent.

The Armenian population of

Transylvania in the mid-nineteenth century is difficult to
establish, since much of it had ceased to speak Armenian.
Its size was at least 5909 in 1857, 4711 in 1861, and 4120
in 1870, calculated from the membership of the four Armenian
Catholic parishes: Szamosujvar, Erszebetvaros, Gyergyoszentmiklos, and Szepv{z, both of the latter in cs1k.

But

91. Imecs, in Ves~~lYL Imet:.§. e~ Kovacs, 111-17. The
volume consists of a statistical study by Veszely and the
travel descriptions of Kovacs and Imecs.
It is a mine of
information about ecclesiastic and cultural conditions in
the Principalities, especially among the Csangos.
92. Pluym to Barnabo, August 25 and 31, 1868, published
in DSSS, "Pagini noi din istoria strategiei deznationalizarii romEmilor I," Revista arhivelor 49 (1987), 265-8.
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Armenian merchants, officials, and military men lived in
most cities, so that Laszlo Kovary estimated 10,000
93
Armenians in Transylvania in 1847.
The patron of all
four parishes was the respective local municipality, which
also elected the pastor, subject to episcopal confirmation.
Armenian Catholics were disproportionately prominent in the
94
diocesan clergy, regardless of their rite.
The pastors
of the three urban Armenian parishes, Kristof Lukacsi, Antal
Merza, and Imre Csiki, were also district deans.

They

emphasized their separateness in our period by corresponding
with Haynald in Latin.

According to Lukacsi and Haynald,

there were ten Armenian-rite priests in pastoral service in
the diocese; no doubt many other Armenian clergymen did not
fall into this category because they served as teachers or
95
Latin-rite priests.
93. For a good general introduction on the Armenians of
Hungary and Trans~lvania, see Laszlo Gopcsa, "A magyarorszag i ormenyekro l I II in Erde4i Muzeum 12 ( 18 95) ' 3 7 5-82;
Janos Kertesz, "Az orrneny_k_erdes bibliografiaja, II in Magyar
Kisebbseg [ca. 1939], 242-8, 277-81, 303-13.
On the statistics: Keleti, 342; Laszlo Gopcsa, "Az ormenyek Europaban es
kulonosen Ausztria-Magyarorszagon," part 2, in Armenia;
Magyar-drmeny Havi Szemle (Szamoscijvar), I (1887), 153-4.
He cited Kovar~'s-estimate from his ~~§~lY §tatisztikaja
(1847), p. 191. Lukacsi/s estimate of 16-20,000 seems exaggerated, but was also accepted by Szamosrijvar in its
petitions of these years; Lukacsi, Adalekok az erdelyi ormel:ly.§k tortenetehez (Kolozsvartt: Rom-:.kath.-lyceumi nyomda,
1867), 59.
The 1861 total is from Haynald/s letter to the
Gubernium of October 27, 1861, in which he insisted there
were in all 8000 Armenians in Transylvania; it is cited in
Gubernium to Chancellery, January 24, 1862, in MOL D229,
1862/967.
94. Armenia identified Zerich and Veszely as Armenians,
and Eranosz seems, on the basis of his name, to have been an
Armenian.
95. Lukacsi, 72; Gergely Govrik, "A magyar-ormenyek,"
Armenia 2 (1888), 123, 179-80. The latter states there were
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The chief distinguishing mark of the Armenian Catholics
was their oriental, Armenian-language liturgy.

Armenian

Catholic clergy generally studied for the priesthood in the
diocesan seminary in Gyulafehervar, where an Armenian endowment supported the study of two seminarians per year since
1808.

They were generally ordained by the Armenian Catholic

Archbishops of Vienna or Lvov.

They learned the Armenian

liturgy by private arrangement, and if they passed a liturgical examination they were ordained in the Greek manner,
i.e. with the placing of a high conical cap.

In attire and

beardlessness the Armenian clergy otherwise resembled those
of the Latin rite.

The Armenian parishes adopted the

Gregorian calendar in 1758, but their fasting practices
96
remained closer to those of the Romanians.
The Armenians
lived as alien settlers in Transylvania until 1840, when the
diet granted them rights of citizenship, then in 1848 full
97
equality.
The chief center of the Transylvanian Armenians was
Szamosujvar in Belso-Szolnok county, also the seat of a
Greek Catholic bishop.

Armenian merchants, officials and

clergy dominated the city council, and the city supported

seventeen Armenian-rite priests in Transylvania.
96. Friedrich Teutsch, Die kirchlichen Verh~ltnisse
Siebenburgens, 61-3; [ Szongott] , "Az 6rmenyegyhaZMagyarorszagon," Armenia 8 (1894), l-9. The seminary endowment
apparently proved inadequate. According to Lukacsi three of
the four Armenian pastors had studied at the seminary at
their own expense, while the studies of the Latin-rite
seminarians were paid for them by others-- Lukacsi, 29.
97. Gopcsa, "Ormenyek," in !:§:lla.§ nagy lexikona 13
(Budapest: Pallas irodalmi es nyomdai rt., 1896), 657-8.
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98
six or seven Armenian-rite priests.

The pastor-dean of

the Armenian parish was the unrivalled Armenian religious
leader in the diocese: between 1856 and 1876, Kristof
99
Lukacsi.
Lukacsi was born in the nearby village of Beclean and
studied in Szamosujvar, Gyulafehervar, and Vienna before
being ordained in Vienna in 1826.

For eleven years he was a

chaplain in Szamosujvar, then professor at the seminary in
Gyulafehervar until 1853, when he became the principal of
the seminary.

Already in the 1830s he published transla-

tions of Armenian documents concerning Hungarian history
that he found during his research in the Armenian monastic
100
archives in Venice.
Due to his previous service in
Szamosujvar, his distinguished career in Gyulafehervar and
the support he had lent to a recent Armenian petition to the
bishop, he was elected pastor of Szamosujvar with great
enthusiasm and near unanimity when the old pastor died in
1855.

The electoral protocol states that the city council

and assembly nominated Lukacsi "by general acclamation and
with a triple hurrah."

As was customary, the voters had to

propose other candidates as well.

The city council implored

98. Six signed a petition issued in 1860 (Szongott,
Szamosujvar •.. , I, 314), Haynald referred to six in his
letter of October 27, 1861, and Szongott states the established custom was to support seven; Ibid., I, 394.
99. There is a good short biography of Lukacsi in
Szinnyei, Magyar irok §let~, 8 (Budapest: Hornyanszky
Viktor, 1902), 119-21.
100. Lukacs Barany, "Emlekbeszed," in the special issue
of Armenia dedicated to Lukacsi, 7 (1893), citing
JUQ.Q!!l§l!l_y.Q_§_ Gyujtemeny vol. 19, p. 7.
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Haynald, however, in view of "the present circumstances of
the Armenian nation" to "confirm the enthusiasm demonstrated
for Lukacsi."
101
tion.

Haynald assented, and confirmed the nomina-

The historic basis for the ecclesiastic grievance of
the Transylvanian Armenians was their former possession of
their own Armenian Catholic Bishop in Transylvania.

Their

Orthodox bishop Mennas accompanied them from Moldavia to
Transylvania in 1672, and led the union with the Roman
church twelve years later under the sponsorship of the
Armenian Catholic Archbishop of Lvov.

Mennas' successor,
102
Verzereskul Oxendius, was bishop from 1690 to 1715.
Verzereskul also practiced some of the functions of the
Roman Catholic Bishop since the latter was absent from the
diocese.

When Verzereskul died and the Roman Catholic

Bishop was restored to Gyulafehervar in 1715, the new bishop
preceded to direct the affairs of the Armenian Catholic
parishes as well.

He argued that in the absence of the

Armenian bishop his duties had devolved on himself.

The two

pastors of Szamosujvar from 1715 to 1736 bore the title of
Dean of the Armenians (H. ormeny esperes) and episcopal
vicar.

The Habsburg rulers ordered the reestablishment of

the Armenian bishopric in 1737-8, then again in 1758, but

101. Szongott, Szamosujvar, I, 396-9, cites the election
documents.
102. Szongott, Sza~osujvar ..• , I, 267-9 argues that
Verzereskul functioned as bishop of the Roman Catholics as
well, but the diocesan history by Vorbuchner makes no mention of this.
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103
this was not put into effect.
The Armenians raised the demand for the restoration of
104
their bishopric in 1765, then again in 1848 and 1851.
As
the result of the progressive dispersal of the Armenian
population, the limitation of the Armenian rite to four
parishes, the establishment of Latin rite parishes as well
in these communities and the requirement that offspring of
mixed marriages be registered as Roman Catholics, the recorded number of Armenian Catholics declined by two-thirds
105
in the course of the nineteenth century.
The clergy of
Szamosujvar petitioned Bishop Haynald in 1853 to permit the
placement of Armenian-rite priests in parishes throughout
the diocese, to end the measures limiting the practice of
the rite, and to appoint a vicar for all the Armenians of
the diocese in order to assure liturgical unity.

Lukacsi,

as a professor in Gyulafthervar, wrote a supporting opinion,
but Haynald made no reply to the petition.

When the

Armenian pastor of Szepv{z complained that some of his
parishioners had been baptized in the Latin-rite, Haynald
suggested that the pastor himself convert to the Latin rite.
After recounting this incident,

Luk~csi

added bitterly: "A

similar appeal was also addressed to me, about which I will
103. Lukacsi, 17-18; Szongott, Szamosujvar ... , I, 300-5.
104. Szongott, op.cit., I, 305-6; Ibid., "Az 6rmeny egyhch
Magyarorszagon", 102-3.
105. Lukacsi's book is the most complete catalogue of
Armenian grievances; see especially pp. 26-8, 32-8, 41-4.
On the declining numbers, see Gopcsa, "Az 6rmenyek Eur6paban
es kfil6n6sen Ausztria-Magyarorszagon," pt. II, 153; ibid.,
"A hazai ormenyek letszam~rol," Armenia 6 (1892), 342; and
Friedrich Teutsch, .Q.i-~ ~i!"~hli~h~n Verhaltnisse, 62.
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be silent, since it took the form of personal conversation
and compromizing pronouncements."

Yet as the scholarly

authority in Gyulafehervar on Armenian questions, Lukacsi
received several queries from Haynald concerning the peti106
tion of the Armenian clergy in the course of 1853.
Lukacsi/s evolving views on the Armenian question increased the significance of his election as pastor by acclamation and of his confirmation by Haynald.

As pastor he

added his own impulses to the already existing movement in
Szamosujvar.

Acording to a contemporary recalling an inter-

view with Lukacsi twenty years later, the pastor declared
the restoration of the Armenian bishopric to be his life/s
107
goal.
Lukacsi expressed this goal implicitly in his
festive sermon in Szamosujvar/s Armenian cathedral on the
Armenian national holiday, the feast of St. Gregory the
Illuminator, in 1858.

Surveying the history of the

Armenians and the chances of bringing the benefits of the
church union to the Armenian Orthodox, he cited Benedict
XIV/s encyclical

blJL~tae

Sunt to the effect that eastern

peoples need not fear the endangerment of rite and nation-

lOS
Lukacsi/s argumentation

ality through the church union.

106. Lukacsi, 63-5. The request by the city of
Szamosujvar in 1851, rejected by Bishop Kovacs, was cited by
Haynald in his letter of October 27, 1861; see MOL D229,
1862/967.
107. Janos Temesvary, "Lukacsi Kristof vezereszmeje,"
Armenia 7 (1893), 348-51. Temesvary, a eminent church
historian, was by his own declaration also an Armenian.
108. Lukacsi, Emlekezetek az erdel_yi ormen~k mt.ilt eletebol me~yeJ;.e~ c:z 2rn;~f!Yek apostc:>l~ ~i~agoSito Szen! ~!".9"§lY-1858-dlk evl unn~en a Szamosu]varl orm .. szertartasu templomban -mOndott ~_gy_b§_zi pes~edben ~]cadott~:~ ( Becsben:544

coincided precisely with the renewed efforts of Sulutiu and
of the Catholics of the Near East to defend their rite
against Latinization and of the papal statements on the
eastern rite in 1848 (In suprema Rets.il, 1854
Vestrum) and 186 2 (Romani

R_s>p_tj_fic~.§)

(~~~jne~

109
cited by Lukacsi.

The Armenian Catholic Primate of Constantinople Hassun wrote
Lukacsi in December, 1862 that his defense of the Armenian
rite was an inspiration for the union movement among the
Anatolian Armenians.

French and Anatolian Armenian publica-

tions of 1856 described the rule of the Latin-rite bishop
110
over the Armenians in Transylvania as tyrannical.
The Armenian grievance concerning mixed marriages provided the first issue of public dispute between Lukacsi and
Haynald, in which both appealed for the support of the Holy
See.

The bishop rejected Lukacsi's claims and defended the
111
procedure of the Latin rite pastor of Szamosujvar.
The Nuncio sided with Haynald, and urged the rejection of
112
the "indocile and irreverent ambitions" of Lukacsi.
The Szamosujvar city council appealed to the Armenian
Archbishop of Vienna for advice concerning the proper course

Nyomtatott a Mechitaristak nyomdaja bet8ivel, 1859), 27,
also published at nearly the same time in Religi6 and then
1n Armenia 8 (1894), 296.
The English text of Allatae .§u~_:t
in The Papal Encx~li~~l§ does not contain the passage cited
by Lukacsi, though it contains similar ideas.
109. Only the second of these writings is in The Papal
Encyclicals, on pp. 319-25.
-- 110. Lukacsi, Adal~kok, 48, 55-7, 82i Hassun's letter was
also cited in Armenia 8 (1893), 380.
111. Haynald to Pius IX, September 13, 1858, in DSSS, 335-7.
112. DeLuca to Cardinal Barnabo, October 9, 1858, in Ibid.,
339-40.
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113
of action to defend Armenian interests.

In accordance

with instructions from the Archbishop, the city sent three
petitions for the restoration of the bishopric to Szamosujvar's
mayor Bogdan Jakabb, in Vienna for the sessions of the
Expanded Reichsrat.

He handed them to the general procura-

tor of the Armenian monastic congregation for forwarding to
114
the Emperor, Cardinal Barnabo and de Luca.
The publication of Lukacsi's long sermon in Reliaio in
1860 attracted the lively interest of Metropolitan $ulutiu.
He wrote a study disputing some of Lukacsi's historical
statements, but supporting his appeal for the restoration of
the bishopric.

It was a great shame, he wrote, that the

Armenians had generally abandoned their own language, even
in their homes, for Hungarian.

He knew Lukacsi personally,
115
and supported his appeal to the Holy See.
$ulutiu failed
116
to publish his article, however,
and Bishop Alexi was
cautious when Haynald requested his views concerning the
spoken language of the Szamosujvar Armenians and their
claims.

Alexi replied that few of the Armenians understook

any language but Hungarian, and the sermons ought to con-

113. City Council to Archbishop Jacob Boschagi, November
20, 1858, in Szongott, Szamosujvar, I, 309-10.
114. The petitions of February 15 and July 6, 1860 are in
Ibid. , 312-19.
115. The study, "Adevarata cauz~ a trecerii Armenilor
din Moldova .ln Transilvania," was first published by Nicolae
Edroiu in ~_!_l:Qar~l IDsti:.:!::ll:t~l ui g§_ Is tori.§_ _2i Arheo logie
Cluj-Napoca, 25 (1982), 288-94.
116. The decision that publication would be imprudent may have
rested with Metropolitan Sulutiu or with the editor of Gazeta
Transilvaniei, Iacob Mure9anu, who was also principal of a
Roman Catholic high school.
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tinue to be held in that language.

He declined to address

the question of administrative changes, pleading his incom117
petence in the matter.
It could hardly have been unknown
to Alexi that Lukacsi deplored the establishment of the new
Romanian bishopric in in the city as a new obstacle to the
restoration of the Armenian bishopric.

Lukacsi argued that

the Romanian bishopric increased the urgency of the Armenian
118
restoration due to the danger of Romanianization.
Thun called for the Transylvanian Locumtenency's
opinion on the proposed bishopric, which in turn elicited
119
that of Haynald.
Haynald replied only a year later, on
October 27, 1861.

He insisted that the Armenian Catholics

had never had their own bishop, and had opposed the erection
of a bishopric because of the expense involved.

Without

referring to the mixed marriage procedure, he insisted that
the Roman Catholic bishop had always done his utmost to
protect their rite.

He rejected the claim for a bishopric,

proposing a larger Armenian high school as a better means of
protecting their nationality.

A session of the Catholica

Commissio, with six members in attendance and presided over
by Crenneville, accepted the motion by KeserG to support
120
Haynald's viewpoint.
117. Alexi to Haynald, December 4, 1859 (unnumbered letter), in Alba Iulia ERC, 1859/4085 (Cat. 4).
118. Lukacsi, Adalekok, 77-8. Lukacsi argued that
Szatmar county in Hungary and Nasaud were more suitable
sites for the Romanian bishopric than Szamosujvar.
119. Lebzeltern (Deputy Governor) to Haynald, November
31, 1860, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1860/3574 (Cat. 4).
120. Gubernium to Chancellery, January 24, 1862, in MOL
D229, 1862/967. The other members present were Kozma,
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The Chancellery rejected the Gubernium's statement and
the principle that Haynald's viewpoint was sufficient.
"Since there is no doubt, on the basis of equality, that the
associations of various faiths and rites may freely decide
in matters concerning their own religious institutions," the
views of the Armenian community itself, which Haynald had
ignored, were decisive.

The Gubernium should ask Szamosujvar
121
about its means of material support for the new bishopric.
The Gubernium communicated this request to the city after
Haynald's departure for Rome in May.

It noted it had re-

ceived Haynald's opinion concerning the bishopric, but did
122
not reveal what this was.
Haynald argued, while in Rome,
123
against the granting of the Armenians' request.
Disagreement arose among the Armenians on the proper
course of action.

The Council in Szamos6jvar, rather than

supplying the information requested by the Gubernium, re-

Nemes, Bornemissza and Pall. On the commission, see Chapter
V. Haynald's letter is missing from the file with Keseru's
draft, in MOL F266, 1862/10616.
121. Referent Horvath deleted passages in the original
which would have indicated any uncertainty about the Armenians'
desires or historical claims. Draft by the Chancellery to
the Gubernium, March 12, 1862, in MOL D229, 1862/967.
122. Gubernium to Szamosujvar city council, May 23, in
Szongott, Szamosujvar I, 319-21. The document is signed
only by the Greek Catholic Deputy Governor Pop and Orthodox
Secretary Moga, suggesting that Crenneville had to alter the
membership of the session in order to secure the desired
result. Like all other documents from Szamos6jvar published
by Szongott, the letter is missing from the city council
archives today (AS Cluj, Primaria orasului Gherla).
123. Draft of Haynald to Barnabo, May 30, in Alba Iulia
ERC, 1862/1400 (Cat. 4). The file is entitled "Armeni
episcopatus in Transylvania erigendi quaestionis decisio S.
Congregationem de propaganda fide adurgetur. Originale actum
in archive secreta Excellentissimi Domini Praesulis."
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quested a copy of Haynald's statement of 1861 "in order to
124
consider all sides of the matter."
Antal Laszloffy
had become mayor of the city at the beginning of the Provisorium.
He had apparently received promises from the Gubernium
concerning the bishopric.

Ivan Gulovich, the Ruthenian

canon who was a rival of Bishop Alexi, apparently allied
with Laszloffy in the scheme in the hope of succeeding to
125
Alexi's see.
Crenneville travelled to Szamosujvar and
collected a new petition in favor of the bishopric composed
126
under the initiative of the ambitious Laszloffy.
The
petition, backdated, was published on July 17, but immedi127
ately denounced by the Council opposition.
The Gubernium
informed the Council that it could not supply a copy of
128
Haynald's statement because it was "confidential."
The matter rested in this fashion until April, 1863,
when the Gubernium called on the City Council to reply to
the previous year's request.
Assembly on May 7.

Laszloffy convened the City

He impressed on it the urgency of the

matter and the favorable prospects of the bishopric's
124. City Council to Gubernium, July l, in Szongott,
Szamosujvar I, 321.
125. Marton Voith (a member of the City Council opposition) to Haynald, July 18, in Alba Iulia ERC, 1862/3030
(Cat. 4).
126. David Placsintar (another opposition Council member)
to Haynald, July 20, in loc. cit. Placsintar assured
Haynald that Lukacsi was not a part of the scheme, but
rather hoped for the establishment of the vicariat under
the continued jurisdiction of Haynald.
127. Kolozsvari Kozlony, July 17, p. 43, and
Korunk, July 18, p.-3~--Both clippings are in Haynald's
file.
128. Gubernium to City Council, August 16, in Szongott,
szamosujvar I, 321-2.
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restoration.

The Assembly elected a committee, headed by

Lukacsi, to write a memorandum on the matter.

On the eve of

the election, however, the Council decided, rather than
forwarding the completed committee report, to inform the
Gubernium that a bishopric was unnecessary and they would
129
settle for a vicariat.
According to Luk~csi, the
government promised the bishopric would be granted if the
Armenians, "following the example of the other nationalities," would send a national delegation to Vienna.

The

Council majority rejected this idea, not wishing to be seen
as separatists who were willing to desert the Hungarian
cause and declare their loyalty to the unconstitutional
130
regime in exchange for the granting of bishopric.
Mayor

L~szlciffy

proved, as regalist, one of the
131
government/s most loyal allies in the diet.
After the
bill recognizing the Romanian nation was passed, he proposed
a similar law to declare the Armenians the fourth constitutional nation of Transylvania. The bill never came to a
132
vote.
Gubernium Councillor Jakabb reportedly proposed a
renewed debate in the Gubernium concerning the Armenian
bishopric, but only with the purpose of embarassing
133
Laszloffy.
129. Crenneville to City Council, April 30, 1863, and
Assembly, committee protocols of May 7 and 10, June 2, in
Szongott, Szamosujvar I, 322-7.
130. Lukacsi, 75-6.
131. Friedenfels to Nadasdy, June 13 and 22, 1864, in AS
Sibiu, Fondul Eugen von Friedenfels, XIV/242.
132. Mester, Az auton6m Erdely, 196-7.
133. Friedenfels-to-Nadasdy, June 29, 1864, in AS Sibiu,
loc. cit.
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The City Council opposition was disappointed in its
hope that it would achieve its bishopric after the restoration of
constitutionalism.

The Council called on the three

other Armenian localities to petition Minister E6tvos for the
bishopric, and did the same, itself. No replies were ever
134
received to these petitions.
Hungarian Law XLIII of 1868
recognized the autonomy of the ''Armenian Catholic Church," but
the declaration had no binding force on the bishop or practical
135
significance.
Luk~csi travelled to Rome in 1872 and was wellreceived by Cardinal Barnabo.

But he argued in vain that of the

twenty-four Catholic dioceses and archdioceses in the east, only
two had more than 20,000 souls, and that the Armenian
136
Archbishopric of Lvov had only 7000.
The entire pastoral
clergy of the four Armenian parishes attended his funeral four
137
years later.
***

The quest for ecclesiastic autonomy along ethnic lines
was characteristic of the period between revolution and
134. Declarations and petitions of Szamosujvar, Szepv{z,
Erzsebetvaros, and Gyergyoszentmiklos, February 22, March 8,
April 7 and 30, in Szongott, Szamosujvar I, 327-46.
135. Gopcsa, "Ormenyek," in Pallas, 658.
136. Temesvary, 350-l, with letter of Barnabo to Lukacsi,
1872; Lukacsi, 59, 79-80.
137. Temesvary, 357. Szongott's Armenia was the chief
advocate of the Armenian bishopric after Lukacsi's death.
It was established in 1887 with the financial support of the
Armenian Catholic Patriarch, and published until 1907, the
year of Szongott's death. Transylvanian Romanians and
Saxons occasionally deplored the "oppression" of the
Armenian Catholics, e.g. Sulutiu, Friedrich Teutsch, and
Gh[heorghe] C[iuhandu], "Un popor pierdut: Armenii din
regatul ungar. 0 pagina incheiata din "evolutia" religioasa
a statului ungar," Revista teologica (Sibiu) 6 (1912),
176-80, 214-18, which -was unavailable to me.
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compromise.

The Romanian Greek Catholics attained this

goal early in the decade of absolutism.

The chapter

examined several similar movements that reached a decisive
stage in the 1860s and shared the fact that their
ramifications spanned political boundaries.
The Romanian Orthodox community of the Hungarian lands
was far less affected than the Greek Catholics by Dacoroman
militancy and possessed in 9aguna a shrewd and moderate
leader.

Yet religious and even political ties with Russia,

the Principalities, and Austrian Bukovina increased the
sensitivity of the government to Romanian Orthodox
petitions.

This helps explain the willingness of Catholic

Austria to concede the Romanian Orthodox demand for
hierarchical separation from the Serbs of Hungary.
Roman Catholics of Transylvania were not subject to a
hierarchy of foreign nationality, and enjoyed in Bishop
Haynald an energetic national leader.

Haynald set his

sights on greater ecclesiastic independence in order to
more effectively combat the perceived political and religious threat of the Romanians to Hungarian Catholics in both
Transylvania and the Danubian Principalities.

The

Principalities were the home of increasing numbers of
Hungarian emigres.
ary

M~rton

The radical Hungarian Reformed mission-

Czelder sought not only to recruit supporters for

the struggle against Austria, but to proselytize among
Hungarian Catholics and establish a "free Hungarian church"
independent of Austrian consular supervision.
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For all

these reasons Haynald's scheme for an archbishopric received
serious consideration in Vienna and Rome, but was ultimately
rejected.
Finally, the relatively minor movement of the Armenian
Catholics within Transylvania demonstrates how Austria
attempted to manipulate and exploit a small minority's
resistance to ecclesiastic and ethnic assimilation.

In each

of these cases, political, ethnic and religious identity were
all important motivating factors.
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CONCLUSION

This study provides a new perspective on the problem of
the Austro-Hungarian Compromise, nationality politics and
religious history during a crucial period in Transylvania
and in the Habsburg monarchy as a whole.

In order to

achieve this new perspective it has presented several categories of material: the secular history of the monarchy and
of the national movements as conventionally defined, the
social and administrative framework that dominated
Transylvanian politics, a comparative overview of the
religious communities, and then especially the relationship
of secular and religious politics in the Roman Catholic,
Greek Catholic, and Orthodox Churches.
The survey of secular politics reveals the strong
relationship of events and movements in Transylvania with
those of Hungary proper, the monarchy as a whole, and the
neighboring Danubian Principalities.

Veterans of the

revolutions of 1848-49 in Hungary and the Principalities
found, as emigre conspirators, a modicum of common ground 1n
their desire to defeat Austrian absolutism.

At the end of

the decade of absolutism both groups gained diplomatic and
limited military support from the France of Napoleon III for
their designs.

Romanian l848ers came to power in the

Principalities in 1859; henceforth the Hungarians would seek
to win them over to the plan of using the Principalities as
a staging ground for an invasion of Transylvania.
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The

potential for such collaboration was a major imponderable of
Austrian policy.

Hungarian-Romanian differences over

internal policy in Transylvania undermined the emigres'
hopes.
Transylvania was a particularly agitated theater of the
Hungarian war of independence of 1848-49.

The fighting

between Hungarians on the one hand and Romanians and Saxons
on the other left a legacy of animosity and also three
distinctive political ideologies.

The Hungarian minority in

Transylvania sought to perpetuate its social domination and
restore its political preeminence through the union of
Transylvania with Hungary and the promise of a moderate
constitutional regime.

Saxons wanted their local privileges

preserved with the support of a centralist but liberalized
Austrian empire.

Romanians supported Transylvanian autonomy

like the Saxons but demanded a radical rectification of
their underprivileged position in society.
A study of the actual administration and social
structure of Transylvania might seem to undermine the
importance of the international influences outlined here.
It is therefore important to note the far-ranging and finely
tuned hierarchy of Austrian administration.

Decisions

concerning Transylvania taken by the Emperor and the deeply
divided Council of Ministers were influenced by international as well as local Transylvanian politics.

The arena of

local politics was the counties and districts of Transylvania, consisting of three regions-- counties, Szekler
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region and Fundus Regius-- which each had its own characteristic administration, social structure and ethnic makeup.
The Austrian need for political allies within the new
constitutional regime established in 1861 created an
opportunity for Romanians and Saxons to increase their influence on Transylvanian affairs.

As the result of their

determined opposition to the Hungarians and their lobbying
in Vienna, they received many key appointments in the
administration, a revision of the electoral law and, in the
case of the Romanians, unprecedented influence in the
Transylvanian diet when it convened in 1863.

Catholic and

Orthodox clergymen were active in the struggles of the
Hungarians and Romanians during these years.
The role of the clergy in society is examined in terms
of its economic position, relationship with religious
culture, and the changes associated with secularization.
The parish priest was in most cases directly dependent for
his subsistence on his believers through land allotments,
tithes and liturgical fees, though church and state
subsidies also provided some support.

Saxon clergymen were

the wealthiest, Hungarians less so, and Romanians the
poorest, so that the availability of Austrian state
subsidies had political significance for the Romanians.
Catholic and Orthodox practice gave great importance to the
liturgy.

This reinforced the influence of the respective

church's clergy, but also encouraged popular devotional
practices that occasionally brought the different religions
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together.

Economic advancement and literacy had

a corrosive effect on religiosity and clerical influence,
however.
This period experienced the peak of the contest in the
Catholic Church between liberal and opposing ultramontane
tendencies.

The Austrian absolutist regime ironically con-

cluded an alliance with the ultramontane church in 1855, the
Concordat, but began a limited retreat from this policy in
the following decade.

Hungarian bishops were among the

early opponents of the Concordat, who accurately saw in it a
design to strengthen the political centralization of the
empire with the help of the church.

Individual Hungarian

prelates, including Primate Scitovszky and Bishop Haynald of
Transylvania, led the struggle against Austrian policies in
the 1860s, while other, more circumspect bishops helped to
pave the way for the Compromise.

These conciliators among

the bishops were assisted indirectly by the unfavorable
attitude toward the centralist regime of some leading
Catholic officials in Vienna.
Bishop Haynald emerged as one of the most important
leaders of the Hungarian opposition.

He was able to build

on the administrative privileges and traditions of autonomy
of Transylvanian Catholicism.

Haynald played a central role

in the Hungarian boycott of the diet in 1863.

Catholic

influence at the Viennese court and the esteem which the
Pope held for Haynald could only delay his dismissal from
office.

The Catholics of the Szekler district of Csik
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provided a political and religious base for the daring
opposition of the local Catholic clergy to the government.
Piety and patriotism were strikingly intermingled for the
people.
The religious division within Transylvanian Romanian
society was more significant than historians have generally
recognized.

Only with great difficulty were bishops and

clergy able to engineer national unity on key political
issues.

Where Greek Catholics and Orthodox resided in the

same village, politically and religiously inspired rivalry
repeatedly gave rise to conversions or scandal.

Greek

Catholics lived primarily in the counties, where social and
ethnic resentment toward the Hungarian nobility was a
powerful motivating force.
the Fundus Regius.

The center of Orthodox life was

Romanians in this region were more

economically secure, less militant in their attitude toward
the Hungarians and comparatively circumspect in their
comportment toward their Saxon neighbors due to considerations of political strategy.

The combative Greek Catholic

Metropolitan Sterca-Sulutiu and shrewdly calculating
Orthodox Bishop $aguna complemented the orientation of
their respective constituencies.

Regardless of other

differences, however, the churches had difficulty averting
the Magyarization of impoverished Romanian parishes in the
Szekler region.
The liberal-ultramontane split among Catholics had its
counterpart in the even older conflict within the Romanian
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Greek Catholic Church between a "Latinizing" or pro-Roman
orientation and a patriotic-populist tradition which
defended the eastern rite vis a vis Rome and advocated a
greater role for synods in order to increase lay influence.
Sterca-~ulutiu

was the only metropolitan to represent the

latter tendency.

Ecclesiastic controversy over $ulutiu

explains why historians have devoted little attention to his
career.

He alienated Hungarians, Vienna and Rome, but

nevertheless achieved significant political and ecclesiastic
concessions from the latter two.

He made a significant

contribution to the Romanians' political struggle in the
counties, to the granting of electoral reform and to the
Romanian successes in 1863.
Romanian Greek Catholics in 1853 attained independence
from the Hungarian-led Roman Catholic episcopate.

Analogous

movements took place among the Romanian Orthodox, Hungarian
Roman Catholics, and smaller groups of Hungarian Reformed
and Armenian Catholics.

$aguna successfully led the strug-

gle for separation from the Serbian Orthodox hierarchy.
Haynald failed in his project for a Transylvanian archdiocese with titular authority over Hungarians in the Principalities, although he made an energetic argument about the
threat to the church of Romanian Orthodox and Hungarian
Reformed proselytism.

Separatist attempts by Reformed mis-

sionary M&rton Czelder 1n the Principalities and Armenian
pastor Kristof Lukacsi in Szamosujvar serve to confirm the
strong association of ethnic and religious identity in this
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period.
One general conclusion of the study is the difficulty
of separating religion and politics, and even more especially the churches from politics.

As Pedro Ramet points out

with respect to current Eastern Europe, "A truly apolitical
church is virtually inconceivable, since as soon as one
moves from liturgical rites to religious teaching, one is in
1

the domain of social interests."

The social interests of

church leaders derive not only from the churches' doctrines,
but also from the property administered by the bishops,
their hierarchical responsibilities, and an awareness of the
desires of their people.

Apolitical religiosity among

Christians is a misnomer because it implies, at the least,
the acceptance of the inevitably political leadership of the
hierarchy.

People tend to make religion meaningful in their

lives by relating its teaching not only to existential
questions but to society as a whole.
relationship with politics.
"mere" politics.

There is a necessary

But religious politics is never

It is difficult to extricate, for

instance, the various motivations of a Christian who
believes his religion will better prosper as the result of
certain reforms, or who follows the secular leadership of
his bishops, albeit it is justified in religious or moral
terms.
The conditions under which Haynald, Sulutiu and Saguna
1. Ramet, Cr_gs!? 9,nd ~ommissar~_ The Politics of Religion
jn ~9stern ~u~~£_~ 9,nd the USSR (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1987), 180.
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could assume the role of ethnic and political leaders or
2

"Balkan bishops"

were different in each case.

Haynald's

education and training as ecclesiastic functionary provided
him with close ties to the rest of the Hungarian Catholic
episcopate, Hoffahigkeit and compatibility with the
aristocracy.

His elevation to leadership in provincial

politics as the spokesman of Transylvania's union with
Hungary was largely due to the constitutional privileges
attached to his office.

The international position of the

church also worked in his favor, both because of his stature
in Rome and the delicacy of the Catholic question in the
Viennese court.

The personalities of

~ulutiu

and $aguna

complemented the social structure of their constituencies.
With respect to the ruling elities, $ulutiu was condemned to
the role of an outsider.

By contrast, $aguna came from a

merchant family in central Hungary not far from Haynald's
hometown, studied at the University of Pest together with
the future minister Eotvos, and enjoyed more cordial relations than $ulutiu with both Haynald and E6tv6s.

Romanian

bishops had indeed been national leaders for centuries, and
would continue to be so until the end of Hungarian rule.
Roman Catholics were most intimately tied to the

2. Charles J. Slovak, "J. D. Strossmayer as a Balkan
Bishop," Balkan Studies 18 (1967). 121-44.
Slovak's model
of "Balkan bishop" is the Montenegrin prince-bishops who
were simultaneously political and religious leaders; he also
notes that the Ottoman millet system led to a union of the
two functions.
Though he cites Saguna as a further example,
it is evident that circumstances in the Habsburg monarchy
were very different, despite certain similarities.
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Habsburg state, and their nominal internationalism was best
suited to highlight the conflict between religious orthodoxy
and liberalism in this study.

Ultramontanes and liberal

Catholics were closer in ideology than the conflict between
conservatives and liberals in secular politics would lead
one to suspect, but represented phenomena analogous to their
secular counterparts.

They found their counterparts in all

of the churches in Transylvania.

Among committed churchmen,

the problem of declining religiosity prompted a conservative
response and a liberal one: either the spirit of the times
was to blame, and should be fought more effectively; or
alienation from religion was attributed to outmoded structures of authority in the church, which should be modified
along liberal lines.
The newly appointed Archbishop of Kalocsa, Lajos
Haynald, declared in November, 1867 "that we are living 1n
the age of reforms, which can no more be avoided in the
3

ecclesiastical, than in the political arena."

All

churches experienced this "age of reform" in the 1860s.
The central issue of the religious reform movements was the
administration of the economic and especially educational
affairs of the churches by the religious communities
themselves.

The Habsburg state had taken over control of

these affairs in the eighteenth century; laity and clergy,
liberals and ultramontanes within the churches sought to end

3. Statement to the Hungarian Bishops' Conference,
November 7, 1867, cited by Jen6 T6r6k, 345.
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this tutelage.

Movements for the establishment of consti-

tutional statutes concerning economic and school administration achieved success for the Saxon Lutherans in 1861, the
Romanian Orthodox in 1868, the Hungarian Reformed in 1868,
and the Hungarian Roman Catholics in 1873.

The "Organic

Statute" approved for the Romanian Orthodox and the "Status
Catholicus" of the Roman Catholics conceded a degree of lay
influence in Transylvania unrivalled elsewhere in these
4

churches.

The most popular synodal movement of

all, among Romanian Greek Catholics, ultimately failed due
to the opposition of the Holy See and Austrian and Hungarian
governments.
The findings of this study confirm four of Pedro
Ramet's conclusions concerning religion and politics in
Eastern Europe today.

He wrote that: l. Change in society

creates pressure for change within religious organization;
2. Religious organizations are a powerful threat to weak
regimes in ethnically heterogeneous societies; 3. Relations
between church and state are not monolithic, but characterized by tactical alliances of factions within each; 4.
Churches design their policies with a view toward institu5
tional needs as they see them.
Nationalism and liberalism penetrated the churches like
the societies of which they were a part.

Before it regained

4. Pacurariu, Istoria bisericii ortodoxe romane, III,
94-7; Konrad Szimto~-l\.-}(9!9Ji~Q.§-~:§"g_yhaz tortenete, II
(Budapest: Ecclesia, 1985), 414.
5. Ramet, 186-94.
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its equilibrium through the enactment of the Ausgleich,
the Habsburg state passed through a weakened transition
stage during which the ethnic churches were important rival
centers of power, especially in Transylvania.

This study

highlights many instance of factionalism within the Roman
Catholic, Greek Catholic and Orthodox Churches.

Austrian

bureaucrats found welcome allies against Haynald among some
of his conservative or Austrophile clergy, not to mention
Sulutiu and his group among Romanian Greek Catholics.
Against the latter, Primate Scitovszky and Bishop Haynald
discretely took the side of the Hungarophile wing of the
Romanian clergy.
See.

All sides, of course, appealed to the Holy

Factionalism was less evident under the disciplined

regime of Bishop Saguna, but he did at times discipline
nationalist clergymen of whose militance he disapproved.
Certainly, no bishops lost sight of their institutional
goals: with respect to proselytism, hierarchical independence, state subsidies, and of course the role of patriotic
leadership.

The traditional religiosity of social con-

formism was in decline.

Consequently religion took on a

more voluntaristic note, as individuals made conscious
choices in view of their ethnic identity and political
preferences.

This change in religiosity was an incentive

for the clergy to legitimate itself in patriotic terms.
Robert C. Binkley characterized the two decades between
the defeat of the revolutions of 1848 and German unification
as "the era of federative polity" in Central Europe.
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Conservatives such as Lord Acton and moderate liberals such
as Jozsef Eotvos warned against the threat that the absolute
claims of the national state posed to local, ethnic and
religious autonomies.

According to these thinkers, the form

of state that best guaranteed personal and cultural individuality as well as the essential unity of European civilization would be a federation.

Binkley argues that the state-

craft of Austria in particular, in seeking to buttress the
German federation but also prevent the nationalist atomization of its own empire, was the most concrete expression of
6

this thinking.

The considerable vitality and appeal

of ecclesiastic polities in the period portrayed in this
study confirms this insight.

The triumph of the national

state was not only not inevitable, but in the case of
Hungary the church autonomy that many of the nationalities
attained in the 1860s helped to moderate the victory of
Hungarian nationalism in 1867.

6. Robert c. Binkley, Realism and Nationalism, 18521871 (New York: Harper & Row--,19351~
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